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Preface

Preface

Sui-Tang Chang'an served as the capital of China for 320 years. The
construction of the city started in 582. In the following year 583, when the first stage of
its construction was complete, it started receiving the first batch of settlers. In 904 it
was abandoned when General Zhu Wen1 ordered the total dismantling of the its
remaining structures.
Designed to achieve the most magnificent visual impression, Sui-Tang Chang'an
was packed with palatial and monastic structures. Gardens, lakes, pavilions dotted the
city while the market areas were booming with business. Cosmopolitan, prosperous and
populous, Sui-Tang Chang'an became indisputably the most brilliant city on earth.
Rome was only a shadow of its former self while Cordoba was yet to rise in the 10th
century.2 Even Constantinople was less than one sixth of Chang'an's size.3
However, modem research on the city is disappointingly insufficient. There is
not a single adequate book-length study exclusively on Sui-Tang Chang'an in any
language.4 In Western languages there is hardly anything. The recent edition of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica does not even provide a separate entry for the city. Instead,
bits and pieces of information are scattered in the short Micropaedia entry of "Xi'an"5
and relevant sections on Sui-Tang history. Moreover, theories on the city advanced by
contemporary scholars are often inadequate due to lack of substantial secondary studies
in primary sources and archaeology, as exemplified by the Naba Toshisada-Chen Yinke6
theory which speculates erroneously on non-Chinese influences on the building of the
city.
Recent archaeological research has greatly increased our knowledge of Sui-Tang
Chang'an, which is among the very few medieval cities that have been subjected to

On Cordoba, see John La M onte/113-4.
See Guillou/279.
The only essay in book form is Tang dai Chang’an zhi yon jiu, an M A thesis by Song Suyi. While
informative and well-organized, it does little more than synthesizing the current scholarship. Scholars like
Adachi Yoshiroku, Satö Taketoshi and Wu Bolun only treat the city as part o f the greater Chang'an area.
See Adachi Yoshiroku; Satö Taketoshi Choan and Wu Bolun et al. J|f
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Preface

systematic excavation in China. But little effort has been made to combine archaeological
finds with documentary evidence.
It is to redress such an imbalance that I set out to write the following pages.
Since this thesis centres around the city, that is, the built-up urban area, it barely
touches on the suburban regions. Therefore such important palace complexes as the
Huaqing gong and Yong'an gong1 are deliberately left out.8 As to the residents, they
are given varying degrees of coverage, ranging from a brief general account to a specific
lengthy study. It would have been much better if I had studied the scholars, the military,
slaves and the nobles in greater detail. But that would have required a much longer
study.
Trained as an archaeologist, I feel most at home dealing with archaeological
finds. But working on a topic as big as Sui-Tang Chang'an, there are bound to be
unfamiliar areas to explore. This is particularly true when it comes to writing about
foreigners and religions. Hopefully, colleagues and readers will give me valuable
suggestions for future improvement

For further information on suburban palaces, please refer to Song Suyi/149-153.
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Abstract
Sui-Tang Chang'an was the capital of Sui-Tang China from AD 582 to 904.
With a population of over one million in the 8th and 9th centuries, and with a walled area
of 84 square km, it was then the largest city in the world.
It has been widely accepted in the academic world that Sui-Tang Chang'an was
built under the influence of non-Chinese cultures. My research, however, shows that not
only such influence was non-existent, but the planning of the city followed the
Confucian canonical prescriptions more faithfully than any of its predecessors. This
thesis goes on to survey the various aspects of Chang'an, focusing on the palace
complexes, the central and local administrations, ritual centres, marketplaces and the
business community, residential wards and foreign residents, monastic institutions,
recreational activities, and the final destruction of the city.
Chang'an itself was presumably "governed" by the Metropolitan Prefecture and
its two subordinate urban county administrations: Chang'an and Wannian. But the
power of these officials was largely eclipsed by that of central government
The emperor and his entourage lived in the three spacious palaces in the northern
part of the city while the central government organs were concentrated in the Imperial
City. The residential areas, where the overwhelming majority of the populace lived,
designed, in accordance with the time-honoured ward system, which reached its apogee
in Sui-Tang Chang'an with 110 symmetrically laid out wards rigidly governed by
curfew hours. But as time went on, the system gradually broke down under the
influence of burgeoning business activities, which spilled over from the markets into the
residential areas of the city. Hand in hand with commerce, religion thrived with
Buddhism and Taoism predominating, but various minor foreign cults were introduced
via Chang'an's considerable population of foreign residents from the steppe lands,
Central and Western Asia.
Entrepreneurs, merchants, scholars, entertainers, and soldiers all participated in
an urban culture that was increasingly characterized by commercialism, while foreigners
with their exotic trades and religions contributed to a prevailing cosmopolitan
atmosphere.
To examine Sui-Tang Chang'an in perspective, parallels are made with earlier
and later capitals in China, including Han Chang'an, Han-Wei Luoyang, Northern Wei
Luoyang, Bian and Hangzhou, and occasional references are made to such Western
cities as Rome, Constantinople, Cordova and others.
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Explanatory Notes
W eights and M easures 9
1. Length
Tang

Metric

10 cun = 1 chi

0.3 m

-+.R-

5 chi = 1bu

1.5 m

P

3m

3t

540 m

a

540 m2

m

(Sui: 6 chi = 1 bu)
10 chi = 1 zhang
360 bu = 1 li
(Sui: 300 bu - 1 li)
2. Area
1 mu = 240 bu^
3. Capacity
1 sheng
10 sheng = 1 dou
10 dou = 1 hu or shi
4. Weight
1 liang =
16 liang = 1jin

0.5944 litre
5.944 litre
59.44 litre

37.3 g
596.82 g

it
ft

W
Jr

Calendar
The months of the Chinese calendar are indicated by ordinal numbers: (the 7th
day o f ) the third month, as distinguished from the months of the Gregorian Calendar: 7
March. For conversion between the Chinese and Western dates, I rely upon Chen
Yuan's Er shi shi shuo run biao.10

Plants
On the nomenclature of medieval plants, I follow F. Porter Smith's Chinese
Materia Medica: Vegetable Kingdom (2nd edition.revised by Daven Wei).
9

16

Based on 1. Liang Fangzhong/541-6; Twitchett Financial / xiii and Adachi Yoshiroku/23-9, 34-5.

M edieval

pronunciation .

For pronunciation of medieval characters, I make use of Karlgren's phonetic
scheme (the medieval equivalent is put between two slashes /.../) and reconstructions.
For further information, please refer to Bernard Karlgren: "Grammata Serica Recensa"
BMFEA 29(1957).
O fficial T itles
For translation of Sui-Tang official titles, I mainly refer to the Cambridge
History o f China volume 3 and Charles Flucker's A Dictionary of Ojficial Titles in
Imperial China Stanford 1985. But on many occasions, translations provided by the
CHC or Hucker are not satisfactory, and I have to retranslate them.
PERIODIZATION.
The Ming literary critic Gao Bing divides the Tang dynasty into four phases:11
Early Tang(Wude to Kaiyuan periods),
High Tang(Kaiyuan to Dali periods),
Middle Tang (Dali to end of Yuanhe periods), and
Late Tang(Kaicheng to the Five Dynasties periods).
Based on this method, I redefine the periods, emphasizing historical
developments.
Phase 1: Sui (581-617)
Phase 2: Early Tang (618-712)
Phase 3: High Tang (713-755)
Phase 4: Middle Tang (756-820)
Phase 5: Late Tang (821-906).
AGE
The traditional Chinese way of calculation regards conception as the beginning of
life, thus a baby is one year old at birth. Documentary sources invariably adhere to this
method. To avoid confusion, all the numerals indicating age that occur in the thesis are
those of the original.

See Tang shi pin hui /'passim.
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Index to the Reigning Periods of Sui-Tang Emperors
Sui emperors are indicated by (Sui), Tang emperors are left unmarked.

Aidi

904-7

W enzong

D aizong

76 2 -7 9

W u Z etian (E m press) 684-90

D ezong

7 7 9-805

W u Z etian (Z hou)

G aozong

649- 83

W uzong

840-6

G aozu

6 18-26

X ianzong

805-20

Jin g zo n g

824-7

X iuanzong*

846-59

M uzong

820-4

X izong

873-88

R uizong

68 4 -9 0

X u anzong

71 2 -5 6

R uizong

7 1 0 -1 2

Y izong

859-73

S h u n zo n g

805

Z haozong

888-904

S uzo n g

7 5 6 -6 2

Z hongzong

684

T aizong

626-49

Z hongzong

7 0 5 -1 0

W en d i (Sui)

5 8 1 -6 0 4

* Transcribed irregularly to distinguish from

Y angdi (Sui)

604-17

Xuanzong.

*

*

827-40

*

Key to Difficult Elements in Pinyin
c = ts,

shi = w a s h e s ,

ch i = ric h e s ,

x = ic h (G e rm .),

e = c o lo n e l,

y = y ie ld ,

g = good,

y u = ii,
z = g o o d s,

j = je a n s ,
q = cheese,

zh = ja w ,

q u = chü,

zh i = la rg e .
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A bstract
Sui-Tang Chang'an was the capital of Sui-Tang China from AD 582 to 904.
With a population of over one million in the 8th and 9th centuries, and with a walled area
of 84 square km, it was then the largest city in the world.
It has been widely accepted in the academic world that Sui-Tang Chang'an was
built under the influence of non-Chinese cultures. My research, however, shows that not
only such influence was non-existent, but the planning of the city followed the
Confucian canonical prescriptions more faithfully than any of its predecessors. This
thesis goes on to survey the various aspects of Chang’an, focusing on the palace
complexes, the central and local administrations, ritual centres, marketplaces and the
business community, residential wards and foreign residents, monastic institutions,
recreational activities, and the final destruction of the city.
Chang’an itself was presumably "governed" by the Metropolitan Prefecture and
its two subordinate urban county administrations: Chang'an and Wannian. But the
power of these officials was largely eclipsed by that of central government
The emperor and his entourage lived in the three spacious palaces in the northern
part of the city while the central government organs were concentrated in the Imperial
City. The residential areas, where the overwhelming majority of the populace lived,
designed, in accordance with the time-honoured ward system, which reached its apogee
in Sui-Tang Chang'an with 110 symmetrically laid out wards rigidly governed by
curfew hours. But as time went on, the system gradually broke down under the
influence of burgeoning business activities, which spilled over from the markets into the
residential areas of the city. Hand in hand with commerce, religion thrived with
Buddhism and Taoism predominating, but various minor foreign cults were introduced
via Chang'an's considerable population of foreign residents from the steppe lands,
Central and Western Asia.
Entrepreneurs, merchants, scholars, entertainers, and soldiers all participated in
an urban culture that was increasingly characterized by commercialism, while foreigners
with their exotic trades and religions contributed to a prevailing cosmopolitan
atmosphere.
To examine Sui-Tang Chang'an in perspective, parallels are made with earlier
and later capitals in China, including Han Chang'an, Han-Wei Luoyang, Northern Wei
Luoyang, Bian and Hangzhou, and occasional references are made to such Western
cities as Rome, Constantinople, Cordova and others.
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Major Sources

In the following section, I am going to discuss a number of the most
frequently quoted sources, their relevance to my study and their
textual problems. At the beginning of each chapter there will also be a
separate section on sources relevant to the chapter.
Sui-Tang Chang'an aroused special interest among historians as early as the
Tang dynasty when the city was still in its prime. The first scholar who attempted to
write about the city systematically was Wei Shu,1 who served the court during
Xuanzong's reign. His work on Chang'an titled the Liang jing xin ji2 was completed
in 122} It disappeared in China a long time ago. However, of the original five
chapters, chapter 3 survived in the Sonkeikaku Bunka4 in Japan. When it reached
China again in the Qing dynasty, its 20 pages were in disarray, causing a number of
ambiguities.5 In 1956 Hiraoka Takeo restored the 20 pages to their original sequence
and had them published photographically in the Chöan to Rakuyö Texts Volume.6
The Hiraoka edition has since become the definite version. Mainland China published
Chöan to Rakuyö in translation, but the Texts Volume was left unpublished. Even
nowadays, scholars in mainland China still rely on the flawed original edition.
Although the original Liang jing xin ji was comparatively short, it laid the basis for
later works to follow.
Prominent among these later works is the Chang'an zhi by Song Minqiu, a
leading scholar of Song times. As an all-embracing historico-geographical work, it
covers the whole Guanzhong area back to pre-Qin times. Of the 20 chapters, 6-10 are
devoted to the urban area of Sui-Tang Chang'an. Song Minqiu's greatest contribution
lies in his personal investigation of the structural remains of the city. His work, at the
time of its publication, was already claimed to be more than ten times as detailed as
the Liang jing xin ji. The most widely used edition is included in the Jingxuntang
cong shu, with Bi Yuan's7 textual criticism. Chapters 6-10 of this edition were
reprinted by Hiraoka. However, there are better editions than the one Bi Yuan used.

2
3
4
5
6
7

MsClfrE-

See Fukuyama Toshio.
It is included in Con shu ji cheng chu bian vol.3205.
Hiraoka Takeo 'Texts Volume"/15-34.
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The recently published Si ku quan shu edition offers an important source for
comparison. Initially belonging to the private collection of Feng Yu8 the Si ku edition
is probably closer to the original. But Si ku editions usually suffer from the collators'
hasty textual research and the flagrant replacements of taboo characters.9 On the other
hand, Bi Yuan's edition mixes collator’s remarks with the original annotation. Until a
better collated edition is published, both should be consulted.10
The most important single premodem source on Chang'an is no doubt the
Tang Hang jing cheng fang kao by Xu Song, a great Qing scholar. It was during the
process of compiling the Quan Tang wen (the Complete Collection of Tang Prose
Works) that Xu Song gathered his primary information on Sui-Tang Chang'an. He
drew upon a great variety of sources: standard histories, epigraphic inscriptions,
anthologies of literary pieces etc, amounting in all to more than 400 titles. Wherever
appropriate, Xu Song checks the details in the Chang'an zhi against other evidence.
His Mend Wang Senwen11 gave him tremendous help in mapping out the plan of the
city based on his own on-the-spot investigation. It took Xu Song 39 years to
complete the book, which was block-printed in 1848. Recently, the Zhonghuashuju
published a punctuated version by Fang Yan,12 which was based on the 1848
edition. But Fang Yan also had recourse to the manuscript of the book in the
collection of the Peking University Library, and was able to add a number of
passages left out by the early publisher. The Zhonghuashuju edition, which also
includes the addendum (the Tang Hang jing cheng fang kao jiao hu ji) by Cheng
Hongzhao15, is by far the best available. At the end of the book is affixed a faMy
detailed index14 compiled in accordance with the four comer system.15
An often cited work on the evolution of Chinese capitals is the Li dai zhai jing
ji by Gu Yanwu which was first published in early 19th century.16 The part of the
book dealing with the Sui-Tang period is based on the Sui shu, Jiu Tang shu, Xin
Tang shu and Cefu yuan gui. All these sources are extant. So Gu's work, while may
be of great help to students of Chinese urban evolution as whole, is only of marginal
interest.

8
9’

10

m

For example, imperial names and characters remindful o f barbarian invasion.
For basic textual information, see Shao Yichen et al./309; Si ku ti y a o l0 /6 \9 -2 0 . For evaluation o f the
work, see HiraokaTakeo ’T exts Volume"/7-9. For the texts see Chang’an z/ii/73-238; ~ (Hiraoka)/91-

121.
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Hiraoka prepared an even better index for a number of sources including Liang jin g cheng fang kao. See
Hiraoka "Index Volume’"/passim.
See Tang liang jin g Collator's Note/1-3; Hiraoka 'Texts Volume"/6-7.
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A number of early sources contain relevant information mainly on the
architectural structures and administration of the city. Notably, the Tang liu dian,
Tang hui yao and Yong lu.
Compiled by Zhang Jiuling and others, and annotated by Li Linfu, both chief
ministers for Xuanzong, the Tang liu dian is the most authoritative primary source on
Tang institutions. I only use the Si ku edition. The Japanese edition punctuated by
Hiroike Senkurö et al.,17 vhich. is probably the best version, has not been available
to me.
The Tang hui yao was compiled by Wang Fu of Song. It incorporates two
earlier works: the Hui yao by Su Mian and the Xu hui yao.18 Although a work of
great value, it suffers from poor editorship and proof-reading. The Guo xue ji ben
cong shu edition provides the standard version. Unfortunately, it is riddled with
errors. When citing this work I have tried to check it against other sources.
The Yong lu (Si ku edition) is a remarkable endeavour by the Song scholar
Cheng Dachang to make a critical examination of Chang'an and its related literature.
His remarks, in spite of their limitations, stand up well by and large .
To a lesser degree, the Tong dian, as one of the better earlier works on
institutional history, is also relevant
Two complete collections of Tang literary works are worth a special mention
here: the Quan Tang wen and Quan Tang shi.
The Quan Tang wen, completed in 1814, was a successful attempt to gather
together various genres of prose works of the Tang and Five Dynasties periods.
Works are grouped according to their authors, who are arranged more or less
chronologically. (Imperial works, of course, precede any others.) Each author is
given a biographical note. But typographical errors are numerous, as are inexcusable
omissions. Since it is in large part based on the Wen yuan ying hua, it should be
checked against the latter whenever possible. The most popular version is the one
printed in Taipei (in 1962) in 20 volumes. Recently, the Zhonghuashuju published a
punctuated edition, with the two supplementary works (Tang wen shi yi and Tang
wen xu shi yi) by Lu Xinyuan19 and a separate author-title index volume.
The Quan Tang shi, intended to be a complete collecion of Tang and Five
Dynasties poetry, was finished in 1707. The information it contains on Chang'an's
physical beauty and civic life is almost inexhaustible. The Zhonghuashuju punctuated
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edition has become the standard version. Two supplementary volumes (Quart Tang
shi wai bian)20 were published by the Zhonghuashuju in 1982.
The most detailed author-title indexes for these two collections are provided
by Hiraoka in his Tödai kenkyü no shiori (vols. 3,10 for prose works; vols 4,11,12
for poetry).
Song encyclopaedic collections (lei shu)21 such as the Ce fu yuan gui,
Taiping yu lan, Wen yuan ying hua and Yu hai22 are all of use to the study of SuiTang Chang'an. So are general geographical books such as the Yuan he jun xian tu
zhi and Taiping huan yu j i 25 But the most important all-inclusive Song collection is
the Taiping guang ji ,24 which draws on more than 400 titles, most of which are lost.
It contains fiction, fairy tales, anecdotes as well as factual accounts. The
melodramatic plots depicted in fiction are not quote-worthy. But the detailed
descriptions of various aspects of urban life are usually based on reality. The
information the Taiping guang ji provides on city commercialism is unique among
extant sources. The Zhonghuashuju punctuated edition, though far from immaculate,
is the best version so far.
The standard histories, in spite of their tendency to overemphasize palace
politics, are a very important basis for my research. Of the four sources: the Sui shu,
Xin Tang shu, Jiu Tang shu and Zi zhi tong jian, the last is the most useful. It quotes
extensively from such miscellaneous sources as literary works and unofficial
histories, and thus preserves much valuable information on the city which would
otherwise have been lost. In my thesis I use the Zhonghuashuju punctuated editions
for all four works, since they have become standard. Two personal name index
volumes are compiled for the Sui shu (Sui shu ren ming suo yin)25 and the two Tang
histories (Xin jiu Tang ren ming suo yin),26 while a similar work for the Zi zhi tong
jian is not yet available.27
For epigraphical inscriptions, I mainly rely on two collections: the Jin shi cui
bian and Shaanxi jin shi zhi28 Both were published during the Late Qing period.
There are also numerous epitaphs unearthed since 1949. While most remain
20
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There is a Japanese index to the Zi zhi tong jian by Saeki Tomi (see) which only focuses on less
known terms and names.
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unpublished, two archaeological reports {Xi'an jiao qu Sui Tang mu and Tang
Chang'an cheng jiao Sui Tang mu)29 contain a number of them. The other published
epitaphs are scattered in Kao gu, Kao gu xue bao,Wen wu and Kao gu yu wen wu.
Lastly a brief note on archaeological finds related to my research.
Investigation of structural remains of the city goes back to Song times. As
mentioned above, the survey done by the Song scholar Song Minqiu on the ruins of
Chang'an provided a source of invaluable information for his book Chang'an zhi. In
1080, a map of Chang'an known as the Chang'an gu ta ,30 with all the historic sites
was inscribed on a stele with Lii Dafang's31 explanation. Presumably the map was
used as an illustration of the Chang'an zhi, although it represented a completely
independent effort. During the Yuan dynasty, Li Haowen,32 basing himself on this
map and field research, drew 22 maps on Chang'an of Han and Sui-Tang as well as
their nearby historic sites.33 Qing scholar Wang Senwen's map, on which Xu Song's
work was based, is superior in quality and accuracy and was not superseded until the
late 1950s.34
Interests in field investigation of Chang'an were revived at the turn of the
century by the Japanese scholars, Sekino Tadashi, Kuwabara Jitsuzö, culminating in
the Chöan shiseki kö by Adachi Yoshiroku.35 However, scientific excavation of
Chang'an sites has only taken place since 1957. Archaeologists surveyed the city plan
systematically, paying special attention to palace complexes, markets, wards, streets,
city walls and gates. So far the following general reports have been published:
1.
2.

"Chang'an cheng di ji chu bu tan ce" Kao gu xue bao 58:3.
"Zhongguo ke xue yuan kao gu yan jiu suo 1960 nian tian ye gong zuo

di zhu yao shou huo" Kao gu 1961:4.
3.
"Tang dai Chang'an cheng kao gu ji lue" Kao gu 1963:11. ("Ji lue")
With the publication of "Ji lue", the first two reports were made obsolete.
However, "Ji lue" underestimates the area of the Eastern Palace. This error was
corrected later by the excavator Ma Dezhi.36 Of the three palace complexes, the
Darning gong, has been subjected to the most intensive excavation. The first report

29
30
31'
32
32
34

See Chang’an zhi tu by Li Haowen Si ku ed.vol.587, Summary/1-2, Original Preface/1-2.
It is published in "Ji lue" Kao gu 1963:11.

35_

See Okazaki Takashi Chügoku no Kökogaku: Zui-Tö hen/26.

36

Ma Dezhi "Dong gong".
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was published in 1959.37 It was followed by a book-length study published in the
same year under the title Tang Chang'an Darning gong.38 A follow-up account was
published in 1961.39 On the Xingqing gong, a report was published in 1959.40
Archaeological reports on specific areas such as wards, markets etc. will be dealt with
in the respective chapters.
It seems that archaeological activities in the area were suspended in 1963, and
resumed in the early 1970s. However, attention has now been shifted to other aspects
of the city such as gatehouses and Buddhist monasteries.

See Ma Dezhi "Darning gong".
SeeM aD ezhi Darning
Ma Dezhi "1959-1960 Darning gon gf a jue jan bao".
Ma Dezhi "Xingqing gong".
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On the Imperial Capital

Grand is the imperial residence in the Qin Valley,
Majestic is the royal home in the Hangu Pass.
Imposing edifices tower high in the sky,
Suburban palaces stretch far for miles.
Roofs merge with the Milky Way,
Temples rise into the heavens.
Hall after hall perches in clouds,
Wispy air veiling magnificent beauty.
by Li Shimin, Emperor Taizong of Tang
Quart Tang shi 1/1

Introduction

Crossing southern Shaanxi province the Wei*1 River flows eastwards to empty
into the middle reaches of the Yellow River, draining a long narrow stretch of fertile
land. This is the Wei River Plain, famous in history as Guanzhong or "Inside the
Pass ".2 South of the Wei River is the present-day city Xi'an which overlays the

The Pass is Hangu Pass

^ ^

in the Western part o f Henan province. See Gu Zuyu 52/2254-5.
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Introduction

northern part of the historic city Chang'an- On the south the city is bounded by the Ziwu
Valley3 of the Zhongnan Mountains,4 noted for its difficulty of access.5
As early as the Western Zhou dynasty, the Chinese realized the strategic
importance of Guanzhong which played host to the two Western Zhou capitals: Feng
and Hao6. The well-known Warring States diplomat and politician Su Qin7 called the
Guanzhong Tian fu zhi guo (a Heavenly Kingdom)8 by virtue of its riches and
impregnability.9 Zhang Liang, chief adviser to Liu Bang the founder of the Former Han
dynasty, summed up the advantages of the area concisely: "Bounded on the east by the
E ry ao 10 Mountains and Hangu Pass

and on the West by the Long and Min11

Mountains, Guanzhong occupies a fertile area extending over a thousand li in length. It
has access to the riches of Ba and Shu in the south and the Hu pastures in the north.
Protected on three sides by natural barriers, Guanzhong reaches out eastwards to control
the statelets and kingdoms. So long as they are at peace (with the central government),
they will send an abundant supply of (commodities to Guanzhong) by the Yellow River.
Even when they become defiant, (the central government) can still rely on the
downstream flow of these rivers for transportation. This area well deserves the title of
the Gold City of a Thousand li or Heavenly Kingdom." With these words in mind, Liu
Bang, the first Former Han emperor decided to build his capital Chang'an in the area.12
The Han capital Chang'an was built in an elevated area called Longshou
Mountains (Dragon Head Mountains)13 which dips southeastwards into a low-lying area
known as Longshou Plain. It was on this plain that Sui Daxingcheng, the predecessor of
the Tang Chang'an, was located.14
On the 24th of the sixth month (29 July) 582, an imperial edict initiated the
construction of the city which was to be known as Daxingcheng in the Sui and as
Chang'an in the Tang dynasties.15 On the first day of the third year of the Kaihuang16
period (29 Jan. 583), the new capital was almost ready for settlement, and a universal
amnesty was granted for the occasion. On the 18th of the third month (15 April) 583, the
emperor moved into the city.17 Measuring 9721 (east-west) by 8651.7 m (north-south),
the walled area was more than 84 km2 in size. Apart from the central north part which
3
4

_
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is part o f the Qinling
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ii$, and is also known as the Nan Mountains. Gu Zuyu 52/2254-5.
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was occupied by palaces, Chang’an was carved into more than a hundred sections by
twelve east-west and nine north-south streets.18 These sections were known as wards
(fang or /z).19 Each was enclosed in its own four walls. Viewed from above, the neatly
laid out gridiron pattern was reminiscent of a checkerboard.
Before we discuss the functions of the city, we might ask a few questions: What
was the rationale for building the city? Who were responsible for the project? In what
ways was the planning influenced by alien cultures? How much did it inherit from
previous dynastic capitals in China? The two chapters (1,2) that follow the Introduction
are to answer these questions. The first chapter examines the most prevalent theory on
Chang'an’s origins. The second chapter deals with historical influences, domestic and
foreign, on the city.
Judging from the city plan, the builders of Sui-Tang Chang’an seem to have
intended to divide the city into several types of functional zones. Although later
development, especially since the An Lushan Rebellion of 755-63, obliterated some of
the regional differences, these zones still basically retained their individual character.
Chapters 3-6 will focus on these zones:
3. Palace Zones
4. Administrative and Ritual Zones
5. Business Zones
6. Residential Zones
In addition to these clear-cut zones, two more functional areas are covered by
Chapters 7 and 8:
7. Religion
8. Recreation
This city spanned the whole Sui-Tang period and it was during the Tang dynasty
that it reached the zenith of development. For convenience I shall use the term Chang'an
of Sui-Tang to include both Daxingcheng and Chang'an.

is
19.

"Ji lue"/596.
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Chapter 1. The Naba-Chen Theory Reexamined

On the origins o f Daxingcheng1 (later known as Chang'an in Tang
times), Professor Chen Yinke23has advanced a theory that has carried
the greatest weight in Sui-Tang studies. This is in part due to his
logical, persuasive argumentation, and in part due to his overawing
command o f historical sources. Indeed, it would not be an
exaggeration to name Chen Yinke as the greatest scholar of Sui-Tang
history in the 20th century. His idea of the rival interests of various
regional aristocratic groups being the motive force behind Tang court
politics provides us fo r the first time with a clearly argued analysis of
Tang political history. Although it has been challenged and modified
by later scholars, the idea stands basically intactß His abovementioned theory on the construction of the Sui-Tang capital, has
never been seriously challenged. Since his hypothesis was inspired by
another great scholar Naba Toshisada,4for convenience I just name it
the Naba-Chen theory.

Sources
To understand Chen Yinke’s important theory on the Western influence in Chang'an's
planning, it is advisable to read Naba Toshisada's famous article on "Northern exoticism"5
which gives rise to Chen's speculation. As to Chen’s theory,6 there has been very little criticism.

2
3
4
5
6

See Naba Toshisada/1248-54.
See Chen Yinke Sui-Tang zhi du /62-81.
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1 Chen-Naba: Sources
Cen Zhongmian/ did make an attempt to refute the theory in his Sui Tang shi? but his discussion
occupies less than a page. The fact that he seizes every opportunity in his book to attack Chen Yinke
inclines the reader to believe in Cen Zhongmian's possible involvement in factional polemics and to
doubt his motivation.9
To reexamine the Naba-Chen theory, I have surveyed the Northern City of Ye, Luoyang of
Qin-Westem Jin and Luoyang of Northern Wei. The Shui jing zhu10 10 and Ye zhong 7'i11 provides
the essential information on the palace position in Ye. The so-called Han-Wei Luoyang is found to
have derived from the Qin dynasty through a piece of evidence contained in the Kuo di zhi, 12 a
valuable source on China's physical geography completed in the Tang dynasty. The Western Jin poet
Lu Ji's12 record of the triple market system is found in the Luoyang ji in the Shuofu edition.14 The
best documentary record of the Northern Wei Luoyang is contained in the Luoyang qie lan ji by Yang
Xuanzhi,15 who himself was a resident of the city.16 On the archaeological evidence of the two
Luoyang mentioned above, Wang Zhongshu's17 Han Civilization provides the most handy reference.
Its Chinese version is also available under the title Han dai kao gu xue gai shuo, 18 The passage on
which Chen Yinke depends for reinforcing his theory of "Western exoticism" is quoted from the
Shui jing zhi 40, which in turn quotes from a lost source the Jin shu by Wang Yin.19 Concerning
the founding of the city, both the Sui shu and Zi zhi tong jian20 record the major events. On Yuwen
Kai's21 geomantic distribution of living quarters in the city, the Yuanhe jun xian tu zhi 22 1 and
Tang hui yao 50 are the earliest extant accounts. Yuwen Kai’s biography in the Sui shu 68 sheds
much light on his scholarly affiliations. On Yan Pi2j and He Chou's24 ethnic origins, Chen Yinke
provides an original but questionable argument2^ Cen Zhongmian's counterargument is included in
his Sui Tang shi.26
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See Kuo di zhi /169.
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The Naba-Chen Theory
In 1930, Naba Toshisada published his essay on the origin of Chang'an of
the Tang dynasty in which he raises the question of the inconsistency of the city's
planning with the principles in the Book o f Artificers {Kao gong y'/)27 a work
probably written during the Warring States period and interpolated into the Zhou li as
a substitute for the lost chapter "Dong guan"28 (the Winter Officers) during the
Former Han dynasty.29 He regards such unorthodoxy as evidence of the practicality
of the northern non-Han people who were chiefly responsible for the building of the
city.30
Naba's criterion for orthodoxy is found in the following passage of Kao gong
fi:

When the capital city is planned by the architect, it should measure nine li by
nine, with three gates on each side. Inside the city nine longitudinal streets are
crossed by nine latitudinal streets. Each of them should be wide enough to
allow nine chariots to run abreast. Let the zong miao (the Ancestral Temple)
be on your left (east) and the she yi31(the State Temple) be on your right
(while you are facing south). The palace should be in front (south), the market
in the rear (north).32
Basing on these principles, Naba does a comprehensive survey of capital
cities in China before the Sui dynasty and finds that they conveniently fall into two
categories:
1) The orthodox cities such as the northern city of Ye and Luoyang of
Western Jin which were built more or less in accordance with the
prescriptions in Kao gong ji;
2) The unorthodox cities such as Luoyang of Northern Wei and the southern
city of Ye which were built in disregard of Kao gong ji. Noticeably, the
relative position of the palace and the market specified by Kao gong ji was
27
28
29
30
31
32

Guo Moruo/147-51.
Naba Toshidasa/1248-1254.
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Translated in accordance with Zheng Xuan's interpretation. See Zhou li 41/24-5.
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reversed and the palace was planted in the extreme north of the city. This
phenomenon is found by Naba attributable to the ethnic and cultural
background of the builders of these cities.
According to Naba the designers of the first group of cities were of Han
origin, and the cities they built showed great conventionality. The designers of the
second group were of predominantly non-Han ethnic origin and were much more
non-conformist in their approach. To some extent the latter set an example for the
architects of Daxingcheng of Sui (i.e. Chang'an of Tang) who happened to be of
more or less the same northern non-Han descent
Professor Chen Yinke, although not accepting categorically Naba's theory,
tries to locate the western part of China as the source of exotic influence on
Daxingcheng of Sui.33
He finds an earlier example in Guzang34 in northwestern part of China which,
supposedly put its market south of its palace. Guzang and Northern Wei Luoyang,
which was built much later, showed similarity in urban morphology. Li Chong35 the
chief designer of Luoyang of northern Wei was the descendant of Li Gao36 who had
ruled in the vicinity of Guzang not long before. It is quite likely Guzang served as a
source of inspiration for Northern Wei Luoyang which in turn inspired Daxingcheng.
Interestingly, the people responsible for its construction, Yuwen Kai and his two
colleagues, were found to be of western non-Han descent.
Professor Arthur Wright, writing more than thirty years later, develops the
hypothesis still further by claiming: "He (Yuwen Kai) and all those associated with
him in building the city were Northerners of mixed descent; some were descended
from fairly recent immigrants from Central Asia, and one had a Zoroastrian personal
name. All felt free to innovate, to take only what they pleased from the prescriptions
of the Chinese classics. The result was a capital that was unprecedented in scale and
novel in design."37 They are said to have been inspired, among other things, by the
great cities of Central Asia (perhaps indirectly).38
Chen Yinke's theory which emphasizes the foreign origins of the city, seems
to have been widely accepted as axiomatic in academic circles. As recently as 1985,
Prof. Okazaki Takashi, a leading Japanese Sui-Tang scholar, referred to it
33.
2A
35
36
37
38

Chen Yinke Sui-Tang zhi du /62-3.
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uncritically.39 Song Suyi40 whose work is the the only book-length study of SuiTang Chang'an, also took the theory for granted in 1983 41
The following chapter is aimed at reexamining these view-points in light of
archaeological and documentary evidence, and will be divided into three main parts.
The first part will deal with Naba's argument, the second part will focus on the
theories set forth by Chen Yinke, and the third part will put Naba-Chen's theory
further to the test by reexamining the planning of Daxingcheng (Sui-Tang Chang'an).

Okazaki first published an article on Chang'an archaeology in 1963 and revised it in 1985. The article
was published in a collection of his archaeological studies in 1987. See Okazaki Takashi/41.
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See Song Suyi/36-7.
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Naba’s Theory of Northern Practicality
The Northern City of Ye
According to Naba, two capitals before the Sui dynasty were built in
accordance with prescriptions in Kao gong j i : Ye of the Cao Wei42 and Luoyang of
the Western Jin dynasties. The former is also known as the northern city of Ye
because a southern extension was added to it later on.
Naba is of the view that in the northern city of Ye, the palace must be in the
centre while the market should be north of it as is required by Kao gong ji, and finds
evidence in the verse "On the Wei Capital" (Wei dufu) by Zuo Si43 which records:
The river flows into the southern and northern wards of the city.44
But in the Shui jing zhu it is clearly stated that when emperor Wu of the
Wei45 was enfeoffed in Ye, he built the northern palace.46 According to the Record
o f Ye (Ye zhong ji), from the end of the Later Han dynasty to Shi Hu's47 reign,
extravagant palaces were built on the three spacious platforms in the northwestern
comer of the city 48 From this it would appear that the palace was situated in the
extreme north or the northwestern comer of the city. As to the northern and southern
wards where the waters cut through, they might be in the northern part of the city but
still east of the palace. Tuoba Tao49 of the Northern Wei dynasty burnt down the
palace which was rebuilt by emperor Gaozu50 of the same dynasty in the west of
the city, and it was not completed until 493.51
In the ninth month of 534 emperor Xiaojing52 of the Eastern Wei, in the face
of the on-coming threat from the Western Wei, beat a hasty retreat from Luoyang and
brought with him his entourage and 400,000 households of people. They arrived in
Ye in the eleventh month of the same year.53 The emperor resided in the government
quarters in the north of the city. Since the building of the southern city was not
42
43
44'

Naba Toshisada/1218-19.
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Shui jing zhu 10/349.
Ye zhong j i /4.
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planned until 539, the emperor must have used the northern part of the city as his
residential palace.54
After the southern city was built, the northern city was still in use. On one
occasion, 300,000 male labourers were mobilized to restore the three elevated
platforms in the northwest of the northern city. Palaces and imperial parks were built
on a massive scale.55 This is a clear indication of the position of the palace in the
northwest part of the city.
From the evidence above we may infer that the northern city of Ye before the
Sui dynasty had never been built in strict accordance with Kao gong ji as far as the
position of the palace is concerned. There is other evidence that belies Kao gong ji's
principles. For instance, the number of gates was seven as against the prescribed
twelve.
Luoyang (Qin-Western Jin)
The other classical example which, in Naba's opinion, should have been
followed by the designers of Daxingcheng of Sui (alias Chang'an of Tang) is
Luoyang of the Western Jin dynasty.
Relying on Shui jing zhu, Naba maps out the sketch plan of Luoyang of the
Western Jin, claiming it to be a near perfect example of Kao gong ji. Still, he admits
that the dynastic histories give no clue to the position of the palace.56
Luoyang of Western Jin was situated on the same site of its Han and Cao Wei
predecessors. One cannot understand the evolution of the city without tracing its
beginning. The prototype of Han Luoyang goes as far back as the Qin dynasty. As
quoted by Kuo di zhi, the Yu di z/z/57 informs us that the southern and northern
palaces of Luoyang were in existence ever since the Qin dynasty and remained in use
from the first emperor of the Former Han to the reign of Wang Mang.58 We should
point out here that Wang Zhongshu accredits the Western Han with the creation of
Han Luoyang in his recent work Han Civilization. This is obviously wrong.59 The
Later Han dynasty rebuilt the southern and northern palaces and and erected zong
miao (Ancestral Temple) and she jfi® (State Temple) respectively on the eastern and
western sides of the city.61 Towards the end of the Later Han dynasty, Dong Zhuo62

Tong jian 157/4857; Bei Qi shu 2/20-21.
Bei Qi shu 4/65.
\

NabaToshisada/1222-23.
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set the whole city ablaze.65 The Wei dynasty rulers had the northern and southern
palaces rebuilt.64 During the following Western Jin period, no demolition of the
palaces nor change of their sites has been recorded. We have reason to believe that
the two palaces continued to serve throughout this period. There are records,
however, about the existence of a triple market system that dates back to the Later
Han dynasty.65 Lu Ji, the Western Jin poet, mentions in the Luoyang ji that da shi
(Giant Market) also known as jin shi (Gold Market) was in the west, nan shi (South
Market) in the south and ma shi (Horse Market) in the east of Luoyang.66
Now it is clear that from the Qin to the end of the Western Jin dynasty there
were two palaces in operation simultaneously most of the time. In spite of Dong
Zhuo's destruction of the city, these two palaces were rebuilt in their previous
locations. The subsequent Western Jin dynasty contributed little to the layout of the
city and its continuation of the three markets in the eastern, western and southern
parts of the city, was in complete disregard of the basic principles in Kao gong ji.
Thus documentary research renders untenable Naba's argument about the
Confucian orthodoxy of Western Jin Luoyang. There is one point, however, where
the city planning partially fits into the Confucian prescription: the Ancestral Temple in
the east and the State Temple in the west of the city. As has been pointed out
above,this had been the case with Later Han Luoyang, thus is no proof for Western
Jin's conventionality.
Basing upon archaeological discoveries, Wang Zhongshu maps the layout of
Luoyang of the Later Han dynasty ( Map 5).67 Three markets were in use at the
time, but only one is located in the map. The other two should be in the western and
southern parts of the city.
Luoyang( Northern Wei Dynasty )
Northern Wei Luoyang and the southern city of Ye (Eastern Wei) are regarded
by Naba as two unorthodox examples of capital planning, which were to inspire the
planners of Daxingcheng of the Sui dynasty. It is no coincidence that these two
deviationist cities were built by northern people of predominantly non-Han ancestry.
Naba puts this inventiveness down to the "practicality” of the non-Han people.

HouHan shu 9/370.
San guo zhi 2P6, 3/104-5.
Yuan Henan zhi 2/11.
Luoyang j i 61. Yuan Henan zhi records other two different sets o f market names: da shi (Giant
Market) alias jin shi (Gold Market), Luoyangxian shi (Luoyang County Market) and ma shi (Horse
Market); or: Pingle shi, jin shi and ma shi. See Yuan Henan zhi 2 / 2 7 . rf?,
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Wang Zhongshu Han dai /18, fig.18.
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Naba believes that the imperial palace was built alongside the northern wall of
the city, leaving no room for streets, markets or residential quarters between the
palace and the city wall. He cites as its evidence the following passage in the
preface of Luoyang qie lan jfi& by Yang Xuanzhi:
Adjacent gong gnan are built between Guangmomen69 (the northern gate in
the east) and Daxiamen70 (the northern gate in the west), against the city
wall..71
But gong guan72 which Naba takes for "palace" can also mean "Taoist
monastery". In the Shi ji, it is recorded that to bring to earth the gods from heaven,
princedoms and prefectures were ordered to clear their roads and renovate gong guan
and (their resorts) in sacred mountains as god temples.73 Elsewhere in the preface
quoted by Naba, there is evidence that guan is used in the meaning of "monastery".74
Admittedly, the meaning of gong guan is debatable. But archaeological work
reveals that although the palace of the Northern Wei was situated in the northern part
of the city, there was substantial room between the northern wall of the city and the
northern wall of the palace area for streets and residential quarters. As is shown in the
drawing (Map 6),75 a major road runs parallel to the palace and the city walls.
Historically, the city was based on the layout of the old Luoyang of the Han
and Western Jin dynasties. Of the thirteen gates of the city eleven were in thenprevious position. The one in the mid-west was moved northwards. Only one gate
was added, which was in the northern part of the western wall.76 According to
Luoyang qie lan ji the Ancestral Temple and the State Temple were situated west and
east of the main street running from south to north as is prescribed by the Kao gong
j i ? 7 This practice had been followed with consistency since the Han and Wei
dynasties.
If we put the archaeological maps of Luoyang of the Later Han and Northern
Wei dynasties one on top the other (Maps 5, 6), we can find the two cities overlap in
basic outline. The only major difference lies in the fact that the Northern Wei built its
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Shi ji 28/1396.
"Gong shi (palace) laid in ruins and si guan (Buddhist and Taoist monasteries) were reduced to ashes."
See Qie lan ji Preface/2; Wang Yi-t’u n g /ll.'g ’^?,
W angZhongshu Han dai 112, fig.21.
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palace area in the north only, abandoning once and for all the old southern palace.
This is rather a matter of inaction than unconventionality.
Naba bases his theory concerning northern non-Han people's influence on
Northern Wei Luoyang on three grounds:
1) Its deviation from the traditional idea of placing the palace in the centre.
2) Its originality in connecting the palace area with the northern wall of the
city, a practice also taken up by Daxingcheng during the Sui dynasty.
3) Its distribution of a market and residential quarters in the south of the city,
which is also a breach of convention.
Our research finds out, however:
1) Up to this point, no capital cities had ever built its palace area right in the
centre as is described by Kao gong ji. The Northern Wei people did not
originate the idea of building the palace in the north, but chose one of the
existing two palace sites and rebuilt its palace there while abandoning the
southern site.
2) The palace of Northern Wei Luoyang was not connected with the northern
wall of the city at all. Naba's idea came from misinterpretation of primary
sources and the dearth of archaeological evidence.
3) No inventiveness could be attributed to the Northern Wei people for
distributing markets and residential quarters in the south of the city where a
market had been in existence in the Later Han and the Western Jin dynasties.
A Breach of Convention?
We would like to mention in passing, that Wang Zhongshu recently put
forwards the view that the single-palace structure and the triple market system of the
Northern Wei Luoyang were epoch-making changes that broke with convention and
paved the way for the planning of Daxingcheng and Luoyang of the Sui dynasty.78
Before the building of Northern Wei Luoyang, the double-palace structure
had never been firmly established as a convention nor do any documentary sources
register any attempt to justify it by way of theorizing. Han Chang’an started with the
conversion of the Qin palace Xingle gong79 into its first palace Changle gong.%® By
the time of emperor Wu, another three palaces were added. So it developed from a
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Wang Zhongshu Han Civ 138.
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single-palace system to that of multiple palaces. The northern city of Ye had always
been a city with one palace area before a southern city was joined to it. But that event
happened much later thus could never serve as an example of double palace system
for any previous capitals. Numerous examples could be found in the archaeological
sites of the Eastern Zhou dynasty where cities had single-palace structures.81
Only Luoyang of the Qin and Han dynasties had a more or less constant
double-palace structure. By the time Luoyang was to be rebuilt by the Nonhem Wei
rulers, it had been lying in waste for more than 180 years. Reviving one of the two
palaces, the emperor and his men did not break with any convention nor make any
history.
As to the triple-market system, that was no invention either. As has been
pointed out earlier, three markets had already appeared in the eastern, western and
southern pans of Luoyang during the Later Han and Western Jin dynasties.
The Southern City of Ye
The second unconventional city picked up by Naba as an inspiring example
for the designers of Daxingcheng of the Sui dynasty was the southern city of Ye. The
breach of convention, again, is alleged to have been due to the practicality of the nonHan northerners who built the city.
The fact is the southern city of Ye was modeled upon Northern Wei Luoyang.
Xin Shu82 writes in his memorial to the emperor of the Eastern Wei: "Now that Your
majesty is moving the imperial residence, all the regulations created and structures
built should correspond to the established practice and be modeled upon (the capitals
of) the preceding dynasties and Luoyang (of the Northern Wei dynasty)." He
recommended Li Yexing,83 a learned Confucian scholar for advice. His suggestions
were accepted by the emperor.84 A much higher ranking officer Gao Longzhi85
(shang shu you pu ye, vice-president of the Department of State Affairs) of dubious
Parhae (Bohai) ancestry, was put in charge of the project. He did not show much
originality when he mobilized 100,000 people to virtually transplant entire palaces
from Luoyang to the southern city of Ye.8^

Xin Zhongguo /2 7 1-276: Eastern Zhou Luoyang, Qufu o f Lu, Linzi o f Qi, Xiadu of Yan, Xinzheng
o f Zheng, Jinan o f Chu etc.
82
83
84
85
86
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Wei shu 84/1862.
The founding father o f the Northern Qi dynasty Gao Huan claimed to descend from Parhae. He rewarded
Gao Longzhi with royal brotherhood and Parhae ancestry. Gao Longzhi's Parhae descent very possibly
only existed in name. He and his family were more likely the natives o f Luoyang. See Bei shi 6/ 209,
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Obviously, the planning and building of the southern city of Ye was not an
example of inventiveness where the non-Han practicality prevailed at the expense of
Confucian conventionality.

Professor Chen's Theory of Western Exoticism
Guzang, a Prototype for Chang'an?
Among the capitals built before the Sui dynasty, Naba names Western Jin
Luoyang and the northern city of Ye as orthodox examples which were to inspire the
Daxingcheng's designers who happened to be of predominantly northern non-Han
origin. As has been expounded above, neither of his examples holds water.
Professor Chen Yinke, writing in the 1940s, was also doubtful of Naba's
claim about the practicality of the northern non-Han people. However instead of
testing Naba's argument against documentary or archaeological evidence, he
advances his own view that the northern non-Han influence on Daxingcheng alias
Chang’an came from the western part of China. He argues that the chief designer of
the Northern Wei capital Li Chong, although he was of the Han descent, was
imbued with the culture of west China. His great-grand father Li Gao established the
Western Liang87 dynasty in Liangzhou,88 where a city measuring three li (east-west)
by seven (north-south), consisted of five small cities. This was the prefectural city of
Liangzhou, Guzang. The northern and middle cities were taken up by parks and
palaces respectively, and the eastern and western cities were too narrow to contain
any market. So Professor Chen presumes that the market could only be in the
southern city.89
First of all, the self-styled emperor of the Western Liang, Li Gao made his
capital first in Dunhuang then in Jiuquan.90 His and his successors' influence never
extended to Guzang. Their short-lived dynasty only lasted 21 years. In 420 it
succumbed to the Northern Liang people who also took Guzang. Any influence
Guzang might have on the Li family could only be indirect91 Secondly, Professor
Chen relies entirely on the following passage in the Shui jing zhu for information on
the city:

87.

88
89
90
91

Chen Yinke Sui-Tang zhi du /68-70.
Wei shu 99/ 2202-3; Tong jian 118/3728-30, 119/3736-38.
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The prefectural city of Liang (Guzang) is shaped like a dragon and earns itself
the name "the City of the Sleeping Dragon". Seven li (north-south) by three
(east-west), the city was originally built by the Xiongnu92 and was inhabited
by the Zhang93 family for generations.
This tells us about the original layout and the area of the city. It is followed
by:
Again Zhang Jun94 added four cities to it, each of them 1,000 bu
length.95

in

The li measurement in Shui jing zhu consists of 300 &w.96 If each of the four
cities added by Zhang Jun was 1000 bu or more than 3 li in length, the extended
width of the greater city would be more than nine li. Obviously, the length three li
in Shui jing zhu was the width of the city before the four small cities were added.
Chen's hypothesis about the possible situation of the market in the southern
part is based upon the belief that the northern and central parts were occupied by
parks and palaces while the eastern and western parts, crowded with the central part
into the strip of land measuring 3 li in width, were too narrow for any market. The
truth is, that eastern and western parts were each 3 li wide, and had large enough
space for markets. So the market was not necessarily confined to the southern part of
the city.
Suppose that Professor Chen's argument were true: Guzang did have a
market in the south and Guzang did impress Li Gao at the time, we still could not
arrive at the same conclusion as he. Relying on these two premises, Chen argues that
Li Chong, the chief designer of Northern Wei Luoyang, being a great-grand son of
Li Gao, was familiar with the customs in Liangzhou, and transplanted its planning
to Luoyang. However, although his father was duke of Dunhuang97 in Liangzhou
area, he himself became an orphan at an early age and was brought up by his elder
brother Li Cheng in Xingyang98 which is in present-day Henan province.99

92
93
94
95
96

97
98
99'

Here Shui jing zhu quotes Jin shu by Wang Yin which is no longer extant. See Shui jing zhu
4 0 /1 2 7 5 .£ i.
Qie lan ji 5/349; Wu Chengluo/96; Jenner/271. The length measurement li derived from the side
measuring 300 bu of a square ward li in ancient times. Northern W ei Luoyang adopted the same
prescription for its wards.

Wei shu 53/ 1179.
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The three markets of Northern Wei Luoyang were situated in the greater city,
which was not enclosed until 501 whereas Li Chong had already died in 498.100 In
view of this, Li Chong may not have been responsible for the planning of the market
at all.
Lastly, as mentioned earlier, the triple market system was no invention. It had
been with Later Han and Western Jin Luoyang all the time and the devastated site was
still standing when Northern Wei Luoyang was built. It is much more logical for its
designers to borrow the idea from its Western Jin predecessor directly.
Yuwen Kai as Described by Professor Chen
For Professor Chen, the penetration of cultural influence from the western
part of China into Daxingcheng trickled down from the unorthodox city Guzang and
was highlighted by the work of another more direct agent, Yuwen Kai,101 the chief
designer of the city who came down from a long line of northern non-Han aristocrats
who had lived in the Western Regions.
Working hand in hand with He Chou and Yan Pi,102 two architects of nonHan descent, Yuwen Kai inherited the overall planning of palaces and markets from
Northern Wei Luoyang and the southern city of Ye, while availing himself of the
exotic western techniques in its execution. Professor Chen believes evidence should
be found in the structure of the ming tang (Bright Hall), imperial chariots, costumes,
hats etc.103
To evaluate such a theory, we would like to examine the planning and the
building of the city from the outset.

100

Wei shu 8/194; Tong jian 141/4423-24.
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The Building of Sui-Tang Chang'an

Initial Planning

On the 13th of the second month of 581, Yang Jian,104 the Chief Minister of
the Northern Zhou dynasty, stage-managed a political farce. The eight-year-old
emperor Jing105 abdicated, and Yang Jian, who was to be known in history as
emperor Wen of the Sui dynasty, came to power. About three months later the ex
emperor was murdered and buried with appropriate ceremonies, obviously by order
from emperor Wen, who, before his formal usurpation, had already eliminated the
princes and dukes of the royal Yuwen clan as well as their offsprings.106 The
conspiracies against the Yuwen family and the usurpation of power were master
minded by Yang Jian (Wendi)107 in the old city of Chang'an. With the blood of
dozens of royal people on his conscience, emperor Wen could not but feel haunted
so long as he remained in the city. Originally built 800 years before, the city was
narrow and crowded for a capital, and the water source had alkalified over time. To
his great displeasure, in one of his nightmares, the city was inundated.108 When Su
Wei, one of his most trusted ministers, suggested the construction of a new capital,
the emperor agreed without much hesitation.109
The initiator of the idea of capital-moving was Su Wei110 but the basic reason
for such action was the inconvenience of the old capital and its nightmarish avocation
of the emperor's own crime. The same traumatic complex was to compel Sui
Yangdi,111 his successor, and later, Empress Wu112 of the Tang dynasty to move
from Chang'an to Luoyang.
The building of a new capital was a solemn occasion of paramount
importance. The highest officials were consulted, and divinations were carried out to
decide upon the site and layout of the city. Unfortunately, little record survives to
shed light on the process of the decision-making. Here we would like to collate the
relevant sources available to reconstruct as accurate a situation as we can.

104
106
106

Tong jian 174/5415,5420, 5429,5433; 175/5436,5441.

107
108
109

Tong jian 182 /5695.
Tong jian 175/5457.

110

111
112
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The building of the city could be divided into two stages, i.e. the stage of
overall planning and that of its execution with necessary modification. The first stage
called for the choice of site on the historical, political and economic grounds and the
design of a layout that would most suit the purpose of the imperial capital and
theoretical justification. The second stage would see to the realization of what had
been decided upon at the previous stage, and would accordingly adjust the over-all
planning as was best for the actual topography without compromising basic
principles.
One night in the sixth month of 582, emperor Wen, having decided upon
moving the capital, summoned Gao Jiong and Su Wei both of them chief ministers,
to discuss and finalize the matter of city-planning.1J3 The next morning, Geng
Jicai114 the diviner submitted his memorial, predicting, in accordance with astrology
and divination, the move of the capital, and beseeching the emperor for approval.
This prediction so surprised the emperor that he began to take a firm belief in divine
powers. He entrusted Geng Jicai and his son exclusively with the task of compiling
two books on divination: the Chui xiang (A strology) and the Di xing zhi
(Geomancy).H5
Sure enough, Geng Jicai’s prediction was accepted by the emperor. There is
no way of telling, however, whether a special divinatory ceremony was held or not
for the new capital. It is most possible that Geng Jicai was called upon to carry out
any divinations about the suitability of the prospective site, or that his previous
divination was accepted per se.
Towards the end of the sixth month, the emperor issued a special edict for the
building of the city, which provided political, economic and divinatory justification.
The old city of Chang'an was condemned as unsuitable for a capital, because it was
built only for convenience without consulting diviners and astrologers.116 To
remedy such an omission, geomancy was said to have been used to choose the site
and divinations were carried out to check out its produce. The site chosen was
southeast of the old city of Chang'an at the foot of the Longshou Mountains117 (the
Dragon Head Mountains).

113.

.

Although the event is not dated in Sui shu, it is placed in the sixth month o f 582 in Zi zhi tong jian.
See Sui shu 78/1766; Tong jian 175/5457.

Sui shu 34/1039. D i xing is listed in the wu xing (five elements) category with such divinatory
works as Zhai ji xiong lun (On the Good and III Fortune o f Houses) and Wang qi shu (Interpreting
Auras o f Living Quarters). It is undoubtedly a book on the geomantic aspects o f topography.
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A group of high ranking officials was appointed to supervise the project. The
leader of the group was Gao Jiong118 the chief minister, followed by Liu Long
president of Court for Construction (jiang zuo da jiang),119 Helou Zigan duke of
Julu prefecture who was to become president of Board of Construction (gong bu
shang s/zw)120 and Gao Longcha vice-president of Court of the Treasury (tai fu shao
qing).121
As inspector-general of new capital construction, Gao Jiong was responsible
for creating most of the macrocosmic aspects of the city.122 The Tang liu dian even
attributes to Gao Jiong the creation of the city.123
Everything was ready for the second stage where the overall planning was to
be executed. It was at this moment Yuwen Kai, a controversial figure of multiple
talents, who was to play a pivotal role in the construction of the city, appeared on the
scene, as vice-inspector-general of the project
His work ranged from architectural design to actual construction. One of his
major contributions to the city was his concept of allocating the palace, government
and private quarters according to the divinatory symbolism of the physical features of
the locality.
The main street of the city Zhuquemen or Zhuque Street124 (Vermilion Bird
Street), running north-south and dividing the city into two symmetrical parts, was
found to be crossed by six horizontal ridges, reminiscent of the qian125 hexagram in
the Book o f Changes. As the first of the 64 hexagrams, qian consists of six
unbroken lines, and signifies great fortune. In compliance with the interpretation of
the hexagram in the Book o f Changes, Yuwen Kai suggested the distribution of
different quarters.
On the second line, "the dragon is perceived in an open space; it is
advantageous to visit a great man." So the imperial palace was built there to
accommodate the emperor and his retinue. On the third line, "the Superior Man
busies himself the whole day through and

evening finds him thoroughly alert.

Disaster threatens, no eiror!" A perfect reference to administration, thus the place was
set aside for the central government. On the fifth line, "the dragon wings across the
sky; it is advantageous to visit a great man."126 This place was obviously too good

118.
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Sui shu 1/18.
Sui shu 41/1180.
Tang liu dian 7/76, note.
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for the man in the street, and was put under the guardianship of two monasteries, one
Taoist, the other Buddhist, built on either side of the main street.127
In 1930, however, Naba Toshisada dismissed the whole story as
nonsensical. In fact, he is disadvantaged by the fact that he only quotes from
relatively late works, such as Chang'an zhi, and fails to trace back the record to the
Yuanhe jun xian tu zhi written during the Tang dynasty, thus easily falls prey to the
prejudice against the authenticity of the whole idea.128
If we examine the archaeological map of Sui Daxingcheng (alias Tang
Chang'an )(Map 7), we should be able to divide the city from north downwards into
five horizontal sections. They are completely equidistant except the northernmost one
which is slightly narrower. The bottom line of the Hexagram qian should be drawn
beyond the northern wall and parallel to it. The sign is "the concealed dragon avoids
action," so no living quarters were constructed.129 The implication of the fourth line
is: "leaping about on the brink of a chasm, no error." Not a particularly good or bad
omen, though by and large favourable, so it was reserved for living quarters and the
markets. The sixth line further to the south is said to be "a wilful dragon —cause for
regret." Not a good omen either. Although the area was enclosed in the four walls of
the city and wards were planned there, they were way off the city centre and were
too sparsely populated to be of great significance to the court.
If emperor Gaozong of the Tang dynasty disregarded Yuwen Kai's divinatory
interpretation of the terrain to build his own palace in the forbidden zone, the message
was not lost on the Tang dwellers of the city. In the year 825, when emperor
Jingzong130 ascended the throne, Zhang Quanyu131 took this chance to implicate Pei
Du132 the then chief minister, by pointing to the fact that his mansion, being located
in Pingle l i 133 (or Yonglt fang), was sitting astraddle the fifth line where "the dragon
wings across the sky." This was an indication of his covetous ambition for
power.134 One just cannot dismiss this as far-fetched theorizing, since twelve years

The earliest extant primary source that records this phenomenon is Yuanhe jun xian tu zhi which was
completed in 813. This is also included in Tang hui yao written in the Song dynasty. The author,
however, copied Hid yao by Su Mian, which appeared during the reign o f emperor Dezong, for
information concerning the Early and Middle Tang periods. (Tang hui yao 50/876) The same record
survives in such later works as Chang'an zhi by Song Minqiu, Shaanxi tong zhi and Jiaqing chong
xiu Xianning xian zhi. See Naba Toshisada/1268-69. U H ,
Naba Toshisada/1268-69.
Darning Palace was planned there more than 50 years later in 634 by emperor Taizong for his father.
The project remained unfinished until 662 when emperor Gaozong started its reconstruction and
managed to complete the project. (Tong jian 194/6106-07; 200/ 6329).
130
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Tong jian 243/7847-8.
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before in his geographical survey of Tang China Li Jifu 135 already recorded Yuwen
Kai's interpretation of the city's topography in terms divinatory symbolism ,136
The Book of Changes
We would like to call attention to the Book of Changes' intangible connection
with the city's planning. Geng Jicai, the great diviner at the time, who conducted
divinations for the planning of the city, was known to have been well versed in the
Book of Changes since he was twelve years old. 137 It is reasonable to assume that he
consulted the Book o f Changes, the most authoritative book of reference for
divination. In all likelihood, Yuwen Kai's later reasoning was meant to comply with
the previous divinatory results.
In presenting his wooden model of the ming tang 138 (Bright Hall), Yuwen
Kai submitted a memorial to explain the structure where he quotes a number of
historical, ritualistic and geomantic classics to justify his concept. One passage he
quotes from the Huang m 139 reads:
Its eight orientations are indicative of the wind blowing from the eight
directions and symbolic of the eight trigrams (of which qian is the first and
most propitious!). The heavenly platform, with its diameter of nine chi is a
symbol of the triumph of the number nine, a sign for qian (the trigram qian
again! the symbol of the masculine, heaven and good fortune) over number
six (which is the ritual number of kun , 140 suggestive of the female, earth,
negative and passive as opposed to qian)Ml
This lends support to the authenticity of the relevant record on the connection
between the hexagram qian and the terrain of Chang'an in the Yuanhe jun xian tu zhi
and Tang hui yao. On the other hand, this is sufficient to show that Naba's
skepticism is completely unfounded.
Yuwen Kai
Cheng Dachang142 of the Song dynasty also records in his book Yong /w143
that Yuwen Kai deliberately dug a lake —the lake Qujiang —at the vantage point of
135 #
136.
137_

Yuanhe Collator's Preface/1, 1/1-2.
Sui shu 78 /1764.
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the city in the southeastern comer in order to suppress evil. The same story was
repeated in Chang'an zhi by Song Minqiu.144 We cannot ascertain the credibility of
this record.145 But it is in keeping with Yuwen Kai's obsession with the divinatory
aspects of geography.
Apart from this, Yuwen Kai also designed architectural structures. The main
gate to the government compound of Wannian County was designed and built by
him. During the Tang dynasty, when Princess Taiping146 attempted to demolish the
gate, she was overruled by a special edict issued for its protection.147
Only six months elapsed between the issuing of the special edict (29 July
582) and the completion of the major construction work of the city (8 February, 583).
Meanwhile, the new city was named Daxingcheng after the the title of emperor Wen's
dukedom before he came to power.148 With an area of 84 kilometres, six times that
of Byzantine Constantinople, this city would remain the largest in the world for 300
years.
At the first stage, the initiation of the idea, divination, theoretical justification
and overall planning were all done by Gao Jiong, Su Wei, Geng Jicai, Liu Long,
Helou Zigan and Gao Longcha with the support of the emperor. Yuwen Kai was not
even mentioned in the special edict. He was the last to be named vice-inspectorgeneral. Consequently his role in the overall planning should not be overstressed. If
we compare the other responsible figures of the project with Yuwen Kai, we shall
find it easier to understand the reason of his exclusion from the first stage planning.
Because he bore the surname of the former imperial family, Yuwen Kai was
listed for execution when the Northern Zhou dynasty was overthrown; his life was
spared thanks to the meritorious deeds of his elder brother Yuwen Xin.149 But from
then on, he gradually ascended the ladder of the Sui hierarchy. Before the
construction of Daxingcheng he held the position of tai zi zuo shu z/150 (high
commissioner of the Administrative Office of Crown Prince Affairs); after the city
was established he was appointed prefect of Laizhou.151 Tai zi zuo shu zi was the
7th grade of the Sui ranking system which consisted of 18 grades.152 (See Table 1
for differences between Sui and Tang ranking system.) The rank of the prefect of
Laizhou was most probably the 6th or 7th.153 The office of vice-inspector-general
144
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he held while in charge of the capital's construction was temporary, and there is no
record of its rank. But it should not possibly be higher than the post he held upon
completion of the project.
The highest officer in charge of construction held the post of gong bu shang
shu (president of the Board of Construction). The second highest officer was jiang
zuo da jiang (president of the Court for Construction) which ranked sixth in the Sui
hierarchy. Yuwen Kai was not promoted to this post until long after the construction
of the capital. In such important events as the building of a new capital, the emperor
and chief ministers were directly involved in the choice of site and overall planning.
Even the gong bu shang shu and jiang zuo da jiang themselves had little say in the
matter, let alone other construction officers like Yuwen Kai who ranked well below
them.
The most senior officer in charge of the project of the capital building was
indisputably Gao Jiong who was concurrently shang shu zuo pu ye (vice-president
of the Department of State Affairs) and men xia sheng na yarc154 (chancellor of the
Chancellery). His formal rank was the fourth grade although he was second to none
in terms of power and favour.155
The other important figures related to the project were Liu Long, jiang zuo
da jiang
(president of the Court for Construction), Helou Zigan (Duke of Julu)
who was to be named gong bu shang shu (president of the Board of Construction)
soon after, and Gao Longcha, tai fu shao qing (vice-president of Court of the
Treasury). All but Gao Longcha held higher positions than Yuwen Kai. Although
Gao Longcha had the same rank as Yuwen Kai, in virtue of his office he was directly
in charge of construction. It is not surprising that Yuwen Kai, holding an irrelevant
post at the time, was only called in for consultation over the project much later.156
The Sui shu states:
Although Gao Jiong was in charge of the overall project, all the actual
planning emanated from Yuwen Kai.

154

i»;
156

tu zhi, it is placed in the low er category. The number o f households during the reign o f Tang Kaiyuan
was 23,105 while in the Sui dynasty it was much larger (90,351). With fewer prefectures in total
number and a greater registered population, the Sui dynasty may have assigned Laizhou to the middle or
lower categories. Its prefect should rank sixth or seventh in grades. See Yuanhe 11/306-7; Sui shu
30/861.
Sui shu 41/1180.
Sui shu 68/1587.
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Professor Chen regards this as an indication that Yuwen Kai was responsible
for the overall planning. Let us see how this allegation is borne out by facts.157
We find that in describing Gao Jiong and Yuwen Kai as designers of the city,
the historians choose different expressions. Gao Jiong was the initiator of institutions
and was in charge of overall planning (zong qi da gang),158 but Yuwen Kai was
responsible for specific planning (gui mo, gui hua).159 The only man who is
mentioned in the Sui shu as working with Gao Jiong on the institution or overall
planning was Liu Long who was from Hejian160 in present-day Hebei.161
No doubt, Yuwen Kai was instrumental in building the city, but he certainly
was not allowed to do what he pleased. In the edict, it is stated explicitly that:
As far as private and government quarters are concerned, such matters as the
scales, sizes and expenses etc., should be reported to the emperor (through
the chief ministers) as soon as they arise.162
If Yuwen Kai made any contribution to the morphology of the city, it smacked
of Confucian moralization and showed no sign of exoticism (e.g. the allocation of
different quarters in accordance with the qian hexagram terrain and the digging of
Qujiang lake to suppress evil, etc.).
Professor Chen holds the view that Yuwen Kai’s inventiveness in planning
and building the city may be traced to his non-Han ancestry and the area where he
grew up, i.e. the western part of China.163
We have proved that Yuwen Kai was hardly involved in the overall planning
of Daxingcheng, he was certainly responsible for the more specific planning and
construction of the city. Now it is worthwhile to see how much debt he owed to his
ancestry and an exotic culture.
Although his surname Yuwen was that of the royal family of the Northern
Zhou dynasty, his blood relationship with that dynastic line may well have been quite
distant. This was one of the chief reasons why Yuwen Kai was able to escape the
genocide of the Yuwen family ordered by emperor Wen himself. Yuwen Kai's father
Yuwen Gui164 studied with some scholar when he was young. He often dropped
his books and sighed: "A real man should fight his way through to dukedom and
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marquisate on horseback. How can he expect to be a doctor (of Chinese classics)."
Failing to distinguish himself in classical scholarship, he succeeded in obtaining his
rank and fame in the battlefield. By the time he died in 567 he had already achieved
the highest rank of distinction, tai bao which, together with tai shi and taifu , 165 was
one of the titles known collectively as the Three Dukes reserved for the three most
respected people in the nation.166 Three of his sons are recorded in histories. Yuwen
Shan and Yuwen Xin,167 brothers of Yuwen Kai, were both well-known for their
military skills. According to his biography, Yuwen Kai descended from a long line
of generals. Although all of his brothers excelled in horsemanship and archery, he
himself studied and read extensively.168
We would like to emphasize two points here, first, the high degree of
sinicizadon of his father who, in his childhood, studied the Chinese learning with a
view to becoming a doctor of classics. This might well be the intention of his family.
Although he eventually failed to distinguish himself in Confucian learning, the effort
he made in trying to be a Confucian scholar leads us to believe that he must have had
a reasonably good knowledge of Chinese classics. Secondly, like his father, Yuwen
Kai's brothers were all warriors. If Yuwen Kai possessed any exotic architectural
techniques at all, it was most unlikely that he derived these from his relatives who
were too unlearned to bequeath him of any such knowledge. Moreover sinicization
was already obvious in his father's generation.
Yuwen Kai made himself an accomplished scholar through extensive reading.
On one occasion, he built a wooden model of a ming tang (Bright Hall) according to
the specifications in the Confucian ritual work Yueling,169
The explanatory memorial accompanying the wooden model is the only piece
of his writing that survives. In the memorial which is entitled Ming tang yi biao
{On the Properties of Bright Hall), Yuwen Kai shows great erudition as regards
Chinese rituals and formalities. He quotes copiously from ancient works to justify the
symbolism, structure and specifications of his model.
The works he quotes directly can be classified roughly as Confucian, eclectic,
historical, and geographical, together with other miscellaneous works relevant to the
construction of the Bright Hall.170
Yuwen Kai's knowledge of Chinese culture also shone in his critical attitude
towards classical texts when he argues about the specifications of the Bright Hall. He
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into Li ji (The Book of Rites ). Sui shu 16/122; Si ku ti yao 21/169. £
g 7f £ .

170.

68/1588-93.
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detected the deficiency of the Shandong171 edition of the Book of Rites and pointed
out the interpolation of some characters. By collating ancient editions, he attempted
to restore the authentic text.172
His Chinese learning sparkled again when he viewed the terrain the
Daxingcheng in accordance with the Book of Changes.
From the evidence above, we sum up the following viewpoints: First of all,
the sinicization of Yuwen Kai's father was obvious because he once undertook the
study with the aim of gaining a doctorate degree. The process of sinicization may go
back to his own father's generation. In terms of knowledge about exotic city
construction, Yuwen Kai could not benefit from his family members who were
sinicized and unlearned. Secondly, Yuwen Kai was not only well versed in Chinese
classics but was also familiar with textual criticism, an art unusual even among his
Chinese peers. His suggestions on the city planning were extremely Chinese.
The Story of Three Great Civil Engineers
Yan Pi and He Chou are lumped together with Yuwen Kai by Professor Chen
as the three great civil engineers of the Sui dynasty who happened to be of western
non-Han descent. We have seen that it is most unlikely that any exotic culture or
inherited exotic skills influenced Yuwen Kai's contribution to the building of
Daxingcheng. Now let us examine the case of the other two figures.173
Professor Chen is of the view that Yan Pi's174 kinship with Central Asian
people was manifested in the name of one of his father's relatives. He quotes Yuwen
Hu’s 175 biography in Zhou shu 176 which indicates Yuwen Hu used Sabao177 as
his courtesy name. This name smacks of a Zoroastrian priest. Yan Pi's grandfather
had a sister who married a member of the Yuwen family and gave birth to Yuwen
Hu. Thus through the marriage of his grandfather's sister to a man of dubious Central
Asian origin Yan Pi himself became a Central Asian. Obviously, this telegonic theory
is totally unacceptable. Besides, Chen's argument that Yuwen Hu's adoption of
Sabao as courtesy name is indication of his own non-Han origin is open to question.
This claim has been contested by Professor Cen Zhongmian who is of the view that
this phenomenon might well be evidence of one's personal belief in the religion.178

171

lij*

172
173

Sui shu 68/1589-90.
Chen Yinke Sui-Tang zhi du /76-81.

174

fäitt

175
176
177
178

Zhou shu 11/172.

m

Cen Zhongmian/30.
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Professor Chen also argues about He Chou's non-Han western descent
because his father’s brother He Tuo179 came from X iyu180 (the Western Regions).
Professor Cen Zhongmian pointed out long ago that this is a misquotation, the
correct

characters should be X ich en g 181 a county in present-day Ankang,18^

Shaanxi province.188 Our research arrives at the same conclusion.184
We would like to add here that even if Yan Pi and He Chou were of non-Han
ancestry(for which there is no evidence) they were by no means associated with
either the planning or the building of the city Daxingcheng.
While Daxingcheng was well under construction, Yan Pi was busy serving
the crown prince. In fact, he was not able to render his service to the throne as a
master craftsman or civil engineer until he was recalled from disgrace by the second
Sui emperor Yangdi, who came to power in 605, more than twenty years too late for
the building of the city.185
He Chou’s civil engineering career was only launched in 601 with his
involvement in the planning of empress Wenxian's18^ mausoleum. Before this he had
been associated only with such minor arts as the imitation of Persian brocade and
glassware.187

179 _
180
181
182
183
184

185.
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Cen Zhongmian/30.
Chen Yinke relies on Sui shu and Bei Shi for information about He Tuo's origin. We have checked the
Zhonghuashuju edition of Sui shu, which is based on one Song edition and two Yuan editions for the
main text. Six other editions are also referred to for textual criticism. The place of origin of He Tuo is
Xicheng (Sui shu 75/1709; see also the Publisher's note/6). The Bei shi of the same edition, where
collation seems to have been carried out less rigorously, yields the same result (Bei shi 82/2753). In
fact, due to the similarity between yu and cheng, the same error had occurred long time ago in Tong zhi
compiled by Zheng Qiao of the Southern Song dynasty (Tong zhi 174/2801). The collator of the Bei
shi, however, seems to believe in the possiblity of Xiyu being the right name, though the original
Xicheng is retained in the text (Bei shi 82/2773, collator's note [18]). This hypothesis is based on the
guess that He Tuo's ancestor may have come from He Guo (the State of He) in Central Asia, and
adopted the state name as his own family name. The earliest historical record of the State of He
appears in the section on Kangju in Sui shu (83/1848-49). The same passage was copied into Bei Shi
and interpolated into Wei shu with the arbitrary alteration of a date.(See Bei shi 97/3234; Wei shu
102/2281,2287 note[34]) In Sui shu there is a special section on the State of He (Sui shu 83/1855; an
identical passage is also found in Bei shi 97/3237-38). On the other hand, He as a Chinese family
name can date back to time immemorial (Tong zhi 26/449). The greatest scholar ever on Gongyang
zhuan He Xiu who lived in the second century AD also had He as his family name (Hou Han shu
79:b/2582-3). The family name He alone does not indicate one's exotic background. Moreover, He Tuo
was already in Jiangling in present-day Hubei, when he was eight years old (Sui shu 75/1709-10). He
Chou, the architect, being a son of He Tuo's younger brother, could only grow up in Jiangling before
he moved to Chang'an. There was not the slightest possibility of He Chou learning any exotic skills
from his grandfather who was a merchant and the only possible link with an exotic culture. is£, j$ ,
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Sui shu 68/1594.
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Sui shu 68/1596.
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Professor Wright's Argument

Professor Wright's suggestion, based on Professor Chen's wrong
hypothesis, is even less credible. He claims that the builders of Daxingcheng "were
northerners of mixed descent, some were descended from fairly recent immigrants
from Central Asia, and one had a Zoroastrian personal name."188 The fact is that the
person indicated —Yan Pi —was associated with Zoroastrianism only by the name of
his aunt's husband.
As we have demonstrated, the two persons singled out by Professor Chen as
of possible western non-Han ancestry were wrongly identified either through
misreading or misquoting the primary sources.

188

Wright CHC vol.3/79.
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Summary
In this chapter, we have shown how the Naba-Chen theory is completely
groundless.
Our arguments are:
1) The foundation of Nab a Toshisada's hypothesis lies in the contrast of the
orthodox layouts of Western Jin Luoyang and the northern city of Ye with the
unorthodox planning of Northern Wei Luoyang and the southern city of Ye.
Evidence is adduced to show, however, that Western Jin Luoyang, with its double
palace and triple market systems, differed greatly from the sacred principles laid
down in Kao gong ji. The northern city of Ye, with its palace in the north or
northwest, did not obey the rules either. On the other hand, Northern Wei Luoyang,
which had a single palace in the north and a similar triple market system, did not
deviate much from its predecessors. The southern city of Ye showed less originality
in copying the design of Northern Wei Luoyang and transplanting its palace. In a
word, one cannot attribute to the practicality of the northern non-Han people the
creation of Northern Wei Luoyang and the southern city of Ye, as Naba does.
2) Professor Chen Yinke pinpoints two sources of exotic influence, one came
from Guzang's morphology through Luoyang down to Daxingcheng; the other, from
the designers of western non-Han ancestry. It turns out that his supposition about the
south location of the market in Guzang is due to a miscomprehension of the Shui jing
zhu.
Of the three persons he names as chief architects of the Sui dynasty, only
Yuwen Kai was involved in the building of the city. But Yuwen Kai was excluded
from decisions about the overall planning of the city.
Moreover, Yuwen Kai’s
suggestion about the city and ming tang were typically Chinese. His Chinese learning
was superior to run-of-the-mill Chinese scholars.
Furthermore, we find that the Yi ymg189 (the Book of Changes) was
instrumental in the creation of the city. Geng Jicai, the diviner of the city site, was an
Yi jing expert, and Yuwen Kai distributed the different quarters of the city according
to the hexagram qian in the Yi jing. His preoccupation with Yi jing was also
evidenced in his memorial about the ming tang construction. The connection between

189-
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the hexagram qian and the city morphology was repudiated by Naba in 1930. Here
we attempt to reestablish it.
3) Professor Wright's claim about the Central Asian origin of the city planners
is the result of a partial understanding of Professor Chen's wrong theory, and is
equally unacceptable.
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Chapter 2. Early Influence on Chang'an

The aim of this chapter is twofold: to trace the various aspects of urban
morphology in ancient and early medieval China; and to estimate their
influence on Sui-Tang Chang'an.
Having rejected the Naba-Chen theory, here we set out to achieve a more
accurate interpretation in view of archaeological findings over the last 30
years and more, and as a result o f our own documentary research J
The often quoted passage on city planning in the Kao gong ji includes the
following aspects o f urban morphology: shape, gates, road network,
ritual centres, palace and market. We shall discuss these subjects in the
same order. Two neglected categories: axial symmetry and ward system,
are also added at the end because of their importance in urban evolution in
medieval China.

Chen Yinke Sui-Tang zhi du /62-81; for reevaluation o f the Naba-Chen theory, see Chapter 1 above.
Recently, Prof-Nancy Steinhardt takes up the same subject and identifies three lineages o f Chinese imperial
city building. It is an extensive study covering more than 20 cities from the Eastern Zhou to the Yuan. The
study, however, only deals with the shape o f the city and the relative position o f the market to the palace.
The author takes note o f the legitimacy o f the Sui-Tang Chang'an’s shape in spite o f its difference with the
Kao gong ji prescripptions. But our study also reveals suprising conformity o f the city to the Kao gong ji.
See Steinhardt/339-57.
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Sources
The Kao gong ji passage on town-planning is found in the Zhou li 4L Of the 13 Confucian
classics, the Zhou li is the most controversial, and the Kao gong ji is its most problematic chapter. In
spite of its possible apocryphal origin, the Kao gong ji seems to have been regarded as the classic on
architecture and town-planning by Sui times. On the origins of shape, gates, road network, palace and
market of Sui-Tang Chang'an, the Xin Zhongguo kao gu fa xian he yan jiu provides a number of
ancient examples.2 On the morphological aspects of Han Chang'an, Luoyang of Han-Western Jin and
Luoyang of Northern Wei, Han Civilization gives the best account in English.3 Bielenstein's study of
Eastern Han Luoyang is mostly on the functions of that city.4 Ho Ping-ti published two essays in 1965
and 1966 respectively, in which all the important aspects of Luoyang of Northern Wei are discussed.5
The most recent archaeological report on the city of Ye is published in Zhong yuan wen wu in 1983.6
But Yu Weichao's preliminary investigation 20 years earlier should also be consulted.7 The Wei shu 23
and Nan Qi shu 57 record the construction of Pingcheng. For the ritual centres discussed below, I mainly
rely on the following documentary sources: Han shu 43 (Han Chang'an), Xu Han shu 9 (Luoyang of
Eastern Han), Luoyang qie lan ji 1 (Northern Wei Luoyang), and Zhou shu 1 (Northern Zhou Chang'an).
For the palace structures of Jiankang of the Six Dynasties, the Liu chao shi ji bian lei,8 part 1 offers
detailed but sometimes confusing discriptions. On the ward systems, Koga Noboru and Sogabe Shizuo's
works are well worth attention.9

r.

See Xin Zhongguo/221 -16.
See Wang Zhongshu Han Civ/1-51.
Bielenstein/l-142.
Ho Ping-ti "Beiwei"; ~ "Loyang”.
See "Yecheng".
Yu Weichao/15-16.

'.

See Koga Noboru Kan kenkyo/36-38; Sogabe Shizuo/7.
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Shape, Gates and Road Network
When the capital city is planned by the architect, it should measure nine li
by nine, with three gates on each side. Inside the city nine longitudinal
streets are crossed by nine latitudinal streets. Each of them should be
wide enough to allow nine chariots to run abreast.
The Kao gong j i 10
Shape
Mr. Wang Zhongshu, director of the Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences, sums up the developmental trend of capital outlines from the Han to
the Tang dynasties in this way:
The shape of capitals changed from the squarish to the rectangular, and from the
vertical rectangle (the north-south axis longer than the east-west) to the
horizontal rectangle (with a longer east-west axis).11
Our research, however, finds that such "trend" is hardly discernible. Han
Chang'an was enclosed after the construction of two major palaces, Changle gong and
Weiyang gong',12 the city's resultant outline was conditioned by the terrain. The
northern wall, bounded by the Wei River, was irregular. At most, the city could be
described as very roughly squarish.
Although Later Han Luoyang was a vertical rectangle (Map 5),13 the Northern
city of Ye, which was built by Cao Cao in the last years of the Later Han dynasty, was
already a horizontal rectangle.14
Towards the end of the Later Han dynasty, Luoyang perished at the hands of
Dong Zhuo15 and was reestablished soon after by the Cao Wei rulers16 along the same
outline which would serve as the boundary of the inner city in the Northern Wei capital.

Translated in accordance with Zheng Xuan's interpretation. See, Zhou li 41/24-5.
Wang Zhongshu "Zhongguo"/511.
.

K
'.
\

Wang Zhongshu "Zhongguo"/507.
The Northern city o f Y e measured 7 li (east-west) by 5 (north-south). See Shuijng zhu 10/351.
Hou Han shu 9/370.
San guo zhi 2/76, n ote[l].
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The greater city of Northern Wei Luoyang was a horizontal rectangle (Map 6)
whereas its inner city remained a vertical rectangle.17 The Southern city of Ye, the last
major city to be built before Sui-Tang Chang'an, was an imitation of Northern Wei
Luoyang. It copied the shape of the inner-city of Northern Wei Luoyang and was also a
vertical rectangle.18
Sui-Tang Chang'an at the end of the aforesaid "trend” was 8.6 kilometres (northsouth) by 9.7(east-west). Although, strictly speaking, it was a horizontal rectangle, with
its north-south axis (8.6 km) little more than one tenth shorter than the east-west
axis(9.7 km), the city came very close to a square shape, much more so than Han
Chang'an, at the beginning of the "trend".
Thus we see that as far as the outline of the capital city is concerned, no
distinguishable trend existed from the Han to the Sui dynasties.
When we go back still further, we shall find a great variety of shapes among the
Warring States cities. Notably, the Jinan city of Chu19 was roughly a horizontal
rectangle. On the other hand, Anyi of Wei20 was indisputably a vertical rectangle.21
When Sui-Tang Chang'an was being planned, two types of outlines were
available: the northern city of Ye and the Greater city of Luoyang were horizontal
rectangles while the inner-city of Luoyang and the southern city of Ye were vertical
rectangles. Instead of copying these forms, the planners of Sui-Tang Chang'an created
the only major city ever since the Han dynasty that, with its straight outer walls, bore
resemblance to a square. For the period before the Han dynasty, archaeology has yet to
uncover a better shaped square city. It seems possible that Sui-Tang Chang'an was
planned purposely to conform to the shape prescribed by the Kao gong ji which
demands that the capital measure nine li by nine. Previously, the big cities were either
too long or too irregular to fit into such a prescription.22 At that time, the Kao gong ji
was not regarded as a classic, but commanded enough veneration to be consulted.
Yuwen Kai quoted a passage from the Kao gong ji when he was trying to explain his
wooden ming tang model. Immediately preceding this passage occur the prescriptions
n
18
19
20
21

22

Qie lan ji 5/349, 350, n ote[l].
Jiajing Zhangde fu zhi 8/13; "Yecheng"/9.

gcs

Xin Zhongguo /272-6.
Mori Shikazö notices the similarity in shape between the greater city o f Northern W ei Luoyang and SuiTang Chang'an: both o f them were horizontal rectangles, while the former measured 20 li by 15, the latter
18 li 115 bu by 15 li 175 bu. He points out in particular that the north-south lengths o f the two cities
were almost the same. But, considering there was a great difference in length measurement between
Northern W ei and Tang, similar measurements o f these two periods often indicate dissimilar length in
reality. The number 15 does not have any real significance here. M odem archaeology reveals that the actual
north-south width o f Sui-Tang Chang'an is longer (approximately 16 li 125 b u ) than the one recorded in
the Chang'an zhi o f the Song dynasty (15 li 175 bu ) (see Satö Taketoshi Chöan/119), thus reducing the
diffemece length and width o f the city to little more than one ten o f the length. For Northern W ei Luoyang,
the difference is much bigger: one quarter o f the length. We incline to regard the smaller difference in
length and width in Sui-Tang Chang'an as an attempt to live up to the classcal shape o f a square rather
than an effort to imitate the greater city o f Luoyang. See Mori
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for city planning.23 As one of the builders of the new city, he could not have failed to
notice them.
Gates
We are not going to concern ourselves with the stylistic or architectural evolution
of city gates here, since the information revealed by archaeological and documentary
research is far too scanty. I can only deal with the numbers of gates and their locations.
As is recorded in documentary sources, Linzi the capital city of Qi24 of the
Spring and Autumn and Warring States periods, had thirteen gates.25 This is partially
confirmed by archaeological work that has unearthed eleven gates so far. The eastern
and western sides of the city walls have yielded only one gate each. More might be
discovered in the future.26
Han Chang'an, as the first capital city of the Han dynasty had a total of twelve
gates. With all its irregularity in outline, the city allocated three gates to each side of the
city 27
Later Han Luoyang also had twelve gates. However, it assigned only two gates
to the north yet four gates to the south.2** Northern Wei Luoyang kept all the gates in
their previous positions except the middle gate of the western wall. The gate was moved
northwards, renamed Xiyangmen29 (Sunset Gate) and was linked by an east-west street
with its counterpart in the east, Dongyangmen3^ (Sunrise Gate). The east-west street ran
across what had been the Gold Market of the Later Han dynasty. Another gate was
added in the northern part of the western wall for the convenience of Emperor
Gaozu.(See Maps 5,6)31
The northern city of Ye had seven gates. The city, being a horizontal rectangle,
allocated three gates in the south, two in the north one each in the east and west.52 The
southern city of Ye, which was a southern extension of the northern city, had eleven
gates of its own. Three of them were in the south, and four each in the east and west. In
the north the southern city retained the three southern gates of the northern city. In all, it
had fourteen gates.33
It seems from the Warring States to the end of the Northern dynasties, the
number of gates for major cities varied a great deal. By the time the Sui rulers built their
Sui shu 68/1589-90; Zhou li 41/24-5.
21
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

See, Qi ji bu as quoted in Q i sheng 4/2-3.
Xin Zhongguo/212.
Wang Zhongshu "Zhongguo"/506.
Wang Zhongshu "Zhongguo"/507.

sun
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Q iela n ji Preface/1-4.
Shui Jing Zhu 10/351.
See Jiajing Zhande fu zhi 8/1, for number o f southern gates in the northern city; see ~ 8/13, for other
gates o f the southern c it y ,.
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own capital, they had a choice ranging from seven to fourteen gates for a major city. Of
course, other possibilities may have existed which archaeology has not yet revealed.
For Sui-Tang Chang’an, thirteen gates were planned from the outset. The three
eastern gates were linked by three east-west streets with their counterparts in the western
wall. At the mid-point of the southern wall was the main gate of the city, Zhuquemen34
(the Vermilion Bird Gate), on either side of which was planted a gate at equal distance.
These three southern gates opened northwards onto three straight northbound
thoroughfares, the central one of which, the Vermilion Bird Gate Street, ran through the
Vermilion Bird Gate upwards until it ended in the southern gate of the palace city,
Chengtianmen35 in the extreme north. Two other major streets on either side ran
through the city to two gates in the northern wall.36
The choice of thirteen as the total number of gates by the builders of Sui-Tang
Chang'an is hardly surprising in view of the assortment of gate numbers that could serve
as examples. It is amazing to notice how well the gates and their locations matched the
Kao gong ji prescriptions as annotated by the Han Confucian scholar Zheng Xuan.37
The Kao gong ji stipulates three gates for each side wall. On this Zheng Xuan
comments: "The emperor('s capital) should have thirteen gates, (twelve of) which are
matched by the twelve earthly branches".3**
From this we may assume that, although it may have received influence from
Northern Wei Luoyang in its choice of numbers of gates, Sui-Tang Chang'an allocated
its gates in a way that was not only different from any existing cities, but also matched
the the Kao gong ji principle in Zheng Xuan's interpretation better than any other cities
before.
Road Network
It is almost impossible to reconstruct with any amount of accuracy the major road
structures of ancient cities simply by relying upon documentary sources. We have to
focus our attention on those cities whose morphology have been confirmed by
34.

3S]
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The calculation o f the number o f the northern gates has always been tricky. This is perhaps why Tang liu
dian does not give any precise information on the number o f the northern city gates. According to Sui shu
only one gate (Guanghua Gate) was built. But according to other sources, there must have been three other
gates that opened onto the Forbidden Park: Jingyao, Fanglin (Hualin in Sui times) west of the Palace City
and Xing'an east o f it. Three more gates linked the Palace City on the north with the Park o f the Western
Within, from west to east: Xuanwu, Anli and Xuande (Zhide in Sui times). If we count out the last three
gates which served as entrance to a small, enclosed park, there were four northern city gates altogether.
Tang liu dian 7/4,6; Sui shu 29/808; Tang Hang jing 2/34, 1/2.7. f t ft, R . J*
R.
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Jia Gongyan, the Tang commentator, interprets the m essage differently. He claims the total number of
gates should be twelve. Although this came about much later than the construction o f Sui-Tang Chang'an,
similar viewpoints may have been in the air at the beginning o f the Sui dynasty. B u t obviously Zheng
Xuan's view prevailed and was acted upon. See, Zhou li 41/24, commentary by Zheng Xuan; also
supplementary note (shu) by Jia Gongyan.
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archaeology.
Linzi, the capital city of Qi, has yielded a number of streets within the city walls.
Although a planned road network did exist, the roads were by no means regular. They
were either oblique in relation to the city walls, or twisted and turned as they ran along.
As a result, there were few rectangular intersections.39
In Chang'an of the Former Han dynasty, eight main streets have been
discovered. They were not systematically planned but were straight and ran along the
cardinal north-south or east-west directions.40 By comparison, the road network of
Later Han Luoyang (Map 5) was better planned and even more so was the case with
Northern Wei Luoyang, which was almost superimposed upon the earlier city. The
streets were inevitably straight except for the one linking Pingchang Gate41 and
Guangmo Gate42 in Northern Wei Luoyang.(Map 6) But in neither case were streets
symmetrically distributed.43
The reconstruction of the road network of the northern city of Ye is difficult
owing to its very poor state of preservation and the scantiness of relevant documentary
record.44 But, in the Wei duf u by Zuo Si45 the following record is kept: "Travellers
carriages yield their right of way at intersections" which is commented on by Li Shan46
with: "Each of the (major) streets of Ye has its red and black street towers right in front
of the eastern, western, northern and southern gates. The streets running between the
gates are the thoroughfares."47 From this we may surmise with reservation that two
intersecting thoroughfares may have been in existence then.
The information on the southern city of Ye's road network is even more scanty.
It is recorded that there was a north-south street named South street, south of the palace,
leading all the way to the city's southern main gate Zhumingmen.48 East of this street
was the Ancestral Temple of the eastern Wei dynasty. A north-south modem street is
still in use in what would have been the mid-southern part of the city. No mention is
made of this street in the recent archaeological report, though it is marked on the map 49
Its identification with the South street needs further confirmation.
There were eleven streets running north-south and fourteen streets running eastwest in Sui-Tang Chang'an. Disregarding the four streets running along the inner side of
39
40 .'

Xin Zhongguo/212.
See Wang Zhongshu "Zhongguo"/505. The Japaneses scholar Koga Noboru attempts a reconstruction of
the the road network of Han Chang'an, basing upon documentary sources. Later archaeological discoveries
do not lend much support to his effort. His recon true ted road network is far more regular. See, Koga
Noboru "Kan pur an" /28-60.

41.
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Wang Zhongshu "Zhongguo"507, 510.
Yu W eichao/15-16.

45
46
47

Wen xuan 6/102 and commentary.

48
49

Jiajing Zhangde fu zhi 8/13,16; "Yecheng"/9.
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the city wall, we are left with nine north-south streets and twelve east-west streets.
According to Zheng Xuan's interpretation of the Kao gong ji the road network should
consist of nine north-south streets and nine east-west streets. Here Sui-Tang Chang'an
matches the Kao gong ji prescription for the north-south streets in Zheng Xuan's
interpretation, but differs greatly from Jia Gongyan’s50 explanation which came much
later than the city itself.51 It seems that for the first time since it had been known to
public, the Kao gong ji was consulted and in part followed to create the road structure
for a new capital.

Su Bai /412; Zhou li 41/24-5.
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Ritual Centres52
Let the zong miao (the Ancestral Temple) be on your left (east) and
the she ji (the State Temple) on your right (west).
The Kao gong ji 53
The Ancestral Temple and the State Temple are the only two ritual centres
mentioned in connection with city-planning in the Kao gong ji, which specifies

their

positions in the city.54
During the earlier part of the Former Han dynasty, the Kao gong ji was allegedly
interpolated by Prince of Hejian55 into the Zhou li as a substitution for the lost chapter
Winter Officials

(Dong guan).56 The content of the Zhou li with Kao gong ji was

virtually unknown to the public until the end o f the Former Han dynasty. Hence its
authenticity was often in doubt.57

However, the same instructions for temple

construction appear in Li ji (the Book o f Rites ) allegedly edited by Dai Sheng5^ who
was active during the latter part of the Former Han dynasty.5^
Instead of building a temple complex to accommodate the spirits of the deceased
emperors and their ancestors, the Former Han dynasty scattered the imperial temples
within and without the city walls. Their relative position to the State Temple was never
taken into consideration.60
The Former Han Confucian scholar Liu Xiang61 insists that both Ancestral
Temple and the State Temple should be in the west (right). He Xiu, a Later Han
scholar, living in the second century AD, interprets the prescription even more loosely:
52
52

54
55
56
5/
58'
59

!

60

On the functions of the ritual centres, see Chapter 4 below.
Zong miao was the Imperial Ancestral Temple. She ji was the State Temple for she (god of earth) and ji (
god of harvest). She ji also embodied the destiny of the state. The emperor is supposed to face south, so left
indicates east and right west. See, Zhou li 41/24-5.
Specifications for another ritual structure, ming tang (Bright Hall) are also provided, but not in relation to
city-planning. See, Zhou li 41/27-8.
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Suishu 32/925.
Huang Yunmei/37-56.
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Siku ti yao 21/168. Although attributed to earlier writers, the Li ji was only made known to the public
towards the end of the Former Han dynasty by Liu Xiang, whose son Liu Xin was responsible for the
"rediscovery" of the Zhou li with Kao gong ji. The passage in question in Li ji reads: "As to the position
of the founding spirits of the state, the State Temple should be on the right, while the Ancestral Temple
on the left." See Li ji 46 ("Ji yi" 24)70 and commentary, ^ij [aj, %\\ ffc,
f£.
Sanfu huang tu /57-60. One illustrative example is found in Han shu which records that Huidi, the second
emperor of the Han dynasty once had a covered gallery built between the cenotaph and the temple of his
father Gao zu. Shusun Tong a ritual adviser, hinted at the inappropriateness of the matter. The emperor was
scared, and ordered the destruction of the gallery, but was prevented from doing so by Shusun Tong who
remarked that nothing done by the emperor could be considered wrong. To end this dilemma, another
temple was built in a old temple site north of the Wei River. See. Han shu 43/2129-30.
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if one emphasizes kinship, the Ancestral Temple should be in the west, alternatively, if
one observes propriety, the Ancestral Temple should be in the east62
In 25 AD, Liu Xiu62 established the Later Han dynasty in Luoyang. The
following year saw the the construction of the State Temple west of the Ancestral
Temple. For the first time, the location of the State Temple and the Ancestral Temple
was in keeping with the Kao gong ji 's prescription. But the principle was by no means
sacrosanct. We have observed above that He Xiu's interpretation of the Kao gong ji is
extremely flexible. The best scholar on Confucian rites of the Later Han dynasty, Ma
Rong64 offers two opinions on the situation of ritual centres. While reiterating the
principle, he claims that, according to another source, the emperor should have five State
Temples, in the centre and the four suburban areas of the city.65
But, in 45 AD, the State Temple was moved to somewhere within the Upper
Eastern Gate (Shangdongmen),66 casting to the winds all Confucian propriety.67
During the following Cao Wei and Jin dynasties, the Ancestral Temple was
always located in the south of the city, east of what would be the Northern Wei
Yongning Monastery. (Maps 5,6)68
There is no way of ascertaining the exact location of the State Temple of the Cao
Wei and Western Jin dynasties in Luoyang. But, since the Ancestral Temple was
situated east of the main northbound street, the State Temple may have been west of it as
is required by the Kao gong ji. Our supposition is reinforced by the fact that immediately
after the Western Jin dynasty perished, the Jin court in exile established the Eastern Jin
dynasty in Jianye69 (present-day Nanjing) where Emperor Yuan70 ordered the
construction of the State Temple west of the Ancestral Temple, which was in keeping
with the practice of the Western Jin court in Luoyang.71
In the northern city of Ye, the State Temple and the Ancestral Temple were
erected, probably in compliance with the Kao gong ji requirement72
When the rulers of the Northern Wei dynasty made Pingcheng

their capital,

they constructed their ritual centres in accordance with the Kao gong ji principle.72 The
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Zhou li 41/642-3 commentary.
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Xii Han shu 9/3200-01, 3201, note [1]. Professor Hans Bielenstein's study on Later Han Luoyang is by far
the most comprehensive single work on that city. However, it deals mainly with the functional aspects of
the city, and barely touches upon morphology. Cf. Bielenstein/1-142.
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Xii Han shu 9/3201. 3201, note [4],

6869

Shui jing zhu 16/542-3.
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Instead of quoting Kao gong ji the rulers of the Eastern Jin dynasty had recourse to Li j i for theoretical
justification. See, Song shu 17/481.
This event is recorded in Zuo Si's Wei du fu (On the Wei Capital). The commentator quotes the same
principle from Zhou li to prove their position. See, Wei dufu in Wen xuan 6/98.
Nan Qi shu
57/984.
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same practice was adopted when the they moved the capital to Luoyang in 496.74
As to the southern city of Ye, which served as the capital of Eastern Wei and
Northern Qi dynasties, there the Ancestral Temple was also constructed on the eastern
side of the northbound main street.75
One exception is the Northern Zhou dynasty. The relative position of the ritual
centres was intentionally reversed. Contrary to the Li ji and Kao gong ji prescriptions,
the State Temple was erected east of the Ancestral Temple.76 According to thzSui shu,
in the second month of 581, immediately after Gaozu

(Emperor Wen) of the Sui

dynasty was enthroned, his father, King Huan77 was posthumously canonized as
Emperor Wuyuan,78 and his mother as Empress Yuanming.7^ "Their memorial tablets
were transferred to the capital. At this time, Emperor (Wen), who was having the State
Temple and the Ancestral Temple erected, reformed the Northern Zhou institutions, and
built the Ancestral Temple in the east and the State Temple in the west." Obviously, the
rulers of the Sui dynasty were conscious of the appropriate position of the two ritual
centres relative to each other.80
Sui-Tang Chang'an, the new capital was planned southeast of the old capital
Chang'an in the six month of the following year(582).81 There is, however, no
evidence of removal of the Ancestral Temple and the State Temple to the new city
throughout the Sui dynasty.
Paradoxically, the Sui shu also records the location of the State Temple as
southeast of Hanguangmen82 as was the case with the Tang dynasty. But at this stage,
the new capital was not yet envisaged. From this we may infer, however, that the Sui
rulers did build successively two sets of ritual centres, one in the old capital, the other in
the new one. The moving of the ritual centres took place when Sui-Tang Chang'an was
built. That fact, however, is ignored by the compilers of Sui shuß3 The Tang dynasty
inherited the Sui ritual centres and used them for its own ritual activities most of the
time.84
74
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Qie la n ji 1/1. This was accepted by Shui jng zhu as a matter of course. See, Shui jng zu, 6/543.
Jiajing Zhangdefu zhi 8/16.
See Sui Shu 2/135.
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Sui shu 1/13, 8/136; Zhou Shu 1/13.
Sui shu 1/17.
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Sui shu 7/143.
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In the third month o f 618, temples were erected for four ancestors o f the future Tang dynasty in Tongyi li
of Sui-Tang Chang'an (Jiu Tang shu 1/5). Nevertheless, these temples were ephemeral, and the memorial
tablets for these ancestors were moved to the Ancestral Temple o f the Sui dynasty a few months later (Jiu
Tang shu 25/941). Chang'an zhi records the Xiantian period (712-713) as the date o f the establishment of
the new Ancestral Temple in what had been the jade manufactory o f the Sui dynasty. ( Chang'an zhi 7/4).
Tang hid yao and Zi zhi tong jian, however, give a later date for the event. In the first month o f 717, four
chambers o f the Ancestral Temple collapsed. Yao Chong, the then chief minister, pointed out that Emperor
W en o f Sui had established the new capital, removed the ancestral temple o f Fu Jian o f the Former Qin
dynasty, and reconstructed a new Ancestral Temple on the present site. Chu Wuliang, another high-ranking
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As far as Sui-Tang Chang'an is concerned, both the Sui and the Tang dynasties
built their Ancestral Temples and State Temple in conformity with the principle in the
Kao gongji.
Now we may conclude:
1) The Former Han dynasty, where a multiple ancestral temple system was in
use, never followed the Kao gong ji principle. This may have been due to the
unavailability of either the Li ji (the Book o f Rites edited by Dai Sheng) which was
rediscovered by Liu Xiang during the latter part of the Former Han dynasty or the Kao
gongji itself, which was made known even later by Liu Xin.85 Both contain a passage
about the relative position of the ritual centres.
2) Upon founding the Later Han dynasty, emperor Guangwu ordered the
building of the State Temple west of the Ancestral Temple. This coincides with the Kao
gong ji prescription. But the State Temple was moved to somewhere else by the same
emperor. This may be connected with the fact that Later Han scholars Ma Rong, He
Xiu86 and others interpret the relative position of ritual centres with great flexibility, all
of which suggests that the Kao gong ji principle on ritual centres was at this stage far
from being institutionalized.
3) Cao Cao and the Cao Wei dynasty may have built their ritual centres in accord
with the Kao gong ji respectively in the northern city of Ye and Luoyang, but we have
no detailed historical record. The Western Jin dynasty, however, probably met the Kao
gong ji requirement, notably because its succeeding government, the Eastern Jin did
so. It is understood the Eastern Jin court brought with it an predominantly Western Jin
culture to the south, so that the position of ritual centres may not have been an exception.
4) As to the later capitals, Pingcheng, Northern Wei Luoyang, the southern city
of Ye and Sui-Tang Chang'an, they all obeyed the Kao gong ji principle in building
ritual centres. During this period, the institution was firmly established. The
institutionalization of the principle may go further back to the Western Jin or Cao Wei
dynasties. The only exception in this period is the Northern Zhou dynasty.

85
86

official, regarded the story about removal o f the Former Qin temple as unreliable. Emperor Xuanzong was
in favour o f Yao Chong's suggestion and ordered the rebuilding o f the new Ancestral Temple. (See, Tang
hui yao 12/29217/352-3; Tong jia n 211/6725-26.) I f f§ M
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Palace and M arket
The palace should be in front, the market in the rear.
The Kao gong ji 87
Palace

Several aspects in palace structure are of great interest to us:
1) The location of the palace relative to other structures.
2) The number of palace precincts.
3) The separation of the palace city from the Imperial city.
Information in primary sources about palace structures in the pre-Qin period is
extremely scanty. Fortunately, archaeologists have uncovered a number of Warring
States cities. Thanks to the better preservation of rammed earth and roof tiles it is much
easier to define palace areas than other functioning parts of a city.
The palace structure varied from one city to another. It has been confirmed that
Linzi of Qi, Xiadu of Yan, and Jinan of Chu all had a single-palace structure. Each one
of them situated its palace in a way different from any others.
In Qi Linzi, the palace area was enclosed in the southwestern comer. Yan Xiadu
consisted of eastern and western cities. The palace area was in the northern part of the
eastern city. Zheng Xinzheng which was also divided into eastern and western cities
had the palace in the north of the western city. Chu Jinan, the most regularly shaped
rectangular city of them all, assigned the palace to the southeast.
Although an inner city was discovered at the centre of Anyi of Wei, it cannot
be readily identified as the palace for lack of such structural remains as rammed earth.
Handan of Zhao^S was similar in structure to Qi Linzi in that it had its palace area in the
southwestern part of the city. But the resemblance ends there. Zhao Handan's palace
area was completely separate from the greater city, and consisted of three smaller cities,
each of which had its own palace structure. Houma of Jin,89 which flourished towards
the end of the Spring and Autumn period, was similar to the triple palace city of Handan,
both in morphology and in size. Palace structures were found at the centre of the
northern and eastern cities of Houma of Jin.90
87.
88*
89
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Zhou li 41/24-25.

Xin Zhongguo /272-27Ö. Komai Kazuchika, relying on documentary sources and early archaeological
investigations attempts to deomens träte the compliance o f Warring States cities with the Kao gong j i in
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It seems that imagination was stretched to the full to create various types of
palace structures in various locations. There is no trace of any uniform convention.
Coming down to the Former Han dynasty, the capital Chang'an evolved around
one palace first, gradually four other palaces were added. The result was that most of the
city area was taken up by palaces.

The Later Han dynasty built its capital in Luoyang

and inherited the double palace structure from the Qin and Former Han dynasties.
practice was continued
93
dynasties.

This

in Luoyang by the ensuing Cao Wei and Western Jin

Meanwhile, during the Cao Wei and Sixteen States periods, a single northern
palace structure was sustained in the northern city of Ye. 94
A much more complex situation occurred in Jianye (present-day Nanjing) which
served six dynasties as capital in the south (hence the name of period "the Six
Dynasties"). In 211, the ruler of Wu95 moved the prefectural capital to the site of
present-day Nanjing, and named it Jianye which was proclaimed the capital of the
Kingdom of Wu in 229. The main palace was called Taichu gong.96 Sun Hao,97 a later
ruler, built another palace Zhaoming gong alias Xianyang gong. 98
The Eastern Jin added still another palace Xin gong or Jiankang gong alias
Taicheng which was situated northeast of Taichu gong." The Former Feidi100 of the
following Liu Song dynasty, in his attempt at antiquarianism, paired off the existing
palaces with Han names. Dongfucheng was renamed Weiyang gong, Shitoucheng
became Changle gong, Beidi (Northern Mansion)
Jianzhang gong, and Nandi
(Southern Residence) Changyang gorcg.101
From the time of the Eastern Jin dynasty, Xin gong (or Taicheng) became the
main palace. Its southern main gate faced in the direction of the southern main gate of the

respect o f palace location. However, the archaeological discoveries available then were far less sufficient
than today. Recent archaeological research convinces us such a uniform conformity was non-existent at the
time of the Warring States. See Komai Kazuchika/3-7.
Koga Noboru made a sketch copy o f the Han Chang'an plan attributed to Prof. Hou Renzhi on display at
China's National Museum o f History which is almost identical with the archaeological map published
later. It is very likely that Hou had access to the map before its publication. Koga, critical o f Hou's plan,
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drew up his own which greatly reduces the size o f palace structures. See Koga Noboru Kan kenkyö/91 for
Koga's plan; ~/122-3 for Hou Renzhi's plan.
Kuo di zhi 3/169.
Yuan Henan zhi 2/17; Luoyang ji.
See Chapter One.

J£j£
San guo zhi; 47/1118, 1135, 48/1167; Liuchao shi j i / 64-6. BgHfl'S’,

Apart from Shitoucheng w est o f the capital and Dongfucheng within the city wall, Nandi and Beidi are
not identifiable. According to Liuchao shi ji bian lei, at least, two walled palaces Tongfucheng and
Taicheng were inside the city. Liuchao shi ji 1/65-66; also see, Yuanhe 25/596.
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city, Vermilion Bird Gate. In between ran an imperial thoroughfare. 102 According to the
descriptions in Liuchao shi ji bian lei, the main palace can only have been in the extreme
north of the city.103
We have already proved that the northern city of Ye, which was upgraded to a
capital by Cao Cao, may have had a single palace area which was situated in the
northern or northwestern part of the city.
This city served as capital intermittently
until the end of the Northern Qi dynasty.
The first capital of the Northern Wei dynasty, Pingcheng, was built at a time
when the Tuoba people were transforming from a nomadic to a sedentary way of life.
Having no previous experience in city planning, they had to rely heavily on the major
cities constructed by the Han people. They imitated the northern city of Ye, Luoyang and
Chang'an.1

The western part of the old Pingcheng was enclosed as the palace city,

while a new outer city was built surrounding the southern part of the palace city.
Again the palace was in the uppermost part of the city. When the Northern Wei rulers
moved the capital to Luoyang, they only revived the northernmost of the two Jin
palaces. This, perhaps not unintentionally, coincided with the palace location of some
pre-Qin cities, the northern city of Ye and Pingcheng. 107
The southern city of Ye built by the rulers of the Eastern Wei dynasty was a
southern projection of the existing northern city. Although it copied its prototype
Luoyang in almost minute details, its palace did show some difference in terms of
locality. Measuring 460 bu (east-west) by 900, the northern wall of the palace was
linked with the southern wall of the northern city. An imperial park was enclosed in the
northern part of the palace area. 108
In Sui-Tang Chang'an, the palace enclosure was a horizontal oblong in the mid
north part of the city. This could be regarded as a continuation of the southern city of
Ye's morphology. But it differed from either Luoyang or the southern city of Ye in that
it subdivided the palace area into two self-contained units: the so-called Palace City (in
the north) and Imperial City (in the south), with the latter functioning as the central
administration. This practice has been regarded as an innovation.
102
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But the idea of

Liuchao sh iji 1/82,65,93.
The circumference o f Taicheng was 8 li, the distance between the southern main gate o f the city and that of
the palace, 6 li. The circumference of the city was 20 li and 19 bu. Let us assume that the city was a
regular oblong. If the city measured 8 li by 2 and the palace 2 by 2, then the distance covered by the
imperial thoroughfare would be exactly 6 li. Then the palace could only have been in the northernmost part
o f the city. Our calculation is based on the assumption that the shape o f the city was regular. There are
numerous other possibilities if the city was irregular in shape. But whatever the shape o f the city, the main
palace could only be confined to the uppermost area o f the city. Liuchao shi ji 1/64, 82, 91.
See the section on the northern city o f Ye in Chapter 1 above.
Wei shu 23/604.
N anQ ishu 57/985.
For example, Yan Xiadu and Zheng Xinzheng both had their palace precinct in the extreme north; see, Xing

Zhongguo/213-215.
Jiajing Zhangde fu zhi 8/13.
Su Bai/413.
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building one palace city and one administrative city within the city walls could go back to
the Eastern Jin dynasty when Taicheng and Dongfucheng were walled to accommodate
the emperor and the government respectively.110
The originality of the Sui rulers laid in their inclusion of these two different
functioning inner cities in one palace area.
On reflection, of all the major cities since the Han dynasty examined here, none
fits squarely into the Kao gong ji principle of placing the palace south of the market.
There are a few pre-Qin cities where the southern situation of the palaces provided the
possibility of locating the market in the north. But there were still other contemporary
cities where the palace was built in the extreme north, ruling out such possibility.
Although Han Chang'an's market area was north of the Gui,111 Northern and
Weiyang Palaces, it was still west of the Mingguang Palace and northwest of the
Changshou palace.
The paradox is: with the easier availability of the Zhou li together with the
Kao gong ji in the Later Han and following dynasties, nobody seems to have made
i p
any effort to apply this Kao gong ji principle on siting the palace.
Market
Little is known about the location of markets in relation to the palace before the
Former Han dynasty.
In Chang'an, the capital of the Former Han dynasty, two major palaces were
built before the enclosure of the city and the planning of the two market areas —which
1 1 o
happened to be in the northwestern corner of the city.
Here the Kao gong ji
prescription of placing the market north of the palace holds true. But the holy text of the
Kao gong ji did not surface until much later during the reign of emperor Wu and was not
available to the literati until the end of the the Former Han dynasty. 114 If we take into
account the natural terrain of the city, we may believe that the markets were situated in
this area out of sheer necessity. Surrounded on the north and west by the Wei river, the
city offered no better place for its market than the northwestern comer, which had direct
access to water transport. 115
In the Later Han dynasty, a triple market system was introduced in the capital,
no
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Yuanhe /596; Liuchao shi ji /64.
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Komai Kazuchika comes up with an interpretation o f the the north location o f the palace structures, which
runs counter to the Kao gong j i s principle. The north, according to him, was symbolic o f the Polar Star,
which took its earthly form in the structure o f the main palace —Taiji Palace which was inevitably situated
in the north o f the palace compound. It was with this view in mind that the whole palace city was put in
the northern part o f Luoyang o f the Northern W ei dynasty. A s w e have pointed out earlier, the northern
situation o f the palace city was no invention o f the Northern W ei dynasty, it had occurred in several
previous cities. See Komai Kazuchika/15-6.
Wang Zhongshu "Zhongguo'7506-7.
Sui shu 32/925.
Wang Zhongshu "Zhongguo”/506, fig .l.
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Luoyang, with one of the markets situated inside the city, west of the northern palace.
The other two markets were in the southern and eastern suburbs of the city .116
According to Lu JF ^ the Western Jin poet, this triple market system was inherited by
118
the Cao Wei and Jin dynasties.
Not surprisingly, the northern city of Ye, the capital of Cao Cao, also enjoyed a
similar triple market system.119
The Northern Wei dynasty moved the only market in the inner city to the western
suburbs, while reviving the other two suburban markets of the preceding dynasties, thus
keeping the inner city free of regular market activities.120
The southern city of Ye differed from its prototype, Northern Wei Luoyang, in
that it had only two markets situated respectively in the east and west of the city.121
Sui-Tang Chang'an also had an eastern and a western markets. In all likelihood
the double market system was copied from the southern city of Ye.
Since the Former Han dynasty, only in Han Chang'an had the market areas been
situated north of some of the palaces. To a certain extent, this fits the Kao gong ji
requirement for market location. Since the Kao gong ji did not come to light until much
later, this could only be interpreted as coincidence. All later cities surveyed here built
their markets in complete disregard of the Kao gong ji.
In the case of Jianye and Pingcheng, two important capital cities of the Southern
and Northern dynasties, little information on their market location survives. However,
the far northern location of their palaces in Jianye would have rendered it virtually
impossible to place a market north of the the palace. Although we have no grounds for
determining the location of the market, we can at least prove that it was by no means in
compliance with the Kao gong ji principle.
There is no stipulation concerning the number of markets. Han Chang'an had
nine markets concentrated in two market areas.

Luoyang from the Later Han, Cao

Wei and Western Jin to Northern Wei dynasties, stuck to a triple market system.
The southern city of Ye reduced the number to two and placed them in the west
and east of the city. This was followed faithfully by Sui-Tang Chang'an.
A much
later city, Sui-Tang Luoyang was planned during the reign of Yangdi. In spite of the
precedence of Sui-Tang Chang'an's double market system, a triple market system was
used for a while. Under the previous dynasties Luoyang had had three markets ever
116

Yuan Henan zhi 2/11.
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Yuan Henan zhi 2/29.
Wei dufu in Wen xuan 6/102.
See, Qie lan ji 2/117 for Xiao shi in the east; 3/161 for Sitong shi in the south; 4/202 for Da shi in the
w est r\s ffr, ®
rfj j z rfr.
Jiajing Zhangdefu zhi 8/16.
Xi dufu by Ban Gu in Wen xuan, 1/ 23.
Later in Tang dynasty, more markets were set up in the city. See the section on the number o f markets in
chpater 5 below.
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since the Later Plan dynasty. Although the new Luoyang of the Sui dynasty was planned
on a new site west of the old Luoyang, it was influenced by the old city and adopted a
triple market system while ignoring the example of Sui-Tang Chang'an. 1"4

124

SuBai/421-22.
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Axial Symmetry
The idea of axiality in Chinese urban history may date back to the time of remote
antiquity. Little evidence of it survives in documentary sources. We have to base our
judgement almost exclusively on archaeology.
One of the earliest example of axial symmetry could be traced to the site of Yan
Xiadu of the Warring States period. The greater city of Xiadu consisted of two smaller
cities. The eastern city faced southwest, and its northwestern part was marked out by an
inner wall as the palace area. A group of rammed earth palace foundations were
discovered in the mid-northeastern part of the city. The palaces were planned along a
imaginary line, the extension of which carved the eastern city into two roughly
symmetrical sections.
Zhao Handan, contemporary with Yan Xiadu, is another example of axial
symmetry. 126
The Former Han capital Chang'an evolved around one Qin palace and was later
enclosed by four walls.
Although the location of the palaces in the city was irregular,
its builders did make an attempt to introduce symmetry and perspective. A north-south
thoroughfare ran through the city and cut it into two more or less equal sections.
Another northbound thoroughfare started from the northern gate of the Weiyang Palace
in the southwestern comer of the city and ended in the northern city gate on the west.
On each side of the thoroughfare were symmetrically located one palace structure and
one market area.
This reminds us of Sui-Tang Luoyang, planned and built at the
beginning of the seventh century AD, where the main thoroughfare ran through the
same part of the city. Sui-Tang Luoyang, however, had its palace area in the
northwestern part of the city, and the main thoroughfare linked the southern gate of the
palace area with the southern city gate on the west.

The significance of these two

north-south thoroughfares in Han Chang'an is that not only did they continue the
tradition of axial symmetry of the pre-Qin period, they also opened up a new possibility
for future city-planning by introducing perspective to the city. The initiation of urban
perspective may be attributable to earlier cities, but clear proof requires further
archaeological evidence.
For Luoyang during the Later Han dynasty, which was rebuilt on the site of Qin
125.

126.
127
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129*

Paul Wheatley points out the time-honoured tradition of axiality in Chinese city planning. But he makes
no effort to find out about its genesis. Among the examples listed in his book, only Zhao Handan of the
Warring States period contains convincing proof of axiality. See, Wheatley/142,143, 147, 148, 423, 425.
"Yan Xiadu cheng zhi diao cha bao gao'710,12,54, figs 1,2; "Hebei Yi xian Yan Xiadu gu cheng kan cha
he shi jue783-102; Xin Zhongguo/272-216.
Wang Zhongshu "Zhongguo7505-6.
Xin Zhongguo/394.
Su Bai/419.
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and Former Han Luoyang, the evidence of an axial symmetry is undeniable. The axial
street, Tongtuo Street, 130 was named after the pair of tall bronze candles standing on
either side of the street. Running from the southern gate of the northern palace
southwards, it served as the trunk road of the city. The north-south double palace
system blocked the way for an ideal equal division of the city by a central thoroughfare.
Thus, Tongtuo street, the central axis of the city, had to run parallel to the southern
palace, making the division somewhat asymmetrical. But the axiality of the city was
obvious.
The existence of a double axiality in the northern city of Ye can be seen from Li
Shan's commentary on Wei dufu :"In the city of Ye, red and black towers are erected on
each street Linking the east, west, north and south gates, are the (two) thoroughfares."
This gives no grounds for elaboration. But we can discern that apart from the
customary vertical axiality, horizontal axiality was added. Ho Ping-ti takes notice of the
double axiality of Northern Wei Luoyang which has been proved by archaeology. But it
was anticipated by the northern city of Ye which had a similar structure. In fact, such a
horizontal axis had already in existence during the Later Han dynasty in Luoyang except
for the western end of the city where a inner-city market forced the street to detour. The
Northern Wei government moved the market elsewhere and extended the horizontal axis
beyond the western city wall. 132
From his studies, Paul Wheatley concludes:"The function of the north-south axis
in the Chinese city was quite different from that of the vista avenue in the Baroque city
of Europe. Whereas the latter was designed to impress by the prospect it afforded of a
distant architectural feature of central importance, the Chinese processional way was of
symbolic rather than visual significance. In fact, its full sweep was never revealed at
133
one time or from one point."
In light of our present findings, such a view needs reconsideration. It is true that
for some Chinese cities, axiality only means the planning of a succession of buildings on
a imaginary line. But with the advent of Chang'an of the Former Han and Luoyang of
the Later Han dynasties, a new alternative was made available to the Chinese city
planners, to combine perspective with axiality. In that sense the Chinese city with axial
perspective, is actually the forerunner of the Baroque city of Europe, although it need
not be the direct source of inspiration.
Ho Ping-ti, relying on the Luoyang qie lan ji and the Shui jing zhu admits the
possible existence of a vertical axis in Western Jin Luoyang.

But he does not venture

to probe into its origin. Our research, backed by documentary sources and

131.
132.
133.
134.

Yuan Henan zhi 2/10-11. Wang Zhongshu Han dai 122-3.
Yuan Henan zhi 6/102. Ho Ping-ti "Loyang"/78; Wang Zhongshu Han dai /18, 23.
Wheatley/425.
H ePing-T i, "L qyang778.
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archaeological discoveries, reveals the existence of the vertical axis in Later Han
Luoyang, which was constructed on the site of Qin and Former Han Luoyang.
It is
possible that such a central axis had already been in use in Qin dynasty Luoyang. An
earlier type of axiality without perspective, had
Handan in pre-Qin times.

occurred in Yan Xiadu and Zhao

Although the central axis principle did not originate in Northern Wei Luoyang,
Ho Ping-ti argues, that it was confirmed by and gained wide currency through its use in
that city. We must say that here the role of Northern Wei Luoyang is overplayed. When
Ho was writing his essay on Luoyang, archaeological reports on the axiality of pre-Qin
cities were already published. But they did not come to his attention. However, the
relevant information about Later Han Luoyang is also documented in the Yuan Henan
zhi, which testifies to the existence of a central axis in the city, as has been proved by
archaeology.
As we shall show later on, the exile Jin government brought the axial
symmetry to its new capital Jianye in the south. Its eventual rival in the north, the
Northern Wei dynasty was curious to acquire architectural knowledge from the south.
In 491, after the move of the capital to Luoyang had been suggested, Jiang Shaoyou,136
a master civil engineer was sent to Southern Qi, the successor to the Eastern Jin and Liu
Song dynasties, in order to collect information about the palaces of Jianye. Jiang
Shaoyou was a pivotal figure in creating institutions as regards palace structures. It is
very possible that the Northern Wei dynasty may have inherited the idea of axial
symmetry from the Western Jin, which was refreshed by the example of Jianye in the
south.
Our view is that the Tongtuo Street in Luoyang was used continuously through
the Later Han, Cao Wei and Western Jin dynasties. It was buried in waste with the sack
of the city at the end of the Western Jin dynasty. When the reconstruction of Luoyang
began during the Northern Wei dynasty, its builders revived the main street, but
abandoned the southern palace once and for all. By doing so, they created an
opportunity for planning the major governmental buildings along the main street in a
more symmetrical way. Large stretches of land which had been occupied by the southern
palace east of the main street were now at their disposal. But by and large the general
morphology of the city remained the same.
We cannot regard this kind of evolution as revolutionary or epoch-making. As
to the role Northern Wei Luoyang played in establishing the central axial system, it was
much less important than the one played by Yan Xiadu, Zhao Handan, Han Chang'an or
Later Han Luoyang. It does not deserve the importance attached to it by Ho Ping-ti.

Kuo di zhi 3/ 169.
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There were several other major cities built between the Han and the Sui
dynasties: Pingcheng, Jianye and the southern city of Ye.
No detailed information is available to prove the axial symmetry in Pingcheng
(built around 398). It was modelled upon the northern city of Ye, Chang’an and Western
Jin Luoyang.
Its palace city was enclosed by the outer city in the south. An axiality
similar to that of Western Jin Luoyang may have existed. 15^
According to the Liuchao shi ji bian lei, the central southern gate of the new
palace, Xuanyang Gate, faced towards the distant Zhuque Gate (Vermilion Bird Gate),
the main

southern gate of Jianye.

An imperial thoroughfare starting from

Xuanyang gate southwards, went through the Zhuque Gate at the distance of six li and
reached its destination Zhuque hang^O (Vermilion Bird Ferry) further down south,
running the total length of ten /i.141 This is a clear indication of an axial symmetry with a
perspective of ten li long.
The southern city of Ye has been subjected to reasonably thorough
archaeological investigation. No major roadwork is reported to have been uncovered.
■I A T \

Still there is one modem north-south street, dissecting what used to be the southern city
of Ye into two parts. It is likely that this was the axial street of the Eastern Wei capital,
which was named the South Street at the time.145 But no mention of it is made in the
archaeological report And the archaeological drawing is not very reliable, since it has
been "perfected" at the expense of accuracy.144 Further evidence is still needed to
confirm the axiality.
Sui-Tang Chang'an was carved into two halves by the north-south main street
(Vermilion Bird Street), in respect to which, the wards were planned in almost strict
symmetry. Thus a penetrating perspective was achieved from the Mingde Gate (the
southern gate in the middle), right through Vermilion Bird Street, to the Chengtian Gate,
the southern main gate of the royal city, running the total length of more than seven
kilometres.145 Vertical axiality, ever since its occurrence in the pre-Qin period, had now
reached such a degree of perfection as had never been seen before, nor was it ever
surpassed thereafter. The planners of the city may have drawn on Northern Wei
171
138
139
140
141

Wei shu 23/604.
Nan Qi shu 57/984-985.
Liuchao shi j i 1/93.
Liuchao shi j i 1/82.

142

"Yecheng"/9-10.

143

Jiajing Zhangdefu zhi 8/16.

144

The near perfect drawing o f the northern and southern cities o f Y e inclines one to doubt the accuracy o f the
cartographer o f Linzhang county, Hebei province. Comparing the earlier drawing published by Prof. Yu
Weichao, the investigator o f the northern city, and the one by Linzhang county, one cannot fail to notice
the latter's attempt to fill all the existing villages and streets into cardinal orientations. In Yu Weichao's
drawing, villages could be divided into two types in terms o f their orientation. The first type, facing
northeast by north, includes Santaicun, Yezhen, Hongshancun etc. The second type facing due north,
includes all the rest. In the Linzhang county drawing such a marked difference is arbitrarily eliminated!
See, "Yecheng"/9; Yu W eichao/l5. = ^ # ,
£ li]fT
Su Bai/409-12.

145.
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Luoyang and the southern city of Ye, as has been pointed out by Chen Yinke.146 But the
possibility of influence from Jianye in the south has been so far neglected by scholars.
Sui-Tang Chang’an not only had a similar central thoroughfare, what is more
significant, it copied the name Zhuque (Vermilion Bird) from Jianye for its own
southern main gate and thoroughfare.147

146
14? '

Chen Yinke Sui-Tang zhi du/62.
Liuchao shi ;zl/82.
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Ward System 148
During the Han dynasties, a ward was termed li, an expression already found in
general use in works written prior to the Qin dynasty.

149

The residential quarters of Han Chang'an consisted of 160 wards.150 For
Luoyang o f the Later Han and Cao Wei dynasties, only occasional ward names survive
in primary sources.151
The northern city of Ye inherited the Han system. Although its total number of
wards is unknown, at least five wards are documented, and a well-planned ward system
is recorded to have existed.

152

At least 69 ward names are documented for Western Jin Luoyang, among them
47 are/z, 22 are fang, which would become the standard substitution for li during the
Sui and Tang dynasties.

It is impossible to estimate how many wards the city had at

the time. But clearly a complicated ward system was at work.
The creation of the first capital of the Northern Wei dynasty Pingcheng was an
attempt by the semi-nomadic Tuoba people to imitate the northern city of Ye, Luoyang
and Chang'an.1

All the three prototypes had well-estabished ward systems.

Consequently, Pingcheng planned its own.155

One present-day scholar sees traces of

148

Satö Taketoshi (see ~ Choan/211-2) is of the opinion that li was the grass-roots administrative structure in
the country and the city, while fang was only the security area in the city. They functioned differently. A li
office was in charge of all the administrative, financial and police work of the designated area, while fang
which overlapped with li was only responsible for the security of the city ward. His evidence is chiefly
based on the Tong dian. But in reality li and fang at the capital were interchangeable. In the Kaihuang
period of the Sui dynasty, fang was changed to li in the capital. (Sui shu 23/803) There is welldocumented evidence about interchangeability of li and fang. (See Taiping guang ji 346/2739. It is recorded
under the section called Lu Yan that he lived in Xinchang li, and in the morning he walked out the north
street of \hefang. Cf. Tong jian 228/7354: Hundreds of mounted troops greeted Zhu Ci in his Jinchang li
residence. [Hu Sanxing comments: in Chang'an tu ... it is called Jinchang fang.]) jjf iSS,

149.

In Western literature on Chinese history, li or fang are often translated as wards. It usually consists of a
rectangular block of dwellings surrounded by streets. One chapter in Lun yu (Confucian Analects) is
entitled li ren where li means neighborhood. Er ya explains the character li as yi residential quarters.
See, Lun yu 3/11; Er ya 3/11. On the origin of li, see Koga Noboru Kan kenkyö /36-8. M t » &•
Sanfu huang tu /19. Mr.Hotaling does a systematic study of Han Chang'an ward system. His effort,
however, is limited by the unavailability of archaeological information. He is at pains to fit all 160 wards
into the so-called non-imperial zone of Han Chang'an, that is, the area not taken up by the palaces. But
later archaeology shows that Hotaling's estimated area of non-imperial residence was far too big. See
Hotaling/42-3. Also see Xin Zhongguo /394 for comparison.
Yuan Henan zhi 2/11, for Guangbu li and Yonghe li; ~ /14-15; for Shangshang li of the Later Han
dynasty; ~ /21 for Weiyang li of the Cao Wei dynasty.
M»
M»
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Weidufu by Zuo Si, Wen xuan 6/102.
Yuan Henan zhi, 2/28-29.
Wei shu 23, /604.
Nan Qi shu 57/985:"The outer city which surrounded the inner city on the south was filled up by wards.
The capacity of a ward ranged from four to five hundred households to sixty to seventy, depending on the
size. Oftentimes, search was conducted in the southern wards as a preventive measure against fraudulent
practice." This leads Prof. Ho to the belief that residential quarters were restricted to the south of the
palace, a practice which was taken up later by Northern Wei Luoyang. (Ho Ping-ti "Loyang"/77.) Note,
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nomadic culture in the ward system of Pingcheng, for which there is no proof at all.156
The existence of a ward system in Northern Wei Luoyang is well documented.
Ho Ping-ti goes so far as to claim that Northern Wei Luoyang must have been the first
city in Chinese history to have designed blocks of regular shape and uniform size on a
large scale. This fact alone would ensure its importance in the history of city planning in
China. To prove the irregularity and small sizes of the wards in cities before, he has
recourse to the Sanfu huang t a ,157 where Han Chang'an is alleged to have had 160
small residential blocks(/w /z),158 of which only ten names survive, and the Taiping yu
lan

which records only 45 ward names of Western Jin Luoyang.159 Soon after Ho

Ping-ti published these views, they were being taken as facts by scholars such as Lu
Yaodong.

As we have demonstrated above, the term li was extensively in use in the

meaning of "ward" before the Qin dynasty. The later use of li as a unit of length
measurement was borrowed from one side of an idealized square ward li. The Gu liang
zhuan161 records that there were 300 bu in a li (in one side of a li). This is an indication
that huge residential quarters had been in use before the Qin dynasty. This prescription
was faithfully acted upon by the Northern Wei rulers when they built Luoyang, where
1fO

each side of a residential ward measured 300 bu.
Archaeology has now conclusively
demonstrated that a well-planned ward system was in practice during the Han
dynasty.163
For Western Jin Luoyang, which was a precursor of Northern Wei Luoyang, the
Yuan Henan zhi lists not only 47 li but also 22 fang, a term then synonymous with li.
This, plus Xiucheng fang, which occurs in the Taiping yu lan, makes the total number
of Western Jin ward names 70 in all.164 According to Ho Ping-ti’s calculation, 44

the collator o f the Zhonghuashuju edition suspects that nan (south) being the misprint for bi (shut), in that
the case, the text should reacL'with the wards closed" instead o f "the southern wards". The gist o f the
problem here is not the situation o f wards in relation to the palace, but rather the building o f wards in the
outer city which happened to be south o f the palace city. When Pingcheng started serving as their capital,
the Tuoba people still lead a quite nomadic life. After their conquest o f Liangzhou and Huanglong, they
began constructing their capital on a massive scale. The western part o f the old Pingcheng was set apart as
the palace city. It is against this background that the outer city was built, partly surrounding the palace.
(Nan Qi shu 57/984-5.) This does not seem to prove the origin o f the Northern W ei Luoyang zoning policy
which, according to Prof. Ho's hypothesis, concentrated most o f the wards in the southern part o f the city.
156

Lu Yaodong/33.

157
158
159
160
161
162
163

164

KM
Ho Ping-ti "Loyang'779, footnote [56]; ~ "Beiwei"/236.
Lu Yaodong/33.
Gu liang zhuan 12/16.
Qie lan ji 5/349.
The Han dynasty city at Wuji, in Wu'an county, Hebei province, is discovered to have been divided into
ten blocks with each o f them measuring approximately 380 metres by 175. See, M eng Hao et al./43-

Yuan Henan zhi 2/29. The difference between a li -ward and a fang-w aid lies chiefly in the fact that li is
the general term for neighbourhoods in both urban and rural areas while fang is only used in reference to
city wards. Mr. Sogabe Shizuo is o f the opinion that the fang o f Western Jin Luoyang were all situated in
the palace city and quotes Taiping yu lan 157 as its proof, where ten fang are listed. In Yuan Henan zhi,
22 fang are listed, embracing all the fang in Taiping yu lan except Xiucheng fang. The fact that in
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Northern Wei ward names are registered in the Luoyang qie lan j i .165 This is far less
than the 70 ward names recorded for Western Jin Luoyang. Among the 44 wards listed
in the Luoyang qie lan ji, at least Limin, Xiaojing, Yinian, and Y i s h o u ,1^ 6 are taken
over from the Western Jin dynasty. Furthermore, we have proved that all the major
cities from the Former Han to the Northern Wei dynasties had a ward system. Some of
them are recorded as being well-planned (the northern city of Ye and Northern Wei
Pingcheng in particular).
In sum, Northern Wei Luoyang's ward system was directly inherited from
previous capitals. As it happened, it is the first major city in Chinese history for which
detailed information on the ward system has survived. But, it does not follow that the
city is unprecedented in terms of regular ward-planning and individual ward size. Wellplanned ward systems with wards of similar area can be shown to have existed long
before Northern Wei Luoyang.
Two entirely different total numbers o f Northern W ei Luoyang wards have
come down to us. In the Luoyang qie lan ji, the number is 220, while in other sources
it is 320 or 323.

167

We are inclined to adopt 220 as the right figure, because, 320

wards, each of them measuring 300 bu by 300, are far more than the the greater city
could contain.

168

In the southern city o f Ye, which was an imitation o f Northern Wei Luoyang,
the urban area consisted of 400fang-wards.169
The city o f Sui-Tang Chang'an was divided into 110 wards. Their sizes vary
from 500m by 550 to 838 m by 1125. The so-called unprecedented size of the Northern
W ei Luoyang ward measuring 300 bu (approx.486 m) by 300, is dwarfed by

Yuan Henan zhi, all the li -wards are quoted from a lost work Jin gong ge ming (The Names o f Western Jin
Palace Structures) and are listed under Luoyang cheng zhong (inside Luoyang city), while the fang -wards
listed under Luoyang gong (Luoyang Palaces), lends support to Mr. Sogabe Zhizuo's view. But the sheer
number of fang (23, perhaps, still incomplete) and the commercialized as well as plebeianized fang names
such as Xianchang (Great Prosperity), Suifu (Peaceful Happiness), Yanlu (Prolonged Emolument),
Fuchang (Happy Prosperity), Shoucheng (Accomplished Longevity) and Sheli (Buddhist Relics) incline
us to doubt their enclosure in the palace area. Some names suggest professional or trade activities
(Yangsui [Bronze Concave Mirrors], Yiwen [Written Works] etc.) which were incompatible with innerpalace life. See, Sogabe Shizuo/7; Yuan Henan zhi 2/29.

&ntt ^ ssi, k %
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Ho Ping-ti "Loyang'7100.
2 # . 2 # .
See, Qie lan ji 5/349; 320 is recorded in Wei shu 8/194,18/428; Tong jian 144/4498. Also see, Ho Pingti "Beiwei"/229.
Twenty years ago, Prof. Ho Ping-ti was at pains to prove the impossibility of the figure 320 which had
been considered by both Fan Xiangyong and Zhou Zumuo as correct Su Bai and Wang Zhong shu, writing
much later, took opposite sides (Su for 220, Wang 320), without referring to either Ho, Fan or Zhou. See
Su Bai/51-52, note [1]; Wang Zhongshu "Zhongguo"/515 note[81].
This figure is based on Jiajing Zhangde fu zhi. During the Northern Qi dynasty, Ye was divided into three
counties. According to Sui shu the three capital counties - Ye, Linzhang and Cheng'an - consisted of
respectively 135,114 and 74 li -wards. The total number is 323. (See Sui shu 27/761.) For detailed
information on the three counties, see Wang Zhongluo Beizhou di li zhi 10/905-6, 929-30.^,
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comparison with even the smallest ward of Sui-Tang Chang'an.1,0
The ward system, evolved long before the Qin dynasty and institutionalized by
the Han rulers, culminated during the Sui and Tang dynasties in Chang'an. The wards
therein were the largest ever in Chinese history and were symmetrically laid out both in
view of inner structure and overall planning. Most of the wards were divided into four
major areas by the north-south and east-west inner streets, crossing at the centre. Each
area was then subdivided into four sections. The ward ended up having sixteen clear-cut
sections.
But we would hardly claim for Sui-Tang Chang'an any far-reaching
significance in original development of ward structure. First of all, it was as greatly
indebted to the southern city of Ye and Northern Wei Luoyang as these cities were to
their own predecessors. Secondly, the whole system collapsed during the Five
Dynasties period that followed. 172

On wards in Sui-Tang Chang'an and their sizes, see Su Bai/409.
On ward structure, see Su B ai/409-10.
For a detailed discussion on Chang’an wards, see the section on ward system in Chapter 6 below.
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The Role of the Kao gong ji
To estimate the role of the Kao gong ji in city-planning, it is advisable to review
its relevant passage on the building of capitals which has been quoted above in parts in:
When the capital city is planned by the architect, it should measure nine li
by nine, with three gates on each side. Inside the city nine longitudinal
streets are crossed by nine latitudinal streets. Each of them should be
wide enough to allow nine chariots to run abreast. Let the zong miao
(the Ancestral Temple) be on your left and the she ji (the State Temple)
on your right The palace should be in front, the market in the rear.
Basing on this passage, we are going to reexamine the role of the Kao gong ji in
various aspects of city-building:
Shape. The Kao gong ji prescription of a nine li by nine square shape for the
city is perfectionist. Not only was it hard to follow, it was invariably ignored from the
Han times onwards. However, Sui-Tang Chang'an comes very close to such
prescription and is the only example of the Han-Sui period where the Kao gong j f s
influence on city outline is obvious.
Gates. In his commentary on the Kao gong ji's prescription of 12 gates for the
capital, Zheng Xuan, the Han Confucian scholar, suggests that the emperor(’s capital)
should have 13 gates.
As it happens Qi Linzi, dating back to 895 BC, is documented to have had 13
gates. Attempts have also been made to identify it as the prototype of the Kao gong ji
prescription. But its 13 gates, 11 of which have been confirmed by archaeology, were
irregularly spaced along the city walls.
Later cities such as Han Chang'an and Han-Wei Luoyang had 12 gates each. But
neither fitted squarely into the Kao gong ji text in respect of their distribution. (Han
Chang'an had the right number on each side, but their location was asymmetrical.)
By 582, when Sui-Tang Chang'an was to be constructed, its designer may have
had at his disposal the whole gamut of gate numbers of previous cities from seven to 14.
The finished city, however, corresponds well to the Kao gong ji prescription about
numbers of gates and their distribution in the light of Zheng Xuan's interpretation.
Road Network. Zheng Xuan's interpretation of the nine warps and nine
woofs of the city road network, follows closely the original meaning the Kao gong ji,
that is, nine east-west roads should be crossed with nine north-south roads. But Jia
59
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Gongyan, the Tang annotator of the Zhou li, comes up with a very different theory
whereby the nine roads should be arranged into groups of three, with the middle road
for carriage traffic, the right one for male pedestrians and the left one for their female
counterparts.
None of the major cities prior to Sui-Tang Chang’an has been revealed by
archaeology to be in conformity with the Kao gong ji formula on road network. The
earlier cities such as Qi Linzi and Chu Jinan etc. can not be regarded as a source of
inspiration for the Kao gong j i s road system. Later cities such as Northern city of Ye
and Northern Wei Luoyang show no sign of faithfully following the Kao gong ji's
instructions on road distribution.
Sui-Tang Chang'an is different from its predecessors in that it in part reflected
the Zheng Xuan interpretation of the Kao gong ji road network prescription.
Ritual Centres. Unlike other Kao gong ji principles on capital-building, the
Kao gong ji's prescription about the location of the Ancestral Temple (zong miao) in the
east and the State Temple {she ji) in the west is also found in the Li ji (the Book of of
Rites), another consecrated book on Confucian rites. The fact that this principle was
implemented in the early years of the Later Han dynasty, not long after the Zhou li and
Li ji were made available to the public, inclines us to believe in its early acceptance. But
its institutionalization came about much later, approximately during the Three Kingdoms
period in the third century AD. Later capitals such as Eastern Jin Jianye, Pengcheng,
Northern Wei Luoyang and the Southern City of Ye, all followed the same principle.
The rulers of the Sui and the Tang dynasties did not deviate from it either.
Palace and market. As regards palaces and markets, the Kao gong ji only
stipulates their relative location to each other, with the palaces in the south and markets
in the north. There is no reference to the number of the either palaces or markets.
Although, Han Chang'an did have a market complex situated north of the palaces, it was
built long before the Kao gong ji was made public. The builders of later cities made no
attempt to conform to this Kao gong ji principle. Sui-Tang Chang'an in this case was no
exception at all. At least up to the Tang dynasty, the Kao gong ji's recommendations on
palace and market location seem to have had little effect on the designers of capitals.
The Kao gong ji, is supposed to have been the ritual guidebook for the builders
of medieval cities in China. It is to be found in the Zhou li (the Zhou Rites) as a
substitution chapter for what should have been "Dong guan" (the Officials of Artifice or
Winter Officials).
Of the three Confucian books of rituals, the Zhou li was the latest to appear.
Allegedly it was donated by Liu De, better known as Prince Xian of Hejian,173 to the

173
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court of emperor Wu of the Former Han dynasty.17^ The interpolation of the Kao gong
ji was also attributed to him.17^ But the Zhou li had gathered dust in the imperial library
until it was rediscovered by Liu Xin by the end of the Former Han dynasty.
Ever since its first appearance, the authenticity of the Zhou li has often been
questioned. Some scholars have gone as far as to suspect the whole book was forged
by Liu Xin himself. Notorious usurpers such as Wang Mang of the Former Han dynasty
and Yuwen Tai 176 of the Western Wei dynasty quoted the Zhou li to justify their
usurpation. Historically ill-reputed politicians, such as Li Linfu of Tang and Wang
Anshi of Northern Song, based their institutional changes on the Zhou li. Their attempts
at restoration or reformation under the cover of the Zhou li turned out to be impractical,
and the result was more often chaos than order. Association with such ulterior motives
could only serve to make the book more controversial. 177 The Kao gong ji as one
substitute chapter of the Zhou li has no reason to have fared any better during the Sui
dynasty. Its interpolation is clearly indicated in the Sui shu. 178
In an effort to justify his wooden model of ming tang, Yuwen Kai, ViceInpector-General of Daxingcheng (Sui-Tang Chang'an), quotes the Kao gong ji in his
memorial, only to criticize the absurdity of the prescriptions therein and to suggest that
some characters may have been interpolated. 179
As we have demonstrated, no capital before the Sui dynasty was built
completely in conformity with the Kao gong ji. By the time a Sui capital was to be built,
its planners were not obliged to act upon the Kao gong ji. Sometimes its rules and
regulations were outweighed by other considerations, such as customs, geomancy and
topography. Moreover, Yuwen Tai's notorious attempt to justify his usurpation in the
previous dynasty with the help of the Zhou li was still within living memory.
Still, books become honored with the passage of time, and the Kao gong ji and
the Zhou li are no exceptions. Although during the Sui dynasty the book was never
regarded as sacrosanct, Sui-Tang Chang'an matches the Kao gong ji prescriptions on
shape, gates and road network far better than any other earlier city and follows as strictly
as any others the principle on ritual centres. Its deviation is most obvious in the
remaining two aspects covered by the Kao gong ji, that is, palace and market. But this is
no cause for alarm, since most of its predecessors also ignore the principle on palace and
market location.
With all the prevailing controversy about the Kao gong ji during the Sui dynasty,
Sui-Tang Chang'an is much more indebted to the Kao gong ji than previous major
m .
175.

Honshu 53/2410.
Sui shu 32/925.

177.
178.
179.

Huang Yunmei/31-54.
Sui Shu, 32/925.
Sui Shu 68/1589.
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cities. In carrying out the Kao gong ji principles, its planners invariably follow Zheng
Xuan's interpretation.

Summary
Chart 1 (see) sums up the conclusions of this chapter. It is based on sources
quoted in the text, and our findings derived from these sources. In addition to the Kao
gong ji, 12 earlier cities spanning a period of more than 1400 years are surveyed in
terms of their similarity with or influence on Sui-Tang Chang'an.
Some aspects of Sui-Tang Chang'an are traceable to the Spring and Autumn and
Warring States periods. Qi Linzi, established in 895 BC, bears resemblance to Sui-Tang
Chang'an in shape and gates number. Chu Jinan founded 80 years later also shows
similarity in shape. Other Warring States cities resemble Sui-Tang Chang'an slightly but
visibly in palace location (Yan Xiadu) and axial symmetry (Zhao Handan and Yan
Xiadu). The extent of Han Chang’an’s influence is negligible in three areas: shape, gates
and ward system, but is obvious in the case of axial symmetry.
The most astonishing result of our research, however, is the Kao gong j i s
relation with Sui-Tang Chang'an. Out of the total six respects covered by the Kao gong
ji, four - shape, gates, road network and ritual centres - demonstrate strong influences
on Sui-Tang Chang'an. Here the influence of other cities pales into insignificance by
comparison.
The remaining six later cities, Han-Wei Luoyang, the Northern city of Ye,
Jianye, Pingcheng, Northern Wei Luoyang and the Southern city of Ye, except where
information is lacking as in the case of shape, gates, road network and market of Jianye
and Pingcheng, axial symmetry of Pingcheng, and ward system of Jianye, are in general
linked with Sui-Tang Chang'an in most of the aspects in question. The possibility of
influence on Sui-Tang Chang'an from the South has so far been underestimated. We
have, however, shown an obvious kinship between the southern capital city, Jianye and
Sui-Tang Chang'an in ritual centres and axial symmetry.
Compared with other cities, the last two cities examined, Northern Wei Luoyang
and the Southern city of Ye, especially the latter, have the strongest influence on the
morphology of Sui-Tang Chang'an.
In sum, the morphology of Sui-Tang Chang'an is the result of an architectural
convention that had evolved over 1400 years. None of the eight major aspects surveyed
in this chapter shows signs of foreign influence. If there is any originality on the part of
Sui-Tang Chang'an's builders at all, it is their attempt to comply more strictly with the
Kao gong j i s prescriptions.
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Chart 1: Earlier Influence on Daxingcheng
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Chapter 3. Palace Zones

In Chang'an during the Sui dynasty and Early Tang period before
Gaozong's reign, the only palace zone was the Taiji Palace in the
central northern p a rt o f the city, 4.2 km2 in area, which took up only
5% of the walled urban area. Gaozong (r.649-683) added a second
palace complex known as the Darning Palace which extended from the
eastern section of the northern city wall into the city suburbs. Emperor
Xuanzong (r.712-756) built the third palace complex known as the
Xingqing Palace which occupied about one and a halfwords.

Sources
The Palace City. For a reliable reconstruction of the palatial structures of the Palace
City, the single most important primary source is the Tang liu dian, especially chapter 7.1 The
Liang jing xin ji by Wei Shu would have been most valuable. Unfortunately the surviving chapter
(3) does not deal with the palace area. There are, however, collated chapters with passages gathered
from other sources which offers bits and pieces of information relevant to our studies.2 In works by
Song scholars, the Chang'an zhi and the Yong lu are of use.34Of more recent works, the Tang Hang
jing cheng fang kao of the Qing dynasty does a good job of incorporating all the sources. Its special
value to our research lies in its extensive quotation of the Yong le da dian edition of the Ge ben
Taiji gong tu, the Ge ben dong gong tu and the Ge ben Darning gong tu, enabling the author to
correct a number of mistakes in the Chang'an z h if
*.
2.
3.
4.

Tang liu dian 7/76-8.
See HiraokaTakeo "Texts Volume'7197-214.
Chang’an zhi 6/1-4\Y o n g lu 3/11-12.
Tang Hang jing 1/1-10.
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There is little archaeological work done on the Palace City due to the continued use of the
area in later times. A very sketchy archaeological survey is published in Kao gu.5 Concerning the
extent of the Dong gong (Crown Prince’s Palace) we have a 1978 article by Ma Dezhi, the chief
excavator of Sui-Tang Chang'an.6
The Darning Palace and Xingqing Palace. On the Darning Palace and Xingqing
Palace, which formed the remaining two nei's or palace areas, chapter 30 of the Tang hui yao
provides some valuable description. The above-cited Tang-Song works and the Tang liang jing
cheng fang kao are also useful sources.
Archaeological research on these two palace complexes is much more abundant than on the
Palace City. A very detailed archaeological report entitled the Tang Chang'an Darning gong by Ma
Dezhi concerning the Darning Palace was printed in book form in the late 50s. Excavation went on
at the site, and in the early 60s more information was published.78 In the late 70s a new
archaeological map was published, which provides the most detailed archaeological confirmation of
structural remains of the Darning Palace up to date.**
In 1959, Ma Dezhi also published an archaeological report on the excavation of the
Xingqing gong.9

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

"Ji lue", Kao gu 63:11/597-8.
Ma Dezhi "Dong gong" Kao gu 78:1.
The first short report is entitled "Tang Darning gong fa jue jian bao" (1959) to be followed by the
detailed report: the Tang Chang'an Darning gong. An addition to this was published in Kao gu 61:7.
See Ma Dezhi "Darning gong", ~ Darning, ~ "1959-1960 Tang Darning gong fa jue jian bao".
See, Ma Dezhi "Chang'an" 1978:6.
Ma Dezhi "Xingqing gong "Kao gu 59:10.
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The Palace City (Taiji Palace, Danei, Xinei)
Nothing was more important to the Sui planners of a Chinese imperial city
than the imperial residence itself. The very first such area they built was known as
the Palace City (gong cheng). During the ensuing Tang period, two more palace
complexes Darning Palace and Xingqing Palace were built outside the Palace City.
The Palace City, being the earliest palace complex, was referred to as the
Danei (Great Within). After the Darning Palace was constructed in the northeast, the
Palace City was also known as the Xinei ( Western Within).10 As the first major area
of Chang’an, the Palace City was situated in the northernmost part of the greater city.
On both the east and west it was flanked by two residential wards (Guangzhai and
Yongchang11 in the east, and Xiude and Fuxing12 in the west). To the north was the
Xinei yuan (the Park of the Western Within).13 Further to the north was a much larger
Forbidden Park also known as the Daxing Yuan covering 26 li from east to west and
23 li from north to south.14 South of the Palace City was the Imperial City which
was similar in size and shape.
According to archaeological discovery, the Palace City measures 1492.1 m
(north-south) by 2820.3 m (east-west). It consisted of three parts with the Taiji gong
in the centre flanked by the Yeting gong (literally Armpit Palace) and Dong gong
(Crown Prince's Palace or literally the Eastern Palace) on the east and west
respectively.15 (Map 3: 1-2D-G)
Unlike the southern part of Sui-Tang Chang'an, the Palace City is overlaid by
the downtown area of modem Xi'an. Archaeological excavation is all but impossible.
For the location and description of major structures we have to turn to works largely
done by pre-modem historians.
As the major palace of the city, it was named the Daxing Palace in the Sui
dynasty.16 Probably, the palace was named after Daxing Village upon which the

Tang liangjing

1/1.

Tang Iiangjing 1/28.
Tangliang jing 1/29.
Traditionally, Taiji gong was regarded as the Palace City. Its measurement is 2 li 270 bu (or 240 bu) by
4 li. See Tang liang jing 1/1.
Yong lu 3/13.
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palace was built. The city may have been named after the palace.17 Its structures as
recorded in extant primary sources can be divided into the following categories:18
1. dian (had) 36.
2. ge (pavilion) 5.
3. tai (platform) 1.
4. yuan (compound) 3.
5. ting (kiosk) 1.
6. guan (Taoist monastery) 1.
7. miao (Confucian temple) 1.
8. si (Buddhist monastery) 1.
9. guan (building for academic institutions) 2.
10. sheng (top-echelon government department) 2.
11. ku (warehouse) 5.
12. cang (storehouse) 1.
We are going to concentrate on three halls (Taiji, Liangyi and Wude), one
pavilion (Lingyan) and two gatehouses (Chengtian and Xuanwu).
The Taiji Hall
Throughout the Sui dynasty, the central structure of the Palace City was
known as Daxing Hall, which served as the major imperial hall. In 617, after his
conquest of Chang'an, Li Yuan, posthumously known as Gaozu, set up the Prince
of Dai, Yang You,19 as puppet emperor (posthumously known as Gong Huangdi
[emperor Gong]).20 The Prince of Dai was summoned from the Dong Palace (Eastern
Palace, or Crown Prince's Residence) to live in the rear building of the Daxing
Hall.21
In 618, Li Yuan decided to replace the Sui with his own Tang empire. He
changed the name of the Daxing Hall to Taiji Hall and ascended the throne there.22
Besides the attempt to erase the memory of the Sui dynasty, the designation had
another implication. The expression tai ji (Supreme Ultimate) can be found in the Yi
jing. The passage yi you tai ji, shi sheng Hang yz,23 meaning the change begets the
Supreme Ultimate which thus gives birth to Heaven and Earth, is followed by Wang
Bi's24 remark: "Being derives from nonbeing, thus the Great Ultimate gives rise to the
n
18

19
20
2l‘
22.'
23*
24

Another explanation holds that Daxing cheng was so named because Sui Wendi had been the Duke of
Daxing. Yong lu 3/9, 13.
See Satö Taketoshi "Kyüjö 7229-230. 1. fi§, 2. HJ, 3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Jfjf, 8.
t F,

9 .Ü , 1 0 . ^ , 11. Jfc. 1 2 . ^ .

13ft

See Tong jian 183/5717.
Da Tang chuangye 2/27.
Tang liu dian 7/5, Tang hui yao 30/549, Jiu Tang shu 1/6; Da Tang chuang ye 3/57.
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Rang yi." Kong Yingda25, the subcommentator identifies the Great Ultimate with the
tai chu and tai y fö of Lao Zi and the Rang yi, which normally means yin and yang, as
heaven and earth.27 In renaming the major hall of the palace, the Tang emperor
certainly drew his inspiration from the Yi jing. Sure enough, the central hall north of
the Taiji Hall was named the Liangyi Hall. As the claimant to be the descendant of
Lao Zi, Gaozu, who shared the same family name ascribed to Lao Zi, openly
championed the Taoist cause.2**To adopt tai ji and Rang yi which had a strong Taoist
implication, would serve his purpose of promoting Taoism well. However, the name
of the whole Daxing Palace was changed to Taiji much later in 710.29
The Taiji Hall was the most important imperial hall of Chang'an during Sui
and Early Tang times. Grand events of the solemnest nature took place in the Taiji
Hall, such as coronations, imperial funeral services and the semimonthly audience
ceremonies which fell on the days of the crescent moon and full moon.3^
Ever since the building of the Darning Palace in the northeastern suburb of the
city, the Taiji Hall along with the Taiji Palace fell into some kind of neglect. But from
time to time, the Taiji Hall still commanded the imperial attention for the most
important occasions. It served as court for Gaozong and Xuanzong every fifth day. It
was used for the lying in state of almost every emperor. Sometimes new emperors
mounted the throne in the Taiji Hall, as in the case of Shunzong. However convenient
and luxurious the Darning Palace might be, it was always overshadowed by the Taiji
Palace as the legitimate central palace.21
The Liangyi H alfö
Situated north of the Taiji Hall, the Liangyi Hall was first named the
Zhonghua Hall22 during the Sui dynasty. It was given Rang yi as its name in 631
during the reign of emperor Taizong. The inspiration again came from the Yi jing34
which , as cited above, describes Rang yi as heaven and earth deriving from tai ji. It
was secondary to the Taiji Hall in importance, and served as the routine court for the
emperor.35

25.
26
27
28

29
30

31
32
33'
34
35

±fcj.±—•

Zhou yi 7/28-9.
In 620, Gaozu is said to have encountered the incarnation of Lao Zi who identified himself as the
ancestor of the Tang. The story might be a pure fabrication in an attempt to legitimize Gaozu's Taoist
lineage. See Tang hid yao 50/865.
Yong lu 3/11. The Chang'an zhi date is earlier: 705. See. Chang'an zhi 6/2.
Tang liu dian 7/5; Yong lu 3/13; Tong jian 192/6031. The Tong jian quotes Cheng Dachang at length in
explaining the functions of the Taiji Hall. But the passage is missing from Cheng's work on Chang'an,
the Yong lu (Si ku edition).
Yong lu 3/13; For Shunzong's coronation, see Shunzong shi lu 1/1.
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Zhouyi 7/28-9.
Tang liu dian 7/5.
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The Cheng nan Gate
The central southern gate of the Palace City functioned at the same dme as the
central northern gate of the Imperial City. It underwent a series of name changes in
the Sui and Tang dynasties. First known as Guangyang Gate and later Zhaoyang
Gate36 during the Sui, its name was changed to Shuntian Gate37 in 618, the first year
of the Tang. After 705, it was finalized as "Chengtian Gate”.
Most of its surface structure is gone for ever. The subterranean remains are
revealed to be 41.7 m in length and 19 m in width. The length would have been
much longer if a modem park had not eroded the eastern part of the Gate. Three
archways have been discovered. There is no way of knowing the real dimension of
the gate.38 But it was possibly more than 55 m long, and contained five archways, as
was the case with the central southern gate of the city, the Mingde Gate.39
All the city gates of Chang'an had gatehouses. The one for the Chengtian Gate
was especially important. It served as the hall for imperial feasts, amnesty, reception
of foreign guests etc.40
The Chengtian-Taiji-Liangyi Court System (See Map 2)
From south to north, perpendicular to an imaginary southerly central line
were the Chengtian Gate, the Taiji Hall and the Liangyi Hall, functioning as the Outer
Court, Central Court and the Inner Court respectively. This time-honoured triple
court system dates back to the pre-Qin period. According to Kong Yingda, the great
Confucian scholar of Tang, the ancient three courts were yan chao (the Main or
Central Court), zhi chao (the Administrative or Inner Court) and wai chao (the Outer
Court),41 which functioned the same way as their counterparts in the Taiji Palace with
yan chao as lu qin42 (Central Hall), zhi chao as routine court and wai chao for
banquets and state audience 43
The Wude Hall
The central eastern part of the Taiji Hall was the Wude (virtue of arms) Hall
named after the the first reign title of the Tang dynasty. It was known for its
convenient location, and spaciousness. Immediately east of it was the Eastern Palace

36.

Mmnmmn

^

"Ji lue" Kao gu 63:11.
"Tang dai Chang'an cheng M ingde men y i zhi fa jue jian bao" Kao gu 74:1.
Tang liu dian 7/5.

l38.

42-

43.
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Li ji 13:1/25-6. For modem account o f the Tang triple court system, see Satö Taketoshi "Kytljo/232241.
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which served as the residence of the crown prince. During Gaozu's reign, his fourth
son Li Yuanji inhabited the rear section of the Hall. The short distance to the crown
prince's residence, enabled him to form a close liaison with the crown prince.44
After his accession to power, Taizong assigned the Wude Hall to his favourite
son Li Tai45 Prince of Wei, for a residence. Wei Zheng remonstrated with Taizong
against it on the ground that the spaciousness and convenience of the Hall could only
do harm to Li Tai eventually.46 So Taizong gave up his idea.
During Taizong’s reign, the Wude Hall was certainly one of the more
important halls of the Palace City. In 630, a fire started in the northern part of the
Hall, which seems to have emerged from it unscathed. The following year, the Hall
saw the archery contest held by Taizong personally while rewarding his ministers and
other public officials.47
The Lingyan Pavilion
North of the Wude Hall was the Lingyan Pavilion (cloud-covered pavilion).
In 643, it was converted into a momumental memorial in honour of the greatest
generals and ministers who had been instrumental in founding and consolidating the
Tang empire. The pavilion hall was divided by a partition. Within the partition on the
north side were painted images of meritorious ministers and generals, on the south
side were the pictures of princes. Outside were exhibited pictures of people of lesser
fame.48 Touched by the towering height of the pavilion and the awe-inspiring
atmosphere of the paintings the Tang poet Liu Gongyu49 writes the following poem:
On the Lingyan Pavilion
The pavilion of paintings rises up in the emptiness,
Seen from afar, it is right in the nine heavens.
Towering pillars are brilliant with red colour,
The walls look cool, bearing the images of the heroes.
In the foggy mist floats the essence of the world,
Lofty and high ooze the wisps of auspicious cloud.
Near at hand, one sees the officers attending the court,
From a distance, one feels the presence of immortals.
The painting overlooks the dark cloud,
44

Jiu Tang shu 64/2416.

45
46
47
48

Jiu Tang shu 76/2655; Quan Tang wen (Beijing)/1426b, (Taipei)141/18.
Jiu Tang shu 3/39-41.
Nan bu xin shu 1/2.
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The rituals it depicts unfold in front of the palace.
Looking up the fresh sky after rain,
I cannot help raising my head, staring.50
Among the 24 great heroes represented at the pavilion were some of the bestknown comrades-in-arms of Gaozu and Taizong: Zhangsun Wuji, Du Ruhui, Li Jing,
Yuchi Jingde, Xiao Yu51> Li Ji and others.52 The purpose of building such a
memorial was inspirational and educational. Some of those honoured were alive
while the memorial was erected. During Xianzong's reign, Lii Wen55, a well-known
prose-writer of the time, whose style was highly recommended by such literary giants
as Liu Zongyuan and Liu Yuxi,54 wrote an eulogy for each one of the Lingyan
Pavilion heroes except for Zhang Liang and Hou Junji,55 who had been executed for
conspiracy against court, hence had been dropped from the Lingyan Pavilion.56
The Xuanwu Gate
As the central northern gate of the Palace City and the Greater City of
Chang'an, the Xuanwu Gate held the key to the safety of the city. When the Darning
Palace was built in the northeastern suburbs of the city, its central northern gate was
also named Xuanwu Gate.
’’Xuanwu" as the symbol of north derives from the traditional Chinese
astrology which detects 28 constellations grouped into four sections with each
representing one cardinal direction.57 It was visualized as a snake twined about a
tortoise.58
As one of the main structures of Chang'an, the Xuanwu Gate of the Palace
City did attract much attention from modem archaeologists. Unfortunately, being
overlaid with modem buildings, the Gate defies any attempt to reveal its structure and
dimension.59 (On Map 2, it is referred to as Shengwu Gate.60)
But enough documentary evidence can be gathered to show the vital role it
played in safeguarding the Palace and the Greater City. Surrounded by the Xinei yuan
in the north and having direct access to the imperial residence, the Xuanwu Gate was

See Quart Tang shi 781/8829. The poet name is misprinted as
al./645, note 6.

Tong jian 196/6185-6.
53.
54.'

55*
56
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(Taipei) 629/1-11.

Erya 6/12 Guo Pu's commentary,
Li ji 1:4/13] also see Shi ji 27/1308.
"Ji lue"/598.
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the location for a number of coup d'etats known as the Xuanwu Gate incidents. In
626, Li Shimin, posthumously known as Taizong, staged a coup at the Gate and
killed his rival, crown prince Li Jiancheng in the struggle for the supreme power.
Apart from having the crack troops and best generals at his command, Li Shimin was
able to win over Chang He61, commander of the Northern Gate Guards (Northern
Gate was another name for the Xuanwu Gate). Before he switched his allegiance to
Li Shimin the man had been a supporter of Li Jiancheng. Li Shimin emerged from
the coup the legitimate successor to the throne and forced his father to abdicate soon
after.
In 706, Zhongzong's crown prince Jiemin (Li Chongjun)62 started another
Xuanwu Gate Incident in which he attempted to purge the palace of the remaining
members of the Wu family and Empress Wei.63 He succeeded in killing Wu Sansi
and his brother Wu Chongxun, but Empress Wei, hearing the commotion around the
Palace, was able to drag the emperor into the Gatehouse of Xuanwu and held out
against the attacks launched by the crown prince’s army. The crown prince's failure
to storm the Gate resulted in his own death and the complete abortion of the coup.64
In 710, at the death of Zhongzong, Li Longji (posthumously known as
Xuanzong) initiated the third Xuanwu Gate Incident in Chang'an. After sacking the
Gate, he was able to proceed smoothly to the Taiji Hall and caused the death of
Empress Wei. The success of this coup obtained for him the title of crown prince,
and two years later eventual accession to the throne.
All three Xuanwu Gate Incidents were events that were intended to change the
course of history. The reason why Taizong and Xuanzong succeeded while crown
prince Jiemin failed was the former's ability and the latter's inability to gain control
over the Xuanwun Gate.65
The Layout of the Palace City

Having discussed the most important structures of the Taiji Palace: Taiji Hall,
Liangyi Hall, Wude Hall, Chengtian Gate, Lingyan Pavilion and the Xuanwu Gate,
now it is time to examine various other aspects of the macrocosm of the Palace City.
There were five gates in the south with the Chengtian Gate in the middle,
Changle and Yongchun 66 to the east, Guangyun and Yong'an67 to the west. An
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Tong jian 208/6611.
For a convincing sum-up of these events, see Chen Yinke Tang dai zheng zhi shi shu lun gao part
2/53-59.
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invisible straight line ran from the south until it terminated near the northern main
gate: the Xuanwu Gate.68 To the east was the other northern gate: the Anli Gate.69
In the west of the Palace City were two gates: Jiayou (to the north) and
Tongming (to the south),70 and in the east there was one Tongxun Gate71 which
was originally called the Jianchun Gate72, but was later changed to the Tongxun Gate
before being changed again to the Fenghuang Gate73.
I have just mentioned the invisible north-south axis that linked the southern
and northern main gates. Along this axis a series of most important structures
centred. From south to north they included: Chengtian Gate (Outer Court), Taiji Hall
(Central Court), Liangyi Hall (Inner Hall), Ganlu Hall, Chongxuan Gate, and lastly
the Xuanwu Gate.
To the west of the Taiji Hall was the zhong shu sheng (Grand Secretariat) and
its subdivision she ren yuan (Compound of Imperial Secretaries). The latter was
charged with drafting all sorts of imperial edicts and decrees.74 To the east was the
men xia sheng (Chancellery) with its hong wen guan (Academy of the Humanities)
which not only dealt with literature and language but also functioned as a think-tank
for the emperor. 75 The zhong shu sheng and the men xia sheng as the highest
government organs were moved to the Darning Palace during Gaozong's reign.
If we traveled along the axis from Taiji Hall northwards, we would
encountered the Liangyi Hall which was flanked by the Lizheng Hall and Daji Hall (to
the east) and Baifu Hall76 (to the west). To the far east were the Wude Hall and
Chengqing Hall77.
The next central structure was the Ganlu Hall which was flanked by Anren
Hall (to the east) and the Shenda Hall78 (to the west) on each side. Further to the east
were the Gongchen Pavilion and Lingyan Pavilion.
North of the Ganlu Hall was the Yanjia Hall79 (Invitation to Excellence)
which was named after a legendary plant which brings about good fortune.80
The northernmost central hall was the Chengxiang Hall81 which was bounded
on the north by the Chongxuan and Xuanwu Gates. On either side there were some
(&

Although extant sources unanimously locate the Xuanwu Gate at the centre of the northern palace wall,
archaeology has proven that it was slightly to the west. See "Ji lue" Kao gu 63:11.
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Taiping yu lan 873/10.
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minor structures such as the Shujing Hall82 in the west , and the Heyu Hall and
Zhaoqing Hall 83in the east
The two northeastern comers were mostly recreational in nature. In the
northwestern comer there was the well-known Wangyun ting84 (Cloud-Watching
Kiosk)85. Further to the west was the Qianbu lang (Corridor of 1000 Steps). The
whole comer area was punctuated with three small lakes (hai c/ti86).
The northeastern comer of the Palace City was crowded with a polo ground,
the Ziyun Pavilion87 and another lake.88
There were numerous other structures in the Palace City. Mostly they were
either of minor importance or unidentifiable.
There were two Taoist institutions: the Guizhen guan89 (monastery) and the
Sanqing Hall. The Guizhen guan was to the west of the Ganlu Hall. It is not
recorded in the Tang liu dian or Tang hui yao. The Chang'an zhi of the Song
dynasty was the earliest source that mentions the monastery.90 But there is hardly any
record of the nature or function of it. San qing in Taoist terms means the Taoist
Trinity and is a very common name for Taoist temples and monasteries. But it is very
hard to establish the Sanqing Hall's connection with the Tang court. Its location is
recorded as not far from the Lingyan Pavilion.91
There were one Confucian temple and one Buddhist monastery (Foguang
^ 92)93

The original planners of the Palace City seem to have spared no effort to make
it symmetrical with a string of major structures neatly laid out along the north-south
axis. The northwestern and northeastern comers were set aside as recreational areas
with kiosks, pavilions and lakes. The symmetrical balance was tilted somehow
towards the east, due to the relationship between the emperor and the crown prince in
the Eastern Palace. The Wude Hall served as a physical link between the Palace City
and the Eastern Palace. The two main gates Xuanwu and Chengtian were extremely
important. The Xuanwu Gate in the north was the rear guard of the Palace City. Its
loss often meant the overthrow of the emperor. The Chengtian Gate in the south was
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In 744, Xuanzong gave A n Lushan a send-off here. See An Lushan shi j i part 2/19.
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Tang liang jing 1/6.
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Chang'an zhi 6/3.
Tang^liang jing 1/6.
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In the Ge ben Taiji gong tu there was only a fo tang (Buddhist Hall o f Prayers) instead o f a monastery.
Tang liang jing 1/6.
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the Imperial Audience Hall per se. The Palace City was largely devoid of religious
structures and was almost exclusively a residence for the emperors.
Impracticality of the Palace City
The city of Chang'an was laid out in accordance with the result of divination
and geomantic survey of the terrain. On the prospective site, six east-west ridges
were detected. They were paired off with the six line of the first hexagram qiarfi^ in
the Yijing. When different functional areas were allocated, the Yi jing interpretation
was taken into consideration. The Yi jing regards the bottom line as the first, while
in traditional Chinese cartography, the south is treated as top. Thus when we are
reexamining the Yi jing hexagrams in relation to Chang'an's layout it is only
necessary to follow our modem custom which counts the first line from top and
regards the south as bottom. The Yi jing interpretation of the second line of the qian
hexagram is "The dragon is perceived in an open space, it is advantageous to visit a
great man." It carries a very auspicious message, so the imperial palace was
constructed along this line.95
In terms of Chinese geomancy, the palace site could not be more favourable.
But in reality, it was hardly the case. The locality of Chang'an rises slightly from
northwest to southeast. (See Map 7) The palatial site represents the lowest point of the
area. The result was a humid and stuffy environment. The Sui emperors fell victim to
the city planners' doctrinaire belief in geomancy.
The prevailing unhealthy atmosphere of the Taiji Palace prompted Taizong to
build the Darning Palace on a more elevated area as a summer resort for his father,
Gaozu. But Gaozu's untimely death prevented him from inhabiting the palace.96
Gaozong was struck by rheumatism, which was made even worse by the
intense humidity of the low-lying Taiji Palace. With his support, another imperial
residence, the Darning Palace, was luxuriously planned and built. Upon its
completion, Gaozong made his permanent home there 97
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Here I follow Blofeld's translation. Although Richard Wilhem's translation is standard in the West, his
effort to substitute his own interpretation for Wang B i’s as w ell as Kong Yingda’s are sometimes
insufficient. Chu jiu rendered into "Nine at the beginning" is problematic. W ilhem fails to make it
clear that the number nine simply means yang hexagram, while "six" means its counterpart yin
hexagram. See Zhou li 1/1-2, text and commentary; Cf. the I Ching or Book of Changes /5-9;
Blofeld/85.
Tongjian 194/6106-7.
Yong lu l/28a.
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The Eastern Palace (Dong Palace)
To the east of and in juxtaposition with the Palace City was the Eastern
Palace, the residence for the crown prince. The Liang jing xin ji records nine halls
for the Eastern Palace.98 Xu Song identifies them as follows: from south to north,
Jiade, C hongjiao", Lizheng, Chongwen (to the west), Chongren (to the east),
Guangtian (or Guangda), Cheng’en, Bafeng, and She (Archery).100
Like the Taiji Palace, the remains of the Eastern Palace are overlaid with
modem structures, making excavation very difficult. But unlike the Taiji Palace, the
Eastern Palace has attracted less attention in literary sources. We are left with little
detailed information about the nine halls and other structures, often collectively
referred to as the Eastern Palace. Archaeological investigation did take place in the
Eastern Palace area, but the result is highly hypothetical. It was first reported to be
1492.1 (north-south) by 150 m (east-west) by the excavator Ma Dezhi, who later
rejected the east-west figure as being too narrow, and reajusted it to 832.8 m. This is
all based on the assumption that the central axis of the Taiji Palace was equidistant to
two side walls in the east and west.101
According to Ma Dezhi who did exhaustive textual research in the five relevant
primary sources (Lü Dafang102: Chang'an cheng tu, Cheng Dachang Yong lu, Li
Haowen Chang’an zhi tu, Xu Song Tang liang jing cheng fang kao, Shaanxi tong zhi
and Guanzhong sheng ji tu z h i103), the structures inside the Eastern Palace were
arranged in three north-south vertical rows ,104
The Jiade Hall (Xiande, MingdeJ105
The major hall of the Eastern Palace was the Jiade Hall, which was also
known as Xiande Hall. It was changed to Mingde Hall during Zhongzong's reign to
avoid Zhongzong's given name xian. After the Xuanwu Gate incident of 626, Li
Shimin (Taizong) became crown prince and inhabited the Eastern Palace. His
coronation took place in the Xiande Hall in the same year. He also led the palace
.
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Liang jing xin ji (Ji)/3.
Originally the Hongjiao Hall, changed in 702 to avoid crown prince Li Hong's name. Tang hui yao
67/1169.
Tang liang jing 1/8. Ü ß g ,
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See "Ji lue" Kao gu 63:11/597; Ma Dezhi "Dong gong" Kao gu 78:1/61 -4.
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See, "Jie lue" Kao gu 1963:11.
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cavalrymen each day for shooting exercise in the courtyard of the Hall.106 Taizong's
attachment to the Eastern Palace continued in spite of his imperial status. In fact his
ninth son was bom in the Eastern Palace long after he became emperor.107
The Left and Right Spring Offices (zuo you chunfang)
The Eastern Palace was like a Taiji Palace on a smaller scale. The main hall of
the Taiji Palace was flanked by the zhong shu sheng (Grand Secretariat) and men xia
sheng (Chancellery), two top-level government organs. In the same fashion, the main
hall of the Eastern Palace was flanked on each side by a Spring Office. They were in
charge of crown prince's affairs and were originally called in the Sui dynasty the men
xia Office (east) and dian shu Office108 (west). In 662, the men xia Office was
changed to Left Spring Office, and the dian shu Office to Right Spring Office.109 It
is obvious the Spring Office was named after Spring Palace, which had been an
alternative for Eastern Palace.110 The officers in charge were known as Left and
Right shu zz.111 Left shu zi ranked 4a and was responsible for the most important
routine affairs such as retinue, etiquette, rituals, revision of decrees etc. Right shu zi
ranked the same and was charged with entourage, tribute and announcement of
decrees.112
The Chongwen (Chongxian) Academy
The Left Spring Office (east) was also the location for the Chongwen
Academy113 which had been originally known the Chongxian Academy. It was
renamed to avoid a taboo character in Prince Zhanghui's given name xian.n 4 First
established in 639, it was charged with textual research and library collections.
The Mingfu Compound
East of the Guangtian Hall was the Mingfu Compound. In the Darning Palace
there was also one compound

of the same name, which was replaced later by the

Jixian Hall.115 The mingfu tradition is datable to at least the late pre-Qin period. In
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Li Zhi (posthumously Gaozong) was bom in the Lizheng Hall. Jiu Tang shu 4a/65.
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Tong dian 30/171. These names were changed back in 670 before they were settled for the present
names in 710 (the Left) and 712 (the Right). See Tang hui yao 67/1168-71.
See Chu xue ji 24:3/568.
Tang liu dian 26/14-5, 21-2.
The Tang Liang jing cheng fang kao has it that the location o f this academy was in the Right Spring
House, but both in the Jiu Tang shu and Xin Tang shu it was placed in the Left one. Jiu Tang shu
4/1908; Xin Tang shu 49a/1294.
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Jiu Tang shu 43/1850.
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interpreting the Zhou li, Zheng Xuan comments that the nei (inner ) ming f u J ^
means the nine royal consorts while the wai (outer) ming fu the wives of qing dafu
(lords and ministers). The king (of Zhou) appointed the husband before the wife. Shi
(knights or scholar-officials)'s wives were also called ming f u f ^ In the Tang
period, the ming fu continued to be an honorary ranking system. Titles and ranks
were bestowed upon female royal relatives (emperor's sisters, fraternal aunts,
daughters and granddaughters) as well as on the mothers and wives of high-ranking
officers. On occasions, women were honoured for their own merits instead of for
their husband's and son's position.118
The Yichun Compound(Pleasant Spring)
On western side of the Cheng'en Hall was one group of structures called
Pleasant Autumn Compound (Yiqui yuan), while the on the east was the Compound
of Pleasant Spring (Yichun yuan). The Yichun Compound of Tang was best known
during Xuanzong's period. But it survived well into the latter half of the Tang
dynasty .119 Although sometimes referred to as the Yichun Palace, it was enclosed in
the greater Eastern Palace.
The Jiao fang ji by Cui Lingxin documents the Yichun Palace's connection
with the sing-song girls at court They were professional entertainers trained and kept
in the Jiao fang (Entertainment Department). Once settled in the Yichun Compound,
they were called unofficially as nei ren (insiders) or qian tou ren (front persons)
because of their frequent presence in front of the emperor. They were supplied with
free rice all the year round. Among them there were ten who received special favours
including mansions from the emperor. Collectively known as "the ten" (shi jia), this
privileged group would expand into several dozen women, nevertheless, they were
consistently referred to as "the ten".120 These Yichun girls were excellent singers and
dancers and generally enjoyed higher status among fellow entertainers. It was
relatively easy to tell them from other classes of entertainers. Not only did they look
prettier, but they also wore metal fish decorations, which was an honour often
bestowed upon officers of the 5th rank and above.121
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Zhou li 7/15, text and commentary.
JiuTang shu 43/1821.
It was still standing, when the Zhu Ci rebellion broke out. The starters of the rebellion sent their
troops to the Yichun and other palaces for booty. See Fengtian lu 1/4.
Jiao fang j i /19.
Jiao fang ji /28. On fish decorations, see Jiu Tang shu 45/1954. They were silver and gold insignias in
the shape of fish usually worn at the waist.
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The Geo-political Importance of the Eastern Palace

The Eastern Palace of the Palace City had two major significances. First of all,
its vicinity to the Taiji Palace made it essential for the safeguarding of the emperor
himself. Secondly, its occupant, the heir apparent, enjoyed the greatest power next to
the emperor himself. The Eastern Palace could serve as a base for the heir apparent to
conspire against the emperor.
When the first crown prince of the Tang dynasty, Li Jiancheng, who was
Gaozu's eldest son, inhabited the Eastern Palace, he built up his own army 2000
strong, which consisted of Chang'an's gangsters and stout warriors from elsewhere.
There were stationed at the Right and Left Changlin Gates.122 These troops were
known as the Changlin Army.122 Li Jiancheng also recruited 300 Turkish troops
from Youzhou into the Eastern Palace. His intention was to counteract the increasing
threat to his succession from Li Shimin, his brother. Relying on these troops, Li
Jiancheng staged a coup to eliminate Li Shimin and his followers. But the effort
backfired and Li Jiancheng lost his life in the Xuanwu Gate Incident itself.124
Taizong's eldest son Li Chengqian became crown prince through
primogeniture. But his behaviour at the Eastern Palace was usually inappropriate and
at times downright outrageous. He was involved in an affair with a handsome male
entertainer called Chenxin.125 After Taizong ordered the latter's death, Li Chengqian
had a tumulus erected for him in the Eastern Palace. He called upon his underlings to
imitate the Turks in speech, dress and other customs. He hired professional killers to
get rid of his brother Li Tai. In 643, Prince of Qi, Li You126 started a rebellion. On
this Li Chengqian made a light-hearted remark which w'ould seal his fate:"I am
dwelling (in the Eastern Palace) only 20 or so steps away from the Danei (the Taiji
Palace), am I not in the same position as Prince of Qi (to conquer the Palace City)?"
Taizong, when told this, deposed him.127
Realizing the menacing power of the Eastern Palace, later emperors would
regard any major build-up of arms and armed forces there as dangerous. Prince
Zhanghuai (Li Xian) was implicated by the discovery of hundreds of sets of armour
in the Eastern Palace. His deposition and later death followed. This incident was
doubtless organized by Wu Zetian, but it clearly illustrates the weight attached to the
Eastern Palace.128
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The exact location of these gates were unknown. See Tang Liang jing 1/8, for relevant information
Xin Tang shu 79/3542-4; Jiu Tang shu 64/2416-9.

Xin Tang shu 80/3563-5; Jiu Tang shu 76/2674-9.
Xin Tang shu 81/3590-1.
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Yeting Palace129
The character ye130 was interchangeable withye131 which means "armpit”.
Ye ting is literally "Armpit Palace", that is the palace on the side of the imperial
palace like the armpit is to the body. In the Western Han dynasty, the Yeting Palace
was part of the Rear Palace (hou gong132, or harem).133
In Tang times the Yeting was located in Chang'an and Luoyang.134 The
expression "Rear Palace" was also in use at that time. In 756, when An Lushan laid
siege to Chang'an, he is said to have sacked the Yeting and the Rear Palace.135 A
Yeting bureau under the nei shi sheng was established to manage the Yeting court
ladies.136
Archaeological research on the Yeting Palace is as disappointing as the Eastern
Palace. The only piece of reliable information available is published in the 1963
archaeological report on Tang Chang'an.137 The Yeting Palace was found to be west
of the Taiji Palace with a measurement of 1492.1 (north-south) by 702.5m (EastWest). Few of its structures get mentioned in extant documentary sources. All Xu
Song records are the zhong yi tai (Stage Arts platform) in the north, and the nei shi
sheng138 (Palace Affair Department) in the southwest.139 The Chang'an zhi records
no structures at all except for the Yeting itself.140
The Court Ladies
The court ladies associated with the Yeting seem to have had the lowest
position in the Palace City although when the Yeting was used as a geographical
term, it simply means the palace complex west of the Taiji Palace. More often than
not, when their immediate relatives were executed, girls of good family background
were taken and installed at the Yeting as palace maids.
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For an overview of the harem politics of Tang, see Tsukiyama Jisaburö "Kökyü/197-218.
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See Honshu 97b/3974.
For Luoyang Yeting, see, Tang hui yao 3/26.
An Lushan shi j i part 3/36.
Tang liu dian 12/20.
"Jilue" K aogu 63:11/597.
Tang liang jing 1/9.
Chang'an zhi 6/5.
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During Wu Zetian's reign, Shangguan Yi141 was beheaded for a crime against
the empress. Now only was his son killed, his daughter-in-law and granddaughter
Shangguan Wan'er, a newborn baby in her swaddling clothes were enslaved at the
Yeting Palace.142 In Daizong's reign, when Chief Minister Yuan Zai was stripped of
his office his daughter, a nun at the Zijing Monastery143, was forced into service at
the Yeting.144
Sometimes the Yeting girls were called into the imperial residence to entertain
the emperor and his close relatives. During Suzong's reign, a group of musicians put
on a show for the emperor and his daughter Princess Zhenghe .145 Among the
actresses there was one whose husband had been an alien general who had been
executed in Xuanzong's reign. The show was about officialdom and it happened that
the general's wife played the chief officer. The Princess was upset and said: "If Abusi
(the general) was really a rebel, his wife should not be allowed to come close to the
emperor. If he has been put to death wrongly, his wife should not be mixed up with
these entertainers."146
Release of Court Ladies

The above examples show the general humble position of the court ladies in
the Yeting Palace. Court ladies else where may have been better treated, but life for
most of them as for their Yeting sisters was one of melancholy. It was clearly
reflected in a poem written by one of them during Xuanzong's reign, when she was
making an army uniform:
The soldiers at the battlefield
Are little aware of the bitter cold.
Making the uniform by hand,
I don't know to whom it will go.
Feelingly I sew it several times more,
With love I needle away with cotton thread.
Now that I am finished for this world,
I only hope to be loved in the next life.
The poem written on a piece of cloth was sewn into the uniform which was
later turned in for identification. Xuanzong was moved by the story and asked the
141.
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JiuTang shu 51/2175
Tang guo shi bu part 1/25.
Yin hua lu 1/68.
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poet to come forward and be freed. 14^ The anecdote came to a happy ending with the
girl getting married when she was released from palace service. But most of court
ladies spent their life in misery as is testified by a poem written by one Feng'er: *48
Once inside this abyssal palace,
One will never see the spring.
Writing this poem on a flower leaf,
I am sending it my love downstream.
To show their benevolence, the emperors would release the court ladies from
time to tim e.149 It was often motivated by the desire to boost the imperial prestige
am ong the people, after natural disasters and other unfavorable astrological
phenomena. Typical popular reaction to it was that of grateful joy as in the case of the
805 release when 600 Rear Palace court ladies and jiao fa n g (Department of Stage
Performances) were freed.150
Primarily, the Yeting Palace was the residence of court ladies o f low status,
who usually served as either court attendants or workwomen.151 After a high official
had been executed, his property was often confiscated, while his wives and daughters
were forced to work in the Yeting Palace as a punishment. Generally speaking, the
Yeting ladies had no freedom of movement.

Taiping guang ji 274/2159; Quart Tang shi 797/8966.
Quan Tang shi 797/8967. J |
It is well documented in primary sources. See Quan Tang wen (Beijing)52b, (Taipei)4/4 (Taizong);
(Beijing)145a, (Taipei)12/1 (Gaozong); (Beijing)467a, (Taipei) 42/19 (Suzong); Tang wen shi yi
i0435a (Muzong), 10437a (Jingzong); Tang hui yao 3/35-7.
Tang hui yao 3/36.
Xin Tang shu 47/1222.
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The Darning Palace
The Darning Palace is relatively more fortunate than other structural complexes
in terms of preservation. It has been least disturbed by later structures. Although by
and large, surface remains of the Darning Palace are

no longer visible, the

underground ruins are covered by what is now open country. It has thus been
possible to subject them to more intensive archaeological study than other parts of the
city. The archaeological report titled Tang Chang'an Darning gong is indeed the only
book-length archaeological study on Tang Chang'an.
Tang Taizong was the first emperor to start building this palace complex.
From the early 630s, with confidence in his administration increasing, Taizong began
to drift away from the policies of economy and frugality of his early years, and went
on a construction spree. A series of palatial complexes were built or refurbished.152
The Darning Palace project started in 634. It was first named Yong’an then changed
to Darning. It was to serve as a summer resort for his father, Gaozu. But
construction came to a stop when Gaozu died in the same year.153 Gaozong started
building the palace in 662, and renamed it Penglai Palace.154 In 663, he moved there.
In 670, it underwent another name change and became Hanyuan Palace after the name
of the main hall,155 but in 702, it resumed its old name Darning Palace.156
The naming of the palace was by no means casual. Its symbolism was
associated with the amenities the palace in question was expected to provide. The
initial name of Yong’an (eternal peace) for this palace might imply the wish Taizong
had for his father's good health. The expression Darning (great brightness), for
which the palace has been widely known, evoked the rising sun from the east and
was perfectly in tune with the easterly location of the complex. The name Penglai was
remindful of the Taoist Mountains of the same name which were home for
immortals. Its significance lies in the simile that imperial longevity should be
comparable to that of the Penglai Mountains.157
The palace was roughly trapezoid in shape with a top (north) side of 1135m
and a base side (south) of 1674 m. The height (north-south) was 2256m. Situated in
the northeastern suburb of Chang'an, it was referred to as Dongnei or Eastern
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CHC 3(1)/192.
XinTang shu 2/35; Tong jian 6106-7.
Tong jian 201/6363.
Tong jian 201/6363.
Tong jian 207/6557.
For evidence to the interpretation, see "Hanyuan dian fu" by Li Hua in Quan Tang wen (Beijing) 3187,
(Taipei) 314/6.
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Within. Like other palace complexes of the Tang, all the major halls were planned
along the north-south central axis. The southernmost central gate was Danfeng Gate
(Red Phoenix). Going from the Danfeng Gate northwards, the first major structure
one came across was the Hanyuan Hall, which functioned as the main hall of the
Darning Palace. A string of halls were built north of the Hanyuan Hall on the central
axis: Xuanzheng, Ziehen, Penglai, Hanliang, and Xuanwu.158 Between the Hanliang
and the Xuanwu Halls, was the Taiye Lake.159 The northernmost central gate was the
Xuanwu Gate16*1which was as important as its namesake in the Palace City. West of
the Ziehen Hall was the Yanying, Linde Halls161 and the Hanlin Academy. In the
northwestern comer was the Sanqing Hall.162
The Triple Court System
We have seen that the triple court system at the Taiji Palace was planned in
strict accordance with the Li ji. The planners of the Darning Palace kept the same
tradition alive by constructing from south to north, the Hanyuan, Xuanzheng and
Ziehen Halls which respectively served as the Outer, Central and Inner Courts.16^
Between these two court systems the noticeable difference was the fact that, at the
Taiji Palace, the gatehouse of the Chengtian Gate served as the Outer Court while its
counterpart at the Darning Palace was the Hanyuan Hall, which was the largest and
most important structure of the Darning Palace.
The Hanyuan Hall164
The Hanyuan Hall was built between 662-3 and destroyed in 886.165 Its
excavation was conducted between 1959 and 1960 by Ma Dezhi.166 Attempts were
made to reconstruct the Hanyuan Hall in accordance with documentary sources and
archaeological finds. Measuring 67.33 by 29.2m, the hall was an imposing edifice in
red and white with golden ornaments. The two que (towers), Xiangluan (in the east)
and Xifeng (in the west),167 were linked with the main hall with a corridor.168
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For an art-historian attempt at reconstructing the Xuanwu Gate and its northern outer gate,
Chongxuanmen, see Fu Xinian: "Xuanwu men "Kao gu xue bao 77:2/131-57.
See, Tang liu dian 7/6-7; Doming /4.
See Tong jian 201/6335. Li Huan also refers to the triple court system in his "Hanyuan dian fu", see
Quan Tang wen Beijing) 3186, (Taipei)314/4.
For a reconstruction o f the hall and its associated structures, see Guo Yifu Kao gu 63:10/567-572; Fu
Xinian "Hanyuan dian".
See Fu Xinian "Hanyuan dian"/31.
Ma Dezhi "1959-1960 Tang Darning gong fa jue jian bao" Kao gu 1978:1 A lso see Guo Yifu Kao gu
63:10/567-572.
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The Hanyuan Hall of the Darning Palace and the Chengtian Gate of the Palace
City had similar location relative to other structures. Both had two que (towers), two
Chaotang and other affiliated structures. Both were centred on the north-south axis.
Both were merged on the east and west with the palace walls. But since the site of the
Hanyuan Hall was a vantage point with a relative height of 11m, it would be
impossible to dig an archway under the platform. Thus a hall was built instead.169
According to Li Hua, a well-known prose-writer of the Xuanzong period, a
divination ceremony was carried out before ground was broken at the site of the hall.
Two Yijing characters were chosen: han from the phrase han hong guang da and
yuan from the phrase yuan heng li zhen .170 The first phrase was taken from the
explanation for the hexagram kun (yin, earth etc.), and it implies the brilliant
magnanimity of the earth in containing the world, while the second phrase is the
beginning phrase of the explanation for the hexagram qian. Translated into English
yuan heng li zhen means "sublimity, potentiality of success, power to further and
perseverance",171 four basic attributes to the qian hexagram.
As the main hall of the palace, the Hanyuan Hall was the site for major state
ceremonies such as the New Year Celebration,172 and the semimonthly audience
ceremonies.173 In the Palace City, these ceremonies were held at the Taiji Hall which
served as the central court. By analogy, the Hanyuan Hall of the Darning Palace
functioned more like the central court than the outer court (equivalent to the Chengtian
Gate of the Palace City).
On the occasion of such a grand ceremony sometimes carnival dances were
staged where the dancers dressed like various kinds of imaginary or real animals:
dragon, horse, phoenix, unicorn, falcon, fox and ape. There were also exotic
creatures like rhinoceros from Tiaozhi (Mediterranean area),174 rare birds from
Huangzhi175 (South Asia).176 Reception ceremonies were held for the successful
candidates of the state examinations.177
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Here I follow Fu Xinian's interpretation. See Fu Xinian: "Hanyuan dian" Wen wu 1973:7/46.
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See The I Ching or Book o f Changes/2. For original text and commentary see Zhou yi 1/1, l/19b . For
Li Hua's interpretations, see Quan Tang wen (Beijing) 3185; (Taipei) 314/2.
See, Yin hua lu 1/74.
See Shunzong shi lu 1/2.
On Tiaozhi, see Zhang Xinglang v o l . 1 / 1 1 . ^ ^
On Huangzhi, see Zhang Xinglang v o l.6 / 1 9 - 2 0 .^ ^
See Quan Tang wen (Beijing) 4600-1, (Taipei) 450/1-3.
Quan Tang wen (Beijing) 4922, (Taipei) 482/2-3.
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The Yanying Hall
The centre of the Daming Palace was the Ziehen Hall, immediately west of it
was the Yanying Hall which was renamed Lingzhi Hall.178 by Xizong for a brief
period of time.
There were two contradictory traditions about its location. According to the
Tang liu dian and Tang hui yao, it was west of the Ziehen Hall, while the Chang'an
zhi located it as east of it. Wang Bohou (Yinglin)179 has shown that the first version is
correct.180
It seems that the hall was in existence since Gaozong's reign. It took on a
special significance during Daizong's reign (762-779). At that time Daizong granted a
special treatment to one of the most respected ministers, the aging Miao Jinqing181
by meeting him at the Yanying Hall instead of the regular court. Ever since then a
new practice was set up where the emperor would hold irregular and informal
meetings with the ministers in the Yanying Hall for consultation.182 In reality, it
became a special audience hall.
The Linde Hall
West of the Yanying Hall was the Linde Hall, which is one of the two halls
thoroughly covered by archaeological studies (the other one being the Hanyuan Hall).
It consisted of three buildings, front (south), middle, and rear (north). The middle
building was the main hall and measured 47.4m (east-west) by 19.7m (northsouth).183 As has been documented, the Linde Hall was variantly referred to as the
Triple Hall (san dian) or Triple Compounds (san yuan).184
It functioned mainly as a banquet hall where the emperor entertained his
ministers with food and music. The greatest feast held at the hall took place in 768
when Daizong gave a banquet to 3500 Shence officers and rank and file.185
Occasionally, it also served as the hall for the Mingfu (ladies of rank) reception
ceremony or for marrying off princesses. It is also reported to have been used for
Buddhist activities as in the Buddhist mass service in 675.186
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See Jiu Tang shu 1 l3/3352;Tong jian 225/7226 text and commetary.
Ma Dezhi Damingl33-5. For its structural reconstruction, see Liu Zhiping Kao gu 63:7.
Ce fu yuan gui 110/14; Xu Pingfang Kao gu 78:6/647. The Shence Army will be discussed in detail
in the section on the armed forces in Chapter 6 below.
See Ma Dezhi Doming/40; Guo Hushengkao gu 61:11/619.
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The Hanlin Academy
The single most important primary source on the Hanlin academy was the
Hanlin zhi by Li Zhao 187 who was a]s0
author of the Tang guo shi bu. In
Chang'an, the Hanlin Academy was found in all the three palace areas. The section in
the Darning Palace was situated west of the Linde Hall in the central western part of
the palace.
The Hanlin institution derived from the imperial need for academic advice on
such matters as literature, Confucian classics, alchemy, Buddhism, Taoism,
divination, magic, calligraphy and chess-playing. Scholars skilled in these subjects
were required to follow the emperor whether he was in the Palace City, the Darning
Palace, the Xingqing Palace or the Eastern Capital Luoyang.188
But the most important branch of the Academy was in the Darning Palace. It
became the most powerful council organ for the emperor after 738 when a branch
section called Xueshi Academy (the Academy of Scholars) was founded, which was
charged with such essential duties as drafting and issuing imperial edicts.189 It was
situated in the central western part of the Darning Palace, to the northeast of the Right
Yintai Gate.190 On entering the main gate from the south, one was flanked on the
west by the Academy of Scholars, north of which was the Hanlin Academy proper.
On the north this was bounded by the Shaoyang Compound.191 The academy kept
two libraries of its own, each holding 8000 juan. In the courtyard were grown
ancient pine and locust trees. Fruit trees were found in abundance: persimmon,
papaya, plum, apricot, peach, cherry and grape vines. Among the flowers there were
roses, ilexes, peony, momingstar lily, carnation and chrysanthemum etc.192
In a word, the Hanlin Academy seems to have had the most congenial natural
environment. From 756, it became the ultimate decision-making organ for the
emperor, where all the major military, and governmental policies were formulated.
From Dezong's period (785-804) on, the Hanlin academicians continuously found
their way to the highest civilian position, chief ministership.193
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Jiu Tang shu 43/1853.
Tang hui yao 57 1911; Hanlin zhi /2.For relevant information in Western languages, see CHC
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The Jixian Academy (the Worthies' Academy)
West of the Xuanzheng Hall was the dian zhong sheng (Department of Palace
Affairs), still further on was the Book Academy of the Jixian Hall, or abbreviated as
the Jixian Academy. Its premises had been occupied by the Mingfu Compound for
the ladies of rank originally.
The Jixian Academy was first established in Luoyang in the Lizheng Hall194
in 717. It was officially named the Jixian dian shu yuan in 725. It was intended as
the central institution for collating, editing and compiling books, for seeking out
hidden talents and publishing their valuable works.195 In the Darning Palace, it was
set up in 736. Its functions were eroded for a while after the establishment of the
Academy of Scholars under the Hanlin Academy in 738.196 In 757 the Jixian
Academy reasserted itself with the introduction of the da xue shi

(Grand

Academician), an academic title reserved for some of the most powerful officials at
court, which remained in effect until it was abolished on the advice of Li Mi197 in
788.198
Gates, Lakes and Park
According to the Tang liu dian, there were eleven palace gates at the Darning
Palace. On the southern side, there were five gates with Danfeng Gate at the centre,
Yanzheng Gate and Wangxian Gate to the east, and Xing'an Gate and Fujian Gate to
the west.199 From south to north, the two western gates were the Right Yintai Gate
and the Jiuxian Gate.200 The eastern gate was the Left Yintai Gate. The central
northern gate was the Xuanwu Gate with the Yinhan Gate on its east and the
Qingxiao (or Lingxiao) Gate on its west.201
Other primary sources differ on the number of northern gates. In the
Chang'an zhi there were one inner northern gate and four outer gates. In the Shaanxi
tong zhi apart from the three northern gates also found in the Tang liu dian, there
were three additional outer gates. In the Tang liang jing cheng fang kao, facing north
and south, the Left and Right Yintai Gates were opened in two sections of east-west
inner walls of the Darning Palace. The western gate in the south was named the
Riying Gate, the eastern one the Taihe Gate 202 Archaeologists identified eight of the
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eleven gates in the book-length study entitled the Tang Chang'an Darning gong. A
more recent archaeological map confirmed the existence of all the other gates.203
South of the northern main gate was a huge lake, the Taiye Lake204 which
consisted of eastern and western parts. According to the archaeological survey, the
east-west length of the western part was 500m, and its north-south width was 320m.
The eastern part had a north-south length of 220m, and an east-west width of 150m.
A canal linked the two parts. The eastern part, which went as far as the eastern wall
of the palace, has never been documented.
The Taiye Lake was well-known for its breath-taking scenery. Once in
autumn, when the white lotus on the lake was in full bloom, Xuanzong, accompanied
by close royal relatives, came to enjoy its beauty.205 Habitually, Xuanzong spent the
Mid-Autumn Moon festival with Yang Guifei at night, leaning on the balustrade of
the lake to watch the full moon. On the western bank of the lake a high platform
called Moon Watch Platform was set up for the occasion.206
The southeastern part of the Palace was the Park the Eastern Within wherein
there was another lake called the Dragon Head Lake. Later destruction of the site,
makes it hard to confirm its exact location.207 On a recently released archaeological
map, Ma Dezhi clearly defines the area of the lake as occupying the northwestern part
of the Park of the Eastern Within, without giving a full explanation.208 The Dragon
Head Canal coming from the south emptied into the lake, filling it with a constant
flow of water.209
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Xingqing Palace
Cranes are conning down the lake as the sedan-chair moves on,
Picking its way out of the palaces while phoenixes perch on the trees.
Green mountains cast back the light and distance becomes near.
Lake water merges with the blue and the landscape looks empty.
This is an impressionistic description of the Xingqing Palace by a well-known
politician Su Ting210 who served at Zhongzong and Xuanzong's court.211
The palace was the third and the last palace area in Tang Chang'an and was
also known as the Southern Within {nan nei), because of its southern location relative
to the Darning Palace.
Before it was converted into a palace area, the site was a residential ward
called Longqing/artg.212 It was not until 714, immediately after Xuanzong came to
power, that a new palace was built on the site. The name of the palace was changed
from Longqing to Xingqing213 to avoid the middle character of Xuanzong's
name.214
In 718, the emperor established his court at the Xingqing Palace. In 736, a
covered corridor was built from the palace to link with the Furong Park215 in the
southeastern comer of the city.216
In the 1950s, archaeologists from the Shaanxi Cultural Relics Administration
investigated Tang Chang'an. Their research on the Xingqing Palace is still relevant
for our study today. Their effort to reconstruct the layout of the Xingqing Palace was
based on two types of sources: (a) the Song epigraphic map of the Xingqing Palace in
the collection of the Shaanxi Provincial Museum;217 (b) archaeological excavation.
The Xingqing Palace was in the the northeastern part of the city of Chang'an.
It measured 1075m (east-west) by 1250m (north-south). It was bounded by Yongjia
fang on the north, Anxing and Shengyzfang on the west, Daozhengfang21^ on the
south and the eastern city wall on the east. To the southwest was the Eastern Market.
The main gate was the Xingqing Gate which faced west. South of it was the Jinming
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Gate.219 In the south there were two gates, with the Tongyang Gate to the west and
the Mingyi Gate220 to the east. In the east there was only one gate, the Chuyang
Gate221 in the southeastern comer. The gate in the north was called the Yuelong
Gate.222
Xu Song has redrawn a map based on the Ge ben Xingqing gong tu, but
unfortunately the Ge ben map was not drawn to scale, nor was there any wall
outline. It was mainly a cluster of names. Xu mistakenly locates three outer gates in
the northern palace walls (the two additional gates were inner ones) and omits the
eastern gate altogether.223
On entering the main gate (Xingqing Gate) from the west, one was flanked by
two main structures, the Xingqing Hall in the north and the Datong Hall224 in the
south. Further to the east in the central northern part of the palace was the Nanxun
Hall.225 In the southern part of the palace, the central place was taken up by the
Dragon Lake. The most famous structure in the palace were two multi-storied
buildings erected in the southwestern part of the palace, that to the west was called
Hua'exianghui, and that to the south, Qinzhengwuben.226
The Xingqing Lake (Dragon Lake)
The seemingly mysterious formation of a lake in Longqing/a/zg inspired the
idea of converting the locality into a palace complex. In the shape of a horizontal oval,
the lake lay from west to east with a slight tilt towards north, the major diameter (eastwest) was 915m while the minor diameter (north-south) was 216m. The
archaeologists estimated its area to have been 182 000 m2 227
The site of the lake was originally a residential area. During Wu Zetian's
period, a pond was reported to have spread out from an overflowing well at Wang
Chun's22** house. North of the pond was the residence of five princes: Li Chengqi,
Li Chengyi, Li Longfan, Li Longye and Li Longji229, all of them Ruizong's sons.
Geomancers detected an imperial aura around the pond.23(1 According to the Tang liu
dian
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appearance in the pond, the waters merged with surrounding swamps to become a
lake, which was named after the ward as the Longqing Lake, also called the Dragon
Lake.231 It was later changed to the Xingqing Lake when Li Longji became emperor.
Of all the extant primary sources on the Xingqing Palace, the Tang liu dian is
the earliest, and is by and large reliable. But according to another source,232 the
Xingqing Lake was originally a tract of level land. In Wu Zetian's reign, rain puddles
created a stream which was to be joined by the Dragon Head Canal, a branch of the
Chan River.233 The story about the mysterious growth of the lake and the dragon's
appearance was perhaps due to Chief Minister Li Linfu's attempt to flatter the
emperor. In fact the lake owned its birth to the Dragon Head Canal and but not the
yellow dragon which Li Linfu would make people believe.
The Hua'e Building
Fully named Hua'exianghui lou (the Flower Calyx Building of Mutual
Radiance), the Hua'e Building derives its name from the Shi jing or the Book o f
Ode. In the chang di section of the xiao ya there is a passage that reads:
Tang di zhi hua,
e bu wei wei,
fan jin zhi ren,
mo ru xiong di.234
which Legge translates as :
The flowers of the cherry tree
Are they not gorgeously displayed?
Of all the men in the world
There are none equal to brothers.235
The brilliant display of the cherry flowers is supposedly symbolic of the loyal
relationship between brothers. Xuanzong's attachment to his brothers was wellknown. In 701, when he was still a prince, he and his four brothers were each given
a mansion in Longqing fang which was to become the Xingqing Palace. The five
mansions were collectively known as wu wang

zhai236

(Five Princes' Mansions). At

the time when the ward was converted into the palace, his brothers were assigned
living quarters in Anxing and Shengye/arcg237 in the immediate western vicinity of
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the palace. Although now he had become the emperor, Xuanzong remained very
close to his brothers. His elder brother Li Chengqi, being the eldest son of Ruizong,
should have been the legitimate successor through primogeniture. There were
rumours about Chengqi's challenge to the imperial power. Xuanzong responded with
bestowing more favours on Chengqi. Xuanzong was extremely grieved and shaken
at the death of Chengqi and granted him an imperial posthumous title Rang huang di
(Modest Emperor).238 Xuanzong himself was very proud of his brotherly love,
which is considered one of the highest Confucian virtues. The reason that he gave
the Hua'e Building its symbolic name was to encourage such close brotherhood.
In the words of Zhang Fu,239 a Tang scholar who became jin shi in 735,
"Leaning on the balustrade (of the Hua'e Building) one can see far beyond the city
walls. It overlooks the vermilion birds and towers above the white cranes."240 From
this it would appear that the Hua'e building was of unusual height. In spring time,
standing on the building and looking southwards, one enjoyed a picturesque view of
the city: willow trees in green, and flowers in full blossom. The chirping of the
orioles was especially delightful after spring rain.24l The Hua'e Building also
commanded a good view of Anxing fang and Shengye fang where Xuanzong's
brothers lived. High on the building Xuanzong could sometimes detect the music
coming from his brothers' residence. He would ask them to come up so that they
could enjoy themselves together.242 Apart from being a symbol of fraternal love, the
Hua'e Building also served as a physical link between Xuanzong's Xingqing Palace
and his brothers' mansions.
The Qinzheng Building
At the western end o f the southern palace wall was the Qinzhengwuben
Building (the Building o f Industrious Government and Essential Administration),
abbreviated as Qinzheng Building.
Built in 720, the Qinzheng Building remained one o f the buildings most
frequented by Xuanzong.243 In the late 50s, a number o f structural sites were
excavated in the Xingqing Palace area, and locality N o .l was identified as the
Qinzheng Building.244 ft measured 26.5m (east-west) by 19 (north-south) and was
linked with the palace wall on the east and west sides.
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During Xuanzong's reign the major banquet hall was in the Qinzheng
Building. When a fete was held, the emperor would order the palace guards, fully
armoured, to stand in formation. While the invited guests, most of them heads of
foreign states or tribes, were being treated to a sumptuous banquet, acrobatic, circus
and athletic performances were staged: wire-walking, horsemanship, cock-fights etc.
Hundreds of court ladies decorated with jadeite or pearls, and dressed in embroidered
silk, would come out from from behind a curtain to dance the military dance of the po
zhen yue (Crush the Enemy Music). Elephants and rhinos were trained to dance to
music. The emperor also made a point of celebrating the lantern festival which fell on
the 15th day of the first month, killing time with relatives and high court officials by
watching court ladies dance in front of the Qinzheng Building.245 Once the festivities
at the Qinzheng Building were open to the public, attracting a multitude of city
dwellers who crowded the yard to watch the performance on the stage. The city
police was hard put to it to keep the crowd under control by beating them with sticks,
but to no avail. Xuanzong had to call in the notorious Yan An'zhi24^ for help. Yan,
who was then vice magistrate of Luoyang County, drew a line, of which the
trespassers would be put to death immediately. Thanks to Yan's draconian effort, the
festivities lasted five days as planned.247
Another important annual event at the Qinzheng Building was the Qianqiu
Festival or the Festival of One Thousand Autumns on the 5th of the 8th month, the
day of Xuanzong's birth. It first became a national festival in 729.24^ Xuanzong kept
a special team of 400 dancing horses for his birthday celebration in front of the
Qinzheng Building. Clad in embroidered coats, their manes decorated with gold and
silver tassels, the horses danced excitedly to the sound of music. Amidst a group of
handsome musicians in light yellow, a strong man of unusual stature held up a huge
wood plank, on which a horse performed her solo dance. The Qianqiu festivities
were held year in and year out at the Qinzheng Building until the An Lushan
Rebellion in 755 when the emperor was forced to retreat into Shu in the southwest
and the dancing horses disappeared permanently from court.249
In spite of its high-sounding name, the Industrious Government (Qinzheng)
Building seems to have been more of a place for leisure and pleasure than for
anything else. However, there were occasions when Xuanzong would summon the
Hanlin academicians to lecture on the classics and debate about them or current
affairs. The best orator would be given the honour of mounting a high seat decorated
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with the Seven Treasures.25^ Zhang Jiuling was said to be the only one who
succeeded in gaining such an honour.25* But, overshadowed by the contest, these
discussions could not have been very serious.
After the An Lushan rebellion, which did irreparable harm to the place
complexes, the Qinzheng Building was somewhat deserted as an entertainment
centre. The crows that used to gather and caw on the eaves of the building were not
seen for quite some time. Upon Dezong's succession, the reappearance of the crows
reminded a former palace musician of the good old days when he was serving
Xuanzong. He stopped on his donkey to watch the crows for a long time. On seeing
this, Dezong asked his men to trace him. Later Dezong recruited him and other palace
musicians and brought them back into court.252

Wu Zetian used to set up the Seven Treasures at court: Golden Wheel, White Elephant, Virgin, Horse,
Pearl, Minister of War and Minister of the Tripitaka. See Xin Tang shu 76/3482.
Kaiyuan Tlanbao 1/2.
Yinhualu 1/71.
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Summary
Of the three urban palace areas in Sui-Tang Chang’an the Palace City was the
earliest and the only one that had been planned with the city in the Sui dynasty.
Alternatively known as the Danei (Big Within) it was also referred to as the Xinei
(Westem With) after the second palace complex, the Darning Palace, also known as
the Dongnei (Eastern With), was constructed by Gaozong in the northeastern suburb
in 663. Xuanzong in 714 added the third palace complex to the map of northeastern
Chang'an by converting Xingqing fang into the Xingqing Palace.
Structurally, the Palace City was symmetrical, with the Taiji Palace in the
middle flanked on the east and west by the Eastern Palace (crown prince's residence)
and the Yeting Palace where court ladies were kept An invisible line serving as the
central axis, ran north-south at the centre of the Taiji Palace. It was along this line that
most of the important palatial structures were centred: (from south to north)
Chengtian Gate (Outer Court), Taiji Hall (Central Court), Liangyi Hall (Inner Hall),
Ganlu Hall, Chongxuan Gate, and lastly Xuanwu Gate.
The Darning Palace precincts were irregularly shaped, but attempts were made
to keep the axiality. From south to north the three major court structures, the
Hanyuan, Xuanzheng and Ziehen Halls, were aligned along an intangible line.
At the Xingqing Palace, such an architectural principle was less strictly
enforced. The main gate, Xingqing men, was open westwards in the northern part of
the western palace wall. And the centre of activities was gravitated towards the
southwestern comer where two well-known structures were located: the Qinzheng
Building and the Hua'e Building.
While all three palaces functioned as imperial residence, the Palace City in the
northernmost part of the city was the least agreeable. As the first area to be built, it
enjoyed the advantage of geographical convenience and tenability. It had easy access
to the government and commercial sectors of the city in the south, and was well
protected by the Xinei Park in the north, which was in turn bounded on the north by a
huge Forbidden Park. But since it was arbitrarily laid out along the so-called second
line of the hexagram qian in accordance with geomancy, its amenities were almost
canceled out by its topographical disadvantage. Located at the nadir of a low-lying
area, the Palace City was disappointingly humid and stuffy in summer.
After the Darning Palace was built by Gaozong, it became the site for routine
court. The triple court system in practice at the Taiji Palace was reintroduced at the
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Darning Palace with a little modification. The place of the outer court was taken by the
spacious Hanyuan Hall, instead of a gatehouse as in the case of the Taiji Palace. And
the Hanyuan Hall now in a way replaced the Taiji Hall as the most important hall of
the empire. Both zhong shu and menxia sheng, two highest government organs were
relocated in the Darning Palace. The political centre of the city now shifted from the
Palace City to the northeastern suburb.
The Palace City did have recreational areas in its northeastern and
northwestern comers with lakes, kiosks and pavilions. But it was so dotted with
palace structures that it left little space for pleasure. On the other hand, at the Darning
Palace, halls and buildings were fewer in number but there was a much larger area
for amusement with the huge Taiye Lake at its centre. There was no lack of anecdotes
associated with the beauty of the lake and the imperial family's fascination with it.
The Xingqing Palace was the latest palace complex of the city, and also served
as court for the emperor. But it functioned more like a amusement park than an
imperial residence. The whole palace area was centred around the Xingqing lake, and
the two buildings that made the palace so famous, the Qinzheng, and Hua'e were
mainly intended for music, banquets and celebrations. Archaeological finds also
prove that the Xingqing Palace was more luxuriously built compared with its two
predecessors.253
The relative size of the palace zone in Chang'an was very small at the time of
the city's foundation, whereas, by comparison Han Chang'an was basically a city of
palaces254 where there was little space for residential and market areas, and Luoyang
of Han-Western Jin had two urban palaces that took up almost a half o f the city255
Northern Wei Luoyang's palace was about one tenth of the inner city area 256 The
first palace complex ofSui-Tang Chang'an was only H20 o f the city area. But since
Sui-Tang Chang'an was the largest o f these cities, its Palace City was nevertheless
quite spacious (42 km2).
Although the planners o f the city, under the influence of geomantic and
canonical prescriptions, located the palace in a low-lying, humid area, they did
succeed in strengthening its security. The north was bounded by a large stretch of
land which was converted into the heavily guarded Forbidden Park and a smaller park
known as the Park o f the Western Within (Xinei yuan). The south was protected by
the Imperial City, which was o f the same east-west dimension as the palace. By
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comparison with previous capitals, Sui-Tang Chang'an's palace offered the best
protection for the emperors. But physical security was not enough to satisfy them.
Immediately after Sui Wendi's death, his profligate successor Yangdi, soon built
another luxurious capital Luoyang in the east. The Tang rulers stayed put in their
Palace City for only two reigns. Troubled by the humidity of the location, emperor
Gaozong built the Darning Palace in the northeastern suburb. Later on emperor
Xuanzong's addition of the Xingqing Palace was meant to further enlarge the imperial
area of entertainment.
The three palace complexes were all in the northern part of the city. Not
accessible to the general public, they were enclosed by walls and functioned like cities
within a city. But sometimes the emperor ventured out, either on ceremonial
occasions or incognito.
The eunuchs who were considered palace officials were responsible for palace
procurements. Their relations with the business community will be fully examined
below in Chapter 5. The residents of the palace, apart from the eunuchs, included, the
imperial family, the imperial harem, the Yeting court ladies, other officials and
security guards. It is very hard to estimate their total number at any given time owing
to lack of precise information.
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Chapter 4. Administrative and Ritual Zones

Three levels o f administration existed in the city. A t the top was the
central government, which occupied the enclosed area known as the
Imperial City south o f the Taiji Palace. Next was the Metropolitan
Prefecture, which was in theory the highest local authority.
Underneath were the two urban counties: Chang'an and Wannian.
The two urban ritual centres examined were

located inside the

Imperial City, while each of the four suburbs had one ritual centre.

Sources
Archaeological research relevant to the present chapter is all but non-existent even though
the outline of the Imperial City has been subjected to an overall survey in which several gates were
excavated, and the result included in a sketchy archaeological report on Sui-Tang Chang'an entitled
"Tang dai Chang’an cheng kao gu ji lue".1 No attempts have been made to investigate the zong
miao and she ji ritual centres, as well as other structures in the Imperial City, nor is there any
report on the siting of the altars of the four suburbs. Information is completely absent when it comes
to the head offices of the Metropolitan Prefecture, and Wannian, Chang'an, Mingtang and Qianfeng
counties.

See "Ji lue" Kao gu 1963:11.
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For a bird's eye view of the layout of the Imperial City, the Tang liang jing cheng fang kao
1/9-17, provides the most valuable information.
Passages concerning the main street of the Imperial City (Chengtianmen Street) are
scattered in several stories contained in the Taiping guang ji as well as in the Zhonghuashuju
editions of the Zhong chao gu shi and the Ji yi zhi. On the triad of the zhong shu, men xia and
shang shu sheng, all the major primary sources such as Tang liu dian, Xin Tang shu, Jiu Tang shu,
Tang hui yao etc, contain specific information. For a detailed physical description of the shang shu
sheng, the Chang an zhi 7 is of great value. Of the four suburban ritual centres, useful descriptions
can be gathered from the Jiu Tang shu 21/820, and the Xin Tang shu 11/310 and 13/337-8.
The Tong dian 47/269-271 gives a detailed account of the evolution of the Ancestral
Temples of the Sui-Tang period while providing insight into the understanding of the she ji gods,
their worship and temple structure in Chang'an (45/260-2). Howard Wechsler, in his recent work
Offerings o f Jade and Silk gives an analytical study of Tang ritual institutions, paying special
attention to the suburban ritual activities and ancestral worship.2
On the location of the head offices of the jing zhaofu (Metropolitan Prefecture) and the four
Imperial Counties (Wannian, Chang'an, Mingtang and Qianfeng), the Chang'an zhi offers the most
informative account (8/6, 11/1, 12/2), while on the functions of the Metropolitan Prefectural and
Imperial County officers, the Tang liu dian sheds much light (30/13-23).
Documentation of the relationship between the metropolitan and imperial county officers on
the one hand, and the central government and the city dwellers on the other, has to be gleaned from
the Quan Tang wen, Zi zhi tong jian, Xin Tang shu, Jiu Tang shu as well as several unofficial
accounts found in the Taiping guang ji.

See Wechsler passim.
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Imperial City (See Map 4)
General

South of the Palace City was the Imperial City which was the main functional
area of the central administration where the priciplal government organs were
situated. Measuring 2820.3m by 1843.6m, the Imperial City was bisected by a
central north-south axis, Chengtianmen Street, which was the southern extension of
the imaginary axis running through the major structures of the Taiji Palace.
Chengtianmen Street started in the north at the Chengtian Gate and ran down to the
Zhuque Gate in the southern extreme of the Imperial City.3

Apart from

Chengtianmen Street, there were four other north-south streets and seven east-west
streets. The widest street of the Imperial City and Chang'an was Heng Street4
(Horizontal Street) which ran east-west along the northern wall of the imperial City. It
had an estimated width of 441m, of which 220m is detectable. Judging by its size it
functioned more like a square sandwiched between the Palace and the Imperial Cities.
The Imperial City could be divided from west to east into three areas. West of
Hanguangmen Street, was the western area. From Hanguangmen Street to
Anshangmen Street was the Central Area. East of Anshangmen Street was the Eastern
Area.
The Central Area. The central thoroughfare, Chengtianmen Street, was the
main street of the central area. On either side of the street were some of the most
powerful government organizations. From the Chengtian Gate to 2nd Heng Street,
Chengtianmen Street was flanked by external sections of the zhong shu sheng
(Secretariat) and men xia sheng (Chancellery), two top-echelon departments of the
Sui-Tang dynasties. The shang shu sheng (Department of State Affairs) which was
last but not least of the triad, was situated further south, between 3rd and 4th Heng
Streets, on the east side of Chengtianmen Street. Facing it on the west was the si
nong sfi (Court of Agriculture), one of the nine courts at the central government.
West of Chengtianmen Street and between 4th and 5th Heng Streets was the mi shu
sheng (Department of the Imperial Library). East of it were the xuan yuan6
(Recruitment Office under the li bu, Board of Personnel) and the southern section of
the li bu, Board of Rituals. Between 5th and 6th Heng Streets and on the west of

See "Ji lue" Kao gu 63:11/598.
There were seven horizontal main streets in the Imperial City. The northernmost one was Heng Street.
The other six streets were known from north to south as 2rd...7th str e e ts.^
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Chengtianmen Street were the zong zheng s f (Court of Imperial Clan) and yu shi tafö
(Censorate). East of the street at this point were the tai pu si (Court of Imperial
Carriage) and tai fu si (Court of Treasury). Between 6th and 7th Heng Streets on the
western side of Chengtianmen Street was the hong lu sft (Court of Foreign Affairs)
while on the eastern side was the tai chang si (Court of Imperial Sacrifices).
W estern Area. Running between the Guangyun and the Hanguang Gates,
Hanguang Street was the major north-south street

parallel to and west of

Chengtianmen Street. The area west of Hanguangmen Street was the western area of
the Imperial City. The main structures in the area from north to south included: the
jiang zuo jian (Inspectorate General of Construction), the da li si (High Court) and
the State Temple.
E astern Area. The eastern counterpart of Hanguangmen Street was
Anshangmen Street which linked the Changle Gate10 in the north with the Anshang
Gate in the south. East of Anshangmen Street was the eastern area of the Imperial
City. Its northern part was taken up by offices affiliated with the Eastern Palace
which was away to the north across Heng Street. These offices included: the Left
and Right Spring Houses, which we also find in the Eastern Palace, the jia ling si
(Provision Office), the shuai geng si (Ceremony Office), the pu si of the dong gong
(the Livery Office of the Eastern Palace), the zhan shi f u 11 (Household
Administration of the Eastern Palace).12 Further south there were the jun qi jian
(Inspectorate of Arms), which was under the Inspectorate General of Works (shaofu
jian) and was moved to Taiyuan in 72813, the du shui jian (Inspectorate of
Navigation, a branch of the Inspectorate General of Construction or jiang zuo jian)
and the guang lu si14 (Court of Sacrificial Ceremony).15 In the southernmost part of
the eastern area and the southeastern comer of the Imperial City was the Ancestral
Temple.16
In the late 50s and early 60s, attempts were made to excavate the Imperial
city. But the result was disappointing due to the fact the site is overlaid with modem
structures. The archaeological investigation only covered some gates and streets. Of
all the gates surveyed none has been preserved well enough to shed light on its

7
8*
9

^ IE tF

WÄI:

w
11

12
13
14
15
16

Tangliudian 26/12-13.
See Tang liu dian 22/15; Xin Tang shu 48/1275.
See Xin Tang shu 48A276; Tang liu dian 15/4-5,23/14-15.
Tang liang jing 9/17.
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dimensions. Only one street (Anshangmen Street) has revealed its full width (94m).
The other streets are hopelessly buried under modem structures in part or in entirety.
Chengtianmen Street
Judging from its neighbouring street in the east, Anshangmen Street, which
was 94m wide, Chengtianmen Street is likely to have been close to 100m in width.
As the main central street of the Imperial City, it served as the north-south artery, in
reference to which all structures were symmetrically laid out. It was popularly
known by its abbreviations "Tianmen Street”, or simply "Tian Street". Distinction
must be made with namesakes in Luoyang, which were substitute names for the
north-south thoroughfare Dingdingmen Street of that city.17
On either side of the street were grown locust trees, which gave rise to the
nickname huai ya18 (Locust Official Hall), in reference to their imposing heights.19
Right at the centre of the Imperial City Chengtianmen Street had immediate
access to the such important government organs as the zhong shu, men xia and
shang shu sheng. It also functioned as a gateway to the Palace City in the north and
the residential area in the south. In a broader sense, "Tian Street" the abbreviated
form of Chengtianmen Street also served to mean Chuquemen Street which was its
southern projection and the artery of the city. I will come to it in the next chapter.
The zhong shu - men xia - shang shu Triads
The zhong shu, men xia and shang shu sheng were the three highest ranking
government organs in the Tang Empire at least in theory.
The zhong shu sheng (Secretariat) had as its predecessors nei shi sheng and
nei shu sheng21 during the Sui Dynasty. Its name was changed to zhong shu sheng
in 620 and so remained for the whole span of the Tang except for the following
periods: 662-670 (changed to xi tai22), 685-707 if eng ge23) and 713-17 (zz wei
sheng24).25 It was charged with the confirmation and issuing of imperial edicts
concerning the setting up and deposition of empresses and crown princes,
institutional reforms, official promotion etc.26

n
18.

19
20

Tang Hang jing 5/147.

m

Zhong chao gu shi /42.
On the functions of these government offices, see Sim Dongguo/19-120.

21 *

22
23*
2A

2S[
26

It
Here I follow Tang liu dian 's account. See Tang liu dian 9/3-4. Other sources offer less precise
information. Also see Sui shu 28/774; Tong dian 21/124-5 and Tang hui yao 54/925.
Tang liu dian 9/5-6.
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The men xia sheng was a top-ranking decision-making body empowered to
pass final judgment on such matters as impeachment, controversial motions and
proposals.27
The leaders of both the zhong shu and men xia sheng were the proper chief
ministers of the Tang. Their importance was well reflected in the location of their
offices. The headquarters of the zhong shu and men xia sheng were located first in
the Taiji Palace on the east {men xia) and west (zhong shu) sides of the Taiji Hall.
When the Darning Palace was constructed, they were relocated on both sides of the
Xuanzheng Hall in the Palace. Due to their intricate connections with other
government organizations, they also had their external offices in the Imperial City.
They were located at the junction between Heng Street and Chengtianmen Street, with
the zhong shu sheng on the west and the men xia sheng on the east.
The shang shu sheng
The third of the triad, the shang shu sheng, seemed to be extremely powerful
during the Sui and Early Tang periods. It was the all-embracing executive body
headed by a most respected officer who commanded more real power than anyone
else except the emperor himself. The president {shang shu ling) of the shang shu
sheng (Department of State Affairs) during the Sui dynasty was the legendary Yang
Su. At the beginning of the Tang, the department was headed by Li Shimin
(Taizong). Later, the position was deliberately left vacant in honour of its first and
only holder in the Tang dynasty. The two vice-presidents (left and right pu ye) now
became the actual leaders of the shang shu sheng. The vice-presidents of the shang
shu sheng were chief ministers by special appointment. But after 712 such
appointment became extremely rare.28
In the Imperial City the shang shu sheng was located west of Chengtianmen
Street between 3rd and 4th Heng Streets. At its entrance, the wooden nameplate used
to bear the calligraphy by Ruizong which was eventually replaced by Wei Hua's29
handwriting. Right at the centre of the shang shu sheng compound was the main
office {du tang30) which had been the president's office {ting sh ß 1) in Early Tang
times. On the east side of the main office were three boards under the shang shu
sheng: li, hu, /z32 (Personnel, Revenue and Rites). On the west there were other
three boards: bing, xing and gong33 (War, Justice and Works). The office of the

Tang liu dian 8/4- 5 .
Tong dian 22/ 130- 1.
29
30
31
32
33
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deputy-director of the Bureau of Evaluation (kao gong yuan wai lang)34 was
decorated with a painting of cranes by Xue Ji33 and a panegyric written in a scroll by
Song Zhiwen.36 Another painting by Xue Ji graced the interior of the office of the
director of the Board of Works. An ancient tumulus in the front yard of the office of
you cheng (assistant president of the right of the shang shu sheng) was mistakenly
identified as that of Shuli Zi.37

34
35
36
37'

urn
Warring States Qin chief minister, well-known for his wisdom and his prediction that his tomb would
be flanked by two palaces which were identified as the Changle and Weiyang Palaces. His intelligence
became proverbial with the saying "As clever as Shuli Zi". See Shi j i 71/2310. For information on the
shang shu sheng, see Chang'an zhi 7/3. J | ^
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Ritual Centres38
Earlier I discussed the origins of the major ritual institutions and their
evolution in relation to capital-building, now I would like to focus on their functions
and their importance to Chang'an.
According to the Xin Tang shu there were five categories of state ceremonies
with the first one called ji /z39 (auspicious ceremonies) which in turn consisted of
three types of rituals:
1. Major Sacrifices:
Ritual activities in honour of heaven, earth, Imperial Ancestors, the Five
Emperors etc.
2. Medium Sacrifices:
Ritual activities involving the she and ji gods of soil and grain, the sun, the
moon, the stars, mountains, sea etc.
3. Small Sacrifices:
Other ritual activities concerning minor gods such as Sizhong, Siming, Siren,
Silu, Fengbo, Yushi40 (gods of palace, fate, man, emoluments, wind and
rain) as well as mountain forests, rivers and lakes etc.41
In each of the four suburbs of Chang'an there was one suburban ritual centre
in connection with a cardinal orientation. The southern one was an altar known as the
yuan qiu (Round Mound), which was situated 2 li south of the Mengde Gate in the
southern suburb. The most important ceremony carried out at there was the sacrificial
rites to the Supreme God of Heaven hao dan shang di)42 on the day of the Winter
Soltice and in early summer.43 The Round Mound also witnessed the founding
ceremony of the Tang held by emperor Gaozu on ascending the throne.44
The time-honoured ceremonial structure ming tang or Bright Hall existed in
Tang Chang'an only in name, with its rituals such as sacrificial rites to heaven in late

For a concise account o f suburban ritual activities and their origin, see W echsler/107-122.
39
40
41
42
43
44

Xin Tang shu 11/310.
JiuTang shu 21/820.
Da Tang chuang ye3/51-S.
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autumn carried out at the Round Mound. Wu Zedan did manage to convert Luoyang's
Qianyuan Hall45 into a Bright Hall, but this was abolished in 717 46
Fourteen li north of the Palace City was the Square Mound (fang qiu), a site
for worshipping the earth god and all sorts of minor divinities governing mountains,
forests, oceans etc. The time for the appropriate ceremonies was the Summer
Soltice.47
The other two suburban ritual centres were the Eastern Altar (dong jiao,
primarily for solar sacrifice on the day of the Spring Equinox), and the Western Altar
for lunar sacrifice on the day of the Autumn Equinox.48 By comparison, they were
less important, since most of the major activities were held in the south, the north or
in the Imperial City.
The primary ritual centres for the city itself were the Ancestral Temple49 and
the State Temple. They were situated in the Imperial City with the Ancestral Temple
taking up the southeastern comer and the State Temple the southwestern comer. On
their relevance to the city of Chang'an, Xue Yuanshang,50 who was president of the
Board of Works under Wuzong, made the folloiwng remark:
According to the ji yz51 chapter in the Li: "At the founding of the capital, the
ritual centres for gods should be arranged to the effect that the she ji (State
Temple) is on the right (west), the zong miao (Ancestral Temple) is on the left
(east)." The Li ji says: "The gentleman should build the Ancestral Temple
before the Palace." Thus we know that a sovereign, in establishing a state or a
capital, must set up the zong miao and the she ji first.52
The institution of ancestral worship concerns a very ancient pantheist concept
by which, man after death is believed to live on in the form of ghost (gui) and spirit
(,shen). The former dwells in the corpse in the earth, the latter derives from the qi
(breath, essence) that originates from and rises above the ghost.53 Both spirit and
ghost are possessed with inspirational power that inclines man to pay sacrificial
service to them. Hence the role of sage to guide man (through ancestral temple
service) towards submission.54 But a spiritual being is believed to have a life cycle

4S.

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Xin Tang shu 13/337-8.
Jiu Tang shu 21/820.
XinTang shu 11/310.
On the development of ancestral temple service in Tang times, see Wechsler/123-141.

»7C»
Jiu Tang shu 26/985.
Li j i 46/55.
Li ji 46/56, text and commentary.
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of its own. It usually lasts for almost seven generations.55 Still, exception is made of
the founding father of a dynasty and his immediate successor who consolidated the
dynasty -- in both cases the spirit will enjoy eternal sacrifices. In Confucianism,
ancestral temple service is considered one of the four natural ritual phenomena (the
other three being sacrificial rites to heaven and earth, the appropriate way between
father and son, and the proper relationship between sovereign and subject).56 On a
religious level it encouraged hopes among men for supernatural aid and assuaged
fears of supernatural retribution. On a secular level, it inculcated such kinship values
as filial piety, loyalty to family and the perpetuation of the family line.57
The erection of the ancestral temple was imperative on the occasion of the
establishment of a new capital or new dynasty. Upon founding the Sui dynasty, Sui
Wendi ordered the sacrificial tablets of his ancestors to be moved to Chang'an where
he had just erected the Ancestral Temple and the State Temple.58 As to the founding
of the Tang dynasty on the 20th of the 5th month 618, it was either preceded or
immediately followed by the setting up of an Ancestral Temple.59 The Ancestral
Temple in theory provides an outlet by which the emperor will be able to reach out to
his ancestral spirits for protection. The emperor is expected to keep them entertained
with rituals and to keep the temple in good shape. In the event of the dilapidation or
destruction of the temple, the emperor should conduct a grieving ceremony to atone
for his negligence.
The collapse of the four temple chambers in 717 caused Xuanzong to quit
court, dress in plain clothes for three days and to vacate the Taiji Hall for the four
"wronged" tablets from those damaged chambers. Before his departure for Luoyang,
Xuanzong paid due homage to these tablets to pacify their spirits. By the same token,
rebellious forces against the dynastic rulers would destroy the Ancestral Temple to
terminate assistance from the ancestral spirits of the emperor. Both the An Lushan
and Huang Chao rebellions destroyed the Tang Ancestral Temple. Both Suzong and
Xizong, upon their return to the capital, after it had been seized back from the rebels,
were required to carry out proper grieving ceremonies.60
Of lesser importance are the sacrificial rites to gods of soil, grain, mountains
and rivers. These ritual practices may go back a long way to prehistorical shamanist
belief in the existence of numerous gods that dwell in nature and the necessity for
serving them. Customarily she and ji as gods of soil and grain (or harvest) are singled
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

L iji 45/35.
Li ji 23/72.
C.K.Yang/255, 278.

Sui shu 7/36.
Historical sources differ on the exact date of the establishment of the Ancestral Temple. The Tang hui
yao account puts the date at the 6th of the 6th month (see 12/292), but in the Jiu Tang shu two dates
are given: the 3rd month (see 1/5) and the 5th month (see 25/941).

®.

Xin Tang shu 13/341-2.
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out for special treatment and the State Temple is erected for their ceremonies. She
and ji are paired off with different legendary names in antiquity. In the Tang period,
their identification was rather confusing. But there was a consensus about their
attributes. She is the god of the five soils:61
1.

mountains and forests,

2.
3.

rivers and lakes,
hilly land,

4.
5.

cemetery,
plain.

All five soils have their own produce, but plain is the only one that is most
productive of the five grains, which are considered the basic support for livelihood.
Hence the creation of sacrificial rites to ji the god of grain.
In the case of Sui-Tang Chang'an, the she ji occupied the southwestern comer
of the Imperial City. The altars of she and ji faced the north which is a symbol of yin,
the realm governed by the god of earth. Enclosed by the four walls, the she altar,
which was west of the ji altar, displayed five colours of earth representing the five
directions with blue for east, red for south, white for west, black for north and
yellow for centre. Traditionally, the she ji ceremonies were classified as medium
sacrifices, that is, they were considered less important than those at the Ancestral
Temple, the Round Mound or the Square Mound. However, in 744 Xuanzong took
steps to have the she ji ceremonies elevated to the level of the major sacrifices.62

It also meant the place where such god was worshiped.
See Tong dian 45/260-2 for an account o f the she j i and related structures.
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Table 1: Sui and Tang Ranking Systems

grade
office
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f Capital zhou is known as Yongzhou. |gjfj
Tt Capital jun is known as Jingzhaojun.
* Honorific.
** Add "canjunshi" at zhou, "congshi“ at Yongzhou, "zuo" at Jingzhaojun.
*** Add "xingcanjun" at zhou, "congshi" at Yongzhou, "zuo" atJingzhaojun.
**** Add "shuzuo” at zhou including Yongzhou.
***** Add "congshi" at Yongzhou, “zuo" atJingzhaojun.
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Table 2: Sui Prefectual Officials
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Local government Offices
The highest government organ of Chang'an was the Metropolitan Prefectural
Administration headed by the metropolitan prefect. The urban area was divided into
two imperial counties: Chang'an and Wannian, with their county magistrates directly
responsible to the Metropolitan Prefecture, which also governed approximately 20
suburban counties.63
The Metropolitan Prefecture
In 581 when Sui Wendi established the Sui dynasty, he inherited a
cumbersome system of local administration from the Northern Zhou dynasty, with
211 zhou (prefectures) governing 508 jun (commanderies). One of the major steps
he took in revamping this system was to abolish the ywrt-commanderies in 583.04 In
607, Sui Yangdi replaced zhou with jun which numbered 190 in all. From Table 2
we can see that the metropolitan prefecture of the Sui dynasty belonged to a special
category, whether zhou or jun, and always had a larger size of bureaucracy than its
local counterparts. The number of officers at the capital zhou, known as Yongzhou
was 524, while at a local zhou of the highest order (shang shang or upper a), it was
only 323. This held equally true for the jun-system of Sui Yangdi where the total
number of the metropolitan prefectural officers numbered 244 as against 146 of the
largest local jun.
Although the Sui had two capitals, it was the Western Capital Daxingcheng
(later it became Chang'an in the Tang) that belonged to the special category. First
named Yongzhou it was renamed jing zhao jun in 60765 when Sui Yangdi
substituted jun for zhou. Meanwhile the ranking difference between the officers of
the metropolitan prefecture and local prefectures was markedly widened. Before this,
a Yongzhou governor (mu) and a vice-governor ranked 2b and 4b respectively while
a highest local Prefect (ci shi) and Deputy-Prefect (zhang shi) ranked 3a and 5a. After
607, the new metropolitan prefect (yin) ranked 3a and deputy metropolitan prefect
(cheng) 5b, while the highest local prefect (tai shou) and deputy-prefect (cheng)
ranked 4b and 7b (See Table 2).
In Tang times, a new administrative term/w was created for the metropolitan
prefectures. The number of Tang capitals varied. The Li family first established the
®.
64.
®.

The total number o f the suburban counties varied from 18-23. See below the section on functions in
this Chapter.
Sui shu 29/807-8.
Sui shu 29/807.
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dynasty at Chang an, then started assigning capital status to other prefectures until the
number reached '’nine". All the nine prefectures named fu were headed by yin. Local
prefectures were headed as in the Sui dynasty by ci shi. The marked ranking
difference between metropolitan and local prefectural leading officers found in the Sui
system did not exist in the Tang. Both yin of the capitals and ci shi of the highest
prefectures ranked 3a. An even higher position mu was created for three super
capitals: Chang an, Luoyang and Taiyuan, to indicate their special significance. But
it was an honorary position preserved for princes, and often remained unfilled.66
(See Table 3. Cf. Talbe2. For differences between the Sui and Tang ranking
systems, see Table 1.)
Chang'ans Prefectural Office
The Metropolitan Prefecture of the Chang'an area was known successively as
Yongzhou and jing zhaojun in the Sui, and Yongzhou and jing zhaofu in the Tang
dynasties.67 Its main office has been identified as being in Guangde/ang 68 With the
Western Market on its western side and the Imperial City to its northeast, Guangde
fang offered a rather convenient location for the Metropolitan Prefecture. (See Map 3,
6C).
During his stay in Chang'an, An Lushan appointed Tian Qianzhen69 as
metropolitan prefect (/mg zhao yin). Tian took over the lavish mansion of the
Duchess of Guo70 (Yang Guifei's sister) in Xuanyang fang and converted it to the
metropolitan prefectural office.71 Geographically, Xuanyang fang was the eastern
counterpart of Guangde fang. However, it was of greater strategic importance since it
was close to the Darning and Xingqing Palaces.
In 767, not long after the recovery of Chang'an from the successors of An
Lushan, the main office seems to have moved into its northwestern neighbouring
ward, Wuben/a/zg, sharing office space there with the guo zi jian (Directorate of
Education). At the time Li Mian7^ was the metropolitan prefect while Yu Chao'en
was the Imperial Envoy in charge of the Directorate. Li Mian entertained Yu Chao'en
with a sumptuous banquet each time Yu showed up on his inspection tour.7^ But it
remains to be proved that the Metropolitan Prefectural Office settled there for the rest
of the Tang dynasty.
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Xin Tang shu 49b/1310-11.
Tang liu dian 30/1-2; Xin Tang shu 49b/1311.
Chang’an zhi 10/3.
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Chang'an zhi 8/6
Tang hui yao 67/1186-7.
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Functions74
The administrator at the Metropolitan Prefecture had jurisdiction over 20-23
counties in the Sui-Tang period.75 Generally speakin, Chang'an and Wannian
Counties were the two counties that constituted the city proper of Chang'an.
Seconded by his assistants (shao yin),7^ the jing zhao yin was charged with the
overall governmental duties, including assessment of official performance,
agriculture, law enforcement and conscription etc. (These were nominally the tasks of
mu or governor of the capital district. But in reality the yin took real control.) Six
bureaux were placed under the metropolitan prefectures to deal with the routine
administration. They were obviously modeled upon the six boards of the Department
of State Affairs with slight variation.77(See Table 4 below.)

Table 4: The Six Boards and the Six Bureaux
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For a discriptive account o f jing zhao yin o f the Tang, see Tsukiyama Jisaburö "Keichyö-in".
In Sui shu the number was 22 (29/808). In Jiu Tang shu the Metropolitan Prefecture governed 18
counties at the founding o f Tang and 23 counties during the Tianbao period. In Tong dian the figure is
also 23. The number recorded in Xin Tang shu is 20. See Jiu Tang shu 38/1396; Tong dian 173/915;
XinTang shu 37/961.
For a study o f assistant officers at the prefectural level, see Yan Gengwang "Fu zhou"/103-176.
Tang liu dian 30/13-16
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Jing zhaoyin, the de facto Mayor of Chang'an
Although Sui-Tang Chang'an was the largest city in world while it stood, its
administrative independence was never recognized by the Sui-Tang authorities. There
were no such things as a City Hall or a Mayoralty with an exclusive jurisdiction over
the built-up area of Chang'an. The metropolitan prefect of Chang'an, jing zhao ym78
was by default the actual mayor of the city, although he was often occupied with
other duties. Basing himself at the centre of the city, the metropolitan prefect was
mainly responsible for the proper functioning of the city. Apart from his routine
duties, the metropolitan prefect was also expected to pacify the city residents when
untoward events took place. For example, in 784, immediately after the recovery of
Chang'an from the hands of rebels, the jing zhao yin was sent out to appease the city
residents.79 The maintenance of law and order seems to have been one of his top
priorities. He was also held responsible when the personal safety of high-ranking
officials was threatened.80 When chief minister Wu Yuanheng was assassinated, the
jing zhao yin himself was involved in arresting and interrogating the suspects.81
Officers appointed to the position of metropolitan prefect of Chang'an were
often career bureaucrats. But sometimes, this post was given to people of
extraordinary power and talent. In Sui Yangdi's reign, Yang Jian,82 Prince of Qi was
nei shi ling 83(president of the Secretariat) appointed Yongzhou mu .84 The first
metropolitan prefect of the Tang Dynasty was none other than Li Shimin himself.85
Both Song Jing and Yuan Qianyao86 were jing zhao yin before they became chief
ministers ,87 So was Pei Yaoqing88, the famous administrator and financier.89 The
great Confucian scholar Han Yu of the Middle Tang period was also appointed jing
zhao yin in his old age.90
The metropolitan prefect was often directly involved in court politics as censor
general (yu shi daf u) or vice-censor general (yu shi zhong cheng). The practice is
traceable to as early as Zhongzong's period when Dou Huaizhen91 acted concurrently
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From 618-713, the Metropolitan Prefecture was consistantly referred to as Yongzhou. Its functional
leader was zhang shi. After 713, jing zhao yin became the standard title in place of zhang shi. See Yu
Xianhao, vol.l. Explanatory Note/14, Text/11-12.
Tong jian 231/7436.
Instances can be found in Tang hui yao 67/1186-88.
Tong jian 239/7714.

In his biography he was also referred to as jing yin. See Sui shu 59/1442-3.
The appointment was made in 617, one year before the Li family founded the Tang dynasty.See Jiu
Tang shu 1/4. The next year saw him promoted to governor of the Capital District (Yongzhou mu). See
Xin Tang shu 2/25.
Quan Tang wen (Beijing) 2551b, (Taipei) 252/17; Tong jian 211/716.
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Jiu Tang shu 98/3080.
Xin Tang shu 176/5264.
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as yu shi da fu and Yongzhou zhang shi (equivalent of jing zhao yin later).92 In the
works of Chang Gun,93 chief minister of Daizong, several imperial decrees for such
appointments are preserved. Meng Hao94 was yu shi zhong cheng (vice-censor
general), when appointed yin. Wei Shaoyou95 was metropolitan prefect when
appointed censor general. In the case of Jia Zhi,96 who was a censor general
appointed metropolitan prefect, it was explicitly pointed out: "Nowadays, customs
and conventions are being revised to enhance imperial rule, and the task weighs
heavier upon the shoulder of the metropolitan prefect. Relying on the worthies he
attends to government affairs while heading the censorate."97 On top of being
metropolitan prefect, Han Yu also held the position of censor general.9^ The
Censorate, in its turn, named special envoys called zuo you xun shi 99 (Left and
Right Patrol Commissioners) to directly participate in the police activities of the
metropolitan prefecture.100
As the number-one administrator of the city, the metropolitan prefect was able
to act despotically when he chose to do so. Before his cavalcade made its appearance,
his special guards would cordon off his itinerary and close the ward gates on the
way. Those who dared to get in the way would be punished by heavy flogging. In
872, a man named Wen Zhang101 was appointed metropolitan prefect. When his
procession was slowed down by an old man, Wen Zhang ordered his arrest and
imposed a punishment of 20 strokes.102
A metropolitan prefect of the Kaiyuan period (71.3-41) named Cui Rizhi103
was notorious for his harsh treatment of demoted officers earmarked for banishment.
The prospective exiles were forced to leave before the deadline under pain of death by
flogging.104 Cui also got a censor, who attempted to investigate him, removed on a
trumped-up charge.105

92

See Yu Xianhao vol.1/10. Also see Quan Tang wen (Beijing) 2551b, (Taipei) 252/17, for Song Jing's
appointment under Xuanzong.
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See Quan Tang wen (Beijing) 4226a - 27a; (Taipei) 412/13-15.
Xin Tang shu 176/5264. In Tang ci shi kao Yu Xianhao lists 35 metropolitan prefects acting as censor
general between 706-896. See Yu Xianhao/10-59. There are omissions which he should not have
ignored like the case of Han Yu.
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Taiping guangji 49/307.
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For Cui Rizhi's biographies see Jiu Tang shu 99/3089-10; Xin Tang shu 121/4331. Also see Chao ye
qian zai supplement/157.
Cui’s despotism did not go unpunished, and he ended up being demoted to the position of county
magistrate in the south. Tongjian 211/6714.
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On the other hand, the metropolitan perfect was capable of confronting the
rich and powerful in enforcing law. He sometimes even went out of his way to
protect his subjects and punish members of the privileged groups.
In 809 when Xu Mengrong106 was metropolitan prefect, he challenged the
legal immunity of the Palace Armies by arresting a Left Shence Army officer, Li
Yu107 wh0 had borrowed 8000 strings of cash and deferred repayment for three
years. In spite of the pressure from the emperor himself, Xu held Li Yu in custody
until he paid his debt. Since the 784's recovery of Chang'an from Zhu Ci's
rebellious forces, the Palace Armies had become virtually extraterritorial to
Chang'an's local authorities. Xu Mengrong was among the very few local
administrators who were courageous enough to discipline Palace Army officers.108
During Jingzong's reign (824-7), an upright officer named Liu Xichu109 was
appointed jing zhao yin. He was well-known for his stubbornness, honesty and
loyalty. When he became worried about Jingzong's overindulgence in sensual
pleasures, he remonstrated forcefully in agitated language while kowtowing
repeatedly upon the steps until his head bled. Upon expulsion from court, he threaten
to smash his skull, if his remonstration was not accepted. Wliile in office as
metropolitan prefect, he did not hesitate to contain the privilege of the rich and
powerful when they trespassed law. A number of city bullies and merchants, having
bought their way into the Palace Armies, were able to lord it over the ordinary
residents of the city. Whenever they got into trouble, they would take shelter in the
Palace Armies. Liu Xichu punished the offenders indiscriminately, in spite of thenpalace guard status. The palace guards were forced to behave themselves in
public.110
Liu Gongchuo111, elder brother of the great calligrapher Liu Gongquan,
became jing zhao yin in 816. Once his cavalcade was obstructed by a minor officer
of the powerful Shence Army. Liu Gongchuo had him promptly flogged to death.
Xianzong was furious, demanding for an explanation.
Liu answered:"The man's action was not only a challenge to me personally,
but a violation of the law laid down by your majesty."
'"Why didn't you report the case?" asked the emperor. "It was not my duty. If
it happened in a ward, the jin wu general should report it, or if it was in the market, a
patrol officer should," answered the undaunted metropolitan prefect
Xianzong let him go without further questioning.
106
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Tang huiyao 67/1187.
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Yin hua lu 2/79. For Liu Xichu's biography see Jiu Tang shu 154/4106.
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After he resigned from office while in mourning for his mother’s death, as the
custom required, Liu Gongchuo was reinstated as yin in 821 by Muzong. He then
took steps to limit the privilege of imperial envoys who often appropriated relay
horses for their own processions. When relay horses were not available, they simply
seized horses from the common people. With his intervention and backed by the
emperor, new regulations were formulated to reduce the number of processional
horses.112
Indeed, the metropolitan prefect of Chang'an found it within his power to
arrest, execute or protect his fellow townsmen under his jurisdiction. Still, the jin shi
scholars as well as the holders of the "pure" positions (with high expectations) often
held the metropolitan prefect in contempt, calling him suo you guan 113 (local
officer). Liu Xichu himself was called such a nickname to his face when he was
whispering to Pei Du, a chief minister.114
In spite of the authoritative power the metropolitan prefect of Chang'an was
entitled to, he could get himself into trouble if he offended enough privileged people.
Liu Xichu, in his bid to enforce justice, infringed upon the prerogative of the
powerful, and ended up in the remote southern prefecture Guizhou.11^
Liu Gongchuo, after his effort to limit the number of horses allowed to
imperial envoys, was held in hatred by the eunuchs, from whom all the envoys
stemmed. Before long he was transferred from jing zhao yin to li bu shi lang (vicepresident of the Board of Personnel).

SeeYm hua lu 2/81; Xin Tang shu 163/5021-23. Liu Gongchuo was referred to as Liu Yuangong
$jp7C-& in yin hua lu. Yuan was his posthumous title (Xin Tang shu 163/5022). But Jiu
Tang shu records his posthumous title as cheng jj£. Jiu Tang shu 165/4304.
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ZJiong chao gu shi /38; on Liu Xichu, see Tong jian 243/7848.
JiuTang shu 154/4107.
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Imperial Counties
In the Sui dynasty, the city of the Western Capital or Daxingcheng consisted
of two counties with Daxing County in the east and Chang'an County in the west. ^ 16
The name of Daxing was changed to Wannian at the beginning of the Tang dynasty
and remained so throughout the period except for the years 748-758 when it was
temporarily named Xianning.117 In 619, a new county named ZhiyangHS was
created out of Wannian County and was retained until 624. In 668, another county
named Mingtang was separated from Wannian County, but abolished in 702.
Chang'an County retained its original name throughout the Sui-Tang period. Part of it
was made into Qianfeng County during the active period of Mingtang County (668702). 119
Tang law required that metropolitan counties be divided into two categories:
1. chi xian (red county or imperial county);
2. ji xian !2° (suburban county).
The so-called imperial counties were enclosed by the walls of the capital city,
that is Wannian and Chang'an Counties, which were directly responsible to the
metropolitan prefecture. 121
The Wannian County Office was located in the southeastern comer of
Xuanyang fang. The creation of its main gate was attributed to Yuwen Kai, the chief
architect of the city in Sui dynasty. The gate was especially well-known for its novel
design. Princess Taiping, a favourite daughter of Empress Wu Zetian and Gaozong,
held her wedding ceremony in the Wannian County Office compound. When the
main gate was too narrow for her processional carriages, she asked for its
destruction. Gaozong rejected her request, on account of the gate's extraordinary
craftsmanship. Princess Taiping had to demolish part of the compound wall to make
way for her procession.122
Xuanyang fang did not only house the County Office of Wannian but was
also home to some of the most powerful figures of the Tang dynasty. 122 As was
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Sui shu 29/808.
Xin Tang shu 37/962.
Chang'an zhi l l / l . j £ [ $ |
Based on Chang'an zhi 11/1,12/2; Xin Tang shu 37/962. Inconsistent dates are found in Jiu Tang shu.
In the chapter 'Treatise on Geography" (di li zhi) it is recorded as 666-703. In the annals, the
construction date for the two new counties becomes 668. (See 38/1396, 5/91)
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See Tong jian 237/165 1 commentary.
Chang'an zhi 8/5. Xin Tang shu 83/3650.
Among the VIPs who built their mansions there were Duchess o f Guo (Yang Guifei's sister), Yang
Guozhong (Xuanzong's most favourite chief minister), Gao Xianzhi (the Korean general who lost
Central Asia to the Arabs at the battle o f Talas) and Zhang Yichao (the charismatic figure who recovered
the northwest from Tibetan occupation), to name just a few. See Chang’an zhi 8/5-6.
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mentioned earlier it also served as the site for the head office of the Metropolitan
Prefecture during the An Lushan Rebellion.124 Obviously the location of Wannian
County Office was among the best outside the palace area, which seems to indicate
the importance of the county.
Chang'an County Office constituted a different case. While the Office of
Wannian County was situated in the strategically important Xuanyang fang in the
eastern half of the city, the Chang'an County Office might have been expected to be
situated in its western counterpart, that is Guangde/tz/zg. But instead, the Office was
placed in the southeastern comer of Changshou/arcg, which was two wards south of
the Western Market, further removed from the palace and central government areas
and closer to the more or less deserted southern part of the city.125
The head offices of Mingtang and Qianfeng Counties that existed temporarily
between 668-702 were situated in Yonglq fang and H u a i z h e n r e s p e c t i v e l y .
Here again The county office in the west (Qianfeng) was further down south and
away from the Imperial City than its counterpart in the east (Mingtang County). This
is probably another indication that more priority was given to the eastern part of the
city.12**
County Officers127
The leading officer of an imperial county ling (magistrate) enjoyed much
higher status than his counterpart in a local county. In the Sui dynasty, he ranked 5a,
on a par with the prefect of a medium prefecture.128 In Tang times, an imperial
county was headed by a magistrate with a rank of 5a, which was virtually six degrees
higher than a highest local county magistrate (6a).129 Next to the ling were the two
cheng (vice-magistrates), two assistants (zhu bo), two officer managers (lu shi) and
two vice-officer managers. The six county defenders (wei) were in charge of public
security.130
The size of its bureaucracy (181) was larger than that of a medium prefecture
(176). It also had the six executive sections found in the Metropolitan Prefecture, but
on a much smaller scale (9-15 as against 20-36 of the Metropolitan Prefecture).131

Chang'an zhi 8/5-6.
Chang’an zhi 12/1.
Chang'an z A ill/1 ,12/1-2.
For an account of Tang county magistrates in general, see Wang Shounan:"Lun Tang dai di xian ling"
Guo li zheng zhi da xue xue boo 25 (1972)/177-94. Also see Tonami Mamoru/79-105, for a study of
wei (executive officers) at the county level.
Sui shu 28/786.
Jiu Tang shu 44/1920-21. See also Table 1 for a comparison between Sui and Tang ranking systems.
Tang liu dian 3 0 /1 6 -1 7 # ,
See Table 3 and Tang liu dian 30/16-18.
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The Imperial County magistrate was often named by an imperial decree. Chief
ministers Li Qiao (served Wu Zetian and Zhongzong), Su Ting (served Xuanzong)
and Chang Gun (served Daizong) 122 all drafted such decrees.122
However, little has been written about the government of imperial county
magistrates and their relationship to superiors and subordinates, and their personal
life. Judging from related information in extant sources, they were often transferred
from important positions at the central government. Examples can be found in the
appointment announcements of Zhao Sheng, Wei Tan and Xu Yan.124 At the time of
their appointment, they served as intermediate level officers in the hu (Board of
Revenue), gong (Board of Works) and cang bu (Bureau of Granaries,cang bu was
under the hu bu). Sometimes, local officers such as ci shi (prefect) and zhang shi
(deputy-prefect) were transferred to the post of imperial county magistrate when they
had demonstrated their administrative ability.122
Imperial county magistrateship could also mean better opportunities for
essential positions in the central government. Yang Zuan126, an Early Tang
magistrate of Chang'an County rose to the position of shang shu zuo cheng and hu
bu shang shu (left assistant vice-president of the Department of State Affairs and
president of the Board of Revenue).127 Li Chaoyin12^ was named the magistrate of
Chang'an three times and eventually became yu shi dafu (censor general) and tai
chang qing (president of the Court of State Ceremonies).129 Pei Yaoqing140 started
out as magistrate of Chang'an County going on to become metropolitan prefect of the
city and managed to climb to the highest rung of hierarchy, chief-ministership.141
Like most officers of rank at the city, the magistrate also had to deal with the
palace eunuchs who by virtue of their palace connections, rode roughshod over the
city dwellers. Chang'an County magistrate Li Chaoyin was once approached by a
eunuch officer who tried to bribe him for favours. Li threw him out of his office, and
his action won accolade from the emperor (Ruizong).142
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See Quan Tang wen (Beijing) 2450a, (Taipei) 242/14; (Beijing)2553b, (Taipei)253/1; (Beijing) 4228,
(Taipei) 413/1. Imperial decrees for magistrate promotion at suburban and local counties are also found
but are comparatively rare. Xuanzong was particularly fond o f making personal selections o f county
magistrates. He is reputed to have appointed 163 o f them at the beginning o f his reign. Ji gu lu as
quoted in Shaanxi jin shi zhi 12/11.
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But the magistrate could also be made a scapegoat when things went wrong.
Yang Cuan in his position as county magistrate of Chang’an was trusted with the
interrogation of a witch named Yuan. He let her go for lack of evidence. But later the
witch was caught in practice, Taizong was furious and asked to have Yang
decapitated. Only vigorous remonstration from chief minister Wen Yanbo143 saved
him from death. 144 This stood in sharp contrast with the position of the metropolitan
prefect of Chang'an. For example, Liu Gongchuo was able to put to death a eunuch
officer and got away with it in defiance of imperial wrath.145
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Sum m ary
The north-south central axis of the Palace City was an invisible line, along
which the most important structures centred. Its sweeping vista could only be
revealed when all the hall gates along the line were held open. However, as the line
terminated at its southern extreme, the Chengtian Gate, it was joined by an extended
axial line of an entirely different nature. This was Chengtianmen Street which served
as the central axis of the Imperial City. It was Chengtianmen Street that made the
physical morphology of the Imperial City so different from the Palace City. Cutting
right through at the centre, it provided a penetrating perspective that went south
beyond the Imperial City.
Measuring 2820.3m by 1843.6m, the Imperial City could be divided from
west to east into three clear-cut areas.
The central area was the essential part of the Imperial City and played host to
the three highest government organs. Of the triad, the Secretariat (zhong shu sheng)
and Chancellery {men xia sheng) were mainly housed in the palatial areas: Taiji and
Darning Palaces. They kept their branch offices in the Imperial City. The third one,
the Department of State Affairs (shang shu sheng ) maintained its headquarters there
with four of its six affiliated boards.
The eastern and western Areas accommodated the two most important ritual
centres: Ancestral Temple (east) and State Temple (west). Symmetrically laid out
from each other, they were intended for ritual activities that pacified the spirits and
ghosts of the imperial ancestors (Ancestral Temple) and entertained the she and ji
gods of soil and grain.
There was one suburban ritual centre in each of the four suburbs. They were
purported to worship the Supreme God of Heaven, the earth god, and all sorts of
pantheist minor gods that presumably dwelled in nature.
Administratively, the city of Chang'an was not an entity. It was governed by
the Metropolitan Prefecture which had jurisdiction over 20-23 counties. In the city
area there were two Imperial Counties, Wannian and Chang'an, most of the time.
The head office of the Metropolitan Prefecture was in Guangdtfa n g between
the Western Market and the Imperial City. It was moved east to Xuanyang fang
during the An Lushan Rebellion, then again to Wuben fa n g in 767. The six
functioning bureaux under the prefectural office were responsible for the routine
administration including rites and personnel, population, revenue, works, law and
war. The leading officer of the Metropolitan Prefecture was jing zhao yin or
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metropolitan prefect This position was in most cases filled by career bureaucrats, but
from time to time it was also given to people of extraordinary capacities. As early as
Xuanzong's period, the yin was closely tied with court politics through concurrent
assumption of the post of censor general (yu shi da fu ). Depending on his
personality, jing zhao yin could be oppressive to the underdogs or courageous
enough to challenge the rich and powerful. In a word, he enjoyed immense power in
his territory.
The head offices of the two Imperial Counties that were directly under the
Metropolitan Prefecture, Wannian and Chang'an, were respectively situated in
Xuanyang/a/ig and Changshou/arzg in the eastern and western parts of the city. The
six functional bureaux of the Metropolitan Prefecture were also represented at the
Imperial County level on a smaller scale.
The magistrate of an Imperial County, ling , compared favourably with his
local counterparts. Right at the heart of the capital, he was often exposed to more
opportunities for promotion. Sometimes magistrateship served as a stepping stone for
a more lucrative position at the central government.
Judging from the location of its office, Wannian County was given great
priority, having occupied part of the strategically important Xuanyang fang. On the
other hand, the Chang'an County office was located further down south and closer to
the deserted area of the city.
In Chinese capital earlier than Sui-Tang C hang’an, it was customary to
distribute the central governm ent organs in a number o f places. N orthern Wei
Luoyang,for example, scattered the central government offices in a wide area south
o f the palace.146 Sui-Tang C hang’an was the fir s t C hinese capital to have
concentrated the central administrative area and imperial residence in one geographical
location, which was insulated fro m the rest o f the city by surrounding walls. The
central administrative zone and the imperial residence were carved into two separate
small cities with the central east-west wall serving as the partition. It is interesting to
note that Sui-Tang Chang’an set a precedent fo r a similar palace and government
location in Sui-Tang Luoyang.147 The practice was abandoned in Song capitals;
neither Bian nor Hangzhou bothered to build a walled central government area.148
This unique phenom enon may r e fe c t the aristocratic view o f the planners o f
C hang’an: governm ent should be p rotected fro m the civic populace, and the
government area should serve as a buffer zone to ward o ff any threat to the throne.
Later developments rendered such precautions unnecessary.
146
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See Jermer/147-8.
See Tang liang jing 5/131-9/
See Dong jing 2/52-64; Gemet Daily /29.
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However, the Metropolitan Prefectural and Imperial County governments
were excluded from the Imperial City. Although, in theory, the Metropolitan
Prefecture and the two Imperial Counties should have been the top municipal
authorities of the city, the presence of the palace and central government greatly
eclipsed their jurisdictions. Not only were the Palace City and Imperial City de facto
extraterritorial areas, such important functions as market administration, defence and
policing were largely controlled by the central government. The metropolitan prefect
(in spite o f his personal power) and the imperial county magistrates were never in a
position to bargain with the central authorities which nominated them. Compared to
other provincial prefectures and counties, officials working for the metropolitan and
imperial county governments were of much higher rank, even though they did not
enjoy any degree of economic, political and military independence.
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Chapter Five: Business Zones

The Eastern and Western Markets were planned at the foundation of
Sui-Tang Chang'an, and remained, until the city's last days, the
centres of its business activities. In the course of time, more markets
were added, but they were either qidckty abolished, or limited in their
functions. As will be shown below, business activities gradually
infiltrated the non-business areas of the city: vendors an d
entrepreneurs were active not only in the marketplace but also in
residential wards and on main streets.
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Sources
M arket Palaces. An archaeological report exclusively on the Western Market titled
"Tang Chang'an cheng xi shi yi zhi fa jue" was published in Kao gu 1961:5. But it contains
imprecise information regarding the measurement of the market. Much more reliable is the
preliminary archaeological report on Sui-Tang Chang'an1. It provides the most up-to-date
information on the Eastern and notably Western Markets of Chang'an. The number of markets in and
around the city has to be worked out with the extant descriptions in various primary sources
including: Chang'an zhi 7, Tang liu dian 20, Tang hui yao 86, Youyang za zu part 1:15, and Cefu
yuan gui

14. Concerning the functions of the market, Tang liu dian 20, Tang hui yao 86,

Chang'an zhi 7 and Töryö shüi 252 all provide bits and pieces of information.
There are a number of secondary studies of the Chang'an market. Katö Shigeshi's work is
one of the most authoritative early examples.3 A more recent study by Satö Taketoshi has recourse
to archaeological finds in supplementing its interpretation.4 The only study in English is "the T’ang
Market System" by Denis Twitchett.5
On hang or "row" Quan Hansheng and Katö Shigeshi, perhaps independently of each other,
published their studies in the 1930s.6 The problem is also discussed by Satö and Twitchett in their
above-cited articles.
On the problem of palace purchase or gong shi, relevant information is scattered in Xin
Tang shu, Jiu Tang shu, Tang hid yao, Taiping guang j i , Tang da zhao ling ji, Zi zhi tong jian,
Quan Tang shi and elsewhere.
C h ang'an's Businessmen. My research on this part mainly relies on the unofficial
accounts contained in the Taiping guang ji. Primary sources of an official nature, such as the
standard histories, are rather indifferent to the business community.

*.
2.

See "Ji lue".
See Niida Noboru.

3.

Katö Shigesh "Shi".

4.

Satö Taketoshi "Tödai".

5.
6.

Twitchett "Market".
See Quan Hansheng Zhong guo hang hui zhi du shi; Katö Shigeshi "Kö".
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A ctive
Period

Eastern

Western

S outhern 1

Southern 2

Middle

N orthern

New

581
618
?

650

i

|

700

701

750

749

749 |
?

800
817
?
850
?
900
Central east

Central w est

U nkow n

L ocation

A nshan
fang***

3 a te
C o m m en t

A K A D uhui
shi*

A K A L iren
shi**

D ate o f
establishm ent
unkow n.
Abolished
685-8.

D ate of
abolition
unkow n.

A nshan,

Daye/angt
Created
during
650-83.

Huaqing
g o n g if

S outh of
F an g lin

D ate of
abolition
unkow n;
east
suburban.

D ate o f
A b o litio n
unknow n.

*
*«
t

n
Sources: Tang liu dian, Tang huiyao, Chang'an zhi, Ce fu yuan gui.

Table 5: Official Marketplaces of Sui>Tang Chang'an
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M arketplaces
The Number o f Markets in Chang'an (See Table 5)
Sui-Tang Chang'an was a metropolis laid out almost rigidly in compliance
with canonical prescriptions. Not unlike other previous medieval capitals in China, it
started out as a basically administrative centre in which, commerce played largely a
secondary role. Nevertheless, administered-trade was essential for the survival of the
city, and goods ranging from daily necessities to luxuries poured into the city in
impressive quantities in the form of gift-trade or tribute. Moreover, the salaries of
thousands of officials were partially paid in kind. In anticipation of the amount of
business, mostly private, that was to rise in the wake of urban development, two vast
commercial areas were set aside together with other functional parts of the city. These
were the Eastern and the Western Markets whose origins went back to the foundation
of the city.
During the reign of Gaozong (649-83) another market known the Middle
Market was created, taking up the whole of Anshan fang and one half of Daytfang^
in the mid-southern part of the c i t y . 8 Meanwhile there was also a Southern Market
(No.l on Table 5) which was not abolished until the Chuigong period (685-688). Its
date of establishment and location are not documented.^
The Middle Market was abolished in 701, but was revived as the Southern
Market (No.2 on Table 5) in 749. At the same time, a Northern Market was set up in
the Huaqing Palace area in the Eastern suburb. 10 This new Southern Market
(Southern 2) was located on the premises of the Weiyuan ying H (the Weiyuan army
barrack) which was in Anshan fang where the Middle Market used to be.12 While its
date of abolition was not clear, its existence is still recorded during the Kaicheng
period (836-40).13
The year 817 saw the construction of another market called the New Market
south of the Fanglin Gate.14

Chang'an zhi 7/16-17.
Tang liu dian 20/8.
Situated almost due east to the capital, its name "Northern Market" was somewhat incongruous. See

Tang huiyao 86/1581.

jftat
Chang’an zhi 7/16-17.
See Youyang za zu a 15/147:593. In this passage, the Eastern Market is mentioned with the Southern
Market It should refer to Chang'an, since at that time, in Luoyang only the Southern and Northern
Markets existed.

C efu yu a n g u i 14/14.
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A glance at Table 5 shows that there were seven markets in all at various
times. The markets marked Southern 2 and the Middle were virtually the same market
in two different time frames, whereas the Northern, strictly speaking, was not a
Chang'an market because of its suburban location. Apart from these, the Qian Senzi
by the Late Tang poet Wen Tingyun15 also records that there were several huge
markets in the western half of the city during approximately the Middle Tang
p e r io d .

Of these markets in the west, only two have been reconfirmed by other

sources17 (Western and New Markets). For a considerable length of time, there were
more than two markets functioning (sometimes four, possibly five or more in the
ninth century). But the main commercial centres at any given time were, of course,
the Eastern and Western Markets.
Eastern and Western Markets
The Eastern and Western Markets were symmetrically laid out in reference to
the Imperial City. The Western Market was in its southwest while the Eastern Market
was in its southeast.
The Western Market measured 1031 m (north-south) by 927 m (east-west).
Two east-west main streets of 16 m wide were crossed by two north-south main
streets of equal width, diving the market into nine sections. The market precincts
were delineated by the four market walls. Along the inside of the walls ran four
narrower streets (14 m). The outer streets surrounding the market were impressively
broad, each measuring around 120 m in width. In each of the nine sections were
crisscrossing alleys. Concentrated architectural remains were discovered along the
main streets, indicating the location of shops. The central area was the site of the shi
shu or Market Administration. Relying on extant documentation, archaeologists
excavated immediately south of the central area in the hope of discovering a row of
overcoat shops described in the sources. Instead, they revealed pieces of bone
combs, hair clasps, hairpins as well as some pearl, agate and crystal ornaments.
The Eastern Market measuring 1000 m by 924 m was almost a replica of its
western counterpart, but is in a worse state of preservation. The four main streets
were approximately 30 m wide each, almost double the width of those in the Western

16.
17.

Taiping guangji 243/1879.
Chang’an zhi 10/9; Cefu yuan gui 14/14.
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Market. In the northeastern comer was the Fangsheng chi (or Life Release Pond)18,
oval in shape.19
The four main streets of the market formed the Chinese character jing
(well).20 In ancient times, market was always connected with wells, and the
expression "market and well" (shi jing) is found in such early works as the Guan zi
(chapter xiao kuang).21 The resemblance of the Chang'an market's road network to
the character jing was no coincidence. It may suggest that the planners made an
anachronistic attempt to achieve a harmony with antiquated ways.22
Administration23
Both Western and Eastern Markets were governed by the shi shu or
Metropolitan Market Administration, which was directly responsible to the taifu si or
the Court of Imperial Treasury. Its director shi ling ranked 6b, which was the same
as the rank of a county magistrate of the highest class. Under him was a whole gamut
of functionaries: two assistant directors (cheng ranked 8a), one managing clerk (lu
shi), three store-keepers (fu), seven scribes (shi), two intendants (dian shi) and a
book-keeper (zhang gw).24
The custom of attaching special significance to the Metropolitan Market may
be traced back to the Former Han dynasty when Chang'an's market directors and
assistant directors were placed under the metropolitan prefect. The Liang of the
Southern Dynasties began the subordination of the Metropolitan Market
Administration to the tai fu si, which was continued by the Chen dynasty. The
Northern Qi dynasty, however, allowed the metropolitan governor (Sizhou mu25) to
resume direct control over it. At the founding of the Sui dynasty, the si nong si or
Court of Agriculture was put in charge. It was Yangdi, the second Sui emperor who
transferred the Market Administration back to the control of the taifu si and it so
remained throughout the Tang dynasty 26
The concept of establishing a special office for market administration can be
traced back to the Zhou li, a Confucian classic which stands out as the authoritative
18.

The name o f the pond was adopted perhaps under the influence o f Buddhism which abstains from
killing o f any animal species.

19

On the physical planning o f the two markets see "Ji lue" Kao gu 63:11/605-8. There is also an
archaeological report on the Western Market, published earlier, but it contains erroneous measurements.
Cf. 'Tang Chang'an cheng xi shi yi zhi fa jue" Kao gu 61:5/ 248-50.

a.

See Satö Taketoshi "Tödai"/38-40.

23.

For an interpretive analysis o f the functions o f Chang'an markets, see Sato Taketoshi 'Todai"/40-48.
Translation o f these titles is based on Twitchett "Market'7209. See also Tang liu dian 20/1-2, 7-9.

* •

26.

See Tong dian 26/154; Tang liu dian 20/7-8.
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source of reference for official titles. Its prescriptions for official functions are
sometimes believed to have derived from the hands of Western Zhou politicians.
However, its relative late date of appearance, and its obviously idealized system seem
to belie it as the authentic work of the Zhou. As a result, itt was at times revered or
suspected.
The Zhou li was first made accessible to the literati at the end of the Former
Han (end of the 1st century BC). More than seven hundred years elapsed before the
Tang liu dian was compiled and submitted to the Tang Imperial Library for collection
in the 8th century AD. In the relevant section on the functions of the Metropolitan
Market Administration, it was still overshadowed by the ghost of the Zhou li. The
Tang liu dian passage reads:
The Metropolitan Market directors are charged with managing business
transactions among the hundred families with cheng as their deputies. Their
duties include: putting up market signs (biao)27, erecting watch towers (hou),
setting up stalls, evaluating products, providing standard capacity and weight
measurements to ensure fair deals and classify goods in three categories of
prices according to quality to guarantee equality in trade.28
All the major ideas contained in this passage can be traced to the Zhou li
whence such expressions as "hai zu, chen si bian wu, ping shi,jun shi”29 etc. are
directly borrowed. The others are close synonyms: shi ling for si shi, biao for jing,
hou for si r i .30 Li Linfu, the commentator of the Tang liu dian quotes the Zhou li at
length to justify the Tang market management system at the capital.31 The Tang liu
dian deviates from the Zhou li only when it comes to the more technical part of
market management, and the following aspects are emphasized:
official trade,
disposal of confiscated goods,
arms sales,
slave and animal trade.

Each sign bore the name o f the smallest unit o f commercial area called hang. See Niida Noboru
26:7/716.

&¥ rfr IKH f # rfr.
$Tfr.
See Zhou li 14/18-24; Tang liu dian 20/7-9.
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The Zhou li custom of opening the market for business at noon was
preserved. Three hundred beatings of drum marked its midday opening.37 Another
three hundred ringings of bell before dusk announced its closure.33 Substandard
products sold as quality ones would be confiscated when seized. Those who stirred
up trouble in public would be severely punished by 80 strokes of the stick.3**
The Middle Market in the south of the city was created for the special purpose
of slave and animal trade.33 Due to its distance from the centre of town, it gradually
lost business. Dealers only stopped by to show their certificates to the authorities
before they proceeded to the Eastern and Western Markets for real business.
Those merchants active in the market could be classified into two kinds:
zuo shang or resident merchants,
ke shang or guest merchants.
The former set up their permanent stores in the market while the latter hailed
from all over the country or foreign lands relying on middlemen variously known as
ya ren, ya zi, ya kuai or shang kuafö for business transactions. These ya ren grew
to be very active at the turn of the 9th century.37
Eastern vs Western
Although both the Eastern and Western Markets were symmetrically planned
to be almost identical in size and shape, and equidistant to each other as well as to the
central Zhuque men street, their locations predestined them to follow different
courses of development.
At the time of Xuanzong, the Eastern Market was surrounded by the mansions
of the noble and powerful.38 The newly constructed Xingqing Palace was in its
immediate vicinity. The Western Market, on the other hand, was not so favourably
situated. It was thronged with numerous unregistered people. Thanks to the
concentration of the highest ranking officers and royal relatives in the eastern part of
the city, business people, who were officially classified as belonging to the lowest
^
33.
35.

In Tang hui yao it was 200 beatings instead. See 86/1581.
Tang liu dian 20/9.
Tang hui yao 86/581.
Here I follow the Hiraoka Takeo edition of the Chang'an zhi which records the objects for trade as
"slaves, horses, cattle and donkeys". The Si ku edition replaces "slaves" with "camels". See Chang'an
zhi (Hiraoka) 7/12; Cf. Chang’an zhi 7/16-17. A lso see Niida Noboru 26:11/720.

*•

5FA .?P?.JF#.ltfr.

37.

For a classic study o f Tang ya ren see, Kobayashi Köjirö: "Tö-Sö gajin kö" in Shigaku 8:1 (1932)/53-

38.

For example: chief minister Li Linfu's mansion in the southeastern comer o f Pingkang fang; Yang

101. For a recent study on Chang'an ya ren, see, Zhang Gong/255-9.
Guozhong's and the Duchess of Guo's in Xuanyang fang and An Lushan's mansion in Qinren fang.

Chang'an zhi 8/4-7.
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class of free men, were found in greater number in the western part of the city. Hence
the shifting of business activities and prosperity to the Western Market which was set
in a more plebeian and populous environment39
Another salient feature of the Western Market was the presence of a great
number of foreign merchants, which gave it a more exotic flavour than its eastern
counterpart40
Business Activities of Chang'an in- and outside the Market
The Eastern and Western Markets of Chang’an were the business centres of
the city. The basic business unit was si (shop). A number of shops of the same trade
were grouped in hang, literally meaning "row”, which is identified by Katö Shigeshi
as a kind of trade association not unlike the "guild" in the W est41 But the evidence he
gathers does not seem to stand up well. In one of the two passages he cites from the
Jiu Tang shu to support his argument, it is recorded that in 780, hang ren were
assigned relief grain for sale to the public. It seems that these hang ren (hang people)
acted more like government agents who were responsible for disposing of the grain at
a reasonable price. The other example given by Katö Shigeshi concerns the usage of
the expression hang tou or hang leader. In 809, these hang tou were charged with
the duty of securing sales tax in business transactions. This by no means suggests
that the hang tou were the leaders of some trade association, but rather they were
called upon to act for the central government42. He provides another example which
indicates the hang's religious activities. I translate the passage taken from the Taiping
guang ji as follows:
In the spring of the yi chou year, there was a headman (or there were
headmen) of the gold- and silversmiths' hang who gathered his (or their)
followers, holding the silk drawing of a beauty and a hu qin (foreign zither),
to join the sacrificial ceremonies 43
But the context does not clearly suggest that hang at that time already
functioned as a guild or trade association.

39
40
41
42
43

Chang’an zhi 8/15, 10/9.
See Schafer Golden/20.
Katö Shigeshi "Kö"/433.
Katö Shigeshi "Kö 7433,436.
See Katö Shigeshi "Kö"/427. Cf. Taiping guang ji 280/2235-6.
This event seems to have taken place somewhere between the second half,of the 8th and the first half
of the 9th centuries, because the same story makes reference to the Tibetan occupation of the
Northwest (^5J'^
7^ &&l|&). On Tibetan occupation, see Cen Zhongmian/286-7.
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Quan Hansheng in an earlier study published in 1934, besides quoting all the
above-listed passages, gives more evidence what would support the "guild argument"
for hangM One passage he quotes from chapter 86 of the Tang hui yao, records an
edict aiming at punishing those from various hang who were engaged in illegal trade
activities. The other one taken from chapter 9 of the Jiading Zhenjiang zhi45 where
hang ren (hang people) are mentioned as victims of exorbitant tax. But they do not
seem to link hang with guild either.
There is no evidence to suggest that during the Tang dynasty, hang when
related to business activities means anything other than lie or "row". In commenting
on the phrase zuo lie fan m afö (sitting in rows while peddling their goods) from shi
huo zhi of the Han shu , Yan Shigu, who lived in the Sui and Early Tang period,
says that the lie in the Han shu is the same as the hang in the market of his
times.47 This indicates hang and lie were interchangeable in meaning in Tang times.
As to the hang tou and hang shou (hang leader) mentioned above, they may
well have been merchants hand-picked by the authorities to exercise temporary
control of the market activities of a small geographical area called hang or "row". The
Tang commentator of the Zhou li Jia Gongyan understands the hang tou to be the
equivalent of si zhang48 "si director" of ancient times. Si was the smallest
administrative and geographical unit of market. Si zhang was an market officer
whose duty was to implement government market regulations and ensuring fairness
between buyer and seller.49
In a word, whether hang evolved into the prototype of "guild" in the latter
part of the Tang dynasty remains to be proved. At this stage, it would be safer to
regard hang as an administrative and geographical term.50
Although the Chang'an zhi records the number of hang at the Eastern Market
to be 220, the real figure may have been 120. Each hang was crowded with shops
and houses, as is testified by the well-quoted passage from Ennin's diary:
The Eastern Market was set on fire, consuming over 4000 households in the
twelve hang west of the entrance to the Market Administration.51

44.

See Quan Hansheng: Zhongguo hang hui zhi du shi 3/37.

45’
46
47

äfeflJKf
H onshu 24a/l 132 text and commentary.

48
49
50

Zhou li 15/5 text and commentary.
For a more recent study o f hang in Tang China, see Satö Taketoshi 'Tödai"/48-52. Satö Taketoshi,
however, takes the same conventional yet questionable view about hang as is advocated by Quan
Hansheng and Katö Shigeshi.

51_

Ennin A/112.
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The Statement that over 4000 households in 12 hang seems quite
unbelievable. Katö Shigeshi casts his doubts, so does Twitchett. Hino Kaisaburo
suggests that the real number of hang should have been 112, basing his argument on
the calculation of 30-40 households per hang.52
The names of hang well reflected the types of business practiced in Chang'an
markets. Those that are named in existing sources include:
butcher's
ironmongery
coat seller's
saddler's
steelyard (weights and measures)
silk (textiles) trader's
pharmacist's53
wheat bran vendor's.54
The business found in a hang was no necessarily confined by the its name as
was in the case of Mr.Fan, the diviner who operated his fortune-telling business in
the iron hang of the Eastern Market.55 Sometimes a hang served as a geographical
name. For example, Dou Yi is recorded to have built his hotel south of the steelyard
h a n g 56 But the name of any given hang must have been originally derived from the
dominant trade of that particular row of shops. In 644, when the great Buddhist
pilgrim and translator Xuan Zang57 was dead, the silk hang of the Eastern Market
contributed 3000 bolts of silk cloth in a variety of colours to decorate the nirvana
hearse. This was declined by Xuan Zang's disciples on the grounds that such
ostentation might run counter to the simple life style advocated by their deceased
guru.58
52.

See Katö Shigeshi "K5 7425; Twitchett "Market"/209-10; Hino Kaisaburö Teiten vol.1/368-10. In Ono
Katsutoshi's study, "4000" is changed to "40". On the number o f hang in a market, there are
differing opinions. According to Quan Hansheng the 220 hang in the East Market recorded by the

Chang'an zhi suggests an increment o f hang number in a market from Sui to Tang, while accepting
the record o f "4000 households in 12 hang" as an indicator of the rapid growth o f each hang in size. See
Quan Hansheng Zhongguo hang hui zhi du shi 3/31-2.
53.

See Katö Shigeshi "Kö"423-32 for the above listed.

54.

The Western Market is documented to have hadfu hang ££ fy .
According to Sato Taketoshi's research, around 40 hang are recorded in primary sources to have existed
throughout Tang China, dealing in fruit, rice, wheat, vegetable, dyeing, charcoal, raw silk cloth, pu tou
hat, oil, water-mill, boot, grocery etc. I believe most o f them were also to be found in Chang'an. See

56.

Taiping guangji 436/3548.
Taiping guang j i 261/2043.
Taiping guang j i 243/1877.

58.

See Da Ci'enlO/226.

55.
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There must have been numerous other types of business, the record of which
is either no longer extant or yet to be rediscovered
Foreign traders, especially those from Central Asian, were known as experts
in jewellery. The Uighurs as well as the Sogdians were active in usury.59 Precious
musical instruments of foreign make were also sold. A celebrated instance involved
the sensational sale of an instrument in the Eastern Market, where Chen Zi'ang,6^
who would become a great poet in later years, purchased a foreign zither for one
million coins to attract public attention.61
With the advent of block-printing in the eighth century, the markets in
Chang'an started to produce printed works. The fragment of a printed calendar from
Chang'an was found at Mogao Grottoes in Dunhuang. It dates back probably to the
ninth century. The finishing sentence reads:
Large print of the Great Sword family in the Eastern Market of Shangdu (i.e.
Chang'an).62
In the Paul Pelliot collection of the Dunhuang (Tunhuang) Manuscripts at the
Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris, is found part of the Xin ji bei ji jiu jing63 printed by
"the Lis of the capital at Metropolitan Market". On the obverse side is copied another
work entitled the Yin yang shu (On yin and yang). The transcription was completed
in 861.64
As was mentioned above, professional diviners also prospered in the markets.
In the iron hang of the Eastern Market, there was the dviner Mr.Fan skilled in
predicting the results of civil service examinations. For each divination he charged a
bolt of raw silk (jian)ß5 The great diviner of the Western Market during the Kaiyuan
period (7!3-741) was a man known as Li Lao (Li the Revered).66 Wu Zetian's
nephew Wu Youxu67 at the age of fourteen, made a living out of divination in the
market palace, keeping himself incognito.68
59.

Xiang Da 3/34-40.

®-

PT ?©

61.

D u y izh i supplementary /83:402.
Lionel Giles Descriptive Catalogue o f the Chinese Manuscripts from Tunhuang in the British

®.

Museum/2S0\8101.
The newly collected moxibustion manual for emergency treatment

64.
®.

Dunhuang yi shu zong mu suo yin /270:2675.
tfaSeeTaiping guang ji 261/2043.
Taiping guang j i 216/1656.

®.

Youyang za zu part 1:2/24:80.
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A much more profitable business was that of di dian. The official definition
of di is:"A place where goods are stored." For dian it is:"A place where goods and
wine are sold."69 In reality the di and dian came to outgrow their original functions.
Generally di became enterprises that combined both hostel and warehousing. The
peripheral area of the markets were dotted with them.70 Dian were only distinguished
from di in that they mainly functioned as hostels with victualling facilities. But
oftentimes the demarcation line was not so obvious.71 Apart from the markets di and
dian were found in the residential wards and the suburbs. A well-located dian was
able to bring in a daily profit of thousands of coins such as the one operated by Dou
Yi of the Middle Tang period in the Western Market. Dou Yi built more than 20
rooms for hostel business after reclaiming 30-odd mu of lowlands in the steelyard
hang. His dian was to remain prosperous and continue to be known by his surname
"Dou" as Doujia dian (the dian of the Dous).72 The Persians were especially wellknown in di dian business.73
The atmosphere of dian is vividly recorded in Tang fiction. Take for example
a description from the Yuan hua yz.74 One Southern ming jing candidate visited a
roadside dian in the Eastern Market. It was made up of a few rooms, all neatly laid
out. He was helped by two young men to ascend in the hall where a banquet was
being served. The two young men joined their guest in sitting on string stools {sheng
chuang,75 a kind of seat covered with strings). They waited until afternoon when a
well-ornamented carriage arrived. With the folding up of the curtain, a charming girl
alighted. After some exchange of greetings with the guest, she joined them to enjoy
the excellent food and wine.76
No doubt there were other types of accommodation, such as yi 77 (relay
stations). The During yi on Zhuquemen Street once put up Xuan Zang when he
came back from his long journey to India.78 There were also simple inns known as Hi
she?^ Other variants of hotels included Hi di and Hi guanß0

71.
72.
73.

Tang lii shu yi 4/92.
See Katö Shigeshi "Sö"M61-64. Hino Kaisaburö expands Katö Shigeshi's idea in greater details. See
Hino Kaisaburö Teiten v o l.l/passim).
Katö Shigeshi "Sö"/464-6. See also Hino Kaisaburö Teiten v o l.lIpassim.
Taiping guang ji 243/1877.
Taiping guang ji 16/109,17/119.

76.

Taiping guang ji 193/1450.

v-

I?

78.
79.

See Da Ci'en 6/126. The Duting yi islocated by Xu Song in Dunhua fang. See Tang liangjing 3/90.
Lii she were found in a number of wards:Yongning, Anyi, Jing'an etc. See Shaanxi jin shi zhi 16/8;
Tang liangjing 2/40, 47.
For examples of lii di of lii guan, see Tang liang jing 4/113, 2/35,43, 3/62,66,79,84,4/105.Jjfc ß$,
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Documentary evidence of the range and variety of Chang’an business is
sporadic. Of all types of business recorded for the city, the victualling trade was by
far the most common. This is particularly true of the Middle Tang period (756-819).
Well-established victualling houses were known by the owners' names such as
Zhangjia lou (the House of the Zhangs), a well-known restaurant (two- or multi
storied) in the Western Market.81 Dou Yi, before he acquired his fame as a rich
businessman, used to run several victualling houses in the same market, selling fried
pies and croquettes.82 Victualling trade was also widely practiced in the residential
areas outside of the two markets. In 805, for instance, in the home ward of Wang
Shuwen,83 one of the most influential courtiers at the time, a pie-house is said to have
played host to a great number of Wang's visitors.84 In spite of the curfew hours
enforced in the wards and markets, food pedlars were able to operate in the street
after dark. In 786, Li Jun85, a young provincial scholar, came to visit to Bao Ji86 in
another ward. He arrived too early for the opening of the ward gate. While he was
cooling his heels, the nearby cake-stand caught his eyes and he bought a couple of
hot cakes.87 Foreign merchants built their pie-houses in the street to sell their pies of
exotic taste.88 There were also restaurants for such Central Asian food as pilau (bi
luo), an Indian style rice eaten with hands.89 Fish stands could also be found in the
main street90
In keeping with the poetic spirit of Chang'an, wine-dealing was a very
prosperous business. One could find wine-dealers as easily in the Eastern and
Western Markets as in the residential wards. The Western Market was particularly
well-known for its production of the xi shi qiang91 (Western Market flavour)
wine.92 The typical wine-shop was called jiu lou, usually a multi-storied pub,93 or
jiu si, a tavem-like house where one sipped wine and took shelter.94 Sometimes, the
destitute scholar would wander from one to another, reciting poetry in exchange for

81.
82
83

Taiping guang ji 348/2759.
Taiping guang ji 343/1877.

84

Tongjian 236/7610.
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87.
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89.
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91
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9i
94

Taiping guang ji 341/2702.
See Taiping guang j i 452/3692. In another example, a wealthy Central Asian was forced to escape his
country and sell pies in Chang'an. See Taiping guang j i 402/3243.
Both Eastern Market and C hangxing/ang had bi luo restaurants. See Tang liang jing 2/43; Tang liang
jing bu 3/201. A lso see Xiang Da 4 /4 8 -5 0 .^ 1 ^
Taiping guang ji 156/1125.

B tUK
Tang guo shi bu part 3/60.
Taiping guang ji 64/289, 157/1130. Also see Tang liang jing bu 3/208 for jiu lou in the harness hang
See Tang liang jing bu 3/201 for jiu si in the Eastern Market, 3/208 for the same in the Western
Market.
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free drinks.95 On the New Year's day, it was customary for the city inhabitants to
gather with friends and relatives for a food and wine frolic known as chuan zuo? 6
There were quite a number of wine shops with foreign connections where the service
of hu ji, female drinking companions of Central Asian origin, was provided. They
were often women of exotic beauty, and were very popular with the drinkers of the
day. They inspired the romantic imagination of Li Bai, the great Tang poet, on several
occasions.97 Some of the wine for sale was of equally exotic provenance.9^
Another drink, developed later than wine but much more popular, was tea —
which became a kind of daily necessity beginning with the Middle Tang period. In
Muzong's words,"Tea is no different from rice and salt (to the people). People, far
and near, all drink it." Tea tax, first introduced by Dezong during the Middle Tang
period, brought enormous amount of revenue to the court.99 In Chang’an, the typical
place to sip one’s tea was cha ri100 or teahouse. In the Late Tang period, Yongchang
li, a residential ward east of the Taiji Palace is recorded to have had one such
teahouse.101
Funeral service was provided by xiong ri102 or funeral service shops. The
Eastern and Western Shops in the eastern and western parts of the city were the major
funeral service centres where were available a whole range of mourning services from
sale and rental of funeral appurtenances to professional elegiac singing and music.
These two shops sometimes were engaged in fierce business competition remindful
of modem capitalism.103
According the Chang'an zhi , Fengyi fang, which was somewhere between
the Western Market and the Yanping Gate, was well-known for hearse and funeral
furniture rentals.104 Since it was the only funeral service centre of precise location to
have been documented, it is very likely to have been the site of the Western Shop.105
On the other hand, extant sources give no clue to the exact location of the Eastern

95'
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97
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Taiping guang ji 83/536-7.
Fa yuan zhulin as quoted by Tong hang jing bu3f20Q-l.j£.tj£
Xiang Da 4/34-40.
Xiang Da 4/50-1.
See Fu Juyou/16.
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Jiu Tang shu 169/4404.
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Taiping guang ji 484/3985-91.
Chang'an zhi 10/14.
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We owe this identification to Xu Song. See Tang Hang jing4/126.
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Shop. It is only recorded that during the Kaicheng period (836-840), someone from
the Eastern Market went on a donkey to purchase a coffin. 10*>
Night Fairs
At night curfew hours were imposed on Chang'an's business and residential
areas. But in the provinces, there is no lack of evidence that throughout the Tang
dynasty, night fairs or ye shi were held in conflict with the night regulations.107
In Chang'an, night business activities also seem to have been rather common.
Vendors were allowed to set up their stands off the street at night when wards and
marketplaces were lying dormant. One could buy pies and cakes from these
stands.108 Inside residential wards business was also found operating at night. Duan
Chengs hi of the Late-Tang period, records an oil-vendor with his pail of oil on the
back of a donkey, moving around Xuanpingfan g at night.109 In 840, an imperial
edict was issued banning night fairs. No reason was given.110 However, night
business was astir again almost immediately afterwards. Wang Shi111 of Wuzong's
period, who was deputy-prefect of Chang'an, once encountered a night performance
of sacrificial music in a ward. The performer was a sorcerer who offered Wang a
drink, which the latter gulped down without hesitation.112 It is worth noting that
Wang Shi was a top-ranking law-enforcing officer, who was supposed to make sure

Youyang za zu part 1/147:593. In illustrating the businesses available in the Eastern and Western
Markets, Su Bai also includes xiong si for both. But the only source he bases on is "the Story of Li
Wa", which suggests no such association. See Su Bai Kao gu 1978:6. Xu Pingfang claims there is
archaeological evidence for xiong si and other shops in the Western Market:
Archaeological excavations of the Western Market have revealed remains of wine shops, restaurants,
and funeral service shops which dealt in iron objects, ceramics, sculptures and especially tomb
furniture.
Exciting as this might sound, the sources he quotes do not lend much support to his argument. Pottery
utensils such as pots and jars were discovered, so were china bowls, basins, pots, jugs, cups and vessel
caps. Iron nails, remains of some iron objects and one part of a sculpture were also found. These are
the most common archaeological finds and do not necessarily suggest the location of a wine shop,
restaurant, least of all a funeral service shop. The discovery of son cai (tri-colour potsherds), might
indicate the presence of funeral objects, since san cai was a favourite material for tomb furniture.
However it is often unearthed in living areas. For example, in the 1982 winter season excavation of the
Luoyang Tang Palace City, I personally discovered san cai potsherds in abundance. They were mostly
found in storage pits. Supposing the san cai potsherds from at the Western Market were broken pieces
of funeral furniture, it is still a far cry from associating them with the existence of a funeral service
shop. See Xu Pingfang/649. Cf. 'Tang Chang’an xi shi yi zhi fa jue"/250; "Ji lue" /606-7. R<] £ |,
107
108
109

110

Hg.

Hino Kaisaburö Teiten vol.1/576-82.
Hino Kaisaburö Teiten vol.1/582-3.
Youyang za zu part 1:15/146:591.
Tang hui yao 86/1583.
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Tang yu lin 2/104-5:160.
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that government regulations were executed to the letter. But the idea of stopping such
night time acting does not seem to have occurred to his mind at all, nor did his
presence bother the sorcerer. It seems night business in residential areas had become
rather common. The curfew regulations reiterated in the Tang liu dian were no longer
strictly enforced.
For night business, there was no better place than Chongren fang.
Sandwiched between the Imperial City on the west and the Xingqing Palace and the
Eastern Market on the east, it served as a way-station for examinees aspiring after
government appointments through the civil service examinations. On entering the
Jingfeng113 Gate of the Imperial City from the west, one would soon find the xuan
yuan or "Bureau of Official Appointment" where the examinations were held. Thus
young scholars converged on Chongren fang, and attracted an enormous amount of
business. In terms of prosperity, it compared favourably with the two major markets.
At night, it was lit up and boisterous with business. Beyond doubts, commercial
activity here was greater than that in any other wards.114 We owe this marvellous
record to the Chang'an zhi, a work of the Song dynasty. But the essential point is the
dating of the above-mentioned situation. Following the above passage, the Chang'an
zhi goes on to describe a meditation ceremony held by Yu Chao'en115 in Chongren
fang during the Dali period (766-779).116 This might indicate that the business
boom occurred about the same time, that is, just after the An Lushan Rebellion.117
Night business in residential areas violated the business curfew hours
imposed by the government, while at the same time transgressing the official zoning
policy aimed at keeping separate business from residence. The fact that, in spite of
this, such activities were to be found during the Middle Tang period shows that
business prosperity was more widespread and less containable, while on the other
hand, market regulations had gone into decline.118

113.
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Chang’an zhi 8/3.
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Chang’anzhi 8/3.
Hino Kaisaburö claims that Chang’an zhi mainly reflects the Chang'an o f 722, dating the night fares to
the period well before the An Lushan Rebellion. But he does not provide any documentary evidence to
support his argument and w e are no convinced. Hino probably regards the Liang jing xin ji (completed
in 722) as the same as the Chang'an zh which is in part based on the former. But the Chang'an zhi is is
more than ten times richer in content. See Fukuyama Toshio; Cf. Hino Kaisaburö Teiten vol.1/584.
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On the nationwide collapse o f the market system, see Twitchett "Market'7230-33.
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Problem s Affecting Business
We have just discussed some of the amenities of the business area of SuiTang Chang'an. It does not necessarily mean that the businessmen were free of
worries. Business prosperity at the market was often overshadowed by the sight of
decapitation, which took place regularly. Apart from a variety of commercial taxes
imposed since Dezong's reign, the business community was time and again harassed
by the eunuch establishment with its practice of the so-called palace purchase.
Execution Grounds
The two major markets were also the official execution grounds. This was the
legacy of an age-long tradition that goes back to the Zhou dynasty. According to the
Li ji -."Executions are carried out in the market so that people can dispose of the
criminals."119 Hence the expression qi shi and its subsequent wide currency in the
meaning of "market disposal" (of criminals by execution).
While both the Eastern and Western Markets saw executions120 it seems that
the Western Market was the major site for capital punishment. During the Renshou
period (601-4) of the Sui dynasty, when the all-powerful Yang Su planned on
getting rid of the recalcitrant Chen Yan,121 who was then hong lu shoo qing (vicepresident of the Court of Foreign Affairs), he implicated Chen in front of the emperor
about animal droppings discovered in the guesthouse for which Chen was
responsible. The emperor was furious, and Yang Su, who was given a free hand to
deal with the matter, had Chen flogged to death in the Western Market.122 Zhang
Liang of Taizong's period and Wang Ya123 of Wenzong's period were both executed
there. Previously, Zhang Liang had been president of the Board of Law (xing bu
shang shu) and acting chief minister, and his image was to be found among the 28
meritorious generals and ministers at the Lingyan pavilion while Wang Ya had been
chief minister.124
For most people in the market, there was no need to fear for one's own life,
but often the spectacle itself was too much to bear. During Wu Zetian's reign, terror
reigned over the marketplace. Every now and then an honest-looking man would be

119.

L iji 5/76.

12°.

For Eastern Market execution, see Eimin 4/179.

m .

Sui shu 25/715-6.

123.

124.

Xin Tang shu 94/3828-9; Jiu Tang shu 4404.
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marched to the execution ground, shouting:"Wrong! Wrong!" 125 When General Yan
Zhiwei126 was put to death for high treason with the Turks, he was subjected to a
barrage of archery attacks until his body was densely covered with arrows,
reminiscent of the skin of a hedgehog. His flesh was cut open and bones filed into
pieces. His relatives, close and distant, known and unknown, old and young, were
all rounded up for execution. Children of seven or eight were rushed to the Western
Market to be butchered. Passers-by, moved by the sight, threw out pies and fruit to
them. Ignorant of their imminent death, the kids fought playfully for the food with an
innocent smile on their lips.127
The favourite spot for execution in the Western Market was the lone willow
tree or du liu shu.12% Involved in the Sweet Dew incident of 835129 Wang Ya and
his men were captured and, after some sacrificial ceremonies, paraded through the
two markets. They were eventually severed at the waist in front of the lone
willow.120
In 844, the Lufu121 mutiny was suppressed and its leader Liu Congjian122
was decapitated. As the custom required, his head was sent to the capital. Pierced
through with a trident-like weapon, the head was hoisted three yards {zhang) high
with a sign board bearing his name. It traveled around the two markets before it went
to the Taiji Palace for imperial inspection.122
One might grow callous towards execution in the market when it became such
a common sight. But, to our way of thinking, it is rather irritating to consider trying
to do business in such traumatic circumstances.
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D a Tang x in yu 4/61.
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Chao ye qian zai 1/11.
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See Chang'an zhi 10/9.
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For its background account, see CHC vol.3/654-9.
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Palace Purchase

The Old Charcoal Pedlar134
—victim of palace purchase
Bai Juyi
The old charcoal pedlar cut firewood and made charcoal in the South
Mountains,
His face was covered with smoke and dust, his hair gray and fingers black.
What did he sell the charcoal for? Clothing to cover the body, food to stay his
hunger.
Miserable though he was in a single shirt, he wished for a cold weather, for
fear the price might fall.
Overnight the city was buried in a foot (chi) of snow,
At dawn, he drove his cart-load of charcoal along the icy ruts.
The ox was tired, the man was hungry with the sun high up in the sky.
They took their rest in the dirt outside the southern gate of the market.
Two well-mannered men came up on horses:
A eunuch envoy in yellow and his aide in white.
Waving a written document, they claimed to act for the emperor.
Turning the cart around, they urged the ox to go back north.
"This cart of charcoal weighs more than one thousand catties, please do not
drive it away, Mr. envoy!"
Half a bolt of red yam with a yard (zhang) of silk attached to the ox head,
They paid the price for the cart-load of charcoal.
The poem illustrates the typical situation of the so-called "palace purchase" or
gong shi in the Middle and Late Tang period. Without doubt, it was the curse of the
Eastern and Western Markets. It originated with business transactions conducted by
specially appointed officers for the palace.
As early as the Kaiyuan period (713-741), palace purchase was already
recorded in Chang'an.135 In the early 750s, Yang Guozhong held the position of
commissioner for palace purchase among his 40-odd commissioner's offices.136

QuanTang shi 427/4104.
Taiping guangji 331/2627.
Tongjian 216/6915 commentary.
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In the Zhenyuan period (785-805), eunuchs were put in charge of the
business. At first they made their purchases slightly below the market price. Towards
the end of the period, hundreds of eunuchs were sent on these palace purchase
missions in the two markets as well as wards where business was conducted. These
eunuchs were nicknamed bai wang*37 0r "free watch", meaning those who watched
right and left in the market and took whatever they liked for free.138 Without any
written certificates, they simply identified themselves orally as doing "palace
purchase". Not only did they ignore the official evaluation of their media of
exchange, they also used such inferior goods as fragments of worn-out clothes and
silk to pay for their purchase. They usually underpaid the sellers by several times.
The result was disastrous: there were pedlars who came to the market with goods to
sell, went away empty-handed. At the sight of these free watches, even soup and pie
pedlars would close their stands.139
In one of the worst instances a eunuch gave a peasant a few feet of silk in
exchange for the firewood he carried on a donkey. The peasant was duped into
bringing the firewood all the way up to the palace. Once they were in, the eunuch
would not let go of the donkey. The peasant answered: "My parents, wife and
children all depend on it for their lives. I would rather let you have my firewood free
(than take away my donkey). Otherwise, all I can do is take my own life." In
desperation, the peasant started punching the eunuch and got arrested by the
police.1411 Although Dezong later set him free with ten bolts of silk while demoting
the eunuch, palace purchase ran amuck as usual. The situation became even worse,
when Su Bian,141 vice-president of Board of Revenue (hu bu), made the following
remark to the emperor on palace purchase:
In the capital there are tens of thousands of property-less vagrants. Deprived
of land and farming tools, they rely on palace purchase for a living.

137.

138.
139.
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Interpretation after Hu Sanxing. See Tong jian 235/7579.
The above cited descriptions are based on Jiu Tang shu 140/3830-1 ;Xin Tang shu 52/1358-9; Tang

hui yao 86/1582; Tong jian 235/7578-9. A lso see Shunzong shi lu 2/5. The relevant passage in Xin
Tang shu contains a corrupt sentence:
It should read:
Cf. Tang hui yao. The punctuation in the Guo xue ji ben cong shu edition is wrong:
should read:...
Both Zi zhi tong jian and Jiu Tang shu omit the passage on jian gu or "official evaluation".
14°.

-Jill Tang shu 141/3831.
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Convinced of the necessity for palace purchase, Dezong would distrust
anyone who was against it.142
In his early years Han Yu enraged Dezong with a memorial attacking palace
purchase and was banished from the capital.143
Wu Cou,144 as metropolitan prefect and brother of Empress Jingzhang,145
was able to persuade the emperor to withhold support for palace purchase for a while.
But he fell from favour after he came under attack from the eunuchs.14^
In 805, the last year of Dezong's reign, efforts were made to regulate palace
purchase. Those engaged in it were required to show official documents and make
their purchase at market price.147 When Shunzong came to power in the same year,
he attempted to officially abolish palace purchase.14**
In reality, palace purchase survived this attempt as well. Not much later, a
new form of palace purchase occurred, known as shi liu wang zhai gong j/zz149 or
"palace purchase from the sixteen princes' mansions". It was administered by officers
serving the royal princes. In 831, Yan Jingze,150 a ranking officer, was responsible
for it.151 Wuzong in 846 promulgated an edict, banning the practice at the same time
requiring palace purchase of more than one item of merchandise be carried out
directly by the three palaces without harming the interests of the people of
Chang'an.152
The practice of palace purchase is traceable to at least the 8th century. At that
time, it was no different from any other business transactions. After Dezong came to
power, he became very distrustful of the literati and deliberately invested a vast
amount of power in the eunuch establishment which started playing a very important
role in court politics and regional administration.153 With the emperor's tacit
approval, the eunuchs penetrated into every important aspect of palace life from lawenforcement to royal procurement. It was small wonder that they could abuse their
power so as to squeeze the business community when trusted with palace purchase.
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XinTang shu 141/3831.
Xin Tang shu 176/5255.
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Xin Tang shu 52/1359. Note, Wu Cou is misprinted Wei Cou. Cf. Wu Cou's biography in Xin Tang
shu 159/4954-6. His sister empress Zhangjing was sumamed ’Wu". See her biography in Xin Tang
shu 77/3499; Jiu Tang shu 52/2187.
Tang hui yao 86/1582.
The edict he issued on constraining palace purchase is recorded in Tang da zhao ling j i 2/10. Cf. Xin
Tang shu 52/1359; Shunzong shi lu 2/5.
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Although Shunzong abolished the practice during his short-lived reign (805), the
eunuchs soon became more firmly entrenched than ever. From the death of Xianzong
(820) until 859 when Yizong took over, the eunuchs were able to set up and depose
emperors almost at will. Not surprisingly, palace purchase survived well into
Wuzong's reign (840-6). There is no way of knowing precisely when it came to an
end. But it would be safe to suggest that palace purchase declined during Yizong's
reign when eunuch dominance was weakened. It must have perished completely by
the end of the Tang dynasty when the palace eunuchs were slaughtered en masse at
the hands of Zhu Wen.154
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For an excellent summary o f the rise and fall o f Tang eunuchs, seeNian er shi zhaji 20/383-6.
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Chang'an's Businessmen
The Tycoons
In commenting on the businessmen of medieval China Prof Gemet in his
masterpiece Daily Life of China on the Eve of Mongol Invasion points out:"An
aptitude for commerce did not assert itself in China until the eleventh and twelfth
centuries; but since then the business instinct has remained one of the the outstanding
qualities of the Chinese."155 But this business aptitude was not conjured up from
nothing overnight, it was gradually evolved in a long course of history. As early as
the Spring and Autumn period, the politician-tumed-merchant Fan Li156 made his
imprint on history. In spite of the typical anti-commercial nature of Confucianism,
one of Confucius' best known disciples Zigong157 was a successful businessman.
Bai Gui158 of the Warring States period as prospered in business as he did in
politics.159 Although the business community suffered from time to time since the
Former Han, it grew fairly strong in the Tang period which laid much of the
groundwork for the eventual formation of the Chinese penchant for business.
In spite of the scarcity of extant primary sources, the success story of Fan Li,
is recorded by Sima Qian, who includes biographies of pre-eminent businessmen in
his masterpiece the Shi ji (the Records of the Grand Historian).
With the establishment of the Former Han dynasty, the stereotyped belittling
opinion of the businessman started to take root in the official ideology. So much so
that after the Shi ji all the subsequent official historians deliberately left out the
category of business people altogether. The Han shu, the second of the 24 dynastic
history does give a brief account of the success stories of a few prominent
businessmen, but unlike the Shi ji which sets aside a special biographical section
(huo zhi lie zhuan) for the business people, the Han shu includes their biographies in
the Treatise on Economy (shi huo zhi). Although the Sui-Tang was a period of
tolerance towards unconventional ways of thinking, the compilers of the Sui and
Tang histories (the former was written at the beginning of Tang, the latter comprise
two histories completed in the Five Dynasties and Northern Song periods
.
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They were lumped together as the three saints of business in China's economic history. See Preface by
Yang Liansheng in Yü Ying-shih: Zhongguo jin shi zong jiao lun li yu shang renjing shen Taipei
1987/5-10.
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respectively) were duty-bound to comply with the established practice of standard
history.
Hardly one businessman of importance could we glean from the Sui shu, the
Jiu Tang shu and the Xin Tang shu, the so-called standard histories of the Sui-Tang
period. But when we turn our attention to less standard accounts as those in the
Taiping guang ji, we find there is no lack of evidence of prosperity.
First and foremost, we should mention Zou Fengchi160 of Gaozong’s reign,
who was arguably the richest merchant of the Tang dynasty. Living in his Chang'an
mansion in Huaide/ßrcg immediately west of the Western Market, he owned hostels,
stores, gardens and manors all over the country. His food, clothes, furniture etc.
were surprisingly extravagant. At the time of his daughter's wedding, he invited
thousands of guests from the court to attend the grand ceremony, astonishing them by
his hundreds of luxuriously dressed maids, all of charming beauty. It is said that
people had a hard time telling them from the bride. He had such an overabundance of
silk cloth that he offered to purchase the imperial trees in the Zhongnan Mountains, at
the price of one bolt of silk cloth for one tree. (Compare what he needed to pay for
tax: half bolt of silk in 637 [Taizong's reign] or 250 coins in 665 [Gaozong’s reign]).
It was believed that he could bought all the trees without exhausting his supplies of
silk. Belonging to the humble "mixed category", he did not have the slightest
inferiority complex. The men he associated with were among the noblest and
mightiest at court. Although his Zhongnan Mountains purchase did not materialize,
the story spread.
Wang Yuanbao161, another businessman with fabulous wealth, made his
fortune a little later, in the reign of Xuanzong. Questioned by the emperor about his
wealth, he answered "if you match my silk cloth with the trees in the South
Mountains, one bolt against one tree, your trees would use up sooner than my silk
cloth." It was he who inspired the emperor to comment:"I am the noblest in the world
and he is the richest, I hear that wealth can match nobility."162
Some people started off as businessmen, managed to break the barrier
imposed by the emperors that kept them from official promotion, and ended up in
very high office at court Wu Shiyue163, father of Empress Wu, was once a dealer in
lumber before his rise to wealth and position.164
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Pei Mingli165 of the Early Tang period, made a fortune out of selling waste
materials. He also bought a piece of barren land full of broken bricks and tiles west of
Jinguang gate of Chang'an, had it reclaimed and resold later at a great profit He grew
fruit trees, sunflowers and other type of flowers in the ground of his mansion, and
raised bees around his courtyard, producing a great amount of honey for sale. His
supposedly ignoble profit-taking did not prevent him from pursuing a allegedly noble
trade, government office. The highest position he obtained was that of tai chang qing,
president of the Court of State Ceremonies, an enviable position even for well-placed
jinshi scholars.166
Hou Sizhi167 of Wu Zetian's reign, was an illiterate, bad-mannered and lowminded vendor of pies in Liquan li. But he managed to become one of the most
feared censors of the country under Wu Zetian.168
Kang Qian169, a merchant from Central Asia was appointed Annan du hu
(Commander of Annan garrison) in the Tianbao period. After the An Lushan rebellion
broke out, Kang supported the royal evacuation from the capital to Sichuan with his
own private property. Emperor Suzong was so grateful that he promoted Kang to be
hong lu qing, president of the Court of Foreign Affairs.170
Luo Hui171 struck it rich by collecting and selling manure. Out of envy for his
wealth and contempt for his trade, people called his place, ji si (chicken shop) of
which the first character ji (chicken) is a pun for y'i172 "amassing", suggesting his
accumulation of dung as wealth. Lu Jingyang ,172 a scholar, came to visit his
residence and was struck by the magnificent architecture and furnishings. Lu
asked: "With all your wealth, why don't you quit the dirty trade?" Luo answered: "I
did for a few years, suddenly I was on the fringe of bankruptcy." So he took to his
trade while living out his existence as one of the richest men of the capital.174
Our last and most illustrative example is Dou Yi175, whose business acumen
and remarkable success rank him among the greatest businessmen of medieval
China. As we pointed out earlier, however, due to social prejudice, he is denied any
mention in the standard histories of the Tang dynasty.176 His life and career recorded
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A man of the same name is listed in the Genealogical Table of Chief Ministers in the Xin Tang shu.
But neither date nor family background seems to confirm with our hero. See Xin Tang shu 71b/2326.
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in the Qian Senzi in the Taiping guang ji are of such interest and detail as to warrant a
separate section and analysis.
Dou Yi
Like the Roman merchant Trimalchio depicted by Petronius,177 Dou Yi,
whose biography is written by the Late Tang writer Wen Tingyun, was a self-made
businessman. Separated by 600-700 years these two authors seem to have adopted
drastically different attitudes towards the characters they portrayed. Petronius writes
about Trimalchio with thinly veiled contempt and disgust while Bai Xingjian writes
about Dou Yi with sympathy and appreciation.178
L if e

a n d a c h ie v e m e n t

When Dou Yi started his first moderate business from practically nothing, he
was only thirteen. But his business acumen marked him out from a multitude of
teenagers for fabulous future enterprise and merchandising achievement. As one of
his uncles returned from his office in Anzhou179 and brought with him a dozen pairs
of silk shoes as gifts to his nephews, the latter fought each other to get a better pair.
Dou Yi, although young, had the big heart to stay away from the battle for shoes.
With gratitude, he accepted the pair of shoes that were oversized and thus unwanted.
He sold them to the market and gained his initial capital of 500 coins.
It was May, and pods from elm trees were blown all over Chang’an. Dou Yi
gathered about one h u ^ of them and planted them in a liahuifang monastery yard
he leased from another uncle in the west of the city. The following year the 4000 elm
seedlings grew an average of three chi high. He kept those with straight single
trunks, cut off the rest, tied them up in hundreds of bundles. Each bundle measured
about two chi across. He sold these bundles in autumn. The next year, the elm tree
grew significantly, and he gathered more than 200 bundles of much thicker branches
and sold them at great profit. In another five years, he made a profit of 3-40,000
coins by selling a thousand or so elm tree branches as rafter materials. At this time, he
had about 1000 elm logs, each one them thick enough for building a carriage.
As he grew older, his method of business became more mature and
sophisticated. He left the lumbering business and threw all his effort into making and
later marketing a kind of kindling material. At that time, the main burning material in
Chang'an was grain stalks. But in rainy days, it became extremely difficult to start a
fire. He noticed the need for a better kindling material and set about inventing his own
vn
178_
179
180

Petronius!the Satyr icon and Seneca! the Apocolocyntosis/45-8S.
The following account is based on Do Yi's s biography in Taiping guang ji. See 243/1875-9.
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immediately. First of all, he bought quantities of flax cloth and hired some people to
make a number of little bags for him. Instinctively, he saw in children a valuable
labour source. He hired some city urchins, paid them each 15 coins plus three pies a
day. In return, they would present him with bagfuls of locust tree seeds. In a month's
time, he stored up two cartloads of those seeds. He then asked his little hirelings to
pick up discarded worn-out shoes and for every three pairs of them he promised to
pay one pair of new shoes. As the word got around, used shoes started pouring in.
In less than a week, he acquired more than one thousand pairs. At this point, he sold
those elm tree logs that could be used for cart wheels and gained more than a hundred
thousand coins. With the money, he hired casual labourers to wash, sun and store up
the worn-out shoes. At little cost he purchased a great amount of broken bricks and
tiles and had them washed clean by the labourers. He hired more people to grind the
flax shoes and broken bricks and tiles into fine pieces. He asked his men to mix in
with locust tree seeds and oil indigo, and work in shifts to grind the mixture in
mortars until it became stiff. The workers rolled it into columns of 3 cun in diameter
and 3 chi in height. In all he had an inventory o f about 10,000 of them. He called his
invention fa zhu (dharma candle). He abided by his time until one summer the capital
was caught in torrential rain. Firewood was running short and grain stalks were
dampened. He took out his dharma candles and sold them at 100 coins a piece like
hot cakes, reaping an enormous profit.
Next he embarked upon much more risky and profitable ventures: realty and
hotel business. To start with, he bought 15 mu of depressed land south of the
steelyard hang in the Western Market, set up half a dozen or so food stores in the area
to sell fried pies. Again, he had in mind child labour. He erected some pendants at a
distance, and anyone hitting one o f them with a piece of stone or brick, would be
rewarded with a fried pie. In less than a month, hundreds of thousands o f kids came
along to throw their shares o f stones and bricks. Not only was the depression
leveled, a solid foundation was instantly created for new houses. He built twenty
rooms as the guesthouse, which, being conveniently located, gained him thousands
of coins daily.
By now Dou Yi was already a very rich man. No doubt he was able to afford
a much more generous life style and better reputation. So he was involved in charity.
Incidentally, his charity work stood him in good stead. One poor foreigner named Mi

Liang181 (from Central Asia) had been the recipient of charity clothes and money from
Dou Yi for seven years. One day Dou gave Mi another 5,000 coins. Deeply grateful,
Mi was determined to repay Dou's kindness. When a house in Chongxian li worth
200,000 coins was for sale, Mi tipped off Dou who bought it immediately with

1S1-
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money left from his savings in a safe-deposit store. 182As a foreigner from the
Western Regions where the Hetian (Khotan)183 jade was known for its great value,
Mi was able to recognize jade from ordinary stones. He told Dou that the washing
board in the house was actually a true piece of Yutian jade. Dou, however, was
suspicious. They called in a jade craftsman from Yanshou/ang who was surprised to
see the washing board and identify it as high-quality jade. Henceforth, Dou ordered
the carving of 20 sets of waist ornaments as well as other decorations. He sold them
for millions of coins. As a token of thanks, Dou gave the house to Mi to live.
His next venture in realty, however, went far beyond ordinary profit-taking.
He purchased a small house at 210,000 coins. He tore down the roof tiles and
wooden frames and made it into an enclosed cultivation area. Perhaps it was no
coincidence that General Li Cheng's184 mansion was adjacent to Dou's new
acquisition. Li was, for a while, the most powerful man of Chang'an. The emperor
himself owed him the recovery of the capital from the rebel emperor Zhu Ci. When Li
expressed his wish to annex the Dou's land to build his polo ground, Dou was
expected to accept the offer without reservation. But Dou claimed to Li's men that he
was going to turn it to better use. When Li was at home on holiday, Dou came with
the house deed, saying:"This house was originally intended for my relatives. Now
that it stands in the way of your honour, I, your humble servant, feel quite ill at ease.
I would like to present to you the original title deed, please accept it and use the place
for you mounted games." Li Cheng could not be more pleased, asking back:"Don't
you want me to do anything?" "I dare not harbour any such desire," answered
Dou,"only if I run into trouble in the future, I might need to disturb you again." To
complete his gesture of goodwill, Dou Yi had the structures in the enclosure removed
and the land leveled to make it ready for the polo ground. Confident of Li Cheng's
favour, Dou Yi went to the Eastern and Western Markets of Chang'an to pick out half
a dozen rich merchants. He went on to discuss with them about the prospect of their
sons' promotion to more profitable official positions through Li's help. These
merchants were only too glad to accept the idea and each offered him an award of 20
thousand strings of coins (a string = 1000 coins) in advance. He took a list of their
sons to Li Cheng and pretended they were his relatives and friends who needed some
official consideration. With his power and influence, Li Cheng secured a good job for
each of them. Dou Yi got tens of thousands of coins again for the role he played as
middleman.

m

Known as guifang the safe-deposit store served as a safe-keeping store for travellers' luggage Jt is
regarded as the prototype o f a primitive bank . See, Katö Shigeshi "Kibö köM/489-509.
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In his later years, his rekindled interest in lumbering was no longer limited to
selling logs as building materials. In Chongxian li, zhong lang jiang (commandant)
Cao Suixing185, was worried about a giant tree in his courtyard. The way it grew the
tree would eventually obstruct the house and the yard. Yet since it was deeply rooted,
to fell it would do damage to the house. Dou Yi gave an estimate, and accepted the
job at the price 5000 coins. He spent more money to cut the tree carefully and make
hundreds of Double Six game boards186 of it, but he sold them in the market, gaining
a profit several hundredfold the original cost
The

secret of success.

According to his biography, Dou Yi was from Fufeng187, a small city west of
Chang'an. Although it does not follow that he was actually bom and spent his early
years there, we have reason to believe so. When he first came to Chang'an he had to
spend the night at Baoyi188 monastery. In all probability, he was from well-off
family background, since his aunts were related to the royal house, while his uncle
Dou Jiao was jian jiao gong bu shang shu189 (honorary president of Board of
Works). With all the advantages of being bom rich, he might have lavished his family
wealth on a luxurious life style and ended up becoming a good-for-nothing, like most
of the sons of the wealthy and powerful. But he was able to utilize the good
connection to make a fortune for himself. On the other hand, the favour he could
enjoy from his powerful relatives was limited. He only received a pair of silk shoes
from one uncle and leased a piece of monastery land in Chang'an from another. His
industry and business acumen played a much larger part in his success.
Business opportunities were another factor that perhaps outweighed others.
With urbanization under way, the concentrated population, which is believed to have
topped one million at the time,190 created a huge consumer and labour market
The volume of trade handled by Dou Yi was unthinkable in an ordinary
provincial city. In his first lumbering business endeavour, he stored up 1000 elm logs
for carriage wheels and sold them effortlessly over a short period of time. His
invention, manufacture and successful marketing of the dharma candles also pointed
to the great potential of the Chang'an markets. He made ten thousands of these
candles at a time, taking advantage of mass production. He did not have to worry
185186.
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The game is called lu bo, or shuang lu in Chinese. It involves two persons playing 15 pieces each.
The casting of dice decides the number of moves to make. See Zhang Xihou/131:2l7 A lso see the
section on "Sports and Games" in Chapter 8 below.
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about the nightmare of so-call diminishing return, where the social demand sets the
upper limit for the scale of production, since the enormous market of Chang'an
absorbed his candles instantly.
The prosperity of the city marketplace also created excellent opportunities for
realty and hotel business. The initial investment of 30 thousand coins and later
investment in child labour and construction all paid off well.
Also Chang'an offered a good market for precious objects of artistic value as
in the case of the twenty waist ornaments ordered by Dou Yi. Each of them was sold
at an exorbitant price.
His making and selling of shuang lu game boards by the hundred at a high
price also indicates the existence of a class of consumers rich enough to invest heavily
in leisure time.
The size of a consumer market was usually determined by demand and labour
supply. Chang'an was no exception. Dou Yi had at his choice a whole gamut of
variegated labourers, ranging from the unskilled but inexpensive child, the
construction worker to the skilled jade craftsman. He hired them when the need
arose, and paid them normally in money. They were not mutually bound by the
typically medieval relation between master and journey man. On the other hand, the
labourer could offer himself to the highest bidder. The quality and size of the labour
force made possible the production of thousands of candles, hundreds of shuang lu
boards and dozens of jade ornaments.
To a much lesser degree, government nepotism, too, contributed to Dou Yi's
success. By modem standards, Dou Yi's profit-taking venture in obtaining General
Li Cheng's favours to get promotion for rich merchants' scions may sound
dishonest. But in the Middle Tang period that was the order of the day. Personal
relations were commercialized and traded off in terms of money.
Lastly a relatively non-interfering government provided unintentionally social
amenities for business development (more of that later).
Businessmen o f Chang'an in Perspective
The businessman of Sui-Tang Chang^an offer quite a few interesting
characteristics.
Apart from the retailers of various merchandises in the markets, a great many
of them made money in victualling, hostel and warehousing businesses, which were
essential to the proper function of a city as large as Chang'an. Although most
business activities were concentrated in the two major market areas, and curfew hours
were expected to be strictly observed, these minor enterprises were often found
operating in- and outside the residential wards. This is particularly true of the latter
157
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part of the Tang dynasty, which might suggest that market regulations were
increasingly relaxed.191
The real plutocrats of the city seem to have gained their fortunes through
combined entrepreneurial and merchandising activities. Pei Mingli, while dealing in
reselling waste and abandoned goods, raised his own honey bees for profit. Luo Hui,
specialized in manure, which he collected and sold. Zou Fengchi, a merchant by
trade, operated a nation-wide hotel and warehousing business. The wide-ranging
business experience of Dou Yi, who ran hotels, restaurants, as well as manufacturing
and selling consumer goods, illustrated the same situation.
The official definition of gong shang (craftsman and merchant) only serves to
blur rather than clarify the difference between the merchandiser and entrepreneur.
Those engaged in the manufacture of consumer and other goods were gong
(craftsman) while the slaughterer, the brewers or pedlars were grouped under the title
shang (merchant).192 This situation is perhaps due to the fact that with all its
prosperity and huge market potentials, by Sui-Tang times Chang'an had not
developed a highly specialized class of retailers and wholesalers. The businessman
often had to manufacture and market his own goods at the same time.
Government connection is one advantage quite a few Sui-Tang Chang'an
businessmen enjoyed. In her reign, Empress Wu's favourites, the Zhang brothers,
openly associated with merchants at court. The hotel tycoon Zou Fengchi made
friends with the most powerful and noble people of the country. To the eyes of
Xuanzong, emperor of the Tang empire at its height, the wealth of businessman
Wang Yuanbao was good enough for his own royal blood. The calculating Dou Yi
struck up a beneficial friendship with the all-powerful general Li Cheng with a gift of
landed property. The latter honoured this friendship through providing lucrative
government positions to the sons of Dou Yi’s "Mends and relatives".
In other words, with all the Confucian bias against profit-taking, the
businessman of Sui-Tang Chang'an found himself by and large in a favourable
environment.
The annual taxation of half a bolt of silk cloth under Taizong and 250 coins
under Gaozong for the richest bracket of the business community was absurdly low.
Although in Dezong's reign after An Lushan rebellion, the government imposed
various taxes (most of them were short-lived) on the population to salvage its

191.
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. Sato Taketoshi points out that the decline of the market system since the Middle Tang. However, the
spilling over of business to other sectors of the city does not necessarily suggests that business was
depressed at the market See Satö Taketoshi "Todai'752-7.
JiuTang shu 48/2089.
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desperate financial situation, and once even resorted to forced borrowing193, the
basic business tax rate, 1/30 or 3.33% of annual income, was still incredibly low. It
compares favourably with the tax imposed on other official sectors of the population
except the privileged government officials and aristocracy.
Under such circumstances, it is no surprise to find some of the business
community in Chang'an became fabulously rich. Though it is no easy task to measure
the wealth of the business tycoons, historical records do occasionally give us some
glimpses at how much a businessman could gain in the capital of the Sui-Tang
dynasties. Ren Lingfang194 of the Early Tang period, yielded 600,000 strings of
coins at the confiscation of his property.195The profit Dou Yi earned in one
transaction of jade business, exceeded several hundred thousand strings of coins.196
In the Middle Tang period, the annual contributions from the provinces to the court
ranged between 3-500,000 strings of coins, an amount tycoons such as Ren Lingfang
and Dou Yi could readily supply.197
In the last phase of the Tang dynasty (820-907), commercialism penetrated the
central government. Business tycoons were in control of cuisine and provisions at the
Chancellery and Secretariat. When traveling in the provinces they were treated like the
most distinguished guests by the local governments. Chief Minister Li Deyu had to
interfere personally to change the situation.198
Passive government encouragement and general lack of official suppression
contributed to a business boom in Chang'an. Song Wuguang's199 critical judgment
of the situation as early as 705 sheds light on the developmental trend of the
Chang'an population: an increasing number of farmers were leaving the country to
join the business community.200

193.

On the these expedient measures, the Middle Tang emperors took to solve their financial problems, see
Wu Feng "Zhong Tang cai zheng wei ji ji qi dui ce".
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Summary

Market Places. According to extant primary sources, Sui-Tang Chang'an at
least had seven markets. But except for the Eastern and Western Markets, they were
either set up long after the building of the city or abolished long before the end of the
Tang dynasty. Apart from the so-called "Northern Market" which was in the eastern
suburb, all were situated in the enclosed area of the city.
Major business activities were concentrated in but not limited to the two major
markets (Eastern and Western) located equidistant to the central north-south
thoroughfare, Zhuquemen Street.
The market was officially governed by the M etropolitan M ark et
Administration shi shu, which was independent of the Metropolitan Prefectural
Government and was directly responsible to the taifii si.
It has been proven that the Zhou li was a major source of inspiration for the
rules and regulations governing the market. The two principal markets found
themselves in rather different surroundings: the Eastern Market was located in the
immediate vicinity of the residential area of the royal, the noble and the powerful,
while the Western Market was surrounded by a much less elevated environment.
During the Tang dynasty business tended to gravitate to the Western Market which
was characterized by a dense population and an exotic atmosphere.
Each market consisted of 120 or so hang or "rows", along which clusters of
shops were arranged. Although it has been taken for granted that the hang was a near
equivalent of "guild", research belies such association and confirms its usage as
administrative and geographical division. However, the various hang names do
suggest the types of business practiced in the market: meat, ironware, coats, harness,
steelyards, silk, medicine, wheat bran and others. Documentary evidence exists of
such trades as jewellery, usury, printing and divination. A special hostel and
warehousing business known as di dian was also very prosperous.
Wine shops, teahouses and funeral shops were all found outside the market
areas. The influx of business out of the markets into the residential area became more
obvious from the Middle Tang period on. This is particularly true of the victualling
trade. The common occurrence of night business activities in and around the
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residential wards indicates both an increase in prosperity and a decline in market
regulations.
The businessman in the marketplace was sometimes exposed to harassments
of various types. He had to witness the fearful sight of execution of sometimes
innocent persons in a most savage manner. Moreover, since the Zhenyuan period
(785-805) the market areas were often plagued by exorbitant but usually short-lived
tax impositions and the eunuchs who ripped off the business community under the
pretence of "palace purchase", -- a malpractice that survived well into the ninth
century.
Businessmen of Chang'an. In spite of their official classification as the
bottom class citizens, the business community generally thrived in the environment of
Chang'an. Some, like Zou Fengchi, accumulated fabulous wealth, others, made it
even in officialdom. One finds the epitome of Chang'an's business spirit in Dou Yi,
who struck it rich through industry and business acumen. His success was
inseparable with the enormous consumer and labour market of Chang'an and a by
and large favourable atmosphere.
The governmental and imperial position to the businessman was normally
encouraging with light commercial taxation. The Middle Tang deviation from this
policy resulted from the financial desperation in which the court found itself,
complicated by the abnormal growth of the eunuch establishment. But most of the
measures adopted at the expense of the business community were expedient and
short-lived.
In their attempt to achieve a general symmetry in Chang'an s layout, the
planners o f the city placed the two markets in localities fa r away from any major
river, whereas both Han Chang'an and Luoyang of the Northern Wei had market
areas directely served by a natural waterway.201 However, the inconvenience caused
by the location of the markets in Sui-Tang Chang'an was mitigated by the improved
conditions of business. Ever since the Former Han dynasty, businessmen had been
classified as the lowest category o f free persons. In Northern Wei Luoyang, they
were arbitrarily restricted to certain living quarters and were on occasion forced to
perform semi-slavish service to the state .202 In Sui-Tang Chang'an, although
businessmen were still held in low esteem by some stand-offish scholars, the
government rarely interfered with their activities (Dezong's reign was an exception).
Gradually, the market regulations were relaxed, night fairs occurred and business
In Han Chang'an the market areas were concentrated in the northwestern comer o f the city and were
bounded on the north and w est by the river. (See, Wang Zhongshu Han Civ /fig.2.) The Four Direction
Market o f Northern Wai Luoyang was situated on the Luo River in the greater city. (See, Jenner/220.)
Jenner/116.
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spread to the main streets and residential wards. This trend continued in the Northern
Song capital of Bian, and Southern Song capital o f Hangzhou, where business
penetrated every corner of the urban area .203

Northern Song Bian was booming with business at night. For example, countless taverns provided
services around the clock. (See, Dong jing 2/71-2. For other activities, see, ~ /passim.) In Southern
Song Hangzhou, there were a proliferation of shops and an overdevelopment of commercialism. (See
Gemet Daily/85-6.)
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Chapter 6. Residential Zones
The so-called residential zones took up the greater part of the city. In
spite o f initial attempts to enforce curfew rules to restrict the
movement of residents at night, the ward system finally broke down
in the latter part of the Tang dynasty.
At its peak, Chang'a n s urban area boasted a million residents,
including nobles, businessmen, monks, scholars, soldiers, beggars,
vagrants, prostitutes and foreigners of various descriptions.
The most convenient means of transportation was the horse, which
was a status symbol for the royal and noble thus was generally banned
amongst commonners. Houses were avaible in a great range of prices
and qualities.
Sometimes crime ran amuck, and once in a while the city was
terrorized by political assassinations.

Sources
W ard System. Satö Taketoshi1 gives a general account of the ward system. On the
number o f wards, the most reliable critical study is done by the Song scholar Lü Dafang in the
Chang'an tu ti j i .2 For archaeological finds concerning ward sizes, the "Tang dai Chang'an cheng kao
gu ji lue" provides concise but useful data.3

Satö Taketoshi Chöan /211-13.
See HixaokaTakeo "Map Volume"/52.
See "Ji lue" Kao gu 63:11.
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The Policing of the W ard. Both the Xin Tang shu 49a and Tang Hi shu yi 26 give a
detailed account of the gate and street drums. On the police system in the residential wards, Muronaga
Yoshizö offers a most comprehensive modem analysis.4
O rdinary Residents. On Tang Chang'an's population, both Hiraoka Takeo and Wu
Bolun provide an authoritative estimation.*23 The distribution of various sectors of the Chang'an
populace has been poorly studied before. I classify it into six classes which I compile into a table
(Appendix 1), basing on the Tang liang jing cheng fang kao by Xu Song, the Shaanxi jin shi zhi
and recent archaeological reports notably the X i’an jiao qu Sui-Tang mu by Lu Zhaoyin and the
Tang Chang'an cheng jiao Sui-Tang mu by Ma Dezhi. The empty area is worked out with the help
of the Chang'an zhi 7. The best information on the palace guards can be found in the bing zhi
(Treatise on the Army)6 in Xin Tang shu 50. Well-known scholars like Chen Yinke and Cen
Zhongmian have all taken an active interest in the army system. The most detailed secondary study
of the subject is provided by Gu Jiguang's Fu bing zhi du kao shi ?
Foreigners. Evidence of Turkish influence is scattered in the Tang hui yao 73, Zi zhi
tong jian 196 and Jiu Tang shu 76,183. For the Uighurs I am indebted to Shi Wanshou's "TangHuihe guan xi xin lun"8 and Colin Mackerras' Uighur Empire. On Sino-Tibetan relations, Ren
Yucai gives a detailed secondary study.^ The most often quoted passage on the Persians is included in
the Xin Tang shu 221b. The Persian artistic influence is assessed by Bo Gyllenswärd in the Chinese
Gold and Silver and "Tang Gold and Silver".10 A similar survey based on archaeological finds is
included in the Xin Zhongguo kao gufa xian he yan jiu.11 Xiang Da12 publishes a rather exhaustive
study of the Sogdian genealogies as relevant to Chang'an. On the Koreans, I mainly rely on the
secondary study by Yan Gengwang.13 Three works form the basis for my account of the Japanese in
Chang'an: the Nik-Ka bunka koryo sfu) 4 by Kimiya Yasuhiko, Kentoshi by Mori Katsumi and the
Zhong-Ri guan xi shi liao hui bian by Wang Xiangrong.
Streets. On Zhuquemen Street, I gather my information from the Bo yi z h i}5 Taiping
guang ji 156, Zhong chao gu shi and Chang'an zhi 7. For the right of way, I draw on the Taiping
guang ji 49,417, 484 and 496, Xin Tang shu 76, 23 a and b, Tang lii shu yi 7.
Means of City Transportation. The basic source for the study of the canal system of
the city is Xu Song's Tang liang jing cheng fang kao 4 which is based on the Liang jing xin ji,
Chang'an zhi and Yong lu. Supplementary information is found in the Xin Tang shu 145 and Chao
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See Xiang Da /12-33.
See Yan Gengwang "Silla".
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ye qian zai. For a study of horses, donkeys and donkeys I chiefly make reference to the Taiping
guangji.
H ouse. The Feng shi wen jian ji

5 records the architecture in Tang Chang'an. On

extravagant housing projects, the Kaiyuan Tianbao yi shi, Minghuang za lu, Tang yu lin and
Taiping guang ji all provide revealing examples. On house prices, I mainly depend on the standard
histories and Taiping guang ji. For the architectural varieties, Xu Song's (op. cit.) work is most
valuable. Examples of residential mobility can be gleaned from the Bai Juyi nian pu by Zhu
Jincheng. The Tang hui yao 44 preserves precious evidence of wide-spread fire hazards.
Hooliganism and Terrorism. Organized crime is best understood in the light of the
related passages in the Tang hui yao 44, Youyang za zu part 1:8, Sui shu 80, Zi zhi tong jian 224
and 245, Chao ye qian zai 2, Taiping guang ji

26 and 263. The Zi zhi tong jian 239 gives a

detailed account of Late Tang terrorism.

Ward System
The Number o f Residential Wards
Apart from the palace areas and the Imperial City, the rest of Chang'an
consisted of residential wards variably known as fang or li. 16
Concerning their total number, there are three different figures in the
documentary sources. The Sui shu gives 106; the Jiu Tang shu and Chang'an zhi,
108, stating that they were equally divided between the two capital counties, with
each one having 54 wards. In the Tang liu dian the figure is 110.17
The figure 108 for Chang'an's wards stems from the Liang jing xin ji, a very
authoritative work on the city written by one of its inhabitants in Xuanzong's reign.
But this figure was alreayd regarded as wrong in the Song dynasty by Lü Dafang18
who claimed that the Tang liu dian figure of 110 is correct. This can be further
proved by the archaeological map of Chang'an,19 where the same number is
obtained by counting all the wards, including the northeastern Shi liu wang zhai,
while excluding the palace and market areas.20 The number 110 reflects the situation
of Chang'an in 739 when the Tang liu dian was finalized,21 and it remained constant
for the rest of the dynasty. It differed slightly from the figure in the Sui and Early
Tang periods. The Tang Gaozong period saw the addition of two extra wards: Laiting

\
r.

On the nation-wide Tang ward system, see Hino Kaisaburö 'T3dai"/l-23.
See Sui shu 29/809; Jiu Tang shu 38/1393 and Chang'an zhi IIS.

’.

See Ma D ezhi "Chang’an" /641, map 1.
Thus Su Bai is wrong to adopt the Chang'an zhi figure of 108.Su Bai/409.
Tang liu dian summary ("ti y a o " )/I-2.
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and Guangzhai.22 North of the Chunming Gate (the eastern gate at the centre) was
the Longqing fang which was converted to a palace area by Xuanzong. This means
that in calculating the number of wards of the Sui and Early Tang periods one should
count out the two extra wards of Gaozong and include the Xingqing Palace as
Longqing fang. The total number then should be 109, three wards more than the Sui
shu account.23
The Ward Size and Structure.
Among the available archaeological reports, only one is exclusively devoted
to a residential ward of Chang'an.24 The excavation was occasioned by the chance
discovery of the Hejiacun25 hoard which is the largest and best single hoard of
Chinese gold and silver wares in this century. But the archaeological report is more
concerned with the circumstances of the burial of the treasure, and offers little help
except the measurements of the four roads surrounding the outer ring of the ward.
In the preliminary archaeological report on Tang Chang'an by Ma Dezhi,
Section 6 is set aside for the wards. As archaeological investigation started in the
early 1950s, special attention was given to the 24 wards (excluding the Xingqing
Palace and the Shiliuwang zh a i) on either side of the Taiji Palace and the Imperial
City. Apart from Shengye fang north of the Eastern Market and Jude fang northwest
of the Western Market, all other wards are now overlaid with modem structures.26
For ease of description, the wards are indicated by horizontal and vertical
rows. (See Map 9) South of the Imperial City there were 9 rows of wards in 10
vertical rows. The four vertical rows south of the Imperial City (Nos. 1-2 SW and SE
Districts) are comparatively well preserved. They were among the smallest wards
measuring 500-590 m (north-south) by 550-700 m (east-west). Four other small
wards were located east of the Taiji Palace.
The largest wards were on each side of the Imperial City, measuring 660 838 m (north-south) by 1020 - 1125 m (east-west). The six vertical rows southeast
and southwest of the Imperial City contained the the medium-sized or standard
wards, each measuring 500 -590 m (north-south) by 1020 -1125 m (east-west).27
Each one of the large and medium-sized wards was divided into four sections
by the four major streets running from the four cardinal directions and converging on
the central crossing. Each was named after the direction from which it derived. Thus
they were respectively known as North, South, East and West Streets. Collectively

23.
.
*.

*
27.

Tang liang jing 3/50-1.
See Lü Dafang: Chang'an tu ti ji in Hiraoka Takeo "Map Volume'752.
See "Tang Chang'an cheng Xinghua fang yi zhi zuan tan jian bao" Wen wu 72:1.

m
#
"Ji lue" Kao gu 63:11/595.

Based on "Ji lue" Kao gu 63:11/603-5.
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they were referred to as shi zi jie2% or "crossroads". Each of the four sections was
again divided into four subsections. Thus in all, there were sixteen subsections in a
ward. Those subsections situated in the four comers were simply referred to by the
location of the comers: NW, NE, SW and SE. Four ward gates opened onto the four
main streets outside. The gates were used to identify the subsections nearest to them.
Thus, on entering the gate from the south, one was flanked by two subsections:
South Gate East, and South Gate West. It was also true of the other three gates. The
four subsections at the centre were named in reference to the crossroads: Crossroads
NW, NE, SW and SE. (See Inset Map below .)29 Each subsection was serviced by a
network of crisscrossing allies called q u 2G

Inset Map: The Inner Structure of the Ward
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Based on Su Bai /409-10. For a slightly varied interpretation, see Hino Kaisaburfl Teiten v o l.l /26176.
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The Policing of the Ward
DRUM S

Each morning at about 5 AM31 from the Chengtian Gate (Shuntian Gate),
which was the southern main gate of the Palace City, emanated the sound of a drum
beat, which went on for 3000 times and was echoed by the drums on each main
street. It traveled to every comer of the city, signalling the the opening of the city and
ward gates. At dusk, when the day clepsydra had completely run out, the drums
sounded 400 times, and the Chengtian Gate was closed. With another 600 drum
beats, all the city and ward gates were closed. Those who violated the curfew were
punished by 20 strokes of the stick. However, the residents were excused
punishment in the event of an emergency or if they needed to travel on account of
propitious and ominous matters (such as marriage and death) as well as sickness.
W

ard

M

aster

The chief administrator of a ward was the fang zheng, or ward master. As the
urban counterpart of the li zheng, he was responsible for household registry and tax
collection. In addition he was charged with the police duty of supervising the opening
hours of the ward gates and monitoring illegal activities. He was also empowered to
make arrests. At the lowest level, there were fang zu or ward guards, whose job
was involved with gate-keeping and other routine police duties. There were also
fang xun or patrol police, who usually walked around in the ward to enforce law and
order. The police coordinator at the county level, was xian wei or county defender,
who acted as a grassroots local police chief and took charge of the criminal cases in
the county.32
The main peace-keeping force in the palace and residential areas was the Left
and Right Jinwu Guards led by the grand generals of Jinwu.33 Starting with the
Kaiyuan period, a special police force evolved under the Jinwu Guards. This was
exclusively concerned with the security of the main streets, residential wards and

The following account is based on the Tang lii shu yi and Tang liu dian. The actual opening time
was either 4:48 or 5:12. The opening time in the Tang lii shu yi was wu geng san chou (Five geng
and three chou). Five geng is equal to 4 AM while three chou is 72 minutes. In the Xin Tang shu the
time was wu geng er dian (five geng and two dian ) which is equal to 4:48 AM. See Tang lii shu yi
26/489-90; Xin Tang shu 49a/1286.
The dramatic atmosphere o f the drumming is depicted by Li He in his poem titled guan jie gu (Official
street drums):
Early drumming wakes up the sun in the morning.
Late drumming brings out the moon at dusk.
See Quan Tang shi 393/4435.
See Muronaga Yoshizö a/2-11.
See Tangliudian 25/9-10. £ £ £ § flft
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markets. It consisted of two detachments, each one headed by a left or right street
commissioner.34 Each main city gate was guarded by 100 police troops, while a gate
of a lesser size was kept by a force of 20. There were police patrol stations called wu
hou pu 35 at each gate, also on the main streets and in the comers of each ward. Each
patrol station was staffed by 30 or 5 men, depending on its importance.36
It is not easy to estimate the police force in Sui-Tang Chang’an at a given
time. Let us assume that the left and right street commissioners were charged with the
safe-keeping of all 13 city gates plus 7 Imperial City gates. Of these, 5 were main
gates. This would mean 800 men for these gates alone.37 Each of the 20 gates
should be assigned one patrol station. There should be at least 5 major stations, each
with a police force of 30. Thus the total number of the gate patrolmen in the stations
would amount to 225.38
There were 110 wards during the greater part of the Tang dynasty plus two
markets. Of these I have reason to believe at least one third (around 40) should be
considered major wards. In other words, there were 40 major patrol stations (30 men
each) and 72 minor patrol stations (5 men each) in the residential and market areas. Its
subtotal should be 1560.39
At the Jinwu police headquarters, there was a total of 122 officers.40 In all the
police force in operation is estimated at 2707 41 This only counts the regular police
force, excluding auxiliary or supervisory troops. Nor does it include the garrison
forces stationed in and around the palace and the city.
Meanwhile left and right patrol commissioners42 were named by the
Censorate (yu shi tai) to monitor police activities 43
Towards the end of the Tang dynasty, the Shence Army, the most powerful
eunuch-controlled palace guard army, assumed an increasingly important role in
peace-keeping. This was in part due to the expansion of the eunuch establishment, in
part due to the impotence of the conventional police force in dealing with the rising
crime.
During the latter half of the Tang dynasty, the police system started to
deteriorate. The rate of unregistered to registered population was increasing
dramatically. The wards and markets were teaming with beggars, vagrants,
hooligans, coolies and roadside artists. They worked as porters, carriage-drivers and
34.
3S‘
36
37
38
39
40
4 l‘
42*
43.

Muronaga Yoshizo b/9-13.
(5*100M15*20>=800.
(5*30)(major stations)+{15*5)(minor stations) = 225.
(40*30) + (72*5)=1560.
Tang liu dian 15/1-2.
800+225+1560+122=2707.
Muronaga Yoshizö b/3-9.
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butchers .44 Their overwhelming presence made it too hard to observe the old
regulations. The curfew hours were often ignored. Some people even breached the
ward wall to link their house gate with the main street.4^

Muronaga Yoshizö b/1-3.
See Tang hui yao 186/1576 for a memorial filed by the left and right patrol commissioners in 831 to
check these practices. Note how it reemphasizes similar attempts that were made in the Zhide (756-)
and Changqing (821-) periods. At the time its writing, things seem to have been out of hand.
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Ordinary Residents
Population

One of the most fascinating aspects of urban history is city population. SuiTang Chang'an's population has attracted much attention. As early as 1947, Toyama
Gunji46 estimated the city population of Chang'an at one million at its height47 basing
his argument on literary evidence. In 1956, Hiraoka Takeo48 and in 1959 Wu Bolun,
working on different approaches arrived at the same figure. Hiraoka starts with a
memorial by Han Yu in 803 in which Han quotes the population of Chang'an as
below the one million mark. Han Yu's calculation was based on the assumption that,
on average, ten heads were included in one registered household.49 The armed
forces50 stationed in the city were estimated at 100,000. The religious people were in
excess of 50,000. There were a significant number of vagrants and runaway families
who normally escaped the census. Instances can also be found where one million was
used in poetry to indicate the multitude of Chang'an people.
Wu Bolun concentrates on the official figure for 742. The metropolitan area of
Chang'an which embraced two city counties and 18 rural counties, had a total of
362,921 registered households and a population of 1,960,188. By allowing 10,000
households with the average size of five people for each rural county, this will leave
1,060,188, as the population of the two city counties: Wanning and Chang'an.
Taking into consideration of the unregistered sectors of the population: royalty,
soldiers, monks and runaways, the total population of Chang'an is reasonably
estimated to be well over one million.5l
According to the above-mentioned two scholars, the population of Chang'an
was one million in 742 and 803 respectively. These probably represented two peaks
of Chang'an's population. During the Sui period, the registered households in the
metropolitan area were 308,499,52 and Sui figures are in general closer to the reality.
This figure was more than 50,000 less than the 742 figure of 362,921. It is
reasonable to believe, Sui and Early Tang Chang'an had a lower population level than
the High Tang period that followed.

See Toyama Gunji.
Hiraoka Takeo "Map Volume"/37-9.
See Quan Tang wen (Beijing) 549/5559a, (Taipei) 549/2.
See the section on the army forces below.
Wu Bolun et al./87-8. Apart from the above-cited works, also see: Hino KaisaburB "TÖdai"; Satö
Taketoshi C/)ödn/163-66.
Suishu 29/808.
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The beginning of the Middle Tang period, that is, during the years
immediately after the An Lushan rebellion, serious depopulation occurred in
Chang'an. In 769, an imperial edict was issued to reduce the oversized bureaucracy
of the two city counties, because the population had decreased by more than 50%.53
The occupation by the rebel general Zhu Ci in 783-4 must also have dealt a
heavy blow to Chang'an's population.54 But the city somehow survived the
rebellion, about 20 years later (in 803), the population peaked again at one million. It
is very likely, that this population level was maintained until the Huang Chao
occupation of Chang'an in 881-3, which did irreparable harm to the city and its
people.55 Since then Chang'an has permanently lost its status as the most populous
city of China.
Zoning
To work out the distribution of different sectors of Chang'an's population,
one can only rely on what has survived in history. The most detailed such source is
found in the Tang liang jing cheng fang kao by the Qing scholar Xu Song. Although
it is essentially a collection of the relevant passages from different sources, which I
believe are all extant, and the work is far from flawless, it is still the best work to start
with. Based on this work and referring to 20 or so other sources, I have compiled a
table (Appendix 1) of all the residents of Sui-Tang Chang'an as documented in the
extant sources. In principle, Xu Song does not include religious figures. I basically
adhere to this practice. Exceptions are made for those whose residence is found
outside a religious institution. Limited by the available information provided by the
primary sources, the table can still be used with other evidence to work out a rough
distribution of certain sectors of the population. Since the primary sources always
ignore the existence of the common people, it would be hard to produce any statistics
on them, based on the scanty information available. On the other hand, the
overwhelming majority of the people documented belonged to classes one and two of
my rating, that is, high-ranking officers above (including) the rank of 5b- and close
royal relatives. On Map 10 I attempt to work out the distribution of the Chang'an
residents of classes one and two. Since the residential wards were of basically three
sizes, adjustments have been made in calculating the density of the part of population
in question.
The medium-sized wards are those in the six vertical rows southeast and
southwest of the Imperial City. The other wards that have been included in the same
category are: the four wards in the southeast comer, Yongjia fang north of the
Jiu Tang shu 121/292.
CHC vol.3/583-4.
CHC vol.3/745-7, 756-60.
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Xingqing Palace and the northernmost two rows in the Northwest District. These are
regarded as the standard wards. Thus the number of residents therein needs no
adjustment in calculation of population density.
The six wards west and the four wards east of the Imperial City are the large
wards. Each is usually twice the size of the standard ward. The resident number is
thus decreased by half when calculating the population distribution.
The four vertical rows of wards south of the Imperial Palace and the four
wards east of the Eastern Palace are the small ones, usually half the size of a standard
ward. Their resident number is thus doubled before calculation.
The Inner Southeast District was the most sought-after area for the powerful.
This was especially true of the region between the Zhuquemen Street and the Eastern
Market. The population of the rich thinned out markedly as one moved west and
south. The wards surrounding the Imperial and Palace Cities were generally not
densely populated with the rich residents except for Taiping and Wuben fang
immediately south of the Imperial City. The lack of population record for the three
wards south of the Imperial City and west of Zhuquemen Street is quite unusual.
Among them Guanglu and Zhiyzfang are not recorded in the Chang'an zhi at all.
Empty Area
The southern part of the city (SE and SW Districts) were little inhabited by the
rich apart from the northeastern part of the Southeast District where the rich
population spilled over from the densely populated area in the north into Zhaoguo,
Xiuxing and Dunhua. fang.
Lack of record for the rich sectors of the population does not necessarily lead
us to believe in a population sparsity in general. However, total absence of record for
any sectors of the population as is indicated by blanks on Map 10, may suggest
desertion of the areas in question. Such situation is found persistent in a number of
fang in the SW and SE Districts.
It is no coincidence that the other wards in these parts were usually rarely
settled by the ranking officials. Nor is there any evidence of extensive settlement of
the common people.
According to the Chang'an zhi, the southernmost four rows of wards, which
consist of the SE and SW Districts on Map 9, were basically uninhabited.
Occasionally one came across a resident or two, but their abodes were few and far in
between. The area was mostly under cultivation with crisscrossing footpaths.56 The
southernmost deserted area was then termed wei wa/,57 meaning "peripheral" or

56
57'

Chang’an zhi 7/ 11.
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"outside area". But the term specifically refers to the three southernmost rows,
instead of the four mentioned above. When emperor Wuzong took measures to ban
the construction of private temples in the city area, his prohibition applied only to the
first six horizontal rows of wards south of the Imperial City, which might imply that
the southernmost rows of wards were in fact not quite part of the built-up area.58
The above-cited evidence is further borne out by my research, although I
have to work out a compromise between three and four rows of wards as the empty
area. The result is the demarcation line (Map 10), south of which was the empty area.
In the east Dunhua and Xiuzheng are included in the urban area simply because of
their relative high distribution of luminaries. So is Daode fang at the centre. Jinchang
fang is counted as part of the urban area thanks to the location there of the largest
theatres in the city.
On Map 101 attempt to map out the distribution of classes one and two of the
Chang'an residents, which could by no means suggest a general pattem of settlement.
Although the VIPs in the eastern part far outnumbered those in the west in absolute
and per capita terms, the west was densely populated with ordinary people including
petty officials, businessmen and vagrants. As a result the total population of the
western part was bigger than the east.59
In the southwestern part, Yonghe, Yongping and Yong’an fang, though in the
fourth horizontal row from the south, were sparsely populated by nobles and
commoners alike. Nor did they show any signs of business or recreational activities.
In view of this I include them in the deserted area.
In all, the "empty area" occupied thirty wards (including Qujiang Park in the
southeast comer) amounting to one quarter of the walled area, or slightly less than
one third of the residential area. It seems obvious that the planners of DaxingchengChang'an, to all intents and purposes, laid out the southernmost wards to be
inhabited. But they were never filled up and remained abandoned and rural
throughout the life time of the city.60
Eunuchs and Businessmen
The eunuchs and the businessmen were drastically different from each other,
but both tended to cluster around their places of employment.

Chang'an zhi 7/13; also see Xin Tang shu 200c/5709 for a slightly varied account o f the event.
Chang an zhi 10/9.
There were four northwestern wards: Xiuzhen, Puning, Xiuxiang and Jincheng which were extensively
occupied by Han structures, including parks and temple complexes. They are regarded by Cao Erqin as
an uninhabited area. But my research (see Map 10) shows that the area was settled by some o f the most
powerful figures o f the Tang dynasty: Li Baoyu in Xiud efang, Wu Sansi and Wu Chongxun in
Xiuxiang fang and Princess Anle in Jincheng fang. The population density o f classes one and two are
in the range of 1-5 and 6-10 per ward. For the above reason, I tend not to exclude them from the urban
area. Cf.Cao Erqin/85.
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The eunuchs mainly inhabited the SE District, especially Yishan and Laiting
fang. They were also found in such southeastern wards as Yongchang, Daning and
Anxing. It happened that the SE District was surrounded by the three palace areas and
the 16 princes' residences. There was one eunuch found in the northwestern ward of
Anding, which was not far from the Yeting Palace.
In the southernmost part of the city, eunuch general Yu Chao'en61 had his
mansion. Yu, at the height of his power, was one of the most important officers at
court. It is possible that his southern mansion was a suburban villa, not a regular
abode.
For the business tycoons of Chang'an, historical sources provide little
information on the whereabouts of their residences. Apart from Zou Fenchi, whose
mansion was located in the Huaidzfang, we can hardly identify the residential area of
any other important businessmen. The versatile Dou Yi owned a hotel in the Western
Market, purchased a house in Chongxian/<zng for his friend Mi Liang and gave away
another house to the all-powerful general Li Cheng, whose only recorded dwelling
place is in the Yongchong/a/zg.62 But we are still unclear about Dou Yi's own
regular home.
Pei Mingli, who made a fortune out of collecting and selling throwaway
objects, reclaimed a piece of waste land outside the Jinguang Gate, which was the
nearest city gate to the Western Market. This could only vaguely suggest that Pei's
dwelling place was not too far away from the Jinguang Gate-Western Market area.62
However, there are some sporadic records of minor businessmen. They were
located in the two markets and their surrounding wards: Huaide, Buzheng, Yanshou,
Guangde fang in the west, and Chongren, Shengye fang in the east.
Armed forces
The question of the military establishment in Chang'an is very complicated
and would have required several book-length studies. It is thus beyond the scope of
the present thesis to give it any substantial treatment. However, the relationship
between the troops and the city will be briefly focused on.

61
62
63'

Taiping guangji 243/ 1875- 8,
Taiping guang j i 243/ 1874.
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Mainly for the purpose of safeguarding the city, the Sui court introduced the
12 bodies of Guards (w ei)ß4 First known as the 12 Regiments (fu), they were
renamed in 607.65 They were at the core of the militia system known as fu bing. The
12 Guards units consisted of
Left and Right Guards zuo you wei
Left and Right Marshal Guards zuo you wu wei
Left and Right Reconnaisance Guards zuo you hou wei
Left and Right Garrison Guards zuo you tun wei
Left and Right Imperial Guards zuo you yu wei
Left and Right Mounted Guards zuo you xiao weiß&
Each of them was in charge of several militia regiments (fu). Four more guards were
added:
Left and Right Personal Guards zuo you bei shen wei
Left and Right Gate Guards zuo you jian men weiß7
But the last four guards were not related to the militia system. They were lumped
together with the 12 Guards units as the 16 Guards.68
In addition, there were the Six Crown Prince Guards units known as shuai
fu ß 9 which also commanded a number of militia regiments. The total number of the
16 Guards and Six Crown Prince Guards with their militia regiments is estimated at
600-7000 thousands. But only a small proportion of the militia regiments, which
constituted the bulk of the capital garrison forces, were actually stationed in the
city.70
In Tang Chang'an, there evolved two major guard systems known as the
Southern Command (nan ya) and Northern Command (bei ya).71 The Northern
Command troops were mainly stationed in the Forbidden Park. Directly under the
control of palace eunuch officers, they were the praetorian guards of the emperor.
Being closer to the throne, the Northern Command was much more important than its
southern counterpart72
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See Gu Jiguang/108.
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In the urban area of Chang'an, the rank and file as well as the officers of the
militia stayed with their regiments in residential wards, mixing with the rest of the
population. For example, Yanfu fang housed the Zhenhua, Xuanping regiments,
while Xuanping fang housed the Yiyang regiment.73 Barracks also existed for the
purpose of accommodating rotational troops on temporary duty at the capital.74 After
Wu Zetian's reign, the militia system gradually broke down, and the Northern
Command became increasingy important. At first it consisted of only six armies:
Left and Right Armies of the Plumed Forest zuo you yu lin jun
Left and Right Armies of Dragon's Power zuo you long wu jun
Left and Right Armies of Divine Power zuo you shen wu jun
After Xuanzong's reign, four more armies were added:
Left and Right Armies of Divine Strategy zuo you shen ce jun
Left and Right Armies of Divine Majesty zuo you shen wei junJ$
Of these, the Shence Army (Armies of Divine Strategy, or Left and Right
Shence Armies) was by far the most powerful. Originally it was an ordinary local
army. In 763, with Tibetan attacks imminent, emperor Daizong was forced to
evacuate the capital. It was the Shence Army that greeted and protected the emperor at
Shanzhou.76 After the emperor's return to the capital, the army was soon elevated to
the status of a praetorian guard.77 Not only did it command the best guard troops in
the city, it also had at its disposal a large number of border troops. At its height
during the Middle Tang period, it possessed a total of 150 thousand troops.78
The question that interests us most is: What was the size of the standing army
in Chang'an at a given time? Since Sui-Tang sources, in dealing with the metropolitan
troops, almost always mix the urban, suburban and other related areas together, it
seems that there is no way of knowing the precise number of the "urban" troops of
Sui-Tang Chang'an. In view of the available information, it is probably wise not to
"guestimate" the number of troops in the city.
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Gu Jiguang/140.
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Foreigners and Alien Influences
Sui-Tang Chang'an was a city of cosmopolitanism. Traders, monks,
students, nobles, artists, craftsmen, hostages and slaves came from India, Sogdiana,
Serindia, Iran, Korea and Japan.79 However, it was the three powerful close
neighbours: the Tibetan, Uighur and Turkish empires, that had made their presence
felt most strongly in Chang'an in terms of politics, diplomacy and economy.
Turks
At the beginning of the Tang dynasty, following the defeat of the Turks, Tang
Taizong was confronted with the problem of their resettlement. In 631, with
Taizong's approval, nearly 10,000 households of Turks were moved into the city of
Chang'an.80
Estimated at one million at its height, the Chang'an population must have been
much smaller during the initial founding period. Viewed against this context, the
Turkish portion of the Chang'an population was astonishingly great. Small wonder
that the Turkish cultural presence was also very strong. Li Chengqian,81 the crown
prince of Taizong, caused hundreds of his slaves to imitate the hu foreigners, fixing
their top buns with hairpins, and cutting cloth into dancing dresses. Swords in hand,
they danced around till dawn to the beat of drums. Li Chengqian himself was fond of
speaking and dressing in a Turkish fashion. Once he played the role of a Turkish
qaghan who had dropped dead. His followers would start crying, cutting their faces
and circling around his body on horseback, as Turkish customs required.82 Suddenly
the crown prince came to life with an oath to "serve under Simo as a she82 leader,
once I come to power." Simo was the Turkish leader Ashna Simo (later, Li Simo),84
she was a Turkish tribal organization.85
During Wu Zetian's reign, Wu's grand-nephew Wu Yanxiu86 was sent to the
Turkish court to marry qaghan Mochuo's87 daughter. For some reason the Turks
79
80
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For a general description o f foriegn influence in Tang China, see Edward Schafer: "Foreign Influence in
T'ang China" in CHC vol.4. (unpublishied)
Tan^hui yao 73/1314; Tang yu I'm 3/265:395.
Face-cutting or li mian
j§J and riding around the dead were two typically Turkish mourning
ceremonies. See Lin Gan/44.

&
See Tong jian 196/6189-90; Jiu Tang shu 76/2648-9; Xiang Da/43; CHC vol.3/236-7. For Simo’s
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held him and the Tang official accompanying him, Yan Zhiwei,88 hostages until 7056. Due to his long exposure to the Turkish culture, Wu Yanxiu was able to speak,
dance and sing in an authentic Turkish manner. Princess Anle was greatly entertained
by his exotic accomplishments and ended up marrying him after her former
husband's death.89
However, with the demise of the Eastern Turkish Empire early in the eighth
century, the Turkish influence at the capital gradually faded.90 The Uighurs seized the
chance to shake off their vassal status to the Turks, and become powerful in their
own right.
Uighurs

As the major horse supplier of Chang'an since the mid-700s, the Uighurs
were able to exploit the weakness of the Tang court and forced it to accept unfair trade
terms.91 But what affected the Chang'an residents more directly was the presence of
the Uighurs in the city: envoys, merchants, soldiers and later Manichaean priests.
Sino-Uighur relations came to the fore during the An Lushan Rebellion. In the
first year of the rebellion, An Lushan had sacked Chang'an, forcing Xuanzong to flee
to Sichuan in abdication. The Uighur leader came to the newly enthroned emperor
Suzong, asking for the hand of a Tang princess while offering help against the
rebels.92 However, the Uighurs, though excellent warriors on horseback, made a
habit of looting and pillaging the cities they conquered or helped to liberate. To secure
their whole-hearted support, Suzong even promised:"On the day of the reconquest of
the capital, the Tang court will take the land, and the noble and common residents, the
Uighurs will be given gold, silver and the women." The general looting of Chang'an
was prevented only after Li Chu,93 the eldest son of the emperor appealed humbly
but insistently to the Uighur commander on the grounds that the looting of Chang'an
would cause the residents of Luoyang to switch their allegiance from the Tang to the
enemy.94
On the day of Luoyang’s recovery from the rebels, it was subject to three
days' merciless plunder by the Uighurs. Civilian residents were murdered by the
thousand.95
With the end of the An Lushan Rebellion, the Uighurs were in a position to
impose their presence forcibly in the city of Chang'an. As early as 763, 15 Uighur
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soldiers stormed the Hanguang Gate, which was the southern gate of the Imperial
City on the west, to attack the hong lu si (Court of Foreign Affairs).96 Between 7715, Uighur envoys and the inhabitants of Chang'an were involved in a series of
atrocious incidents in which they attacked government institutions, pillaged the
market and residential areas, killed Chang'an residents and burnt down their houses.
But the offenders went largely unpunished. The weakness of the Tang Empire and
the pacifist attitude of the emperor towards the Uighur were in large part responsible
for this Uighur violence.97 At the time there were about one thousand Uighurs
inhabiting Chang'an. Twice as many Sogdians lived among them. They received state
provisions, engaged in usury, built mansions, opened stores, making all the profit
there was. As they became increasingly greedy and lawless, the government under
Daizong was not able to keep them in check.
Upon ascending the throne in 779, one of the first measures Dezong took was
to prohibit the Uighurs and Sogdians from wearing Chinese dress.98 Just as Tang
China toughened its stand against the Uighurs, Dun mohe, " chief minister of the
Uighur Empire came to power as qaghan, after killing the aggressive Mouyu100
qaghan. Dun mohe was more willing to come to terms with the Chinese.101 The
Uighur violence, so menacing to the Chang'an residents before, died down
henceforth.102 Yet the Tibetan presence to the west of the capital continued to
overshadow the city.
Tibetans
Judging from Tibetan tribute and gifts to the Tang court as are documented in
primary sources, Tibetan goldsmithing seems to have been greatly valued by
Chang'an.103 But so far no archaeological evidence has been found to prove the
existence of such Tibetan objects or artistic style in Chang’an. However, the Tibetans
did exert a great influence on Chang'an in economic and military terms, an influence
which was on the whole less direct than that of the Turks or the Uighurs but was
more lasting. In 670, the Tibetans were already engaged in the fighting with the Tang
to take possession of the Western Regions. Although the Tang army was successful
in seizing back some territory lost during previous reigns, following the An Lushan
Rebellion, the Tibetans were able to occupy the vast tract of land west of Fengxiang,
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cutting off Tang court's trade route to Central Asia.104 In the tenth month of 763, no
sooner had the Tang court reestablished itself at Chang'an than the Tibetans swept
down from the west to retake the capital with 200 thousand assorted troops, including
the Tuyuhun, Tangut, Di and Qiang tribes. The frightened emperor ran to Shaanzhou
for his life. With the help of Gao Hui105 an erstwhile Tang minister, the Tibetans set
up a puppet emperor. Meanwhile, they looted the state warehouses, markets and
residential wards, burning down houses as they went past. Numerous inhabitants ran
into the mountains while the city became miserably deserted. However, the Tibetans
had no long-term strategy to rule the capital. They planned to decamp with abundant
human resources: literati, women and craftsmen. At this moment, the Tang
Commander-in-chief Guo Ziyi and his subordinates waged a psychological war to
demoralize the Tibetans. City youngsters were organized by the thousand to beat
drums and scream in Zhuquemen Street. The Tibetans were scared, and left the city
in a hurry.106
The Tibetans were never again to present such a close threat to the Chang'an
residents. But their control of the Silk Route had a great impact on trade at the capital.
It was not until 851 that part of the lost territory in the west was regained by the Tang
court with the help of Zhang Yichao, who took advantage of the internal strife
between Tibetan local leaders in Gansu area.107
No matter how overwhelming the miliatry presence of these three powerful
neigbhours: Turkish, Uighur and Tibetan, the influence of their semi-nomadic culture
on Chang'an was ephemeral when compared with that of Persia or India.
Persians

Of all the foreign communities in Chang'an, the Persian one boasted some of
the most colourful figures. In 638, emperor Taizong was contacted by the last ruler of
Sassanian Persia, Yazdegard HI, who sought his help against the advancing Arabs.
Taizong did not respond to the request, and Yazdegird II soon perished at Merv
around 650 or 651 while his country was overrun by the armies of Islam. In 654,
Firuz, the son of the late king, again asked for help. Gaozong's attempt to reinstate
Flfüz as King of Persia failed and the latter was forced to spend the rest of his life in
Chang'an in exile. His son Narser also lived in Chang'an and died there in 708. With
the Arab conquest of Persia, a large number of Persian Emigres came to settle
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permanently in Chang'an.108 In the early 60s, a Late Tang tomb with an epitaph in
Pahlavi and Chinese was excavated in Chang'an. The deceased sumamed Ma was
married to one Su Liang109 whose ancestor was among the retinue of the Persian
royal family.110 Among the Persian settlers were also craftsmen who left an indelible
imprint on Chang'an’s history.
The Persian contribution to the minor arts, notably, the silver- and
goldsmithing in Chang'an was very impressive. In Tang times, typical Persian
techniques were firmly established in China: raising, chasing, ringmatting and
repousse work. New shapes of Persian provenance were introduced: oval and
hexagonal bowls, circular plates on short legs, round or octagonal cups with ring
handles etc.111 Moreover, Persian decorative patterns, including vine scrolls, floral
scrolls, palmettes, acanthus leaves etc, were seen extensively on gold and silver
vessels. The hunting scenes reminiscent of Sassanids of Persian royalty often
appeared in combination with a Chinese landscape background.112
Interestingly, the stylistic evolution of shapes and patterns of gold and silver
roughly coincided with the major events in Sino-Iranian relationship. In the early part
of the Tang dynasty, Sassanian patterns, shapes and motifs were most striking. After
the An Lushan Rebellion, Persian artistic influence was all but invisible. Palmette
motifs became very rare, while floral patterns tended to be symmetrical and
stylized.113
Gao Xianzhi’s defeat by the Arabs in 751 at the Talas river was harbinger for
the Chinese withdrawal from Central Asia. The An Lushan rebellion dealt a
devastating blow to the Tang court's capacity to organize any counterattack against
the Arabs, and the Tibetan occupation of northwestern China that followed further
hindered major influxes of Persian and Central Asian migrants into Chang'an. The art
forms they had brought with them were cut off from their origin and became
gradually sinicized.
Sogdians
In Chinese literature, people of Central Asian and Western Asian origin were
lumped together as hu. It does not matter whether one came from Transoxiana in
Samarkand or Hormuz in Persia, so long as he hailed from west of the Cong ling
(Onion Mountains, i.e. the Pamir Plateau), he would be called hu. The most
prominent group of Central Asians who settled in Chang'an were from Sogdiana in
H»
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Transoxiana. Known in Chinese as Zhaowu jiu .ring114 or the Nine Clans of
Zhaowu, they are identified as the Indo-European-speaking Sogdians in W estern
literature. Right at the centre of the meeting place of all the major civilizations of
Eurasia: Iranian, Indian, Greek and Chinese, the Sogdians played no small role in
transmitting them one way or another. Their original contribution to Chinese gold and
silver art was presumably great.115 But it is not easy to differentiate it from Persian
elements, and it is certainly beyond the scope of this essay to do so.
The one characteristic that distinguished the Sogdians from other foreigners in
Chang'an was their skill in trading. Before Sogdiana fell to the steady advance of the
Arabs in the mid-8th century, the Sogdians found themselves at times working for the
T urks, U ighurs and T u rg esh .116 In C hang'an there was a sizeable Sogdian
population; during Dezong's reign, at least 2000 of them were making a regular living
in the capital.117 Taking advantage of the powerful presence o f the Uighurs, the
Sogdians often masqueraded as the Uighurs when they practiced usury and other
unpopular activities.118
A significant num ber o f Central Asians, notably the Sogdians, came to
Chang'an on official missions. After the An Lushan Rebellion, the hostile Tibetans
took over the Silk Route, on which they had come. Thereafter they stayed on in
Chang'an as potitical refugees, while still enjoying provisions and subsidies as
befitting their original status from the hong lu. si (Court of Foreign Affairs). When
Dezong ascended the throne, some of them had already been in Chang'an for as long
as 40 years. They married Chinese girls, purchased real and landed properties, and
practiced money-lending, leading a comfortable life. W hen Chief M inister Li M i119
threatened to cut off state supply o f food and subsidies, the Sogdians complained
bitterly about it. Li gave them two alternatives:
1. To go back to their countries of origin via the Uighur area in the north or by
sea;
2. To stay on as Chinese officials or citizens.
None o f them chose to return. Li Mi enroUed them in the powerful Shence
Army. Princes and the ex-envoys were appointed san bing ma shi 120 (honorific
commander) or ya y a .121 Their subordinates became Shence Army warriors. In all
they numbered about 4000.122
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The distribution of the foreigners in Tang Chang'an is shown on Map 11.
Although for lack of record, the map can hardly be given any statistic significance, at
least it shows the Sogdians were the most widespread group of the Chang'an
foreigners. Taking into account of other documentary evidence, this is likely to be
true. The Sogdian inhabitation of the four wards west of the Western Market: Yining,
Jude, Qunxian and Chonghua, was probably not by accident. These parts were in the
immediate vicinity of the Western Market where concentrated most of the foreign
business activities.
Koreans
At the time of Sui and Early Tang, the Korean peninsula was divided among
Silla, Paekche and Koguryö. The latter, occupying the northern part of contemporary
Korea and southern Manchuria, was able to successfully resist the imperialism of
Wendi and Yangdi of the Sui, and Taizong of the Tang. It was not until 668 when the
Chinese were able to conquer the Kingdom of Koguryö with the help from Silla
(which soon overran the greater part of the Korean peninsula.)123
The Silla Koreans were mostly on friendly terms with Tang China, and were
eager to adopt Chinese institutions. In contrast to the nomadic people of the north and
west, the Tang people regarded them as a gentlemanly people who, knowing the
Confucian classics, resembled the Chinese themselves.124 It was only natural that the
Korean students in Chang'an outnumbered those of any other foreign country. They
commonly studied in China for about ten years. The Silla government provided them
with the money for books while the Chinese government covered their living
expenses. Their total number in Chang'an was often somewhere between100-200.125
They distinguished themselves more in their scholarship than students of any other
country. From the Changqing126 period (821-24) to 930, almost one hundred of
them passed the civil service examination with flying colours.127 The best known
Silla student was no doubts Cui Zhiyuan (Ch'oe Chi-won)12** who came to
Chang'an in the Late Tang period. Not only did he succeed in becoming a jin shi
scholar, his anthology has come to be regarded as part of Tang literature.129
Some Korean descendants were enviably successful in their official careers at
court. For example, Gao Xianzhi, who is recorded to have had two mansions in
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Chang'an (in Xuanyang and Yong'an fang), was the commander-in-chief of the
Chinese army in Central Asia and vice-supreme commander of the Tang army in the
war against An Lushan.130 Another example is Wang Maozhong,131 who, through
individual efforts, was able to rise from the humble status of slave to one of the
highest positions at court. He was given the title kai fu yi tong san si, which was the
most respected honour during Xuanzong's reign.132 Numerous mansions came into
his possession, one of them is identified as located in the prestigious ward of
Xingning.133
There were also a great number of Korean monks in Tang China. But they
were scattered all over the country134 and I will not deal with them here.
Japanese
Separated by the Korean peninsula and the Sea of Japan, the Japanese found it
much harder to travel to China. But their interests in Tang China were by no means
any less intense than those of the Koreans. For them, Tang China represented the
most advanced civilization and the prototype from which they would borrow
institutions and culture. From emperors Jomei to Uda135 (630-894), in a matter of
260 years, 18 missions went to China, headed by official emissaries known as
kentöshi136 (ambassadors to Tang China). The size of these missions varied with the
largest consisting of more than 600 members in four ships.137 Since the overriding
aim of the Japanese missions was to transmit Chinese culture, the Japanese emperors
often sent highly respected scholars as emissaries, vice-emissaries and other ranking
officers.138 Accompanying them were experts in medicine, yin-yang theory, music,
painting, jade work, metal casting and forging, and other craftsmanships.139 The
percentage of students was understandably small, and on a mission of 500, there
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might be 10-30 of them .140 There were ordinary students known as
mononarauhito141 and Buddhist students known as mononarausöM 2
The best known Japanese in Chang'an and Tang China was perhaps Abe no
Nakamaro.145 Known as Chao Heng144 in Chinese, he stayed in China for 54 years
, the greater part of which he spent in Chang'an. The highest position he held was mi
shu ;7arc145 (director of the Palace Library), with a rank of 3b-. He made friends with
a number of prominent Tang scholars, including: Wang Wei, Bao Ji and Li Bai.146
Kükai and Kibi no Makibi,147 the inventors of the Japanese phonetic scripts hira
kana and kata kana, were among the most interesting Japanese students.148 In the
middle of the ninth century, monk Ennin came to Chang'an and bore witness to
various religious and secular aspects of Tang society ignored by the standard
histories.149
Others
On Map 11 is marked the location of the following ethnic groups: Kashgar,
Khitan, Khotan, Korean, Persian, Sogdian, Tiele, Tibetan, Turgesh, Turkish and Xi.
Among these, I have not touched on the Kashgar, Khitan, Khotan, Tiele Turgesh and
Xi.
Both Kashgar and Khotan were oasis states in Chinese Turkestan. Their life
and genealogies are thoroughly studied by Xiang Da.150 From the Chinese part of
Central Asia, they were closely linked with Chang'an before the An Lushan
rebellion. Along with other small states in the region they enriched Chang'an's life
by introducing exotic fashions, music, painting and sculptural techniques.
Tiele and Turgesh were both Turkish tribes operating in Zungharia.151 Khitan
and Xi were mainly active in Manchuria.152
There were still other ethnic groups such as Parhae (Bohai) and India not
represented on the map at all owing to lack of precise information.
Situated in what is now the northern part of northeastern China, the Parhae
Kingdom also sent its people to Chang'an. On request by the Tang emperor
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Zhongzong, a prince of the Parhae King Dazuorong153 (r.698-719) went to
Chang'an to serve as an honorary palace guard. Since then there were frequent
ambassadorial visits to Chang'an from Parhae.154
Directly and indirectly, the Indian contribution to the Tang civilization was
perhaps greater than any others. It covers a wide range of subjects: religion,
philosophy, sculptural art, painting, music, mathematics, minor arts etc.The Indian
inhabitants of Chang'an were mostly religious people. There was no lack of
prominent Indian monks working in monasteries. But their total number at any given
time was necessarily small. The sheer distance that separated Chang'an and India
proper was almost unconquerable, to say nothing of the gruelling conditions on the
way.155 The most impressive secular occupation filled by Chang'an Indians was the
state astronomer. From Gaozong to Daizong, over a hundred years, the bureau of
astronomy was controlled by the Indian Gautama family.156
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Streets
Major Road System
The major road network of Chang'an consisted of 11 north-south and 14 eastwest streets. They delineated the gridiron patterns of the city, and carried the bulk of
the city traffic. The widest street was Heng Street in the Imperial City, which was the
middle section of the horizontal street linking Kaiyuan Gate (Map 3, 2A) with
Tonghua Gate (2J). Next to it in size was Zhuquemen Street and other five street
that lead directly to the city gates. These streets have been identified as the "six
streets" recorded in the primary sources.1^7 Specifically they include:
East-west:
Tonghua-Kaiyuanmen Street
Gumming-Jinguangmen Street
Yanxing-Yanpingmen Street;
North-south:
Fanglin-Anhuamen Street
Chengtian-Zhuquemen Street
Xing'an-Qixiamen Street.

Zhuquemen Street
Starting from the Zhuquemen, the central thoroughfare went all the way south
to the Mengde Gate, the southern central gate of the city. Officially known as the
Zhuquemen Street, it measured more than 150 m in width. On either side of the street
ran a deep ditch about 3 m wide. These so-called yu gou or imperial ditches were also
dubbed yang gou because of the tall poplar (yang) trees that were grown there or,
according to another account, because of the purpose of the ditches was to keep off
sheep (ya/ig).158
Sometimes Zhuquemen Street was simply referred to as jie or "the Street".
Numerous examples can be found in Hino Kaisaburö's long essay on Tang hotels
"Ji lue" /602-3.
See Ti lue’7600-2. fit ?*. f t ?*. $ ?*
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and warehouses16^. Since Zhuquemen Street was the southern extention of
Chengtianmen Street, it was also referred to as "Tian" or "Tianmen" Street, as
appears from the following evidence:
1.

In 820, at the time of Xianzong’s burial, the dwellers of Chang'an

gathered at the Tonghua Gate (eastern gate to the north) to witness the event.
In the crowd there was one Pei Tongyuan1^ with his family . On his way
back home, after he passed through the Northern Street of Pingkangfang
(Map 3, 5H) in his horse-drawn carriage, he was followed by an old lady
running on foot. The vehicle sped up in the Tianmen Street. So did the old
lady. Knowing they were heading for the same destination, Pei picked her up
and traveled with her from Tian Street to Chongxian li (Map 3, 8C) in the
southwestern part of the city.161 Pingkang fang was southeast of the
Imperial City and west of the Eastern Market, its northern street was the north
part of its north-south central street. Since Pei's destination was Chongxian li
west of Zhuquemen Street, the Tianmen Street he crossed must have been
identical with Zhuquemen Street
2.
In 838 or later162 Cui Jie163 crossed the Tian Street for a visit. But
when he reached the street he was immediately attracted by the fresh fish there
for sale. He bought some fish and proceeded southwestwards to Pei Du's
kiosk in Xinghua/a/ig164 which was three wards south of the Imperial City
and two wards west of the Zhuquemen Street. First of all, it is unlikely that a
fish stand would have appeared in the Imperial City; secondly, Xinghua fang
was very close to Zhuquemen Street. All this inclines me to believe that Tian
Street here means Zhuquemen Street.
3.

When Xiuanzong was in power (846-59), he was fond of making

incognito investigations. Once he ventured into Tian Street while on one of
his secret trips on a donkey, his face well covered. He saw a man with
military bearing sit on a stone under a locust tree. The man recognized the
emperor at sight and stood up in reverence. Xiuanzong found out the man
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came to to see Du Zong165 who was to be posted in Huainan as
commander.166 Tian Street was originally short for Chengtianmen Street, but
since that was inside the Imperial City, the emperor would not have needed to
walk around incognito there. Here in all possibility, the Tian Street the
emperor walked into was none other than Zhuquemen Street itself.
4.
Finally, there is a piece of conclusive evidence from the Chang'an
zhi:167
Early on Emperor Wuzong went to the southern suburb for sacrificial
ceremony, and on the way he saw the private temples in the wards on
each side of Tian Street
Since Chengtianmen Street in the Imperial City was not flanked by wards, the
Tian Street mentioned above could only be Zhuquemen Street which led all
way to the ritual centre in the southern suburb.
From the above instances, we can also see that Zhuquemen Street was not
only accessible to public traffic and common pedestrians, but also open to business
activities.
The most dramatic event that took place on Zhuquemen Street and has come
down to us was the funeral service contest as recorded in the "Story of Li Wa". At the
time there were two major funeral service shops, the Western Shop and the Eastern
Shop, which supplied funeral appurtenances to the public. When they decided to hold
a funeral service contest on the Tian (Zhuquemen) Street, tens of thousands of men
and women gathered to see the two rival groups display the best of their funeral
furniture and services. The loser would be fined 5000 coins for food and wine. The
author of this story was Bai Xingjian who finished writing the story in 795. But the
event is said to have taken place around the Tianbao period (742-756). Although the
story itself may be fictitious, still we can get a glimpse of the social history of
Chang'an from it. 168
Right of Way
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Whenever the emperor would go out of the Palace City on an official visit, he
was accompanied by the imperial procession with all its pomp. Termed in Chinese as
yYa169, the royal procession called for the clearing and cordoning off of the planned
itinerary. In the procession were some of the highest ranking officials of the nation
accompanied by drummers, trumpeters, warriors with arrows and bows, swords and
spears. Of particular interest was the vermilion bird section of the procession where
were found the carriages drawn by four horses and guided by compass or equipped
with a distance-counter (odometer).170 Close relatives of the emperor and officials
with rank 5 and above, were all entitled to their own processional guards and armed
guides.171
It was a criminal offence to rush into the imperial parade. If one bumped into
the processional crowd that followed the emperor, the punishment was one year's
banishment. If one ran into the army of ceremonial guards, he would be exiled for
two years. The punishment might be mitigated if one could establish
unintentionality.172 Such sentence for jeopardizing the imperial safety seems quite
light. In reality, the offender was at the whim of the offended. I have not found any
evidence of disruption of an imperial parade so far. But there are instances where
metropolitan prefects abused their powers to protect their right of way. As I
mentioned earlier, Wen Zhang,173 a metropolitan prefect of the Late Tang period,
would not hesitate to order the killing of a pedestrian by flogging when he was caught
laughing audibly in front of Wen’s procession.174 Liu Gongchuo, also a metropolitan
prefect, had a Shence Army officer killed after he was found slowing down the
movement of his cavalcade.17^
It was common sense that the man in the street should give way to the traffic
of a high-ranking official, whose vanguards would forcibly clear off anyone who
dared to be in the way.176 But when two powerful processions met in the street and
neither side yielded, a clash was bound to happen. When Yang Guifei was at the
height of her power, one of her slaves cleared the way to a market entrance by
wielding a whip. Not only did he beat up the boy servant who accompanied Princess
Guangning,177 he also threw the princess off her horse. Princess Guangning
169.
170
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complained bitterly to her father the emperor, who punished the slave with a death
sentence. But to appease Yang Guifei, he also ordered the demotion of Cheng
Changyi , 178 the princess' husband.179 An incident that happened in the nearby
prefectural town of Pingyi 180 involved the typical situation in which a petty official
on horseback met a civilian at the crossroads. Fang Guan,181 who was then a county
defender (xian wei), was furious with Dang Fen182, a non-ranking functionary who
was slow in yielding his right of way. The latter was punished by scores of strokes
for his sluggish movement. But Dang was then working for Lu Xiangxian183 the
prefect. Lu's response to Dang's complaint was: "A Pingyi defender imposed a
flogging on a Pi ngyi civilian, why should I be told?" Fang Guan was afraid and
came to offer his resignation. But Lu answered:"Judging from Dang Fen's offence,
he may or may not be punished by flogging. If the official did flog him, he may or
may not resign."184 Although this event took place outside the capital, it should serve
to illustrate the general situation in Chang'an. In traffic, the priority was given to the
powerful, and flogging was the standard punishment for traffic violations.
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Means of City Transportation
Transportation in Sui-Tang Chang’an was served by a waterway system and a
roadway system. The waterway system was responsible for the bulk of strategic
shipments such as staple food. The roadway system was intended for the inner-city
traffic of draft animals, animal-drawn vehicles,1**5 sedan-chairs1**6 etc.
Waterway
The most important, indeed the predominant, item transported to Chang'an
from the prinvinces by water was the rice, which was indispensable for the survival
of the city. Starting with Gaozong, the capital became increasingly dependent on the
Jianghuai area for food.187
The urban area was penetrated by at least five canals: Cao, Yong’an,
Qingming, Huang and Dragon's Head Canals.188 (See Map 8) Among these, the Cao
Canal was of particular importance. It was built in 742 by Han Chaozong1**9 who
was then metropolitan prefect The Wei River was channelled into the canal, going all
the way to an artificial lake in the Western Market. The original purpose of the canal
was to ship timber up to the Western Market for storage on the lake.190 Another
metropolitan prefect Li Gan191 extended it east- and northwards to the Imperial Park
with the aim of increasing the transportation capacity for firewood. Daizong mounted
the Anfu Gate192 to watch the project in progress. Li Gan surprised the emperor with
an on-the-water show performed by professional entertainers.193
One canal dug in 712 by Jiang Shidu194 has not been identified. According to
the Chao ye qian za/195 the drainage area of the canal was quite extensive. It went
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The most common type of weight-carrying vehicle was drawn by oxen. Examples can be found in Da
Tang xin yu 7/109, Quart Tang shi 427/4704 poem by Bai Juyi.
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past the chao tang 196 (audience halls), residential wards and markets. Xuanzong
climbed up the Western Building197 to watch it while Jiang Shidu rushed along on a
firewood raft. This canal seems to have caused unpredictable trouble for the city.
When the water was high, it would flood uncontrollably. When the water level was
down, it would simply dry up.
In spite of the strategic importance of waterway transportation, to get around
in the city, the best way was by draught animals.
Horses
Horses were the most important source of power for the city traffic of
Chang'an. They were as useful for the vehicles of the rich and powerful as for the
cavalry of Tang. There was a constant influx of horses from the West through the
Turks and Uighurs. Tang emperors themselves were great lovers of horses. Taizong
devoted a prose description to each of his six best loved horses known as liu y’im198
(six bayards). Xuanzong kept dancing horses by the hundred, and would have them
stage a dazzling performance to music on the his birthdays.199
Little wonder that horse-riding and horse-drawn vehicles became a status
symbol for power and royalty. In 667, an imperial decree was issued to prohibit
merchants and craftsmen from riding horses. It seems the implementation of the
decree was relaxed in the Late Tang period and Wenzong in 832 made another attempt
to explicitly exclude merchants, commoners, Buddhist and Taoist monks from horseriding.200 Although it is doubtful how effective was the imperial prohibition of
ownership of horses by commoners, it is obvious the horse was not the most
accessible and affordable means of communication.
The price of horses varied a great deal, depending on such variables as
location, time and breed. In Sui times, the commonest weight-carrying horse cost
from 4-5000 coins. A horse that was bred for riding might cost more than 20,000
coins.201 A sale conducted in a Chang'an market in 750 cost one Mr Zheng 6000
coins for the purchase of a throwaway horse. But the jade turned out to be a dark
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horse. Zheng resold it at 25,000 without much trouble.202 In fact, the official price
for a horse in Taizong’s reign was fixed at 25,000 203
Throughout the Tang dynasty, 25,000 coins for a workable horse seems to
have been at the lower end of the spectrum. A horse of good breed could easily fetch
70,000 204 It was not unusual for a horse to sell for more than 100,000.205
As as ideal substitute for the horse, there was the donkey.
Donkeys and Mules
For long distance travel a donkey was expected to be slow. The standard
daily mileage for a horse was 70 //, while for a donkey was 50 Z/.206 What a donkey
lacked in speed and style, was made up for by its low price.
In Sui times, when Yangdi commandeered donkeys from the rich men of
Chang'an, the average value for each donkey was estimated at more than 10,000
coins.207 In Tang Chang'an, a donkey of excellent strain was worth 20,000.208 An
ordinary donkey but of powerful build is recorded to have been sold for 5400
coins.209
Although the information available on donkey prices is too scanty to provide a
general idea of the price range, at least it is certain that donkeys were several times
cheaper than horses in comparable condition.
It was commonplace for a poor student to come all the way to the capital on a
donkey210 or for an impoverished civilian to travel on a worn-out donkey.211 A
donkey-ride was the easiest way to get around in a city as large as Chang’an.212 It
served as a handy weight-carrier213 and could be used to till the land when oxen were
not easy to come by.214
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Donkey rental became a special trade in the city.216 Relay donkeys were also
available at roadside hotels throughout the country.216
Somewhere between the horse and the donkey ranked the mule. One of good
breed could be sold for 15,000 coins.217 In the Late Tang period, it was all the rage
for successful jin shi candidates to ride in mule-drawn carriages in extravagant
costumes. A heavy fine was imposed on those who failed to live up to the luxurious
standards 218

It is recorded to have been in business in the Eastern Market. See Taiping giumg ji 346/2741.
Xin Tang shu 51/1346.
See Taiping guang ji 243/1880. The price quoted was 14,000, but the buyer added another thousand to
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H ouse
Simplicity
In Tang Chang'an, there was an official hierarchical system for housing
space. Princes and officials with rank 3 and above were entitled to build houses with
nine beam spans (jia219 which was the distance between two beams). Those with
rank 4 and 5 could have houses with seven beam spans. Officials below rank 5 and
the commoners were not to exceed the limit of five beam spans. A similar system was
also created for the size of gatehouses.22^ However, these rules were hardly ever
enforced. People built and purchased their houses according to their preferences and
financial capacities.
It was almost a standard practice for a petty official who reached the rank of
vice-country magistrate ixiati cheng) or county defender (xian wei) to renovate or
rebuild his house.221 If a high-ranking official insisted on living in a simple house,
he would be looked up to as a man of great virtue. In the Early Tang period, the
imperial adviser Wei Zheng was reputed to have a simple life. When Taizong knew
that Wei Zheng's house was without a zheng qin222 (main hall), he offered to build
one for Wei. But the imperial offer was turned down. Eventually the main hall was
erected for Wei Zheng when he was seriously ill. Taizong ordered the project to be
executed with construction material for palace structures.223 In Gaozong's reign,
chief minister Li Yiyan224 also inhabited a house without a main hall. His brother
purchased the timber needed for the hall and sent it over. Li Yiyan refused it on the
grounds that ostentatious renovation of his house might bring him disaster. The
building material was left to the mercies of rain and was finally abandoned.225 Li
stayed in his old house until his death. Emperor Gaozong was so moved that he
ordered a temple to be set up in his honour.226
219
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But these instances were more of a rarity than the rule. Since Wu Zetian's
reign, extravagance became the ultimate standard for architecture.227
Luxury
The quality of housing in Tang Chang'an was judged in very much the same
way as it is in modem society, namely, according to space, location and structure.
It is impossible to estimate the average floor space of a high-ranking official in
Chang'an. But surviving information does shed some light on it. In the Kaiyuan
period, the house of one Mr Wang who ranked 4a as hu bu shi lang (vice-president
of the Board of Revenue) was described as having an endless number of doorways
and entrances. As soon as Mr Lu228 the intruder came inside, he was unable to find
his way out.229 In another instance, the Late Tang poet Du Mu inhabited a house of
30 rooms in Anren fang. The house had been acquired by his ancestors towards the
end of the Kaiyuan period. His grandfather Du You, also lived in the house when he
served Dezong and Shunzong as chief minister.230
The most spacious private abode in the city outside the palace area was
perhaps the one that belonged to Guo Ziyi. Situated in the northeastern part of Qinren
fang, his residence took up one quarter of the ward. According to the archaeologists,
Qinrznfang measured 540 (north-south) by 1022 (east-west) m (See Map 3, 7H).231
The total area should be 551,880 m2 and one quarter of it should be 137,970 m2 or
approximately 34 acres. Three thousands relatives and servants constantly lived there.
It is no exaggeration to say that Guo Ziyi's mansion was a city in miniature. Guo
himself kept his gates open to the public. High-ranking officials and street pedlars
alike could walk in and out without the necessity of registering.232
The best houses were called jia di (number-one mansions). The Tang liang
jing cheng fang kao records a number of such houses, including those inhabited by
Liu Yan, Wang Xin, both maternal imperial relatives, and chief ministers Yuan Zai,
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Du You (in Anren fang) and Li Cheng233 (in Yongning fang, Xu miswrites as
Yongchong/a/zg).234
The best houses were perhaps those owned by An Lushan and the powerful
Yang clan. An Lushan's residence was originally located in Daozheng fang.
Xuanzong found it too small and selected a site in Qinren fang to build a new
mansion for him. The construction was funded by the imperial storehouse. The
builders had access to unlimited resources. The result was the most extravagant house
imaginable, with imposing halls and spacious courtyards. Its penetrating perspective
was emphasized by overlapping structures. Intricately carved window frames and
porches, elevated platforms and grotesquely shaped lakes all seemed to have been
created by a supernatural hand. The inside was ornamented with curtains and screens
of all descriptions. The kitchen and stables were decorated with gold and silver.
Beside An's luxurious mansion even the palace paled.235
The Yang clan of Yang Guozhong was the most powerful name in Chang'an.
Yang Guozhong, his brother Yang Xian236 and their three cousins --the duchesses of
Guoguo, Qinguo and Hanguo— were collectively known as the Five Families.237
Their palatial mansions were adjacent to each other.238 Of Yang Guozhong's
mansions, two structures are worth singling out for special comment. When Yang
was given several peony plants by Xuanzong, he grew them in his garden and
enclosed them with an espalier embellished with all sorts of treasures. It was known
as the espalier of a hundred knick-knacks (bai bao lari).239 It was supposed to contest
the imperial palace in its extravagant beauty. He then built a pavilion with eaglewood,
sandalwood, musk and frankincense. In Chinese these four different materials are all
suffixed by the character xiang2^ meaning fragrance. Thus the structure was named
the pavilion of four fragrances. The basic skeleton was eaglewood (chen xiang2^ or
profound fragrance). The balustrade was made of sandalwood (tan xiang 242 or
sandalwood fragrance). Musk {she xiang 243 or musk deer fragrance) and
frankincense {ru xiang 244 or milk fragrance) were mixed up to coat the walls. Its
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magnificance greatly outshone the eaglewood pavilion in the Xingqing Palace.245 It
seems unnecessary to describe the Duchess of Guoguo's house, which was by no
means inferior. We need only mention some of the incidental expenses involved.
Upon completion of her new house, she rewarded the craftsmen with 2 million coins
with three dou (approximately 18 litres) of golden cups and jadeite thrown in.246
Wang Yuanbao, a businessman of fabulous wealth, also built his house with
matching luxury. Documentary evidence reveals that he used the most expensive
building material at the time. His room walls were made up by piling of gold and
silver pieces covered with red paste. His so-called Sage Hall (li xian s/zz)247 was
supported and enclosed by pillars and balustrades in eaglewood and sandalwood.
Pumice (wufu stone)248 was used for flooring, while stones with embroidery-like
patterns were carved into pillar bases. Coins pieced together with copper threads were
spread on the garden pathways to reduce slipperiness in rainy days.249
The most intelligently designed architectural masterpiece of Chang'an to have
survived in record was the guan wen dian^Q or Hall for Enjoying Literature built by
Wendi of Sui. Each of the two front wings housed 12 reading rooms. For every three
rooms there was a square door covered by embroidered curtains. When the emperor's
carriage arrived, a palace maid would lead the way, an incense-burner in hand. When
she was still one zhang from the door, she stepped on a gadget on the ground which
set two flying apsaras figures in motion. They jumped out of their alcoves to raise the
curtains. At the same time all the bookcase doors were flung open. As soon as the
emperor quit the premises, everything was closed, resuming its usual peace.251
Cool Halls
To reduce room temperature in the summer heat, a special architecture was
devised, known as shui dian or liang dian (water hall or cool hall). This is
documented as early as the Sui dynasty. Yang Jun, the third son of Wendi, built his
water hall in Yangzhou. The walls were lavishly furbished with fragrant powder. The
steps were all made of gold inlaid with jade. Pillars and beams were panelled with
mirrors decorated with pearls and jade pieces.252 In Chang'an Xuanzong possessed a
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cool hall that was cooled by water-powered fans and water cascades.253 Wang
Hong,254 who was the censor-general (yu shi da/w), built a self-raining kiosk (zi yu
ting).255 On a hot summer day, intermittent flows of fountain water would travel
down the eaves to create an autumn-like climate.256
The origin of this kind of water-cooled architecture may be traceable to Fulin
/p'iuat liam/257 or the Roman Orient258. It is recorded to have built similar structures
which were cooled off by falling water in hot summer.259
House Price
Tang documentation of house prices is so scarce that it is out of the question
to work out the accurate price range for different categories of houses at a given time,
nevertheless it is still possible to roughly estimate the values of Chang’an houses,
based on the available information.
The construction of palatial structures in Sui-Tang Chang’an was extremely
costly. In Sui times, the column timber was mostly imported from Yuzhang260
(Nanchang in Jiangxi). In his memorial to Taizong, Zhang Xuansu,261 who was ji
shi zhong262 at the time, estimated that it took 2000 labourers to transport one
column at the rate of 20-30 li per day. It cost hundreds of thousands of work-days in
transportation alone.263 Of course, we should not take this passionate remonstration
at its face value. Allowing for exaggeration, transportation cost was still unbelievably
high. It was well reflected in the price of palatial structures. The two Taoist temples
Ruizong built for his daughters were believed to have cost more than 1 million strings
or 1 billion coins.264 When Gaozong's daughter Princess Changning,265 who lived
in one of the best houses of her time in Chang'an, auctioned her residence, its value
was estimated at twenty billion coins or. twenty million strings.266 This was about the
beginning of the eighth century immediately after the fall of Empress Wei. Princess
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Changning is recorded to have owned two houses in Chang'an, one in Chongren
fang, the other in Daozheng/arcg. Her Daozheng/tmg house was converted into a
Taoist temple in 710. Her mansion in Chongren fang was divided into two sections.
The western section was purchased by the government and was later made into the li
hui yuan267 (Compound of Ceremonies) where princesses' weddings were held.268
In Xuanzong's reign, the five families of the Yang clan laid out their luxurious
mansions side by side. Each one is said to have cost above ten million strings or ten
billion coins.269
The above instances were palatial structures or the houses of the super-rich.
They were beyond the wildest dream of middle-ranking officials, let alone the
common people. Ordinarily, houses for the high-ranking officials were much
cheaper. In Kaihua fang, Shen Chuanshi270, who was shang shu you cheng271
(vice-president of the Department of State Affairs) for Muzong 272 purchased a house
at three million coins.273 Wei Zheng, Taizong's most trusted adviser, lived in a house
simple for his status. Although Taizong built a main hall for him, it was consumed in
fire in the Kaiyuan period. During Xianzong's reign, Wei Zheng's great-greatgrandson Wei Chou274 mortgaged the house for money. Xianzong had to spend two
thousand strings or two million coins of government money to bale him out.275
At the lower end of the scale was the price for smaller houses. Dou Yi, the
rich businessman, is recorded to have purchased two small houses, one in Chongxian
li, the other in Yongning /z,276 at cost of 200,000 and 210,000 respectively.277 These
transactions were made during Dezong's reign when Li Cheng was still active in
Chang'an. In the Dali278 period (766-779), a small house in Yongping li was also
sold for 200,000 coins. It was greatly devalued after several new residents died in
succession. In the end Kou Yong,279 a diviner, bought the house for as little as
40000 coins. Although it is depicted as being small, this house consisted of three
major rooms in the front wing, flanked by five rooms in the eastern and western
267
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wings. It occupied a total area of three mu (approx. 1620 m2) with hundreds of elm
trees.280
To sum up, the houses in Sui-Tang Chang'an could be roughly divided into
three price categories. The most expensive ones were the palatial structures and could
range from five hundred million to twenty billion coins per unit. The next category
were the spacious houses for high-ranking officials, and could cost 2-6 million coins
while a small house cost about 200,000 coins.
There must have been shanty houses for the underdogs. But there is not
enough documentation either of their structure or prices.
Variety o f Structures.
The types of real property available for private ownership were not limited to
residences alone. The major abode was referred to as z/za/,281 a house or mansion,
which was the most common type. It usually consisted of a main house facing south,
flanked by two wings on east and west. The courtyard was rather spacious and
packed with trees and flowers. A second or third home was called bie zhafö2 or extra
house as in the cases of Li Mu (in Anye fa n g ),283 Cheng Huaizhi (also Anye
/a«#),284 Zhang Yue (Xuanyi/arcg),285 Yuan Zai (Daning/a^g)286 and Li Guangyan
(Chongde /a^g).287 It was also referred to as bie <iz288 or extra residence.289 Bie
guan or extra mansions probably indicated spacious residences in the secluded but
deserted southern part of the city like the one owned by Princess Qiyang290 in Datong
/a/zg291 and the one owned by Yuwen Bi292 in Yongyang/arzg.293 Bie shu was a
country villa like that owned by Duan Chengshi in the southern suburb.294 The most
favourite suburban location for villas was the Fan River drainage area,295 35 li
south of Wannian County. Chief minister Du You's country villa was located there,
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which is why his descendant Du Mu titled his own anthology as Fan chuan wen ji
(the anthology of the Fan River).296
The largest type of property in the Chang'an area was the zhuang ,297 or
estate. The best example was the extensive estate owned by Princess Anle,
Zhongzong's favourite daughter. When she requested the ownership of the Kunming
Lake west of the city and was turned down by the emperor, she dug up a huge lake
on her estate, naming it ding kun c/zz298 or "the lake that beats the Kunming
Lake".299 In the eastern suburb of Chang'an, there was another estate with matching
grandeur. It belonged to Yu Chao'en, the powerful eunuch general. Situated east of
the Tonghua Gate, it consisted of 4130 rooms grouped in 48 courtyards.300 No
wonder Du Mu complained about the narrowness of his ancestor, chief minister Du
You's mansion, which consisted of a mere 30 rooms.
The residential area of Sui-Tang Chang'an was dotted with private gardens
(yuan), bamboo groves (zhu yuan), wood parks (lin yuan), kiosks (ting), lakes (chi)
etc. Sometimes the landscaping elements were combined to form pleasant scenic
spots: lakes with kiosks (chi ting ), rockery with lakes (shan chi), courtyards with
rockery and lakes (shan chi yuan), courtyards with rockery and kiosks (shan ting
yuan), and lakes with platforms (chi tai).301
These pleasure grounds were sometimes enclosed in the four walls of a
mansion. But more often they stood alone and belonged to some very powerful
figures like An Lushan, Guo Ziyi, Princess Taiping, Li Cheng and others. Some of
these were quite accessible to the public, like the one owned by Pei Du in Xinghua
fang.302
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Xin Tang shu 83/3654; Jiu Tang shu 183/4734.
Chang'an zhi fdl0/16.
For gardens, see Tang liang jing 4/113,114,122, 2/35 (Datong, Da'an, Zhaoxing and Kaihua/ang).
For bamboo groves, see Tang liang jing 43/88 (with residence).
For wood parks, see Tang liang jing 4/126 Fengyi fang.
For kiosks, see Tang liang jing 3/79 (Shengping fang). Princess Taiping was the first one to build
kiosks here. Later they were given to four princes), 3 /6 3 ,4 /1 1 0 (Yankang/a/ig, with residence), 3/81
(Xiuxing/artg, with residence), 3/87 (Jinggong fang, with residence), 3/85 (Changle/ang
with residence), 3/88 (Xinchang/a/ig, with residence), and 3/54 (Chongren fang).
For lakes, see Tang liang jing 2/47 (Daye fang, with residence) and 3/83 (Yongjia fang).
For lakes with kiosks, see Tang liang jing 4/99 (Xinghua fang).
For rockery with lakes, see Tang liang jing 3/63 (Yongning/ang, with residence), 4/110 (Yankang
fang), 4/101 (Xuanyi fang) and 2/47 (Daye fang).
For courtyards with rockery and lakes, see Tang liang jing 3/54 (Chongren fang, with residence), 4/112
(Yanfu fang, with residence) and 3/74 (Shengye fang).
For courtyards with rockery and kiosks, see Tang liang jing 3/62 (Qinren fang, with residence).
For lakes with platforms, see Tang liang jing 2/39 (Lanling/a/ig).
Tang liang jing 4/99.
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VIPs in Chang'an often owned more than two houses in Chang'an. Xu Song
records at least four residences for Princess Taiping,303 and another four for Prince
Li H ui.304 It was It was not uncommon for schlar-officials in Chang'an to move
house. The best example was provided by the case of Bai Juyi. His first confirmable
residence in Chang'an was located in Huayang guan in Yongchong li southwest of
the Eastern Market. He came to live there at the age 34 in 805 when he was appointed
jiao shu lang (editor, ranked 9a).305 In 808, at 37, he was appointed zuo shi yi (left
reminder, ranked 8a) and moved east into Xinchang /z.306 When he turned forty in
811, his mother died in Xuanping //, which was west of Xinchang li.307 In 815, at
44, he was living in Zhaoguo li (two rows down from Xuanping li on the left), while
he was already tai zi zuo zan shan d a fu (left grand master admonisher for the crown
prince).30** In 821, he purchased a house in Xinchang li. This was his second stay
there.309 It seems that Xinchang li came to be his permanent home in Chang'an.
After a long period of absence, in 827 at age of 56, he came back to live in Xinchang
/z.310 At this point he had become mi shu jian, director of the Palace Library (rank
3b). From 805 to 821, Bai Juyi moved five times before finally settling down in
Xinchang li.
Fire
W e mentioned earlier that Taizong, out of concern for Wei Zheng's w ell
beings, ordered to have a main hall built for him, using his own palatial materials. In
the Kaiyuan period (713-41), a fire broke out and the hall was reduced to ashes. The
descendants of Wei Zheng lamented over the site of disaster for three days. All the
court officials came to offer their condolences.311 Accidental fires like this were quite
common in Chang'an. The Tang hui yao records a number of them. Royal stables,
government offices, palatial structures, monasteries, armories and marketplaces were
all struck by fire.312 In 765, a fire started by a eunuch on duty got out of control and
burnt up scores of rooms in the Taiji Palace.313
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Tang Hang jing 2/35, 3/56,82, 4/117.
See Tang liang jing 3/84,72,83, 4/11 7 .i£ f§
Zhu Jincheng/32.
Zhu Jincheng/41.
Zhu Jincheng/55.
Zhu Jincheng/63. ^ ^
^
Zhu Jincheng/117.
Zhu Jincheng/177.
Feng shi wen jian ji 5/7.
Tang hui yao 44/786-8.
Taiping guang ji 171/1260.
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conflagrations engulfed the Zhaode Hall, Xuanzheng Hall and Chancellery {men xia
sheng).314
Fire hazards presented the greatest threat to the two markets which were the
most densely populated areas of the city. In an area of 1000 by 924 m, the Eastern
Market was crowded with thousands of house units, including over 6000 shops,
800-900 hostels and warehouses and 2000 or so ordinary households.315 In the
slightly larger Western Market (1031 by 927 m), the congestion was even worse
thanks to the countless vagrants and runaway families that swarmed the area.316 In
820, a roaring fire attacked the Western Market and countless people were burnt to
death.317 In the sixth month of 843, the worst outbreak of fire in peace time occurred
in the Eastern Market.318 The Japanese monk Ennin319 was an eyewitness to the
disaster: "On the 27th, in the dead of the night, the Eastern Market was ablaze. In the
twelve hang west of the entrance to the market administration, 4000 house units were
burnt down. Money and other valuables, including gold, silver, silk, drugs among
others are all reduced to ashes." On the following night, the Shennong320 temple of
the Taiji Palace was struck by fire. While the Eastern Market barely had time to
recuperate from its recent loss, it was attacked by further outbreaks of fire for two
nights running.321
Apart from overcrowding, another reason for great fire hazards in Chang'an
was that most of the builders of houses used timber as their basic framework. The
imposing palatial structures were also very vulnerable to lightning.322 The burning of
candles and oil lamps greatly increase the probability of fire. Monasteries were among
the most frequently-hit structures. Mainly made of wooden materials they were tall
and were lit by unattended lights at night.323

314.

Tang huiyao 44/786-8.

3i<

After Hino KaisaburJJ. See Hino Kaisaburö Teiten vol. 1/369-771.
The two Chang'an zhi editions have at hand contain different passages in a commentary that compares
the Eastern with the Western Markets. The Si ku version reads: j g f f f
□,
^lj
The Hiraoka version reads: 0 fff
□ , $$ i t
They were b°th
followed by:

315.
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321 _
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See Chang'an zhi 8/15; ~ (Hiraoka) 8/11.
Tang hui yao 44/788.
Jiu Tang shu 18a/596 puts the date at the 8th month. Both Ennin (see below ) and Tang hui yao record
it as the sixth month. See Tang hui yao 44/788.
Ennin 4/172.
Ü Tf • In the Jiu Tang shu, it reads
See Jiu Tang shu 18a/595.
Ennin 4/172.
For example, the burning o f the H ying Dragon Stable in 730. See Tang huiyao 44/786.
Taiping guang ji 97/645.
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Fire-fighting measures seems to have been quite inadequate. In Site No.6 of
the Xingqing Palace, five wells were discovered to be closely located to each other
around the building. These may have been used for fire extinction.324 No
professional fire brigade seem to have been in service. When the palace caught fire,
the Shence palace guards were called in to help.326 After the accident, the punishment
for the officer on duty was usually the withholding of one month's wage, extremely
slight for such grave negligence.326

Ma Dezhi "Xingqing gong" K ao gu 59:10/553.
Tang hui yao 44/788.
Tang hui yao 44/788.
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Hooliganism and Terrorism
Hooliganism
Organized crime in Chang'an may date as far back as the Former Han dynasty
when the old city of Chang'an was still serving as the capital.327 At the beginning of
the Sui dynasty, when the new city of Daxingcheng-Chang'an was just established,
around 300 youngsters, mostly sons of high-ranking officials, organized themselves
into a gang under the leadership of Liu Jushi.32**His father was governor general of
Qingzhou.329 They kidnaped the sons of the high-ranking officials and put their guts
to the test by physical torture. Those who refused to knuckle under would be
recruited. They rode rough-shod over the Chang'an people, rich and poor, attacking
them with falcons and dogs.33^
After the An Lushan Rebellion, the hooligans of Chang'an found a new
patron in the palace guard armies. In 770, the most powerful of them all, the Shence
Army colluded with the gangsters to implicate rich men in Chang'an on trumped-up
charges. Innocent people were thrown

into the palace army prison while

dispossessed of their properties.331 In 835, there were three notorious outlaws
known as "princes" in a market area. On their bodies was found the evidence of the
latest fashion in the Chang'an underworld: tattooed patterns. Known as "princes",
these hooligans committed four capital crimes, but each time got away with it to go
into hiding in the palace guard armies. The newly appointed metropolitan prefect
Yang Yuqing332 was determined to get rid of them. Immediately after they
committed another criminal offence, he called in a police force of 500 to catch and
execute them behind closed doors.333 In 841-6, Zhang Gan,334a local bully from

327

Serious urban crimes in the Chang'an area seem to have had an age-long tradition. As early as 16-9 BC,
when the Former Han dynasty was at its very end, the city o f Chang'an was hit by waves o f hideous
crime. Young criminals gathered in groups to kill government officials. The gangsters were assigned
different tasks according to the colours o f the marbles they picked up by chance. The red colour
indicated the killing of an army officer, the black one suggested the killing o f a civilian official. The
white one meant the job o f organizing mourning services for his fallen pals. Han shu 90/3673.
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Sui shu 80/1808.
Tongjian 224/7210.
On Yang Yuqing, see Yu Xianhao vol.1/46.
Youyang za zu part 1:8/78:289.
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Daning fang was caught. Characteristically, his two arms were covered with a
couplet which reads:
Alive, I am not afraid of the metropolitan prefect,
Dead, I am not afraid of the King of Hell.335
The tattoo shop boss Wang

L in u 3 3 ^

spent 5000 coins to employ tattooists

who were capable of reproducing images of mountains, kiosks, lakes, plants, birds
and beasts on the chest and stomach. One hooligan named Zhao Wujian337 asked to
have his body tattooed all over with 160 patterns of alien seals, flying magpies etc.
His arm bore the poem that recalls the precarious life of a modem gangster:
The wild duck takes shelter on the beach,
Each morning he is harassed by the falcon.
Alarmed, he dives into the water,
And remains alive as of today.
Backed by the palace guard armies, these hoodlums engaged in group lootings
in the market and residential areas. As soon as Xue Yuanshang338 was appointed the
metropolitan prefect, he launched a campaign against these gangsters and made
massive arrests. Of these, he executed more than 30.33^
In the Late Tang period, the Shence Army became the major peace-keeping
force in Chang'an. Following the Sweet Dew Incident of 832, when Li Xun's coup
to kill off palace eunuchs was aborted, the eunuch-lead Shence Army, on the pretext
of purging the city of the conspirators, robbed a number of wealthy families. The
underworld hooligans, taking advantage of the commotion, started their own rounds
of looting, killing, revenge-taking and vendetta-fighting. When things were getting
out of hand, the Shence Army intervened. Generals Yang Zhen and Jin Suiliang,340
each headed a Shence Army force of 500 to stand guard at street crossings and beat

In the original, Yanluo wang is used, meaning Hadez or Yam a.

Youyang za zu part 1:8/76:279.
336
337
338
339

part 1:8/76:279; XinTang shu 197/5633.
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drums to give out warnings. Peace was restored only after ten robbers had been
executed.341
Paradoxically, the Shence Army, a crime boss and looter in its own right,
helped to crush the rising crime and became the major law-enforcer of the city.
These are instances of the most serious type of hooliganism, that is, organized
crime. Of course there were a myriad of ordinary criminal offences that happened
from day to day. Another type of serious crime that overshadowed Chang'an life was
politically-motivated intimidation and assassination, namely , terrorism.
Terrorism
During the pre-An Lushan period, Wu Zetian's rule was in particular a reign
of terror. To control the public opinion, and to stamp out political dissension, she
employed a number of cruel law-enforcing officers. A secret police system was in
force, that spied on and terrorized the population.342 Among these, there are three
that call for special attention: the jian cha yu shi (investigating censors, ranked 8a-) Li
Song and Li Quanjiao,343 and dian zhong (shi yu shi, palace censor, ranked 7a)
Wang Xu.344 Although lowly in official status, they were able to exercise
surveillance over the civilian population and court officials. Dubbed "the three
leopards of the capital" they cowed the Chang’an people so much that to prove one's
innocence, one would swear:"If am dishonest, let the three leopards get me!"345 Lai
Junchen, who was Wu Zetian's hatchet man and one of the most notorious lawofficers of Tang Chang'an, learnt his arts of torture from them. He composed the
Classic o f Informers,346 and put it into practice by employing the cruellest methods
imaginable in interrogating his victims.347 The reward for informing against a
dissident was official promotion to rank 5. When Hou Sizhi, the pie-vendor-turnedinformer from Liquan fang was not getting the promised promotion because of his
illiteracy, he responded with: "The hounds are illiterate, I (though illiterate) only run in
the criminals for the state." Upon this he was instantly promoted.348
The greatest terrorist threat in Chang'an took the form of assassination which
goes back a long way in Chinese history. In the Shi ji, Sima Qian devotes a special
341.
342
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Tong jian 245/7914-5.
In Jiu Tang shu, two chapters are devoted to the biographies o f cruel officers. The first one includes 11
persons, who all worked for W u Zetian. See Jiu Tang shu 186a/4835-50.
Chao ye qian zai 2/34.
Gao mi luo zhi jing.
H &
See Jiu Tang shu 186a/4838.
Chao ye qian zai 2/31. For similar examples see Chao ye qian zai 2/31, Taiping guangji 263/2056.
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chapter to the professional assassins of the Spring and Autumn and Warring States
period.349 Political assassination attempts in Sui-Tang Chang'an were not
uncommon. Taizong's first crown prince Li Chengqian once hired professional
killers, in an attempt to get rid of Li Tai, his brother, whose popularity with the
emperor was seen as a potential threat to the crown prince's succession.350 He sent
the same assassins to take the life of Yu Zhining, who was his official supervisor.351
However, Li Chengqian failed in both attempts and was deposed. There were
occasions when high-ranking officials were caught in inexplicable assassination
attempts. Zheng jian dafu:352 (Grand Master of Remonstrance, ranked 5a) Ming
C hongyan353 in Gaozong's period,354 chief ministers Tang Xiujing355 in
Zhongzong's period356 and Li Shi357 in Wenzong's period, all went through such a
traumatic experience.358
The Tibetans are alleged to have employed a new technique in carrying out
their attempted assassination of Xuanzong. A treasure box was sent as a gift to the
emperor who was expected to open it in person. Xuanzong asked the Tibetan envoy
to open it for him. An arrow shot out of the box, and the envoy got killed
instantly.359 Although there was no way to confirm the authenticity of this record, it
was probably true that the shooting box technique was already in use at the time.
The best-known political assassination in Chang'an took place in 815. Early
one morning, before dawn chief minister Wu Yuanheng went out of his house in
Jing'an fang to go to his office on horseback. Suddenly, he was assaulted by a
barrage of arrows. His followers fell apart. A terrorist caught Wu and had his head
cut out. The same gang of assassins went to Tonghua fang to hunt for the head of
Pei Du, a close associate of the dead chief minister. Pei was hard hit on the head and
fell into the roadside ditch, his thick felt hat saved his life. His attendant Wang Yi360
seized hold of one assassin, crying desperately:"Help!" The gangster managed to
escape only after he severed Wang's arm with a sword. The city was instantly
stricken with hoitor. The police force under the jin wu guard army was placed on
349
350
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S h iji 86/ 2515-38 .
Jiu Tang shu 76/ 2649; Xin Tang shu 80/ 3564 .
Xin Tang shu 104/4004 ; Jiu Tang shu 78/ 2697 .
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full alert. Meanwhile, police officers, prefectural and county administrators at the
capital received letters carrying a death-threat. Xianzong now appointed Pei Du chief
minister, and put him in charge of the case. A reward of 10,000 strings and
promotion to the fifth rank were placed on the heads of the assassins. The
mastermind of the plot was not uncovered until another group of terrorists known as
shan peng361 (mountain camp) was crushed in Luoyang. These shan peng gangsters
were dare-devil fighters in the employ of Li Shidao. They were ambushed by
government troops in a valley. Their chieftain monk Yuan Jing362 was caught and
killed. His subordinates, Zi Jiazhen and Men Cha363 confessed Li Shidao's
involvement in the killing of Wu Yuanheng. Li was then commander-in-chief of the
combined military areas of Ziqing and Pinglu.364 It was Wu Yuanheng's hard-line
policy towards the northern military commanders that prompted Li Shidao to take
Wu's life by means of his terrorist gangsters. The emperor called off the campaign
against Wang Chengzong,365 the area commander of Chengde, who had been
wrongly identified as the main culprit responsible for Wu's death.366
If there was anything that characterized the hooliganism and terrorism in
Chang'an, it was probably the scale and organization. Police troops were sometimes
mobilized by the thousand to crack down on the organized gangsters. The Shence
Army as the praetorian guards of Chang'an benefited from and often offered coverage
for underworld activities. As to terrorism, if Sui-Tang Chang'an still had its oldstyle assassins, they were no longer regarded as the chivalrous and quixotic warriors
like those depicted by Sima Qian, let alone admired. What made Sui-Tang Chang'an
unique in its terrorism was the group activities of the professional killers like those
involved in the killing of Wu Yuanheng. Their manoeuvres formed part of the nation
wide network of a terrorist organization remote-controlled by Li Shidao.
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See Tang fang then nian biao 3/338-9. Ja pf, ^ jjfc. U S ! ^
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Summary
The residential area of Chang'an consisted of 109 wards for the Sui and Early
Tang period and 110 wards for the remainder of Tang. A typical ward was made up
of four major sections which were in turn further divided into 16 subsections. The
opening and closing of ward and city gates was signalled by the beating of drums in
the morning and at night. Each ward was governed by a ward master or fang zheng.
In all city constantly employed 2700 police officers under the Jinwu grand generals
to enforce law and order . In the last phase of Tang, the Shence Army under the
eunuchs took on much of the peace-keeping responsibility while the police system
gradually broke down.
It has been established convincingly that at least twice the population in
Chang'an reached the one million mark: once in 742, the other time in 803. Although
there must have been lower ebbs in 7th and first half of the 8th centuries, the 803
population level may have been sustained until the Huang Chao invasion of 880-3.
The residential area is divided into six districts, of which the Inner SE District was the
most sought-after area of inhabitation for the rich and powerful. The thirty wards in
the extreme south were essentially deserted with little settlement
The city always had an impressive percentage of foreigners. Although the
three powerful neighbouring states, the Turks, Uighurs and Tibetans, made their
presence felt most strongly, their cultural influence was of a less lasting nature as
compared to that of the Persians and Indians. Following the Arab conquest of the
Sassanian Persia, there was an influx of Persian refugees to Chang'an, bringing with
them their art tradition. The Sogdians from Russian Turkestan were as excellent in
trade as the Silla Koreans were in scholarship. The Japanese, though separated by the
sea from China, came on special missions for secular knowledge and religious
inspiration. The Indians were, apart from their religious fervour, known for their
astronomy. There were also ethnic groups in Chang'an who came as far apart as
Zungaria, Manchuria and the oasis states of Chinese Turkestan.
A network of 11 norh-south and 14 east-west streets was spread over the city.
The most important one was the central north-south thoroughfare Zhuquemen Street.
It is at times confusingly referred to in history as "Tian Street" or "Tianmen Street,"
which are short forms for another street. The street network served a varied populace
which, according to status, was entitled to different ranks of transportation, ranging
213
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from the emperor's procession and the commoner's donkey. Traffic violations, such
as failure to yield right of way, was typically punished by flogging. Available for
inner-city transportation were horses, mules and donkeys and a waterway system
serviced by five or six canals. The canal was for shipment of goods while the horse
was a status symbol for the wealthy and powerful. The most affordable way of
transport was the donkey.
Official rules were laid down to control housing sizes according to ranks. But
they were mostly ignored. Although occasionally there were high officials who
prided themselves on housing simplicity, the architectural trend moved towards
luxury. Guo Ziyi took up 34 acres of land for his super family of 3000. The best
houses belonged to An Lushan and the Yang clan. One of them, Yang Guozhong
built such extravagant structures as the "espalier of a hundred knick-knacks" and the
"pavilion of four fragrances." The semi-automated curtains and doors of the guan
wen hall were as ingenious and lavish as the cool halls with cascading fountain
water. House prices were as varied as house types, starting from a moderate 200,000
for a small house to an astronomical sum for a palatial complex. Various landscaping
elements -- gardens, parks, kiosks, mini-lakes, rockeries etc, were combined to
create the optimum environment.
The super-rich often had several homes in the city. Sometimes they purchased
a country villa or a huge estate in the suburbs. In the built-up area of the city the
residents often moved from one house to another.
One of their worst

nightmares was a fire accident, which attacked

indiscrimately wards, markets, palaces and temples, the congested markets being the
most vulnerable. Less frequent but no less damaging was organized crime, which
was characterized by unprecedented scale and organization. In the latter half of the
Tang dynasty, tattooing became the hallmark of hooliganism. These tattooed gansters
often found shelter in the Shence Army. Meanwhile a totally different kind of crime -politically motivated terrorism — came into focus. Professional killers were engaged
in assassinations and intimidations at Chang'an and Luoyang. Even chief minister
Wu Yuanheng became a victim.
Cities in Medieval China were known for their spaciousness with waste land,
orchards, gardens and even cultivated fields. In the greater city o f Northern Wei
Luoyang, there were about 7812 persons per km2. Sui-Tang Chang'an saw the
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population density rise to 11,900 per km2.367 Although its two principal market areas
were at times affected by overcrowding, the residential zone as a whole was free of
congestion. The southern part of the city was sparsely populated, containing tracts of
land under cultivation. In Song times, overcrowding became an urgent civic problem
at the capitals, in spite of the fact that provincial cities like Quanzhou, continued to
enjoy extensive city space as late as the 14th century,368
Like its predecessors, Sui-Tang Chang'an was divided into a number of selfcontained residential areas known as wards. In Northern Wei Luoyang, a very
important function o f the ward system was segregation. Merchants, entertainers,
craftsmen were believed to be low in status thus should be kept away from the
"decent" sectors of the populace. Foreigners were kept in ghettos south of the Luo
River and were looked upon with suspicion .369 Chang'ans wards were
fundamentally different in that they did not serve as a basis fo r segregation.
Consequently, merchants, craftsmen and foreigners were scattered all over the city.
However, different kinds of Chang'an residents did tend to gravitate towards certain
localities. Merchants often clustered around a commercial area, eunuchs stayed close
to a palace complex while foreigners gathered more densely in the northwestern part
of the city. With urban development, the time-honoured ward system started to
disintegrate. In the Northern Song capital of Bian, it completely disappeared.
Vigorous commercialization of the city made any attempt at restoring the system out
o f the question.

The populace/area ratio for greater Luoyang was 600,000/76.8km2, for Chang'an was 1 miUion/84km2.
On Bian o f Northern Song and Hangzhou, see Wright "Cosmology"/60-66; on Hangzhou and
Quanzhou, see Gemet Daily /3 0 -1 ,29.
Jenner/110-6.
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Chapter 7. Religion1
The Sui-Tang dynasties were a period o f religious tolerance. In spite
o f sporadic outbreaks o f official proscription, Sui-Tang Chang'an
constantly boasted a large religious community. For the Kaiyuan
period alone, at least 107 monasteries were in service in the city. A
large monastery housed upwards o f 500 people.2 Buddhism, Taoism,
Zoroastrianism, Manichaeism and Nestorian Christianity all found a
chance to flourish. Although they often coexisted in Chang'an, these
religious faiths were as varied in doctrine as in degrees o f influence
and duration at the capital. I will deal with them separately. Islam may
also have spread to Chang'an. But, although the Arabs did have
frequent official contacts with the Tang court since 651, there is no
credible record o f Islamic religious establishment in the city?

See Map 12 for the location of various religious institutions in Chang'an at the beginning of the 8th
century. For a discussion about Confucian rituals see relevant sections in Chapter 4 above.
For example the Great Ci'en Monastery. At its initiation ceremony, 300 monks were ordained and 50
da de (honoured monks) were transferred to the monastery by orders from the crown prince. The
monasteries were open to further ordinations. Thus the number recorded was the that of the clergy at
that time. It was quite common to employ about 100-200 slaves for a monastery of that size. Hiraoka
calculates the number of clergy to be 300, without including the da de and possible recruits in the
future. See Hiraoka Takeo "Map Volume"/38-9; Da Ci’en 7/155.
For a criticism of Islamic claims to early entry in China, see Donald Leslie Islam in Traditiional China
Canberra 1986/70-75.
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Sources
For a most readable account on Tang Buddhism, Buddhism under the T'ang4 is the best
work available in any language. On Chang'an's Buddhist monasticism, Xu Song's work again proves
invaluable.5 The basic primary source on the Great Ci’en si (monastery) is written by Hui Li6 et
al. The Quan Tang shi provides numerous evidences of the secular aspects of the monastery. The
Shaanxi tong zhi 28 conveniently gathers all the relevant data on the Great Wild Goose Pagoda. On
the Ximing si the most important primary source account is found in Hui Li's7 work just
mentioned. Ono Katsutoshi8 gives the best modem study of the sectarian affiliations and academic
achievements of the same monastery. Tang Yongtong's Sui Tangfo jiao shi goo also deals with
various Buddhist sects.9 The archaeology of the Qinglong si is covered by two reports,10 while
Yang Hongxun attempts to recontruct the plan of this monastery, based on archaeology.11
My account of the Taoist development in Chang'an is based on Kubo Noritada Tokyo
shi,12 On Taoist monastic area in Chang'an, Xu Song's work is very helpful.13 The most useful
record of Taoist hierarchy and church services is found in the Tang liu dian,14
The most authoritative study on Zoroastrianism in China is provided by Chen Yuan,
who was the undisputable doyen of Chinese historical studies in mainland China.15 Part of Chen's
view needs supplementation, in view of findings by Kuwabara Jitsuzö.16 Both Edouard Chavannes17
(in collaboration with Paul Pelliot) and Chen Yuan18 contribute to the understanding of Tang
Manichaeism. Chavannes' study is limited to the Tang period but contains more detailed description
and analysis than Chen Yuan's, which is intended as a general historical overview. Nestorianism in
China arouses much interest in the world. I chiefly rely on A.C. Moule19 and Saeki Yoshirö.20
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See Weinstein.
See Tang liang jing.
See D a C i’en.
D aC i'en 10/24.
Ono Katsutoshi.
Tang Yongtong Sui Tang fo jia o shi gao.
'Tang Qinglong si yi zhi kan cha ji lue" Kao gu 1964:7; 'Tang Qinglong si yi zhi fa jue jian bao” in
Kao gu 1974:5.
Yang Hongxun K a o g u x u e b a o 1984:3.
See Kubo Noritada.
See Tang liang jing.
Tang liu dian 4.
Chen Yuan "Huo xian jiao ru Zhongguo kao".
See Aoki Kazuko.
See Chavannes.
See Chen Yuan "Mo ni jiao ru Zhongguo kao". For a recent study o f Manichaeism, see Lin
Wushu./49-61.
See A.CM oule.
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Saceki Yoshirö The Nestorian Documents and Relics in China.
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Buddhism
Of all the churches in Chang'an, the Buddhists were by far the most
important. From the introduction of the religion in the first century AD until 583
when the newly constructed Sui-Tang capital Chang'an received its first settlers,
Buddhism had made steady advance through the whole country.21 From the 4th
century AD onwards, it penetrated all sectors of Chinese population, from royalty to
commoner, from noble to peasant. At the time of the establishment of the Sui
dynasty, its founder Wendi openly encouraged the spread of Buddhism.22 By the
time his successor Yangdi took over (Daye period, 605-617), Chang'an within a
quarter of a century of its planning, already boasted 120 Buddhist monasteries. The
next largest religious group, that of the Taoists, possessed only 10 monasteries 23
By and large, the rulers of the Tang dynasty were unimpressed with
Buddhism. But they were often quick to realize its importance and the potential
danger to suppress it.24 There were times when a ruler exhibited fanatic support (as
in the case of Wu Zetian during 684-705), or displayed total intolerance towards
Buddhism (like emperor Wuzong in 840-46). But these were unusual, extreme cases.
Buddhism found itself in a reasonably favourable environment in Chang'an most of
the time.
As we have mentioned earlier, the number of Sui monasteries in Chang'an
was 120. In the Kaiyuan period (712-41), Wei Shu records in the Liang jing xin ji
107 religious institutions, of which 91 were Buddhist monasteries or nunneries.25
But Wei's account is very likely an underestimation. Even in Tang times, Duan
Chengshi already criticized him for making a great number of omissions.26 On the

21_

22
23’
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On the introduction of Buddhism into China, see Tang Yongtong Han-Wei Liang-Jin Nan-Bei chaofo
jiao shi /149-53.
Weinstein/3-5.
Chang'an zhi IIS commentary.
Weinstein /5.
Wei Shu was transferred to Chang'an in 715 and stayed at court until the An Lushan rebellion. The
information cited above is not included in the extant edition of the Liang jing xin ji, which contains
only chapter 3 of the original. However, it is quoted by Song Minqiu in the Chang'an zhi. (see
Chang'an zhi 7/8 commentary). Judging from the context, Song starts quoting after
"]£
0 " . but the quotation is ended with
EJ* and is followed by his own
comment; "It does not include those (monasteries) built since the Tianbao period." This suggests that
Wei Shu completed the Liang jing xin ji in the preceding Kaiyuan period which ended in 741.
According to the Yu hai, Wei Shu finished his work in 722. There seems to be little reason to doubt it.
See Fukuyama Toshio; Xin Tang shu 13/4529-31; Jiu Tang shu 102/3183-85.
Youyang za zu part 2, 5/245:122.
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eve the 845 proscription, Chang’an contained more than 300 Buddhist institutions,
with each as large as a prefectural monastery.27
To illustrate monastic life in the Buddhist world of Chang'an, I single out
three of the most influential monasteries for close examination: Great Ci’en monastery
(in Jinchang fang), Ximing monastery (in Yankang/a/zg) and Qinglong monastery.28
The Great Ci'en si
The construction of the Great Ci'en si was occasioned by the premature death
of Taizong's Empress Wende.29 Li Zhi, who would become emperor Gaozong later,
requested, in his position as the crown prince, that a monastery be erected to repay
his debts to the empress' soul in heaven. An abandoned monastery should be chosen
as the site, and it should be set in a beauty spot surrounded by woods and fountains.
Monk Jingjue's30 former monastery in Jinchang li was decided upon. Based on its
original outline, the new monastery, the Great Ci'en, was lavishly constructed. Its
courtyards were packed with precious trees, among them were catalpa (Catalpa
kcempferi), cassia (Cinnamomum cassia), camphor (Camphora officinarum), and
coir palm (Chamcerops excelsa).31 The builders ornamented the structures with
pearls, jade, gold and jadeite pieces. The monastery consisted of 1897 rooms in
more than ten compounds.32 In the tenth month of 648, when the construction came
close to its finish, Xuan Zang, the greatest Buddhist guru at the time, was offered the
abbotship (shang zuo)33 by imperial order, but declined the position on the pretext of
his administrative incapacities.34
In the 12th month, on the date of its official dedication, the monastery saw
one of the most ostentatious Buddhist ceremonies in Chang'an's history. A long
Buddhist procession which included more than 1500 carriages and 300 canopies,
proceeded from the Anfu Gate (the western gate of the Imperial City in the north),
towards the monastery in the southern part of the city, offering a spectacular display
of Buddhist statues, paintings, sütras and holy relics. Emperor Taizong and the
crown prince accompanied by court ladies, mounted the Anfu Gate to pay homage.
More than one thousand Eastern Palace guards were mobilized to escort the
procession. Hundreds of thousands of residents lined the street to watch the
spectacle. On arrival at the main entrance, the Buddhist articles were guided into the
main hall by three of the most respected officials of the nation: Zhangsun Wuji, Li Ji
z7.

Ennin 4/178.

28
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zi, gui, yu zhang, bing lü.
Da Ci'en 7/149; Youyang za zu part 2, 6/262:208.

33
34

Da Ci'en 7/155.
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and Chu Suiliang.35 Musical and dancing performances were staged in one of the
compounds to mark the occasion.36
The Wild Goose Pagoda, which is the structure that has survived into modem
times and brought about the physical longevity of the monastery, was built in 652,
almost three years after the death of Taizong. To house the hundreds of Buddhist
items, including sütras, statues and paintings Xuan Zang brought from India, he
suggested a stone pagoda with a height of 30 zhang be erected. Because of the
colossal expense involved, the stone material was replaced by bricks. The completed
pagoda of five stories had a height of 180 chi}1 Two imperial epigraphs by the late
Taizong were inscribed in the calligraphy of Chu Suiliang.3** The interior of the
pagoda, like other structures in the monastery, was decorated with murals painted by
some of the greatest painters of the Tang dynasty: Yuchi Yiseng, Wu Daozi, Yan
Liben, Wang Wei39 among others. However, before long, the pagoda collapsed. It
was Wu Zetian who had it re-erected, this time ten story high. The imposing height
of the pagoda inspired not a few Tang poets. Among them, the best known is Du
Fu40 whose poem on climbing the pagoda begins with:
The pinnacle pierces through the firmament,
Strong wind keeps blowing.
As I am not big-hearted by nature,
Climbing up my mind is astir with a hundred worries.41
It emerged from the social upheaval at the end of the Tang dynasty seriously
damaged. Of the ten stories, only seven remained. It went through a major
renovation during the Changxing42 period of the Later Tang dynasty and has
survived to the present-day. Popularly it is also known as Da yan ra43 or Yan ta
(Great Wild Goose Pagoda or Wild Goose Pagoda), for its lowest level is shaped like
a wild goose, whose prototype can be traced to India.44
When Xuan Zang was planning the pagoda, he had in mind a fire-resistant
structure to keep his treasures, knowing very well the vulnerability of most monastic
buildings in Chang'an. Although rebuilt once, the pagoda has stood the test of time to
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38’
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Da Ci'en 7/156.
Da Ci'en 7/160.
Jin shi cui bian 49/1-2.
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Quan Tang shi 216/2258. Other celebrated poets who write about the pagoda include: Gao Shi (op. cit.
212/2204) and Cen Sen (op. cit. 198/2037).^ &
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Shaanxi tong zhi 28/18.
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become one of the very few existing structures dating back to the Tang dynasty. Due
to its time-honoured longevity, it has come to be regarded as the hallmark of
Chang'an.
During Xuan Zang's stay at the Great Ci'en monastery, it functioned as a
translation centre of Buddhist sütras. Apart from routine religious activities, it also
witnessed some of the most important Buddhist events of the city. In the first month
of 656, when a new crown prince was appointed, a vegetarian feast involving 5000
monks was held in his honour. High-ranking court officials were sent along to attend
the incense-burning ceremony.45 In the fourth month, when the stone tablets
dedicated by the late emperor Taizong were ready for transportation to the monastery,
Xuan Zang headed a long procession of monks with more than 300 tall canopies and
banners, and a thousand carriages to greet them. From the Fanglin Gate to the Ci'en
monastery, this procession extended over 30 li in length. It is recorded more than
one million residents turned out to watch the spectacle.46 The next day, another
vegetarian feast was held for 2000 monks, followed by musical performance in front
of the main hall.47
The monastery was also open to the public for secular activities. Scholars
enjoyed climbing up the pagoda to be inspired by its giddy height.48 Sometimes
visitors got carried away while at the top. A qian niu guard by the name of Li took
the monastery by surprise when he tried to outdo his pals in bravery by performing
an adventurous feat beyond the railings and fell off the pagoda. Luckily his dress was
caught by a nail. It took the monks who came to his rescue a long time to get him
down.49 There was also a more leisurely exercise the high-ranking officials and
literati alike indulged themselves in: to inscribe their names at the foot of the
pagoda.50 When summer came, visitors would come here to get away from the
oppressive heat in downtown Chang'an.51
By far the best known secular events associated with the monastery were the ti
ming (name-inscription) celebration of newly-appointed jin shi scholars, the viewing
of peonies and theatrical performances.
To pass the jin shi examination, one had to put in years of hard work, but
afterwards, a rosy future would open up. Small wonder that success in the jin shi
examination was a big occasion for celebration. Each year, the newly-selected jin shi
scholars gathered at the pagoda to inscribe and display their names. Starting with the
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Da Ci'en 8/178.
It is very likely to have been an exaggerated figure.
Da Ci’en 9/189.
See poems by Du Fu, Gao Shi and Cen Sen in Quan Tang shi 216/2258, 212/2204, 198/2037.
Tang guo shi bu part 1/29.
See poem by Xu Yin in Quan Tang shi 709/8159. ^ ^
See Li Yuan's poem in Quan Tang shi 519/5935. 35
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Shenlong period (705-7), this practice became customary. Following the ceremony,
these new members of the 61ite would proceed southeastwards to the Qujiang park to
hold a banquet. Thus they became fellow graduates or tong nian,52 which carries a
sense of camaraderie. In 843, chief minister Li Deyu, who exhibited a strong dislike
for those jin shi scholars who prided on their academic success, banned the ti ming
ceremony on the pretext of preventing the spread of favouritism. As soon as Li Deyu
was out of favour with the court, the ceremony was resumed.53
Acrobatic performances were staged in monasteries as early as the Northern
Wei period.54 The Great Ci’en monastery enriched this tradition with a great variety.
Its theatres were the largest in the city, and the monastery became virtually the centre
for the performing arts.55
Peony-viewing in spring was also one of the most fashionable activities
among the rich and learned. The Great Ci'en monastery was well-known for its
special varieties of peony. Traditionally, the 15th of the 3rd month was the date to
see the flowers. But the purple peony in the Yuanguo compound56 of the monastery
bloomed a fortnight earlier. The sightseers vied for a glimpse of these precious
flowers. In the Taizhen compound57 of the same monastery, the white-coloured
peony came into full blossom two weeks after the 15th. Their jade-like, cool beauty
was out of season, thus generally ignored. Pei Shiyan58 of the mid-8th century
dedicated a sympathetic poem to extol the quality of these white flowers.59 The
atmosphere of peony-viewing at the Great Ci'en monastery was best described by
Quan Deyu, chief minister for Xianzong in his poem on the peony in the
Qingshangren compound:60
Bathed in the bright sun of mid-March,
The peony heralds the spring breeze.
As I am passing the holy place in search of the scented path,
52
53’
54’
55'

56
51
58'
59'

Tang zhi yon 3/28-9; Tang guo shi bu part 3/56.
See Jeimer/165, 253 on Ch'ang-chiu and Ch'an-hsü monasteries, -ft
.
See Nan bu xin shu 5 /8 .You xian gu chui /26 and Tong jian 248/8036 give an example o f royal
participation in theatrical activities. The daughter of emperor Xiuanzong (Late Tang period) was caught
watching a performance at one Ci'en monastery theatre while her brother-in-law was seriously ill.On
Chang'an s performing arts and theatres, see relevant sections in Chapter 8 below.
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The poem contains four lines. The two versions I have referred to differ in the first two lines:
In QuanTang shi 124/1231-2:

In Nan bu xin shu 4/7:
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The old bushes are fresh with new blossoms.
West of the Qu River and north of the Apricot Garden,
The deep yard turns rosy, imbued in fragrance.61
Situated within walking distance of the Qujiang Park and faced on the south
by the Apricot Garden, which was another favourite pleasure ground, the monastery
served as a way-station between the park and the Imperial City.62 Apart from its most
convenient location for the sightseers, it offered many unique features: the brightcoloured peonies, the towering pagoda which commanded a bird-eye's view of the
city, the largest theatres and a summer-resort-like environment All this made it more
like an amusement park than a solemn, medieval institution.
Ximing si
Another monastery that challenged the Great Ci'en si in having the pick of
peonies in Chang'an was the Ximing si (or Western Bright Monastery).63 But its
significance went far beyond its landscaping.
Situated in the southwestern comer of Yankang/tz«# in the northwestern part
of the city, the monastery was previously the mansion of Yang Su, president of the
Department of State Affairs of the Sui dynasty. After it had changed hands between a
couple of Tang royal family members, in 656 it was converted by emperor Gaozong
into the Ximing monastery on the occasion of crown prince Li Hong's64 recovery
from sickness.65 In the mean time, a Taoist monastery was set up in the eastern part
of the city in Jinning fang. Symmetrical to the Western Bright Monastery, the Taoist
guan was named Dongming guan or Eastern Bright monastery.66
Measuring 350 by 350 bu, the Ximing si took up one quarter of the ward.
More than 4000 rooms were grouped around ten compounds. Surrounded by locust
trees, and intersected by meandering streams, the monastery was in a world of
galleries, palatial halls, raised platforms and multi-story buildings, dazzling in golden
splendour and imposing in height. It was regarded as the greatest monastery in the
city, and even the well-famed Yongning si

of Northern Wei Luoyang paled in

comparison with it.67 Its cost ran into 210,000 strings or two hundred and ten million
coins, an enormous amount by any standard.68
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QuanTang shi 327/3664.
The situation is w ell illustrated by an anecdote o f emperor Xuanzong who is recorded to have dropped
in on the monastery on his way back from the Qujiang Park to the palace. See Nan bu xin shu 4/7-8.
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See IshidaMikinosuke/10.
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See Tang hui yao 48/845; Liang jing xin j i /186; Chang'an zhi 4/10.
Chang’an zhi 10/12.
Da Ci'en 10/214; Ono Katsutoshi/4-5.
Jacques Gemet Aspects economiques du Buddhisme dans la s o c iiti chinoise du Ve au Xe siecle/16.
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Of the ten compounds of the monastery, the seng yuan69 or dormitory
compound, was known for its scenic beauty. The Late Tang poet Wen Tingyun70 on
his visit there wrote:
I come to enjoy the celebrated paintings,
So I watch people of leisure playing chess.
Wild Geese fly past blue clouds in zigzag ,
Crows flurry away against red maple leaves.71
Just like the Great Ci’en si, the dormitory compound was an ideal place for
spending summer days.72 But the monastery was best known for its religious
activities. It attracted the leading teachers in various sects of Buddhism: Faxiang
(Dharmdaksana), Lii (Vinaya), Huayan,Chan (Zen), Esoteric (Mi)73 etc. Xuan
Zang, who played an essential role in spreading the Faxiang school, came to stay at
the Ximing si on an imperial summons in 658.74 Although his stay at the monastery
was short, his disciple Yuan Ce (Won Chük)75 continued his cause at the Ximing si.
Yuan, bom at the end of the Sui dynasty, was the grandson of a Silla king. His
learning at the time was rivaled by Kui Ji,76 another celebrated disciple of Xuan
Zang. Both would develop their own schools based on the Faxiang doctrines. It is
recorded in the Song gao seng zhuan that Yuan Ce bribed the door-keeper to
eavesdrop Kui Ji's preaching of the newly translated Wei shi lun 77(recognizance
only theory). Returning to the Ximing si, Yuan Ce rang the bell and set up a rival
congregation to preach his own brand of recognizance-only-theory. He is said to have
plagiarized Xuan Zang's Yujia78 (Yogäcära) theory in the same fashion.79 Although
such allegations are very likely to have come out of the hands of the disciples of Kui
Ji's faction in their attempt to discredit Yuan Ce, they suggest the great influence
Yuan Ce exerted on the Faxiang school.80
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Quan Tang shi 578/6719.
Lu shy xiao shuo records an interesting anecdote o f the ill-fated scholar Song Ji in the compound. One
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summer while sitting by the window copying a book, emperor Dezong appeared incognito, asking for a
bowl o f tea. Song answered: "Please help yourself from the tripod o f boiled tea." The emperor went on
to ask his opinion on the emperor’s poetry. Song answered:'! am not in a position to understand the
emperor." Suddenly the attendants arrived with the imperial carriages, crying:"Emperor, emperor!" A
scared Song now awaited imperial punishment. But the emperor only commented:"Song is being
frank." See Taiping guang ji 181/1338. jJ
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Not only was the Ximing si responsible for the rise of Yuan Ce's subsect of
the mainstream Faxiang school, it also patronized the growth of the Vinaya (lii)
school. Immediately after the monastery was established, the puritan Dao Xuan81
was called to act as the abbot of the monastery. His life style was not only
characterized by plain clothing and food, but also by his indifference to personal well
being. It is said that wherever he went, lice and fleas followed. However, it was he
who founded the most influential sect of the Vinaya school, the Nanshan82 sect.
Although the Vinaya theory was well established in the Eastern Jin period already,
Dao Xuan brought about the height of its development. His disciples numbered by
the thousand spread all over the country.83
Prominent mentors of other schools were also found active at the Ximing si.
Fa Zang (643-713),84 the Khotanese monk, who was remembered as one of the three
ancestors of the Huayan school, lived there. The Chan master Jing Zhi85 set up a
practice ground for meditation (chanfu)86 there as early as 658. The Chan school
flourished again during Xianzong's reign when master Wu Ye (761-822)87 sojourned
there. The Esoteric school found its own spokesman in Hui Xiao88 who carried out
his esoteric practices and rituals in the monastery in the latter half of the seventh
century.89
The excellent collection of Buddhist works at the monastery made it an
outstanding centre for the translation and compilation of Buddhist works. Apart from
Xuan Zang, whose stay there was short, the greatest translator of the time was
perhaps Yi Jing.90 Inspired by Xuan Zang's example, he travelled to India via the sea
route. Returning to China in 695, 25 years later, he brought with him 400 Buddhist
works in Sanskrit A significant part of his translation project was completed during
his stay at the Ximing si (698-703) with the help of his colleagues. Participating in
the translation were a number of Indian and Central Asian monks.91 Famous
Japanese monks also journeyed to the monastery, such as Döji of the Nara period and
KUkai of the He an period.92
If we draw a parallel between the Great Ci'en si and Ximing si, we will not
fail to notice the difference in locality. While the Great Ci'en si was built in the area
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of leisure activities, close to Qujiang Park and the Apricot Garden, the Ximing si was
situated southeast of the densely populated Western Market, around which most
foreigners centred. It was not surprising that the Ximing monastery was frequented
by monks from Silla, India, Central Asia and Japan. A whole gamut of Buddhist
sects flourished there as nowhere else. It would be no exaggeration to say that just as
the Great Ci'en si was the greatest entertainment centre of the monasteries, the
Ximing si was the greatest centre of Buddhist learning.
The Qinglong si
The Qinglong si deserves a special mention here because it is the only
monastery in Sui-Tang Chang’an that has been systematically excavated. In any case,
the Qinglong si occupies a special place in Buddhist history owing to its role as the
centre of the Esoteric school, and also because of its extensive connections with the
history of Japanese Buddhism. But our interest here is mainly in its physical features
as revealed by documentary and archaeological research.
In 582 when the construction of Sui-Tang Chang’an was under way, a
number of tombs were transferred from the urban area to the suburbs. To pacify the
souls of the disturbed dead, a monastery was built in southeastern part of the city,
named Linggan si 93(spiritual evocation). Officially abolished in 621, it was re
established as the Guanyin si (Avalokitesvara monastery).94 This was renamed
Qinglong si in 711.95 Few monasteries inspired Tang poets as much as the Qinglong
si. Examples can be gathered from works by Jia Dao, Huangpu Ran, Geng Wei, Zhu
Qingyu, Wei Zhuang, Bai Juyi and others.96 But, like most monasteries in Sui-Tang
Chang'an, it was destroyed when the city was abandoned at the beginning of the
tenth century.
Excavation of the site was first conducted in 1963, and resumed ten years later
in 1973.97 Its location was found to have been in the southeastern part of Xinchang
fang. But archaeologists were unable to work out the exact area of the monastery due
to the complete destruction of some of the peripheral area, particularly in the south
where the earth surface was disturbed by a fault. Although the excavation activities
were concentrated in the western part of the monastery, its eastern side is very likely
to have been bounded by the eastern wall of the city itself, so that the monastic area
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Chang'an zhi 9/6.
See Quan Tang shi 574/6687, 249/2804, 269/3004, 514/5868, 695/7996, 432/4772. f
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"Tang Qinglong si yi zhi kan cha ji lue" Kao gu 1964:7/346-8; 'Tang Qinglong si yi zhi fa jue jian
bao" Kao gu 74:5/322-27.
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must at least have been a quarter of the ward.98 Of the seven structural sites
investigated, only sites Nos. 2 and 4 were thoroughly excavated.
Site No.l was a gatehouse foundation. The width of its archway was 6 m. It
was identified as the middle gate of the monastery. To its its due north, there should
have been a southern gate or main gate. But nothing remains of its above or below the
surface. Site No.3 was a hall with a measurement of 30 (north-south) by 50 m (eastwest). Sites 5 and 6 were badly damaged and were barely identifiable. Site No.7
consisted of three broken sections of a north-south rammed earth, with a width of
more than 3 m. They probably belonged to a gallery or several monks' dormitories.
Site No.2 was a pagoda foundation with a measurement of 15 by 15 m. At the
centre of the foundation in what must have been the "underground chamber"99 there
was a squarish pit, containing practically nothing. The structure is estimated to have
been a square-shaped wooden pagoda.
Site No.4 was the largest one to be unearthed. It was a raised platform of
28.75 (east-west) by 21.75 m. (north-south). The whole area was covered with highdensity rammed earth. Five rows (east-west) of six earthen piles were evenly spread
out on the surface. They served as column bases. At the centre two column bases
were replaced by a small platform of 3 by 5 m The bricks covering the outer walls of
the structure were no longer visible except for part of the bottom area. Surrounding
the walls were the aprons. Beneath the structural area was another site of rammed
earth, square in shape (28 by 28 m.) and larger in area, which dated back to the Early
Tang period.
Apart from such common monastic objects as bronze Buddha statues,
miniature pottery towers, sculptural works etc, the site yielded a number of mural
fragments. According to the Tang writer Zhang Yanyuan,100 the three middle gates
and halls were covered with murals by Wu Daozi, Wang Shaoying and others. *01
Sites Nos. 1-3 were a structural complex centred along a common north-south
axis.
Recently Yang Hongxun tentatively reconstructed the halls of Site No.4 (See
Fig.l for the reconstruction of the later structure.) As we mentioned before, the site
was occupied by two successive buildings during the Tang dynasty. The
spaciousness of the early structure was in keeping with the fashion at the time. By
comparison the later structure was much more limited in use of space and materials.
Significantly, the platform for the Buddha statue was situated at the centre, which
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'Tang Qinglong si yi zhi fa jue jian bao" Kao gu 1974:5/327.
In Chinese known as di gong or underground palace, it was the underground cell at the bottom o f a
pagoda for containing Buddhist treasures. Üfe'g’
'Tang Qinglong si yi zhi fa jue jian bao" Kao gu 1974:5/322-7.
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was against the convention of the time. It is likely to have been an architectural feature
of the Esoteric sect.
It is documented that most of the Buddhist monasteries including the Qinglong
si were abolished in 845. However, the following year, the Qinglong si was revived
with a new name, Huguo sz;102 in the process the early structure was tom down and
the later structure was built. *03
In the Sui dynasty, G reat X ingshan s i 104 was no doubt the forem ost
monastery in the city, and it remained one of the largest throughout the Sui-Tang
period. But its unrivalled role in Chang'an Buddhism was much eclipsed with the
establishment o f the Great Ci'en si and Ximing si in the middle of the 7th century.
In 845, when em peror W uzong started his considerable suppression of
Buddhism, under the spell o f his Taoist mentor Zhao Guizhen and supported by chief
m inister Li Deyu, he decreed the nation-wide abolition of 4600 monasteries and
laicization o f 260,000 monks and nuns.105 He shut dow n all o f the 300-odd
Buddhist monasteries in C hang’an except four: G reat Ci'en, Jianfu, X iming and
Zhuangyan.106 These may be regarded as the most important Buddhist institutions at
the time. The following year, 16 more monasteries and nunneries, obviously of
secondary importance, were reopened:
In the eastern part: X ingtang, B aoshou, B aoying (renam ed Zisheng),
Qinglong (renamed Huguo), Puti (renamed Baotang) and Qingchan (renamed
Anguo) monasteries; Fayun and Tang'an nunneries.107
In the western part: Qianfu, Huadu (renamed Chongfu), Yongtai (renamed
W anshou), W enguo (renamed Chongsheng), Jingxing (renamed Longxing)
and Feng'en (Xingfu) m onasteries; W anshan (Y antang) and X ingyuan
nunneries.108
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Yang Hongxun Kao gu xue boo 84:3/383-400.
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The above account is based on Kubo Noritada/222-36, 241-44. There is no doubt about Li Deyu’s
involvement in the suppression. The problem remains as to his motivation. According to Sun Kekuan,
Li's support of the movement was out of his concern for the welfare of the country. But for Barrett, Li
manifested an obvious inclination towards Taoism. See Sun Kekuan/81-2; Cf. Barrett, Timothy
'Taoism under the Tang" in CHC vol.4/84-6 (unpublished).
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Taoism
The combined monastic areas devoted to Taoism and other religions in SuiTang Chang'an never approached one half of their Buddhist counterpart in size. The
founder of the Sui dynasty, who was a faithful Buddhist, was biased against Taoism.
Understandably, under his reign, Taoism did not develop impressively in Chang'an.
It was allowed to spread, but its territorial expansion was always dwarfed by
Buddhist monasteries. By Yangdi's time, a total of 120 Buddhist monasteries were
establishedin the capital against a meagre 10 for the Taoist church. Even in the Tang
dynasty, when Taoism became the chosen religion for the court, and Buddhism was
at times proscribed, the former cult did not fare much better. During Xuanzong's
period, Taoism reached its apogee in the Tang dynasty, but, according to Wei Shu,
writing about the Kaiyuan period (712-41), the number of Taoist monasteries in
Chang'an was only 27 as against 91 for Buddhism.109 The Qing scholar Xu Song
records 105 Buddhist si and 38 Taoist g u a n A ^ The relative size of the monastic
area in the city may be regarded as an indicator of the popularity of the religion in
question. The case of Sui-Tang Chang'an convinces us that at the popular level,
Taoism was never as widespread as Buddhism. But at court, especially in Tang
times, it played a much greater role than was sanctioned by the size of its clergy under
usual circumstances.
At the beginning of the Tang dynasty, the Maoshanl11 school master Wang
Y u an zh i 112 was bestowed upon the title of chao san da fu (honorary grand master for
court), a golden crown and a purple robe. The last two items were a symbol of
nobility. In 621, the tai shi ling (grand astrologer) Fu Yi,113 in his memorial to
emperor Gaozu, listed a number of what he considered undesirable aspects of
Buddhism. Gaozu, convinced by his argument, decided to laicize the Buddhist and
Taoist clergy, and to allow only three Buddhist and two Taoist monasteries in the
capitals, and one Buddhist and one Taoist monasteries in each prefecture.
Considering the much greater influence Buddhism enjoyed, it would have been much
disadvantaged if the imperial decree was carried out in earnest. However, at this
juncture, Gaozu abdicated in favour of Taizong, who seems to have been more
favourably inclined towards Buddhism. Nevertheless, as a gesture of good-will, he
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The figures may have been underestimated. Chang’an zhi 7/8.
Based on the counting by Tsukamoto Zemü/37-8 Map.
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continued to shower favours on Taoist priests and placed Taoism officially above
Buddhism.
In Gaozong's reign, Taoism enjoyed imperial patronage as never before.
Gaozong, himself a devout Taoist, issued edicts to build Taoist monasteries in every
prefecture. The Taoist God Lao Zi was crowned with the title tai shang xuan yuan
huang J /114 (the Supreme Ultimate Emperor). Overnight, the Dao de jing became a
state classic, and was recommended by the court as home reading for nobility and
government. For civil service examinees, familiarity with it was compulsory.
However it was during Xuanzong's reign that Taoism experienced its most vigorous
development. In 741, the emperor ordered the construction of a temple for the
Ultimate Emperor both at Chang'an and the Eastern Capital. A branch of learning
known as chong xuan xue (the sacred learning of the occult) was established to study
Taoism at the two capitals. Its counterpart in the provinces was termed dao xue
(learning of Dao). In addition to the Dao de jing, the Zhuang zi, Wen zi and Lie zi
were added to the list of compulsory reading. Doctors and doctoral assistants were
designated to teach the students of Taoism who would sit for state-held examinations
on Taoism. On passing the examination, they were entitled to diplomas that were on a
par with those for ming jing scholars who specialized in Confucianism. H5 Lao Zi's
birthday was celebrated as a state holiday and the most-respected Taoist God yuan shi
tian zun 116(the Original God of Heaven) was worshiped in state-sponsored
monasteries throughout the country. Maoshan school masters such as Sima
Chengzhen and Wu Yun117
became not only highly respected but
extremely powerful.
The reign of emperor Wuzong (840-46) ushered in another era of Taoism
expansion. But he did not reign long enough to substantially elevate the status of
Taoism, as did his predecessors Gaozong and Xuanzong. However, he outdid
anyone in history in dealing a devastating blow to Buddhism in favour of Taoism. U8
Taoist Monasteries (See Appendix 2)
In Taoist terminology, a monastic or conventual institution was variably
known as:
guan (abbey),
114.
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O f course, a successful ming jing scholar was much lower in status than a jin shi scholar, so was a

dao xue scholar.

ns,%S.nä$.
See, Kubo Noritada/222-36, 241-44. There is no doubt about Li Deyu's involvement in the
suppression. The problem remains as to his motivation. According to Sun Kekuan, Li's support o f the
movement was out o f his concern for the welfare o f the country. But for Barrett, Li manifested obvious
inclination towards Taoism. See Sun Kekuan 'Tang dai Dao jiao yu zheng zhi" Da lu za zhi 51:2
(1975)/81-2; C f Barrett, Timothy 'Taoism under the Tang" in CHC vol.4/84-6 (unpublished).
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miao (temple),
gong (palace),
tan (altar),
ci (shrine hall),
ge (pavilion) and
dong (grotto).119
While all but the last one dong, are documented in association with Sui-Tang
Chang'an, only the first three guan, miao and gong were used in the Sui-Tang period
to mean Taoist monastic institutions. Guan, in the meaning of a Taoist monastery or
nunnery seems to have had the widest currency. A nunnery was referred to as nil
guan guan.120
A variety of reasons accounted for the founding of new Taoist monasteries in
Chang'an. They basically fell into the following categories:121
1. To mark a special event. The Longxing guan in Chonghua fang was
founded by the Tang court in 631 to celebrate crown prince Chengqian's recovery
from a serious disease. The Dongming guan in Puning fang was created in 656
together with the Ximing si to mark the occasion of appointment of a new crown
prince. The Hongdao guan in Xiuren fang founded in 680, commemorated a similar
event.
2. To commemorate the death of an imperial relative or to provide afterlife
enjoyment for him/her (z/iwz/w).122 In 656, the newly crowned emperor Gaozong
converted his residence occupying the whole of Baoning fang into Haotian guan^l,
in memory of his father Taizong. In 733, Suming (later Xianyi) guan 124 was built in
homage to empress Suming. In 111, Zongdao guan125 was founded in Yongchong
fang to pay tribute to princess Huayang.126
3. To provide quarters for Taoist masters or newly ordained royal family
members. Taoist priests LU Shixuan (Qingxu guan),m Sun Ang (Qingdu guan)128,
Jiao Zishun (Wutong gwan)129 and Shi Chongxuan (Taiqing gwan)130 were each
given a specially-built monastery. In 677, emperor Gaozong built the Taiping
119
120
121
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nunnery to house his daughter —princess Taiping —in Daye fang to avoid her being
sought in marriage by the Tibetan king. In 710, emperor Ruizong spent an enormous
amount of money to build two nunneries: Jinxian and Yuzhen131 in Fuxing/ang as
residences for two of his newly ordained daughters, princesses Jinxian and Yuzhen.
4. Donations by princesses, usually intended for their own religious interest.
Among this category were the Xuanzhen guan132 donated by princess Changning
(707-9),133 Futang guan 134 of princess Xindu135 (710), Jiuhua guan136 of princess
of Xueguo137 (730) and Wan'an guan138 of princess Yongmu139 (748).
5. To suppress evil influences. There were only two cases in this category.
When Xuandu guan was moved from the old site of Chang'an to Chongye fang in
582, Yuwen Kai, the planner of the city had in mind its role to guard the 5th
horizontal ridge of Chang'an. Serving the same purpose was the Great Xingshan si
in Jingshan fang, which was built at the same time. As we mentioned above, the
terrain of Chang'an could be divided by six east-west ridges. Geomancers matched
them arbitrarily with the six lines of the hexagram qian in the Yi jing which
interprets the 5th line as particularly favourable for power. It was to prevent the rise
of usurpers that the two above-mentioned religious institutions were established. In
another instance, Li Linfu, chief minister for emperor Xuanzong, set aside the
southeastern part of his mansion as Jiayou guan,140 after the place had been allegedly
haunted.
There were other types of monasteries: the Lingying guan141, for example,
was built by the Taoist priest Song Daobiao,142 while the Taizhen guan143 and
Huafeng guan144 were donated by Yang Guifei's sister and Gao Lishi respectively.
The Shangqing gong was created to mark the alleged appearance of Lao Zi himself
who is said to have descended on the crossroads in front of the Danfeng Gate145
(southern main gate of the Darning Palace).
From Appendix 2 we can see the imperial nature of Taoist structures in SuiTang Chang'an. In the Sui dynasty, it was the court that sponsored most of the Taoist
building projects. Monastic structures were often created for highly respected Taoist
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masters. In Tang times, Taoist structures quadrupled in number. They were almost
invariably built or converted by the court or princesses. The three exceptions were
those endowed by Gao Lishi, Li Linfu and Mrs Pei. But all three were active in
Xuanzong's reign, when Tang Taoism was at its height, and were closely associated
with the emperor. Their efforts therefore might reflect their attempt to please the
emperor as well as their own belief in the Taoist faith. A unique feature of Tang
Chang'an Taoist monasticism was that a significant number of monasteries were
either built, donated by, named or renamed after princesses. For example, Taiping,
Jinxian, Yuzhen, Xianyi and others.
In Appendix 2, 47 Taoist monastic institutions were listed. No. 16 (Hongdao
guan) was in the extramural area of the city. The others were all situated in the
residential area except Nos.44-47. All the Taoist monasteries and nunneries in the
Appendix are datable with some accuracy apart from Nos.39-42, 45-47, which can
only be placed within the broad time frame of Tang.
For the Sui dynasty, the Chang'an zhi records 10 Taoist institutions, one less
than Appendix 2 (Nos. 1-11). Most of these are known to have been built within six
years of the city's history (582-88). They remained to serve Tang patrons after the
fall of Sui, although the Linggan guan and Chengxu guan (Nos.10-11) were
abolished in the Early Tang period.
During Gaozu-Taizong's period (618-649), only one Taoist monastery was
built (Longxing guan, No. 13). The next emperor Gaozong (r.649-83) saw the
establishment of four more Taoist guan (Nos. 13-6), which was hardly surprising,
considering his fanatical belief in Taoism. Zhongzong's rule lasted less than five
years (705-10), but two Taoist guan were erected (Nos. 18,19). In Ruizong's even
shorter reign (710-2), five guan were founded. Taoism, however, witnessed the
greatest architectural expansion under Xuanzong's long reign (712-755), during
which 14 Taoist institutions were established (Nos.25-36, 43-44). In the 150 years
after the An Lushan Rebellion (756-906) only two more guan

were added

(Nos.37,38).
Although the Chang'an Taoist institutions were greatly outnumbered by their
Buddhist counterparts, it does not necessarily follow that Taoist monasteries were
smaller in average space. The Buddhist church in Chang'an boasted seven mammoth
monasteries, ranging from a quarter of a ward to one ward in area, while its Taoist
rival, whose guan were about one third of the total number of the Buddhist si,
possessed at least two monasteries of comparable size. The Haotian guan (No. 14)
took up the whole ward of Baoning/ang. It was donated by Gaozong in 656 in
honour of his father Taizong. Another one was the Xuandu guan, built in 582
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together with the Great Xingshan si, which occupied a whole ward, to guard the 5th
ridge of Chang'an.146 Although there is no detailed record of its area, it could hardly
have been much smaller than its counterpart, the Great Xingshan si.
In general, a Taoist guan did not rival a Buddhist si in scenic beauty. In fact,
the first Taoist monastery, Xuandu guan, did not possess any gardens as late as 805.
In a matter of ten years, the resident monks managed to grow a great number of peach
trees of immortality.147 For a while the monastery turned crimson when the peach
flowers were in bloom. But not long after 828, all the peach trees were replaced by
such uncultivated plants as tu kui (Eranthis keiskii) 148 yan mai (Avena fatua,
oat).149
The Xuandu guan was not alone in lacking picturesque surroundings.
Peonies, the most favourite flower with Chang'an residents, flourished in a number
of Buddhist monasteries, while there is hardly any similar record for a Taoist
institution.150 Considering the Taoist penchant for hermitages and an idyllic life, this
phenomenon is rather surprising, and perhaps can best be understood in view of the
more passionate love exhibited by their Buddhist brethren for gardening.
Church Hierarchy and Services
A Taoist monastery in Chang'an perhaps was not half as pleasing in its
environment as its Buddhist counterpart, but its residents often enjoyed as much or
even more power and influence.
The Taoist church had been organized very differently in earlier times. In the
Later Han dynasty, Taoism had as its oecumenical leader the celestial master. In the
Six-Dynasties period that followed the highest church position was confined to the
level of abbot.151 In Sui-Tang Chang'an, as in the case of Buddhism, each Taoist
monastery or nunnery formed its own independent hierarchy. At the top was the
abbot or guan zhu. 152 Next to the abbot was the shang zuo 153 or prior and jian
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The Great Xingshan si occupied the whole o f Jingshan/ang. The Xuandu guan and the Great Xingshan
si were symmetrically situated in reference to each other, the main street—Zhuquemen jie, and the city
itself.
These were probably propagated from the golden peaches sent to the Tang court in the 7th century from
Samarkand. See Schafer Golden /117-9.
A kind o f wild herb with white flowers.
See Liu Yuxi's poem and introduction in Quan Tang shi 365/4116. Oat usually grew wild in medieval
China.
See Li Shutong/51-3.
Although Kou Qianzhi o f the Northern W ei dynasty was declared a celestial master, his influence did
not go far beyond the Northern W ei capital. See Holmes W elch Taoism - The Parting o f the
Way/ 1 4 1 - 3 .& § a £
For example, through his connection with princess Taiping, the Taoist monk Shi Chongxuan was
made the abbot o f the Taiqing guan in Jincheng/ong. The position was abolished together with the
monastery in 714, after princess Taiping was forced to commit suicide and Shi Chongxuan him self
executed. See Xin Tang shu 83/3651-2; Chao ye qianzai 5/11; Tang Hang jing 4/116.
In Buddhism, shang zuo was abbot and si zhu prior.
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z/zai154 or meditation supervisor. Professional titles were awarded to Taoist
practitioners: fa shi (master of the way), wei yi shi (master of majestic ceremony)
and lii shi (master of law).155 Here the Buddhist influence was obvious.156 For the
most respected Taoists was reserved the fonn of address lian s/ti157 or master of
perfection.15^
The most important Taoist practice was meditation hygienics,159 through
which one established communication with immortals. On an auspicious date, a
special altar or spirit altar was set for the hygienic practice. Seven meditation
hygienics (jie zhaifa)160 are recorded in the Tang liu dian:
1.jin lu, gold chart,
2. huang lu, yellow chart,
3. ming zhen, enlightenment,
4. san yuan, three mid-month festivals,
5. ba jie, eight seasonal starts,
6. tu tan, mud and soot,
7. zi ran, nature.161
They were held at different times of the year to serve a variety of purposes: to
harmonize the yin-yang forces of nature, to avoid disaster, to bring about fortune, to
redeem from sins, and to cultivate oneself with an aim at immortality, among
others.162 There were two important ceremonies in communicating with heaven:
zhang or shang z h a n g ^ l and
7 /0 0 164
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See Tang liu dian 4/23-4.
The hygienic practice known as hygienics or hygiene is the main church service offered by the Taoist
church, aiming at purifying body and soul.
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Tang liu dian 4/23; also see Quan Tang wen (Beijing) 250/1531-2, (Taipei) 250/30-1; Sui shu
35/1092-3. Jin lu and huang lu (1&2, gold and yellow charts) are special certificates conferred on Taoist
believers. Here they are used to mean religious ceremonies associated with them. Also see, D ao zang
No.266/2b. 1 . & * ! . 2 . # 5 1 . 3. m n . t. H 7 C . 5. Afp, « . $ £ . 7. 6 **•
Tang liu dian 4/23.
Zhang or shang zhang literally means to "submit a report." Here it means to send a memorial by a Taoist priest
to heaven.
frft:.
Originally jia o is the offering laid to Taoist gods. It also means the ceremony associated with ju Q see D a °
zang No.281, 15/6a.
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In the zhang ceremony, the Taoist priest would evoke heaven’s help in averting a
major catastrophe by reading out the result of a yin-yang and five elements fortune
telling. The jiao ceremony took place at night, when a sacrificial banquet with food,
wine and coins was laid out in honour of heaven, while the priest read out the same
result of fortune-telling after offerings were presented to the Supreme God and other
stellar gods. Like their predecessors, Sui-Tang Taoists also engaged in a number of
time-honoured immortality-seeking practices, notably taking alchemic pills.165 It was
the last practice that most interested the Tang rulers, who often fell victim to the toxic
pills. Emperors Taizong, Gaozong, Muzong, Jingzong, Wuzong and Xuanzong all
believed to have died prematurely from accumulated poisoning of the pills. Xianzong
was murdered before he was finished off by the drugs.166

The immortality pills were often composed of cinnibar or its compound, and were highly poisonous.

Suishu 35/1092-3.
Kubo Noritada/234-5.
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Zoroastrianism, Manichaeism and

Nestorianism

These three religions all stemmed from Western Asia and spread eastwards
through Central Asia into China. Relevant information is very limited and has been
exhaustively studied by such great scholars as Edouard Chavannes, Paul Pelliot,
Chen Yuan and Xiang Da. Here I have little to add to their excellent scholarship. But
I still fell obliged to retell the story from Sui-Tang Chang'an’s point of view, since an
essay on this city would not be complete without dealing with these Western Asian
religions.
Zoroastrianism167
Of all the Western Asian religions listed above, Zoroastrianism was the
earliest to appear on the scene and make its entry into China. According to Chen
Yuan, it reached China in 516-19, when Sassanian Persia sent its ambassadors to the
Northern Wei and Liang of Xiao. It is referred to as shi tian shen, or shi huo
tian shen1^ (worship of heavenly god, or fire and heavenly good). In Tang times, as
it became more widespread, a new character xian 169 was created to refer to these
"worshippers of heaven".
Wei Shu records four Zoroastrian temples in Chang'an of the Kaiyuan period
(731-41).170 The first one was built in 621 in Buzheng fang.1'71 The other three were
in Liquan fang, Putting fang andJinggong fang respectively.172
According to Chen Yuan, these four are the only Chang'an Zoroastrian
temples in extant sources. They were all known as ci /zij (shrine halls). He goes on
to dismiss Song scholar Yao Kuan's173 record of the 5th Zoroastrian temple on the
grounds that it is missing from the Chang'an zhi, and Yao is incapable of
distinguishing
the Zoroastrian ci from Persian alien si (or Bosi hu si)174
and Daqin (Roman Orient) si. The last two, according to Chen Yuan again, were
exclusively reserved for the translation of Nestorian monasteries.175 Kuwabara

1<S7.

The follow ing section on Zoroastrianism owes much to Chen Yuan "Huo xian jiao ru Zhongguo
kao"/304-28.
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^ /%ien/. It preexisted Tang times in a different meaning and read differently / ‘iäu/.
Quoted from Chang'an zhi 7/8 commentary.
Liang jing xin ji /185.
Liang jing xin ji/ 189, 191; Chang’an zhi 9/5.
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Chen Yuan "Huo xian jiao ru zhcng guo kao" /323-4.
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J i t s u z ö 176

argues that the Persian alien si in Liquan fang was set up by request of

Persian prince Firüz (Bilusi or Beilusi177) in 677. As a political refugee in China,
Firüz naturally had in his entourage a large number of followers of Zoroastrianism,
the state religion of Sassanian Persia. The Persian si they set up could only have
been Zoroastrian.178 The difference between this Persian si and other xian ci
(Zoroastrian shrine halls) lay in the fact that the former served the orthodox
Zoroastrians while the latter was for the adherents of Mazdaism, a derivative of
mainstream Zoroastrianism, popular in Central Asia. A point of departure between
these two sects was their attitude towards image worship. The Zoroastrians were
iconoclastic while the Mazdaeans were idolatrous. As to the term Daqin si, the
possibility exists that the term was used to mean either Nestorian or Zoroastrian
monasteries.179 Xiang Da has provided epigraphic proof for a Zoroastrian residence
in Chonghua/a/zg.180 All this indicates not only that Yao Kuan's record of the
Zoroastrian temple in Chonghua fang is believable, but the Persian si in Liquan
fang should also be regarded as Zoroastrian. In other words, there were six
Zoroastrian institutions in all.
There is no documentation of the average size of a Zoroastrian temple in
Chang'an. But in a fragmented Dunhuang document, it is recorded that one
Zoroastrian temple in Sha z / z ö m 181 was about 100 bu (150 m) in perimeter182 with
20 shrines. Assuming that the temple yard was square with each side 37.5 m long, its
area was only a miserable 1406 m2. There was no comparison with a Buddhist si or
a Taoist guan that occupied a whole ward. The 20 shrines the Zoroastrian temple had
was next to nothing beside a Buddhist monastery with 4000 rooms. This situation
may also have prevailed in Chang'an, considering the limited development of
Zoroastrianism in China as a whole. However, the Persian si of Liquan fang is very
likely to have been an exception with a large space area. Supported by orthodox
believers and the Persian royalty in exile, it was a proper monastery (si) while the
others were only shrine halls (ci).
A salient feature that marked out Zoroastrianism from other Western Asian
religions was its exclusiveness. Its priests did not engage in proselytism nor in
translation of its canons. It never tried to convert the Chinese, as a result its
followers were all Western and Central Asians.183
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See Aoki Kazuko/95.
Aoki Kazuko/96-100.
Xiang Da/92.
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Chen Yuan "Huo xian jiao ru Zhongguo kao"/317.
Chen Yuan "Huo xian jiao ru Zhongguo kao"/320.
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The Tang court introduced a number of Zoroastrian-related administrative
tides in an attempt to keep it under control:
sabao (priest)184
sa bao xian zheng (Zoroastrian head priest)
sa bao fu xian zhu (Zoroastrian priest)
sa bao shuaifu (chief priest officer)
sabaofushi (priest officer).185
The unsociability of Zoroastrianism protected it from factional attacks by other
religious groups. Still it did not escape the xenophobic proscription by Wuzong in
845. The religion somehow survived the crisis and reemerged in the capital of the
Northern Song dynasty in Bian.186
Manichaeism
If Zoroastrianism was unique in preserving its isolation, Manichaeism was
distinguished by its hybridization of existing doctrines. Known in Chinese as
Mom'187 it was a mixture of Zoroastrianism, Christianity and Buddhism. Founded
by the prophet Mani in Sassanian Persia in the 3rd century AD, it spread eastwards
in the period 300-600. The earliest traceable account of Manichaeism in Chinese is
given by Xuan Zang during 630-640. In describing Persian religious customs, Xuan
Zang mentions that there were very many temples of heaven (Zoroastrianism) while
heretical believers followed the Tinaba188 which is identified as Denavari of
Manichaeism. Not long after 694, a Persian presented the Er zong y'iVzg189 (canon of
the two forces) to the Zhou court under Wu Zetian. The official title of the Persian
emissary was/o duo dan190 which is tentatively paired off with the Pahlavi fura stadSn, meaning "those who know the doctrine." The two forces here (translated by
Chavannes as deux principes) were brightness and darkness. The dualistic theory of
the struggle between them was typical of Manichaeism. It is established beyond doubt
that Manichaeism was introduced into China in 694.191 During the 38 years that
184
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This title already existed in the Sui dynasty when Yong zhou sa bao ranked "equivalent to 7b". But
the character bao was different f f f t j $ f $jc. Its medieval pronunciation was /sät päu/.
Japanese scholars Fujita Toyohachi, HanedaTöru and Kuwabara Jitsuzfl.$$ EBIS A.
3J3J0 "9*. 4bM M. have proved its Uighur origin (Sartpau), meaning "caravan
leader". See Sui shu 28/790; Xiang Da/90.
See Chen Yuan "Huo xian jiao ru Zhongguo kao"/318-9.

m.swKiE. uv«««!, m m . sw#*.,

See Chen Yuan "Huo xian jiao ru Zhongguo kao'7 3 2 6 -7 .^
j§/m ua
h i/ or
jEi/muat
h i/.
/d’ie nä b'uät/

189*
19o"
191

See Chavannes /157-75.
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followed, Manichaeism seemed to enjoy a fast expansion in China. However, in
732, an imperial edict declared it to be heretical and banned its insemination among
Chinese. Only foreigners were permitted to keep up their faith in Mani.192
Up to this point, the major transmitters of Manichaeism in Chang'an were
Persians and Tocharians. After the An Lushan Rebellion, the Uighurs became
patrons of Manichaeism. Their conversion to the religion came about in 762, during
their occupation of Luoyang, when they were brought into contact with Manichaean
priests. From then on, Manichaeism took a firm root among the Uighurs.193
In 768, an imperial edict was issued whereby Manichaean temples called da
yun guang ming sz194 were to be built by Uighur believers in Chang'an.195 Again in
771, according to Hu Sanxing who quotes from the Tang shi hui ya<9,196 emperor
Daizong wrote the name board for one of these Manichaean temples.197 During his
reign Daizong (r.762-79) consistently pursued a policy of appeasement to the
Uighurs when the notorious Uighur violence broke out from time to time in
Chang'an. His successor Dezong took a tough stand towards the Uighur residents,
while in the mean time the newly established Uighur ruler made a genuine attempt to
improve Uighur-Chinese relationship.198 Manichaeism, on the other hand, seems to
have enjoyed sustained popularity. In 799 while Dezong was still reigning,
Manichaean priests were called in by imperial order to perform rain ceremonies. In
806, when Xianzong took over from Shunzong, who was in office for less than a
year, the Uighurs sent their emissaries accompanied by Manichaean priests to the
Tang court. Manichaean priests traveled frequently back and forth between Chang'an
and the Uighur empire. High priests known as da mo ni199 made the trip once several
years, while ordinary priests once a year. Foreign merchants from the Western
Market were often in close contact with the Manichaean priests.200
In the first half of the 9th century, Manichaeism flourished in Chang'an and
exercised a greater nation-wide influence than either Nestorianism or
Zoroastrianism.201 But with all the documentary studies, we have not been able to
pinpoint the location of any Manichaean temple in Chang'an, although we are positive
about their existence in the city.
192
i9 3 ‘

Chen Yuan "Mo ni jiao ru Zhongguo kao"/324-5.
Chav annes/214-222.

194
195‘

196
197
198
199
200
201

The da yun jing si in Huaiyuang/ang was previously known in the Sui dynasty as the Guangming si.
This leads some scholars to the conclusion that Manichaeism was in China since Sui. But the da yun
jing si in question was purely Buddhist. See Chavannes /171-5; Chen Yuan "Mo ni jiao ru Zhongguo
kao"/340; Cf. Tang Hang jing 4/118.
^ very likely another name for jjjf ^
Chavannes /224-5.
See the relevant section in Chapter 6.
Chavaimes/223-32.
Chen Yuan "Mo ni jiao ru Zhongguo kao"/346
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The anti-foreign proscription of religions that swept the whole of China in
845, was actually predated by two years by a persecution of Manichaeism.
Manichaean books and statues were seized and burnt in the open, Manichaean
temples and other properties confiscated by government, and Manichaean priests
were rounded up, shaved and forced to put on Buddhist robes (as a punishment to
their pretension to Buddhist doctrines or as a forewarning to the Buddhist clergy?)
before being beheaded. In Chang'an alone 72 female believers are recorded to have
been killed. The survivors were banished to remote provinces. The majority of them
perished before they reached their destination.202
The general proscription of foreign religions that took place two years later
looked like a picnic compared with this unprecedented slaughter of the Manichaeans.
In most cases it was only limited to institutional abolition and forced laicization.203
Why was Manichaeism singled out for such vehement persecution?
It is generally believed that the rise and fall of Manichaeism in China was
closely linked with the fate of its patron, the Uighurs, and the atrocity unleashed onto
the Manichaeans in Chang'an was one way of taking revenge against the Uighurs.
However, there may have been other reasons. As pointed out above, the Uighur
violence died out in Chang'an after 779 when Dezong ascended the throne. It did not
make much sense to punish the Manichaeans in 843 for what their patrons did more
than 60 years earlier. In spite of their unpopularity with the Tang court, the
Manichaean priests were believed to possess some sort of occult power. In 799, they
were ordered by court to bring down rain.204 The syncretistic nature of its doctrine
made it one of the most hated rivals of Christianity and Buddhism alike.205 Perhaps
for the same reason, the Tang court regarded it as heretical as early as 732.206
Against this background, it is maybe easier to understand why Manichaeism suffered
more than the other religions under Wuzong's reign.

202
203 *

204
205 *
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Chen Yuan "Mo ni jiao ru Zhongguo kao"/347-52.
The killing o f Buddhist monks did occur. For example, in its effort to hunt down a representative o f Lu
fu
0 named Jiang Sun M ■§«, who was allegedly hiding among the Buddhist monks, the
jing zhao fu rounded up those monks who tried to covered up their shaved heads with turbans and killed
300 o f them by flogging. But this was an isolated incident. The Tang court had no intention to kill off
the Buddhist priests and their followers, who numbered 260 thousands. Killing was sanctioned only
when monks resisted laicization. See Ennin 4 /1 7 4 -5 ,1 8 4 .
Tang hui yao 49/864.
Manichaeism incorporated much o f the Buddhist doctrine, and even attempted to identify Mani with the
Buddha, much to the dislike o f the Buddhist community. Chen Yuan "Mo ni jiao ru Zhongguo kao"
/361-2; Cambridge History of Iran Cambridge Vol.3(2)/986-90.
Tong dian 40/229 commentary.
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Nestorianism207
As a branch o f Christianity, or jing jiao /kL\ng kao-/ was introduced into Tang
C hang'an in 635, w hen a da de 208 (bishop [Episcopus]) from D aqin /d'äi- dz'ien J by
the name o f Aluoben209 /A la p u an :/ (Rabban) cam e to C hang'an. H e was greeted by
ch ief m in ister F ang X u an lin g in the w estern suburb. T he T ang co u rt not only
perm itted R abban to spread his religion, but also ordered a N estorian m onastery to be
founded in Y ining fang and 21 persons to be ordained as N estorians in 638.210
D uring G aozong's reign, N estorian m onasteries w ere scattered all ov er C hina and
Rabban was m ade the archbishop {da fa zhu2 n ) by an im perial order. The strength of
the N estorian church was put to the test in 698-9 and 712 w hen it was attacked first
by B uddhists then by C onfucian scholars. Thanks to the efforts o f tw o illustrative
figures, archdeacon L uohan212 /L a yam / (A braham ) and bishop

Jilie213 /g'iap liät/

(G abriel), as w ell as others, the church was preserved. X uanzong h im self took an
active interest in the religion, and w ent as far as to order five princes to set up altars at
the m onastery. In 744 bishop Jih e214 and six oth er m onks w ere requested by the
em peror to perform church services at the X ingqing Palace. A fter the A n Lushan
rebellion, a highly h o noured p riest Y isi f i si^ / (Y esbuzid),215 w ho hailed from
W angshe cheng,216 cam e to the Tang court. H e was sent by D aizong to accom pany
G uo Ziyi, the com m ander o f Shuofang m ilitary area, and w as later aw arded the title
o f deputy com m ander o f the same area.
In 781, a N estorian stele was erected by 68 believers, carved w ith the history
o f N estorianism in C hina since 635. A ll but eight in scrib ed their nam es in both
Syriac and C hinese. K now n as the Daqin jing jiao liu xing Zhongguo bei (T he
M onum ent o f the Spread o f N estorianism in China), the stele was discovered in 1623
(or 1625).217
A ccording to this stele, at the turn o f the 8th cen tu ry

B u d d h ists and

Confucians tried to discredit N estorianism . B ut in general it seems to have enjoyed

The following account about the development of Tang Nestorianism is mainly based on the Daqin jing
jiao liu xing Zhongguo bei and its modem interpretations. See Saeki Yoshirö the Nestorian Documents
and Relics in China /5 3 -1 12; Saeki Yoshirö Chügoku ni okeru keikyö suibö no rekähij32-44; A. C.
Moule/27-52.
208
209 '

It is also rendered Abraham by Saeki. Here I follow the most accepted version. See A.CJvfoule/38; Cf.

210

Saeki Yoshirö 77ie Nestorian Documents and Relics in China /84-5.
T
’ i yao 49/864.

21l‘

ff

212
213'
214
215 *

Identified as Balkh o f Bactria, this "Little City o f Kings" was different from the Rijagriha o f Magadha
which was known by the same Chinese name. See Saeki Yoshirö The Nestorian Documents and Relics
in China 19 6 - 8 2 £ ^ $
Saeki Yoshirö Chügoku ni okeru keikyö suibö no rekishißl.
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harmonious relations with Buddhists. In 786, the author of the stele Jingjing21** was
asked by Bore219 /b'uän iiziäk/ (Prajnä) a monk from Kapiga in northern India to
help translate a Mahäyäna sutra, Da sheng li qu liu bo luo mi jing 220
At the time of the establishment of the Nestorian stele in 781, Nestorian
Christianity was quite prosperous. It seems very likely that several Nestorian
monasteries coexisted in Chang'an. But only one of them has been accurately
identified as in Yiningfang. The common name for such a monastery was Persian si.
In 745 it was changed to Daqin si by an imperial decree.221 Although Wei Shu
records two Persian si for the city, the one in Liquan/ang was founded by Sassanian
prince Firüz and his entourage, and has been proven to be Zoroastrian in faith as
shown above.222
Like other foreign religions in Tang, Nestorianism was suppressed in 845 by
Wuzong. There is no record of official attempts to revive it after Wuzong's day. But,
nevertheless it seems to have survived the suppression.223

218
219^

f

220

The translation was not satisfactory, and Prajnä had to turn to the Ximing si for help. See Ono
K atsutoshi/13.
2^ $
Tang hui yao 49/864.
Aoki Kazuko/95.
In Hegira 264 (878 A.D.) the Arab traveller Abu Zaid Hassan records that 120 thousand foreigners
including Christians were killed by the Huang Chao rebels. These so-called Christians were actually
Nestorians. See Zhang Xingliang vol.1/127-9, vol.2/207-9.

221.
222

723
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Summary
Generally speaking, Sui-Tang Chang'an was a city of religious tolerance.
Buddhism, Taoism, Zoroastrianism, Manichaeism and Nestorianism all left their
imprints there.
Of all the churches in Chang'an, the Buddhist one was by far the most
important. There were 120 Buddhist si (monasteries or nunneries) in the Sui, 91 in
the first half of the 8th century and 300 in the mid- 800s on the eve ofthe Wuzong
proscription. We have focused on three of them: Great Ci'en, Ximing and Qinglong.
The Great Ci'en was first established in 648 as a translation centre for Xuan Zang.
But it was best known for its scenic beauty and theatres, which were the largest in the
city. Its Great Wild Goose Pagoda, erected in 652, rebuilt by empress Wu Zetian and
renovated in the Five Dynasties period, is one of the very few Tang structures still
standing today. It was a favourite place for Chang’an's residents, who climbed to the
top for poetic inspiration, while jin shi scholars gathered there to celebrate their
academic success. In mid-March, when the monastery was fragrant with poenies,
visitors flocked from far and near to enjoy the floral beauty. The Ximing si, although
also well-known for its peonies, was basically a centre of Buddhist activities. It
attracted leading teachers from various sects of the Buddhism: Faxiang, Lii, Huayan,
Chan, Esoteric etc. Its excellent Buddhist library made it an excellent place for the
translation and compilation of Buddhist works. The Qinglong si(See Fig.l) is dealt
with here only because of its archaeological information.
Although Taoism was never so popular as Buddhism with the Chang'an
residents, it became the chosen religion of the Tang court at the foundation of the
dynasty. It experienced dramatic development during Gaozong's reign, and climaxed
under Xuanzong. It reached another height in 845 when the Taoists played a major
role in persecuting Buddhism and other religions. Taoist institutions were in most
cases named guan, occasionally miao or gong. Their establishment was almost
always connected with court support. However, there was no central church
authority. Each monastery had its own hierarchy with the abbot at the top. The Taoist
priests engaged in a number of hygiene practices to harmonize yin and yang, to avoid
disaster and to obtain immortality.
Next to Taoism Zoroastrianism had the third largest number of known
religious institutions in Chang'an. They were made up of five xian ci (Zoroastrian
shrine halls) for the popular Mazdaeans and one Persian si for the orthodox
Zoroastrians. Introduced to China in the early 6th century, it was controlled by the the
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Sui-Tang authorities through the officials with the title sa bao and other related
positions. Thanks to its exclusiveness, Zoroastrianism was confmed to the Western
and Central Asians.
After Buddhism and Taoism, Manichaeism was the third most important
religion. Arriving in Chang'an in 694, it was favoured by fortune when the Uighurs
were converted in 768. But because of its connection with the Uighurs, its
occultism and syncretism, it suffered wholesale genocide under Wuzong, and
sustained the heaviest loss among all the foreign religions.
Nestorianism, as a branch of Christianity, came to settle in Chang'an in
635. It flourished during Gaozong and Xuanzong' periods. The Nestorian stele
erected by believers in 781, rediscovered in 1623, preserves the most valuable
information concerning its history.
In Sui-Tang Chang'an, the dominant religion was no doubt Buddhism, which
was the favourite cult with the Sui emperors. Although the Li imperial house of the
Tang officially adopted Taoism as the state religion, Tang emperors except Wuzong
respected the Buddhist community. However, Sui-Tang Chang'an was much less
influenced by Buddhism, as compared to Northern Wei Luoyang in its early years,
when its greater city, an area slightly smaller than Chang'an (76.8 km2),224 had a
total o f 1376 Buddhist monasteries225 while Chang'an had only 300 similar
institutions when Buddhism was at its height. To put it in another way, there was one
Buddhist monastery for every 5581 m2 in Luoyang , while the rate in Chang'an was
one fo r every 27,333 m2. The ratio of monastery number to population was also very
revealing. In Luoyang, with its population o f 600,000 225 it was 1 to 436, while in
Chang'an, which had more than one million residents, it was 1 to 3333.227 Indeed, it
seems that it would be no exaggeration to call the Northern Wei capital a Buddhist
city. On the other hand, in Chang'an of the Sui-Tang period, Buddhism, in spite of
its immense popularity, was eclipsed by the development o f other urban (especially
commercial) activities.
With the Late Tang religious proscription, Buddhism, like other foreign
religions in Chang'an, was forced to go underground. Although it surfaced again
soon after, Buddhism lost much of its previous vigour and was never to regain the
dominant position it had enjoyed in the Six Dynasties and Sui-Tang periods. In the

7.56*10.08 = 76.8 km2. Calculated according to the conversion rate o f one chi = 0.28 m, which is
based on antique yard-measures (qian chi and zhong chi) studied by Luo Fuyi and Ju Zhai. See Liang
Fangzhong/541.
H fä ß f,
Jenner/217.
For an estimate o f Luoyang's population during the Northern W ei, see Jenner/117.
We are comparing the two cities at the peak o f Buddhist development.
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Northern Song capital Bian, there were still Buddhist structures and activities, but
they were submerged in a commercialized urban culture? 28
As to the other religions in Northern Wei Luoyang, Taoisms influence is
hardly worth mentioning 229 and there is no record of the minor religious faiths
found in Chang'an, where Taoism reached an unprecedented height of development
and such Western Asian religions as Zoroastrianism, Manichaeism and Nestorianism
prospered. However, since the number of Taoist institutions was somewhere
between one quarter and one twelfth of that of their Buddhist counterparts, and the
combined total o f religious institutions o f other faiths was simply negligible, they
were never in a position to compare with Buddhism in terms of popularity.

The best primary source on Bian is the Dong jing meng kua In, which barely mentions Buddhist
institutions in the city, but dw ells on the booming business activities at great length. See Dong

jing/passim.
Jenner/136.
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Chapter 8, Recreation

Like other Chinese imperial cities, Sui-Tang Chang'an set aside large
tracts of suburban area as imperial parks. However, these were limited
to the northern suburbs. Parks accessible to the general public were
concentrated in the southeastern corner o f the city. Apart from outings
and sightseeing in the parks, the Chang'an residents indulged in a
number of games and stage performances.

Sources
Concerning the three suburban park areas in the north, the Chang'an zhi 6, the Yong lu 3
and the Tang liang jing cheng fang kao 1 all give specific information. The Yong lu 3 covers the
Qujiang Park in more detail than other sources. The Apricot Garden has been comparatively
neglected, nevertheless, relevant records can be gathered from the Yong lu 6 and the Tang liang jing
cheng fang kao 3. The best source on the red-light district is the Bei li zhi by Sun Qi.
The most dramatic celebration of the Lantern Festival is recorded in the Chao ye qian zai 3.
Ishida Mikinosuke's"Genshö kantö" provides helpful insights into its history.1 The Zi xia ji part 2
gives an interpretation of the Duanwu Festival as was current in Tang times. On its celebration in

See Ishida Mikinosuke "Genshö kantö" Zötei Chöan no haru
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Chang an, the Kaiyuan Tianbao yi shi 2 preserves an interesting passage. The popularity of the
Double Seventh is also reflected in the Kaiyuan Tianbao yi shi 2. On the imperial birthday
festivities, the Feng shi wen jian ji 4 contains the earliest account.
"The Dong cheng fu lao zhuan"^ in the Taiping guang ji 485, gives an excellent account of
cock-fighting in Chang'an. For polo, I basically draw on "Chang'an da qiu xiao kao" by Xiang Da.-^
There are also more recent studies, but none of them are exclusively devoted to Chang'an. On
gambling, the most informative passage is included in the Tang guo shi bu part 3. For performing
arts in Chang an, Ren Bantang provides an exhaustive study in the Tang xi nong (in two volumes).
As for female entertainers, the Bei li zhi is my basic primary source. Its French translation
by Robert des Rotours was published in 1968. On the jiao fang entertainers, the Jiao fang ji is
undoubtedly the most authoritative source, of which the best edition is the Jiao fang ji qian ding by
Ren Bantang. For modem studies of Chang'an entertainers three works are worth mentioning:

1. "Tö-dai gikan no soshiki"4
2. "Chöan hokuri no seikaku to katsudö"^
(Both by Kishibe Shigeo [see])
3. "Chöan no kagi" by Ishida Mikinosuke.^

Four more recent studies were written by Edward Schafer under the title "Notes on T'ang Geisha" (14 )? As they are not available to me they have not been used.

Xiang Da/80-88. & £ * ] * & * #
See Kishibe Shigeo"Gikan". J§
See Kishibe Shigeo "Hokuri".

<7) Ö &

See Ishida Mikinosuke "Chöan no kagi" in Zötei Chöan no haru.
feSfSee Schafer Sinological Papers Berkeley: 1.(25 Jan.1984), 4.(4,March 1984), 6.(19,March 1984),
7.(24,March 1984).
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Pleasure Grounds
Imperial life in China was always hedonistic, thus the imperial residence was
often a world of pleasure grounds. The three palace areas we studied above were
more or less recreational in nature. In the Taiji Palace, the oldest and largest of the
three, the northeastern and northwestern comers were set aside as recreation areas,
with ponds, koisks, pavilions, galleries and polo grounds. In the Darning Palace,
built by emperor Gaozong, leisure activities were centred around the expansive Taiye
Lake8 in the central northern part. In the Xingqing Palace, which was planned on
order from emperor Xuanzong, the central place was taken up by the Xingqing
Lake.9 However pleasant these palatial environments might be, they were restricted to
imperial use only. In the market and residential areas, there were dozens of miniature
pleasure grounds with rockery, small lakes, gardens, kiosks, pavilions etc. These
were often accessible to the public.
Parks
Apart from the palaces, there were sizeable parks, the largest of which were
the Park of the Western Within, the Park of the Eastern Within and the Forbidden
Park. These three recreational areas were collectively known as the Three Parks or
san yuan. 10 They were exclusively for the pleasure of the emperor and his relatives.
San yuan
Park of the Western Within. Immediately north of the Taiji Palace was a
park with roughly the same east-west length as the Taiji Palace and an approximate
width of one li (540 m). First known as Nei yuan or Inner Park it was renamed
Xinei yuan 11 or Park of the Western Within after the Darning Palace was built, which
contained another imperial park. The Xinei yuan was also known as Bei yuan or
Northern Park, due to its location north of the city.12
Park of the Eastern Within. When Xuanzong was planning the Darning
Palace in the northeastern suburb, the area adjacent to it on the east was converted
into anther imperial park, the Park of the Eastern Within (Dongnei yuan).13 With a
north-south length of 2 li (1080 m) and an east-west width approximately the same
as that of a ward, it had its own lake (Longshou Lake or Dragon Head Lake), stables,
8
9

ll]

sn

12*

Yong lu 3/ 8 ; Chang'an zhi 6/ 7 -8 ; Tang liang jin g 1/ 28 .

10

13
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polo grounds, an open theatre, and the nei jiao fang (the Inner Department of Stage
Performances).14
Forbidden Park. As the largest suburban imperial park, the jin yuan or
Forbidden Park laid to the north of the city. Measuring 27 (east-west) by 33 li
(north-south) (14.5 by 17.82 km), it extended from north of the city westwards to
contain the whole of the old city of Chang'an which alone measured 13 by 13 li or 7
by 7 km. Four inspectorates or jian15 were located on each side of the park. Under
the supervision of the Inspectorate General, which was directly responsible to the si
nong si or Court of Agriculture, these officers were charged with maintenance of the
structures and cultivation of the plants. The park area was scattered with kiosks. A
pond known as the Guangyun taw16 was dug by Wei Jian17 in 750. The beauty of
the park was enhanced by five bridges with such imaginative names as: Qingcheng18
(Green City), Longlin19 (Dragon Scales), Qiyun20 (Perching on the Cloud) Ningbi21
(Marine Green) and Shangyang22 (Yang of Heaven).23 North of the Guanghua
Gate24 (the northern city gate to the west) was the famed li yuan or Pear Garden
where court musicians gathered . There was one grape garden in the eastern and
western parts of the Forbidden Park.25
Other Parks

Among the best known parks in the southeastern part of the city were the
Lotus Park26 and the Apricot Garden.
Qujiang Park (Furong yuan). The Qujiang Park was created when the SuiTang city of Chang'an was first laid out. Yu Wenkai, the major architect of the city,
considered it ill-advised to put a residential ward in the southeastern comer of the city
because of the unusual height of the terrain (Map 7). Instead, he built a lake (qu
chift1 to suppress evil, with water channelled in by the Yellow Canal or huang qu
(Map 8).28 The park was planned around the lake. Literally qu jiang means "crooked

14

Chang'an zhi 6/8; Yong lu 3/8.

15'

A

16.
17*

15
19

20*

a’
22
23’

The last two were named after Ningbi Lake and Shangyang Palace respectively.

2*
2 ’

26'

Chang'an zhi 6/6-7; Tang liang ym gl/29-32; Yong lu 3/8.
It was known in Chinese as the Furong yuan
[§ ). Fu rong can either mean lotus and
hibiscus. Here it is used in the first meaning, because it was lotus that made the park famous. See

Z7
28’
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river". It seemed an evil omen to the taboo-conscious mind of Sui Wendi, so was
replaced with/u rong or "lotus".29
Apricot Garden. Two wards west of the Qujiang Park was Tongshan/arcg
where the Apricot Garden or xing yuan was located.30 Like the Ci'en si to the north,
and the Qujiang Park to the east, the Apricot Garden was a favourite outing place for
the jin shi scholars who visited the area at the time of their annual gathering.31
The Qujiang Park with the Apricot Garden and Ci'en si comprised a large
recreational area in the southeastern comer of the city. They differed from the
northern suburban park areas in that they were open to the general public.32 These
will be discussed in detail in the last section on the female entertainers of this chapter.
Red-light District
Entirely different from other recreational areas, was the red-light district. It
was located on the eastern side of the north street of Pingkang fa n g ^ where one
encountered young men of all descriptions, including quixotic gallants and pedantic
jin shi scholars. The place was deservedly nicknamed "the breeding ground of
romances".34

29

Yonglu 6/29-30.

30
31
32
33
34

Yong lu 6/29-30; Tang Hang jing3/69.
See Yong lu 6/30 and commentary.

m

See Duan Huaoran.
See KaiyuanTianbao yi shi 2/4. In Chinese it is feng Hu sou ze
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Festivals
Lantern Festival
The Lantern Festival that took place on the 15th of the first month was
probably the most spectacular of all Chang'an festivals. Documentary sources record
the event as early as 710, the last year of Zhongzong.35 On the night of the festival,
curfew was suspended, and lanterns lit up the markets and residential wards.
Emperor Zhongzong, barely five months before his violent death, was now leading a
reputedly dissipated life. Escorted by empress Wei, he went in disguise to mix with
the crowd in watching the lanterns. Court ladies were allowed out by the thousand.
They lost no opportunity to elope with their lovers.36 The most extraordinary lantern
festival that has been recorded fell on the 15th and 16th of the first month of 713. At
the request of a foreign Buddhist monk Baddha,37 a gigantic lantern tower called
deng /w/z38 of 20 zhang (60 m), was hoisted. Decorated with embroidery, gold and
jade, it spread out to hold 50,000 lanterns. Viewed from afar, it looked like a
brightly-lit mammoth tree. Thousands of court ladies adorned with jewellery and their
faces covered with fragrant powder were joined by thousands of local girls in singing
and dancing around the lantern tower for three days and nights.39
Such extravagant celebrations drew criticism from the literati.40 But the
festival was institutionalized by Xuanzong, and was observed year in and year out.41
In 789, Dezong replaced it with a new festival zhong he or Middle Harmony festival
which was observed on the first day of the 2nd month, and took on a more ritualistic
nature.42 The zhong he wine was specially prepared, as an offering to heaven in the
hope of obtaining protection for the harvest.43 Later, the lantern festival was revived
as the zhong yuan festival.44
Duanwu F e s tiv a l
Each year on the 5th of the 5th month, dragon boat contests are held in south
China, while leaf-wrapped dumplings known as zong zz46 are dropped into rivers or
3S>
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

It seems the festival was not known in the Early Tang period In 657, Gaozong issued an edict banning
festival celebrations, which did not mention the lantern festival. Tang da zhao lin gji 81/461.
Jiu Tang shu 51/2174.
po tuo ^

m

Or four days, according to Jiu Tang shu. See Chao ye qian zai 3/69. Cf. Jiu Tang shu 99/3103.
Jiu Tang shu 99/3104.
Jiu Tang shu 28/1052.
Tang da zhao ling j i 80/461.
Taiping guang ji 38/241.
Zhong chao gu shi /43. ^ 7 ^ 1 ?
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consumed at home. This is the Duanwu, First Fifth or Double Fifth festival. Now it
is associated with the commemoration of Qu Yuan, a Warring States Chu poet and
politician who is said to have committed suicide on the same day. This can only be a
far-fetched attribution. There is no way of ascertaining Qu Yuan's year of death, let
alone the day. As to Duanwu's significance, there have been some speculations
among Western scholars about its being a substitute for the Summer Solstice, and
Duanwu itself was translated as Correct Middle.47 But according to Tang scholars,
the first character duan4%does not mean "correct" here, it indicates the beginning of
the mid-summer. Thus the festival should be called "First-Fifth". The second
character wu
which came into association with the festival only in the last
phase of the Tang, was written in error. Originally it should have been wu

2£»

meaning "five".4?
In Tang times, the Duanwu festival was an offcial red-letter day when great
celebrations were held.50 Although dragon boat contests were not part of the festival
yet, the custom of making leaf-wrapped dumplings was well established. At court the
dumplings were displayed on gold plates. They could only be eaten after being hit by
arrows.51 This practice seemed quite light-hearted for such a significant festival, and
devoid of all the ritual importance attributed to it
Double Seventh
The 7th day of the 7th month was the the only day on which the deities of two
constellations, the Cowherd and the Weaving Maiden, separated by the Milky Way,
were allowed to reunite. This is like a tragic version of the Valentine day. Although
the festival was not observed during the Han,52 by Tang times it became immensely
popular with Chang'an people. On the night of the festival, Xuanzong would hold a
banquet in the suburban Huaqing Palace. The court ladies would offer food and wine
in the courtyard to the two constellations. Symbolically, they wished to gain
sympathy from the god and goddess who suffered the same sad fate of forced
separation. In their superstitious nai'vite, these miserable girls would catch some
spiders and keep them in small boxes. By observing the cobweb in the box the next
day, they believed they could foretell their reunion with their loved ones: the thicker
the web, the greater the possibility. Soon the practice spread among the Chang'an
populace.53

See DerkBodde/313-16.

»

Zi xia ji part 2/6.
See Tang da zhao ling j i 80/461.
Kaiyuan Tianbao yi shi 2/18.
Derk Bodde/313.
Kaiyuan Tianbao yi shi 2/10.
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Qianqiu-Tianchang Festival.
No birthday was celebrated more ostentatiously in Chang'an than that of
emperor Xuanzong. In 729, he condescendingly sanctioned the request made by his
sycophantic ministers to make his birthday a national holiday.54 This was the Qianqiu
festival55 (one thousand autumns). On the 5th of the 8th month, the people would
enjoy wine and musical performance for three days running under the imperial
patronage.56 The emperor would hold his own celebration at the Qinzheng Building
in the Xingqing Palace, which featured, among other things, the four hundred
dancing horses specially trained for the occasion.57 The festival was given a new
level of significance when it was combined with the she (earth god) ceremony,
which was now celebrated on the same day (5th of the 8th month). The birth of the
son of heaven was enhanced with the ritual sacrifices made to the god of earth.58
Before long it was renamed Tianchang festival5^ (heavenly longevity).6^ Ministers
and other high-ranking court and provincial officials vied against each other in
presenting to the emperor the most exotic, precious objects.61 To politicize his
birthday, the emperor would announce the most lenient amnesties, which freed all
prisoners but the offenders of capital crimes. The latter, however, would be spared
death, by imperial permission, and exiled merely to the remote southern part of
China.62
Xuanzong was the first Tang emperor who celebrated his birthday with such
nation-wide festivities. Emperor Suzong named his birthday tian ping di cheng63
(heavenly peace and earthly achievement). Emperor Daizong inherited the practice of
receiving gifts on the imperial birthday, without officially celebrating it as a festival.
In Dezong's reign, such extravagant festivities were checked (probably momentarily)
by a memorial submitted by Yan Zhenqing.64 But the imperial birthday celebrations
survived into Late Tang times, although some emperors did not bother to gave their
birthdays a special name.65

Quan Tang wen (Beijing) 30/356b; (Taipei) 30/5.
!•

’•
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Taiping guang j i 485/3993.
Ming huang za lu supplement/7.
See Tong jian 213/6786.
Tongjian 313/6786 commentary.
Jiu Tang shu 99/3100. Cf. Tong jian 214/6821 Both sources record the same event, but in the Zi zhi
tong jian the festival was still called Qianqiu. Here I follow the Jiu Tang shu.
Quan Tang wen (Beijng) 25/292, (Taipei)25/17-19.
It was first celebrated in 761. See Tong jian 222/7115.
Feng shi wen jian ji 4/2-3.
Tongjian 213/6786.
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Sports and Games
A great number of traditional sports and games were available to the Chang'an
residents: hunting, swordsmanship, archery, tug-of-wars, wei qi {go in Japanese)
and others. Here I shall only focus on cock-fighting, polo and two gambling games:
chang xing and shuang lu, as they were unique among Chang'an's recreational
activities.
Cock-fighting
When Xuanzong was still a crown prince, he was fascinated by the cock
fights that were customarily held on the day of the Qingming (pure brightness)
festival. Upon ascending the throne, he established the ji fang or Cock-fight Office to
take charge of the imperial army of roosters. The office gathered the best fighting
cocks by the thousand, with their "golden feathers and iron claws", "high crowns and
raised tails". Five hundred youngsters were selected from the Palace Guards to see to
their training and rearing. Their leader was especially favoured by the emperor. A
popular ballad of the time summed up the situation well:
The son does not have to learn to read,
Cock-fighting and horse-riding are much better business.
Suddenly, the cock-fight became all the rage in Chang'an. The royal princes
and nobles outbade one another in getting the best fighters even at the risk of
bankruptcy. Those who were too poverty-stricken to afford roosters imitated the fight
with their wooden surrogates.66
The emperor's obsession with roosters was probably associated with the fact
that he was bom under the sign of the cockerel. Of the twelve animal signs in the
Chinese calendar, the cock governs the year of yow67 in which Xuanzong was bom.
But his superstitious critics believed, although there was nothing inauspicious about
the rooster sign itself, a cock-fight might suggest war. This was known at the time as
ji huo6^ or "rooster curse".6^ Still the game remained popular after the An Lushan
Rebellion. Emperor Xizong, in the last years of the dynasty, was known as a great
lover of cock-fighting.70

66

Taiping guang ji 485/3992 .

61
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68
69

70

XinTang shu 34/ 880- 1.
Tong jian 253/ 8221.
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P o lo

Polo was the most popular royal game in Chang'an and has been given the
greatest attention by modem scholars.71 Known as ji ju 72 or da qiu 73 polo came
originally from Persia. It centred around the contention for the ball by two rival teams
on horseback. Its first occurrence in Chang'an is recorded in the Feng shi wen jian ji,
an unofficial account of Tang customs by Feng Yan74 who was active during
Dezong's reign. Taizong, the second emperor of the Tang, is known to have been a
promoter of the game, although he later considered it inappropriate for an emperor.
By Zhongzong's times, it had become immensely popular at court. Emperor
Xuanzong himself was a first-rate player. While still a crown prince, he and three
other princes beat the outstanding Tibetan team, much to the pleasure of emperor
Zhongzong .75 After ascending the throne, Xuanzong indulged in the game just as
before. After the An Lushan Rebellion, polo remained the favourite game at court.
Emperors Jingzong, Muzong, Xiuanzong and Xizong were all great polo fans.76
Although polo was the number-one game for the emperors, it was not
exclusively royal. Not only was it played by nonroyal nobles and warriors, it was
also a popular sport with the jin shi scholars who were accustomed to having a polo
game after the annual Ci'en si inscription celebration and Qujiang banquet.77
Polo grounds were scattered in Chang'an in the Taiji and Darning Palaces, as
well as Jinggong, Yongchong, Taiping, Pingkang/a/zg etc. Polo could be played on
any spacious level grounds such as the courtyards of the major palatial halls and the
shi liu wang zhai (Residences of the Sixteen Princes). Contests were also held in the
street.7** Sometimes, donkeys were substituted for horses. On rare occasions, the
game was also played on foot.79

For example, Xiang Da, Luo Xianglin and more recently James T.C. Liu all contribute to the
understanding o f the Tang polo game. The following section is primarily based on Xiang Da's
"Chang'an da qiu xiao kao" which is the only study exclusively devoted to the polo game in Tang
Chang'an. See Xiang Da/80-88; Luo Xianglin/221-47; James T.C. Liu/203-224.
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

Feng shi wen jia n j i 6/2-3.
Xiang Da/83.
Xiang Da/84-5.
Xiang Da/84.
Xiang Da/86.
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Gambling Games
According to Li Zhao80 who wrote in the Middle Tang and early Late Tang
periods, the most fashionable gambling game in Chang'an was chang xing81 or
Long March, a board game played by two rival players each in control of 15 pieces.
Moves were decided by the cast of dice. It was allegedly based on wo shuo%2 and
shuang luß^
Wo shuo /-äk säk/ was already known in the Northern Wei period by
Gaozu's

(Xiaowendi, r.471-499) times. It became tremendously popular in

Shizong’s reign (Xuanwudi,84 r.499-515). Supposedly it originated in a hu (Central
Asian or Western Asian) country where a royal brother invented the game to stay his
own execution ordered by the king himself.85 The country in question remains to be
identified. It was also popular in Tang Chang'an. The Xin Tang shu records an
interesting game of wo shuo played by emperor Taizong. Princess of Danyang86
was so ashamed of her idiotic husband that she refused to go to bed with him for
months. Taizong came to his rescue by playing a game of wo shuo, staking his
imperial sabre. Taizong feigned defeat, and the son-in-law was able to take home the
sabre and a pleased princess.87
As to shuang lu, the other prototype of chang xing, it already enjoyed
widespread popularity in the Xianheng period (670-75).88 Empress Wu is recorded
to have dreamt of playing the game.89
Chang xing evolved later, but became the most voguish gambling game in
Chang'an during the Yuanhe and Changqing periods (806-820, 821-24). Princes,
dukes and other members of the establishment all enjoyed playing the game,
sometimes to the point of neglecting such important appointments as celebration
ceremonies and mourning services. They sat up at the game the whole night,
forgetting sleep and hunger. A win was always glorious but a loss could mean
bankruptcy.90
It is very hard to distinguish between chang xing and shuang lu. Just like
chang xing, shuang lu also had 15 pieces (specifically termed "horses") for each side
so
81’
82'
83’
84

ss;

■ R rff
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Wei shu 91/1972.

86

87

Xin Tang shu 83/3644.

88'

A well-known example is found the Chao ye qian zai where one Pan Yan from the B ei zhou area (the
border area o f present-day Shandong and Hebei) is recorded to have loved the game so much that
wherever he went he carried the game board with him. Once when he was traveling on the sea, his ship
crashed, and he had to swim to the coast in two days and one night. He clung tightly to the board while
holding the dice in his mouth. See Chao ye qian zai summplement/158. jt),
Tang guo shi hu part 3/61.
Tang guo shi bu part 3/61.

89
9° '
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and was played with dice. More information has survived on the design of shuang lu
board, which was oblong in shape. Along each of the two long sides were arranged
12 rossette patterns. A crescent facing the side separated the 12 rossettes into two
groups of six.(Fig. 2). The column extending from the rossette to the middle of the
board was known as liang or "beam". The board came together with the stand,
which made it more like a small table. The Shösöin in Nara preserves two shuang lu
boards dating back to Tang times. In Turfan, Xinjiang, another Tang shuang lu
board was unearthed.91 In Tang Chang'an, shuang lu boards were in great demand.
The Middle Tang plutocrat Dou Yi reportedly made hundreds of these boards and
sold them in the furniture section {ben hang)92 of the market, gaining a profit several
hundred times of the cost.9^
After the Tang dynasty, shuang lu enjoyed sustained popularity down to the
Qing dynasty, while chang xing went into obvilion.

91
92

93’

Chen Zengbi/78-9.

*fr

Taiping guang ji 243/1878-9.
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Table 6: Organization of the jiao fang and the li yuan
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Performing Arts
Three government organs in Chang'an regulated official stage performances
(see Table 6):
1.

The tai yue shu (Imperial Service of Music) under the tai chang si

(Court of Imperial Sacrifices),
2.
The jiao fang (the Department of Stage Performances),
3.

The li yuan (Pear Garden).94

The tai yue shu employed 140 professional dancers known as ww lang95 or
"dancing boys", eight music masters, two deputy directors and one director. A
similar office was already in existence in the Han. It mainly functioned as a troupe of
ceremonial dances and music for the court96
The jiao fang was by far the largest and most complex state institution of
performing arts. Its establishment can be traced to the 620s when emperor Gaozu was
in power. In Chang'an there were three proper jiao fang and one zhang nei jiao fang
(the Department of Ceremonial Stage Performances). The latter belonged to the gu
chui shu97 (the Office of Percussion and Wind). The three proper jiao fang consisted
of one Inner jiao fang and two Outer jiao fang. The Inner jiao fang was first located
in the Taiji Palace and was later moved to the vicinity of Darning Palace. The two
Outer jiao fang, known as the Right and Left jiao fang, were located in Guangzhai
fang (Right) and Yanzheng (Changle) fang (Left), respectively.
The jiao fang system was at its height during Xuanzong's reign. It
commanded a total of 11409 performers. Of these san yue98 performers numbered
382, zhang nei san yue99 performers numbered 1000, and yin sheng rerc100
(instrumentalists and vocalists) 10027.

*.

96.

n®

Tang liu dian 14/21-23.

71.
San yue included all the stage performances, acrobatic, operatic or dramatic, that called for stage action.
See Ren Bantang: Tang xi nong /898-904.ffc
".

Mainly responsible for ceremonial performances.

10°.
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The li yuan (Pear Garden) has caused the greatest amount of confusion due to
the fact ever since the Song dynasty, it has been erroneously associated with theatrical
performers. Li yuan di zi (Pear Garden people) has become a euphemism for
theatrical performances. In reality, the Pear Garden in Tang times only concerned
music and dancing. Basically there were two Pear Garden systems:
1.

The jin yuan li yuan (Forbidden Park Pear Garden),

2.

The gong nei li yuan (Palace Pear Garden).101

The jin yuan li yuan was located inside the Forbidden Park northeast of the
Fanglin Gate. Founded in Zhongzong's times or earlier, its performers were
invariably male.
The gong nei li yuan consisted of two sections: male and female. The location
of the male section is not quite confirmable. The female section was in the North yi
chun yuan102 in the Eastern Palace.103
Theatres
Tang performance areas can be classified into four types: ge chang (sing-song
theatres), bian chang (taverns, where light performances were staged by geisha-like
entertainers), dao chang (preaching grounds; originally set up for Buddhist
preaching, some of them later became performing grounds and were nicknamed he
shang jiao fang or "monk theatres") and xi chang ([drama] theatres).104
In Tang Chang'an, theatres (xi chang) were scattered in a number of Buddhist
monasteries: Great Ci'en, Qinglong, Jianfu and Baoshou.105 In the Great Ci'en si
were concentrated the largest theatres of the city. In most cases, they were outdoor
theatres with covered stages. The audience watched the program, standing. There
were, of course, comfortably furnished places for indoor performances, but they
were usually small in area and were not accessible to the common people and the
poor. A great variety of performances could be viewed in a theatre: circus, magic,
acrobatic, dramatic etc.106
Stage Performances
A remarkable aspect of Sui-Tang stage performances was the development of
san yue or"diverse music".107 Already in existence in Han times, it was often used in
101
102’
103

For details o f the two li yuan systems, see Ren Bantang/1111-37.

104
105
106

»st.

For a detailed study of Tang theatres, see Ren Bantang/961-85.
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contrast to ya yue or "refined music". While the former was a collective term for
popular circus activities or fairground spectacles, the latter was applied to the more
established palace entertainments.108 In Sui-Tang times, with the burgeoning of
dramatic and theatrical activities, san yue covered an even wider range of
performances. Any performances that were accompanied by action came under the
category of san yue, which included bai xi or "hundred games",109 (musical) dramas
and acrobatics. From Sui to High Tang times, the "diverse music" became highly
developed and immensely popular.110
The best known class of musical drama was known as ke bai,l u which was
characterized by a special type of play known as can jun x i n 2 or "adjutant play". It
originated as a kind of revue-like play that satirized officialdom. One Li Xianhe113
performed this type of drama so well that Emperor Xuanzong rewarded him with the
salary of a can jun (adjutant).114 The style came into maturity during the Middle Tang
period and was most popular in the eighth and ninth centuries.115
Among other stage performances, puppet plays were, in many ways, similar
to drama. The most popular figure was certain Mr. Guo116 whose prototype was a
real life joker. Puppet plays of this period were characterized by dancing, singing and
joking. They were popular both inside and outside the palace. At the request of
emperor Xuanzong the Department of Stage Performances {jiao fang) sometimes
staged puppet shows in the palace.117
There was also a great variety of circus-like performances: tightrope-walking,
pole-climbing, horsing-riding through an alley of sharp knives, rope-dancing by two
girls and pole balancing, and other breath-taking feats.118 However, the most
dramatic type of such performances was monkey plays. Different from the bai xi
monkey shows, which were marked by horse-riding, pole-climbing and somersault,
monkey plays featured monkeys that acted on the stage with human beings. Satirical
by nature, monkey plays bore a close resemblance to the can jun xi discussed
above.119
To illustrate Buddhist sutra tales and scriptures, a new form of entertainment
arose mainly in Buddhist circles in the eight century, known as su jiang 120 or

108

u»;
no'
m’

See Dolby Drama!3.
Entertainments similar to circus performances.
Ren Bantang/133-59.
Ke means "acting" while bai means speaking. See Ren Bantang/162.
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Dolby DramaP-%.
For a detailed study o f can jun xi see Ren Bantang/323-415.
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Dolby Drama/10. On the origin and development o f puppetry in Tang times, see Ren Bantang/416-65.
Dolby DramaJW.
See Ren Bantang/465-87
m
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"popular sermons".121 The written texts of these sermons are known as bian we/i122
or "Mandala texts". They were often a mixture of literary and vernacular styles:
prose, song, verse, rhymed proverbs and common sayings. Both emperors Jingzong
and Wenzong were known to have shown great interests in them. Resembling drama
in structure and language, they played no small part in the development of Chinese
theatre. 123

121.

For a detailed study on the subject, see Xiang Da/294-336.

122

123.

Dolby ’Theater'715-17; ~ DramaJW-Yi.
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The Female Entertainers
The Entertainers ofPingkang li
It was very unfortunate to fall outside of the rank of wife and mother and
become a mere concubine. It would be even worse to fall into the position of ay'z,124
professional entertainer. As a result of linguistic change, ji has come to mean
exclusively "prostitute" in modem times, which was not the case in the Sui-Tang
times. The basic requirement of a Tang ji was the ability to entertain her male
customer, which did not necessarily involved indiscriminate sexual relations. Yet, a ji
could entertain her customer with art or flesh, or both.
The ji in the red-light district of Chang'an, Pingkang li (or fang), were very
much like modem prostitutes in their functions. As one of the standard wards of
Chang'an, Pingkang li consisted of four sections with four main streets converging
on the centre called "the cross".125 The ji of the ward were concentrated in the
northern part of the northeastern section.
The girls were mostly forced into the profession by circumstances beyond
their control. Some were adopted in their childhood by a madame, the others were
trapped by pimps while in the employ of poverty-stricken households in the southern
part of the city. Still othencame from fairly respectable families*2
The experience of Yizhi127 was quite typical. She was bom of a good family.
In childhood, she often went to learn needlework and poetry in the house of her
neighbour, a court musician. While still a child, she was seduced by a man who
brought her to Chang'an, left her in a house of pleasure and disappeared. At first she
was treated kindly. As time went by, she was forced to entertain customers despite
her young age.128 She had little chance of pulling out by herself. Soon she was set to
practice her skills which consisted mainly of poetry recital and singing. For the
slightest sign of slackness, the reward would be incessant whippings.129
To venture out of the district to secure customers was hardly possible except
when the Baotang monastery 130 to the south (in the same ward) was holding
Buddhist preaching sessions. This took place normally three times a month on the
124
12S[
126

127’
128*

129

See "Ward System" in Chapter 6 above.

Bei li zhi /25.
Lots o f girls lost their own surnames upon adoption, and took on the names o f their adoptive mothers,
that is, madames. Yizhi's madame was Wang Tuan'er, her original surname was virtually unkown. In
future instances, we only refer to the given name o f the girl. Bei li zhi /33. jE H Ü L
Bei li zhi /26.

130
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8th, 18th and 28th. The girls would bribe their madames with 1000 coins each to get
permission to solicit customers at the monastery. Their presence accounted for the
unusually large congregation of scholars.131
If the girl was to go out with a customer outside of the district, she would
most often fmd herself in the position of the humblest servant. The money she earned
would go into the pocket of the madame.132
Natural beauty might prove an invaluable asset to the girl, but cultivation
would enhance her bargaining position. Tianshui Xiange,133 for example, was one
of those older girls of plain looks. But her legendary mastery of poetry was found to
be more alluring.134 Understandably, among the entertainers, it was all the rage to
be poetic. The entertainer tried to get poems from scholarly customers whenever
possible, and often attempted to impress her favourite ones with her own poetic
criticism, which were, of course, expected to be answered in a like manner.
The quality of these entertainers' poems differed from one girl to another and
varied in the same person at different moments. There were lines that were really not
up to standards, like this one composed by Yizhi in response to a poem dedicated to
her by a suitor:
How hard I've tried to get you to write me a poem,
On reading it I feel the language so refreshing.
It is not as good as a verse-prose by Sima Xiangru,135
But can still fetch one or two pounds of gold.136
There were some others that were of relatively high literary standard, like the
group of poems by Zhao Luanluan137 who chose such sensual subjects as chignon,
willowy eyebrows, fragrant mouth, delicate fingers and soft breasts as the sources of
inspiration. They were portrayed in a language that was elegant and highly literary
without being encumbered by pedantic allusions. And the rhyming technique was
above criticism. In a word they could not have been written without long years of
education in poetry.138
Apart from the gangsters who were always associated with prostitution, the
frequenters of the houses of pleasure in Chang’an were of comparatively high social

131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138

Bei li zhi 126.
Bei li zhi 126.
Bei li zhi /26-7.
Bei li zhi /32-3.
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Kishibe Shigeo "Hokuri"/35-6; Quan Tang shi 802/9032-3.
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or economic station. They were scholars, officials or rich merchants. 139 On the
surface the prevailing atmosphere at a house of pleasure was that of wine-drinking
accompanied by poetry-singing. However, like any red-light district in a modem city,
Pingkang li was no safe place to go. Wang Shi,140 the police chief, only narrowly
escaped murder when he was in one room drinking. A drunkard broke in, and Wang
took shelter under the bed. The third man came in, cut off the drunkard's head,
saying:"Would you like run us in again?" in the belief of having killed a police chief.
Dr.Linghu Gao 141 witnessed the night killing and burying of another drunkard by a
madame and her girl. When he was in the company of that girl the following night, he
revealed his knowledge of the incident and was nearly strangled by the girl. To the
disappointment of the policemen who came for their arrest next morning, they were
nowhere to be found. 142
Generally, the future was not bright for the girl. She would desperately seek
for the hand of a kindly customer. With a ransom of one to two million coins he
could purchase her out of the house for good. Sun Qi,143 author of the Bei li zhi was
involved with one of the entertainers Yizhi whose example we have cited earlier.
Sun's urbanity immediately turned her head. Her offer to him was, however, rejected
by Sun who argued hypocritically that it was improper for a scholar like him to take
on an entertainer. After several attempts, Yizhi gave up and wound up in the beds of
rich officials and their sons, earning piles of money for the house. On hearing of her
desperate situation, her brother once thought of bailing her out, but she discouraged
him thus:"Deflowered as I am, it would be of little help." Besides, his financial
capacity was no match for her customers. All she could do was resign herself to her
fate.144
Chu'er, 145 one of the best-known entertainers of the red-light district was
booked on a long-term basis by a police officer Guo Duan,l46 a descendent of Guo
Ziyi, one of the most powerful generals of the Tang. To avoid trouble with his wife,
Guo Duan housed Chu'er in a separate place and visited her rarely. Chu'er would
not refrain from beckoning her old customers who passed by. She was beaten
repeatedly for this, but still could not change her habits. Once she was in the Qujiang
park with Guo Duan on her tail a dozen feet away. Suddenly she caught sight of
Zheng Guangye , 147 one old customer, she opened the shade of her sedan-chair
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window, and called out at him. Zheng responded by sending his servant with an
written answer. Guo Duan was so worked up at the sight of this that he dragged
Chu'er out into the crossroads and whipped her dozens of times. Being a police
officer, Guo had in his employ the willing service of not a few hooligans, and was
thus feared by the local people.148
Yu Luozhen,149 another graceful entertainer, had the luck to link herself with
the nephew of Yu Cong,150 a high-ranking official who married the daughter of
Xiuanzong and also took Yu Luozhen as concubine. When the relationship was
discovered, the princess sent her packing with millions of coins. She then married a
petty official, who could not support her extravagant way of life, and after one
year's cohabitation, she found herself in the house of pleasure again.151
Having gone through the vicissitudes of life, and lost their attractiveness,
some girls would retire from active service and become madames. Although the
madames were often protegees to some big mansions, they usually employed several
entertainers.152 The madame was urbanely termed adoptive mother (jia m«153) and
her counterpart, adoptive father, (jia /w154) was, of course, the pimp. His
involvement in the business was rare.155
Occasionally, the girl was able to redeem her freedom if she got enough
money. A most illustrative example is found in Li Wa,156 a pretty entertainer of the
High Tang period.The dramatic plot of the story suggests that it may have been in
part fictitious. However, the realistic descriptions in the story shed much light on the
life of entertainers. Living in Pingkang li under the patronage of her madame, Li
became a favourite with many ranking officials and their sons. There was one young
man of noble family background who came all the way from the south to take the
state examination and fell head over heel in love with Li Wa. During a year's
cohabitation with Li, the young man used up his money and was forced to sell his
servants and horses. He was so deep in love that he did not have time to achieve any
academic distinction and remained the dandy he had been a year before. Fed up with
their unproductive love affair, the madame ordered Li Wa to get him out of the house
by a trick. On his return, to his despair, the young man found the door securely
locked from the outside. The girl and the madame disappeared. After
he recovered from the shock, he had to make a living by singing in
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the street. Once his father was on official business in Chang'an, and spotted him.
Feeling disgraced, the father whipped his son hundreds of times and left him for
dead. His colleagues brought him back and housed him. His wounds turned out to be
very slow in healing. Afraid of infection, the colleagues left him. In the end he was
reduced to begging in the street for survival. Without knowing it, he one day stopped
at the gate of Li Wa's residence. Recognizing the plaintive voice of her erstwhile
lover, Li Wa brought him in. When the madame threatened to throw him out, Li Wa
resisted the order, saying:"It is over twenty years now since you adopted me, and
I've earned you enormous amount of money. Now I want to buy back my freedom
with twenty years living expenses." After paying the madame, Li Wa used the extra
amount of money to rent a house. In stead of transferring her ownership from one
master to another as in the case of Yizhi, Li Wa managed to become a free woman
with her own savings and, what is more amazing, was able to support the livelihood
of her lover. Inspired by her selfless love, the young man studied very hard. Two
years later he took the first place in the state examination and was assigned an
important post in Chengdu. At this juncture, Li Wa told him: "Now that you've made
it, I have to leave to do my duty to the grandma for the rest of her life." The young
man begged her to stay and threatened with suicide if she did leave. But Li Wa was
firm. When they were about to part company, the father arrived in Chengdu, his
reunion was the son was one of happiness mingled with bittemess. On hearing Li
Wa's story, he was adamant she should not leave. With the father's active promotion,
the six ceremonies were performed and the two were officially married. In honour of
her altruistic spirit, she was ennobled as the duchess of Qian.157 The ending of Li
Wa's story is a happy one by Tang standard. But self-redemption was quite unusual
and the upgrading from an entertainer to a respectable mother was even more so. Far
from being the rule, the case of Li Wa, if believable, was only a rarity. Most of
Pingkang li girls ended up in eternal bondage like Yizhi, Chu'er and Yu Luozhen.
If such a girl came down with a serious illness, she would die in misery. Thus
when Yan Lingbin ,158 an entertainer, was dying young, she begged some of her
customers to write her elegies. On the day of Yan Linbin's death, the several elegies
composed in honour of her were thrown out by the madame with contempt. One of
her admirers picked them up and sang them in a mournful tune at her funeral. Not
long after they became extremely popular in Chang'an. One of them depicts her tragic
condition with a moving realism that evokes the writing of Dumas fils:
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Sick in late spring, she won't stop drinking,
In a moment that is most heart-rending.
Life is a dream that finishes at dawn,
Short are the days of a flower in bloom.
A lonely phoenix looks into the mirror in vain,
A swallow in solitude has no wish of returning.
To whom shall she pour out her feelings?
With a bitter heart, she invites me to another drink.159
Other Types of Entertainers
The entertainers (ji) operating outside the red-light district may be classified
as: gong ji (court entertainers), guan ji (official entertainers), ying ji (arm y
entertainers) and jia ji 1^(private entertainers). *61
Their performance consisted of song and dance plus playing of instrumental
music. The major difference between a court entertainer and other ji was her relative
detachment from prostitution. However, this did not prevent her from being
flirtatious. The insiders (nei ren) organized themselves into coteries of a dozen or so
and called each other in the group "sworn brothers" (xiang huo xiong d/).162 When a
man from the court dated one of the sworn brothers, her colleagues would joke about
it: "Let us learn the Turkish way. Since we are 'sworn brothers', we would like to
share the 'wife'." The "wife" refers to, of course, the man from the court. The socalled Turkish way was perhaps similar to levirate which requires the widow to marry
the brother of her late husband. *63
Gong ji as court entertainers were accommodated in the Pear Gardens which
were located in the North Yichun yuan164 in the Palace City and the Forbidden
Garden north of the Palace City.165 Xuanzong took it upon himself to relocate them
in the Left and Right jiao fang (Department of Stage Performances) in Changle/ang
and Guangzhai/<2 rtg.166 There were two major classes of court entertainers: nei ren
(insiders) and gong ren (court women). A nei ren was supposedly a free woman
while a gong ren was legally a bondwoman (jian /i167). The metal fish token the
insider wore at her waist set her visually apart from the court woman.16** The
159
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freedom of movement to which the insider was entitled was quite limited. Quartered
in the compounds of the Department of State Performances, she was allowed to
receive a visiting close relative, usually her mother, twice a month. Only the
privileged few called shi ;'/a 169 (the ten), who enjoyed special imperial favour, were
able to reunite with family members regularly at home.170
Guan ji (official entertainers) and ying ji (army entertainers) as suggested by
the names, were owned by civilian and military governments. Since they mainly had
their clientele in the provinces, thus fall out of the scope of this essay, we are not
going to deal with them in detail.171
The fourth type, jia ji or home entertainers, were called so not because they
were self-employed or self-supporting, rather because they were privately owned by
their masters. It was common practice for ranking officials and royal relatives to have
home entertainers. Their number varied from one to over a hundred, depending on
the wealth and power of the master. 172 The home entertainer ranked between the
concubine and the slave girl.
Life of home entertainers in Chang'an has entered the prose and poetry of
such prominent contemporary figures as Zhang Jiuling, Wang Wei, Liu Yuxi, Bai
Juyi, and Li Shangyi, to name a few . 173 The best known jia ji are perhaps those
owned Bai Juyi, whose poetry has made two of his private entertainers proverbial in
history. One was Fan Su, 174 gifted at singing with her small mouth. The other was
Xiaoman,175 a talented dancer with a slender waist. Thus mns one of Bai's poems:
The lips of Fan Su,
A cherry.
The waist of Xiaoman,
Willow tree.176
Since the entertainer was the master's personal property, she had little hope of
becoming his proper wife even she begot children for him. On the other hand, a
master might be infatuated with a home entertainer under his patronage, but still
unable to keep her when a more powerful person took a liking to her and asked for
the transfer of ownership. The great prose-writer Liu Yuxi was once troubled by his
affection for his most favoured entertainer, whose beauty was known to all, including
i69
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Li Fengji, 177 the then despotic chief minister. Kindled by a desire to possess her, Li
contrived to lure her out of Liu's mansion by holding a state banquet which extended
invitation to all the court officials and their entertainers. As they were gathering at the
gate, an order came forth through the gatekeeper, that Liu Yuxi's entertainer be
allowed in first. In his desperation Liu asked an audience with the chief minister
while accompanied by his friends the following day. Li received them with his usual
imperturbable manner, without mentioning a word of the girl. Liu and his friends
looked at each other in silence and withdrew in anger and shame.178
The same legal barrier barred the home entertainer from permanent union with
the master even if the latter intended it. He had to yield his much cherished
merchandise to a higher bidder who possessed more power and gold. During Wu
Zetian's reign, Qiao Zhizhi,179 who was then zuo si lang z/zo/ig180 (left bureau
director), was so taken with his entertainer Yaoniang181 that he decided to stay single
and she became his de facto wife. Yaoniang's lengendary beauty turned out to be
their misfortune. When Wu Yansi,182 a relative of the female emperor Wu Zetian,
asked to see the girl, Qiao could not but obey. Once she was in, Yaoniang was kept
in custody. Qiao fell seriously ill with sorrow, wrote a sad poem and had it sent to
her in secret. On reading it, Yaoniang was so overwhelmed by a tragic feeling, that
she drowned herself in a well.183
Societal Judgment of Entertainers
Etymologically, the two most used Chinese characters for entertaners chang
and ji are of relatively innocent origins. Chang was originally a variant of chang (to
sing) as in the Book o f P o e t r y ,^ ji was originally used in the meaning of
"company" but it was popularly used as a variant of ji (skills and arts) .185 Since
women in the performing arts sometimes took a less inhibited view of sex, out of
necessity, their designation chang ji more and more came to be linked with
prostitution. In modem times, those two characters, when used in combination, refer
exclusively to a prostitute who might be untrained in the roughest artistic skill.
There is a shade of difference between chang andji. While both indicate artistic
performance such as song and dance, the latter ji could be relatively free of
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prostitution as in the case of gong ji. At court the harem ladies performed the sexual
function and ji were reserved for the purpose of stage entertainment. A chang did not
seem to enjoy such an option. But in most circumstances, chang and ji were
interchangeable when it came to mean a girl who played the double role of
entertainment and prostitution.
In Sui-Tang Chang'an, professional prositutes were expected to sing and
dance before they got down to business. The chang orji was first and foremost an
entertainer, and prostitution was her secondary role, although it often took on primary
importance.
In a patriarchal society like that of the Sui-Tang, social prejudice against the
entertainers is expected to have been great. But examining historical sources, one is
perplexed to find little evidence of this. The discrimination against the entertainer was
rather based on her fair sex, low social station and vulnerable legal position than on
loose conduct.
For a number of reasons, the entertainment business thrived in Chang'an.
First of all, a tolerant atmosphere prevailed at court and in other parts of the city. This
was reflected in the prosperity of foreign religions and the peaceful settlement of large
number of foreigners. Secondly, a hedonistic spirit took a deep root in the city.
Emperors and commoners, warriors and scholars, all indulged in sensual pleasures.
Thirdly, prostitution mostly took place under the cover of entertainment, thus making
it less offensive to a society that was already tolerant to such practice. Lastly, the
booming of prostitution to the extent of developing a full-scale red-light district, apart
from social permissiveness, was hardly possible without substantial urbanization,
which brought about the concentration of wealth and population in the city.
It is hard to discern the major phases of development in Sui-Tang prostitution.
But in Xuanzong's reign, the red-light district in Pingkang li was already in
business,186 in the Dazhong period (847-859)187 of the Late Tang, prostitution there
was still in full bloom.I88
With social approval of prostitution, it would be no surprise at all if the redlight district was legalized and regulated by the government. In the extant
documentary sources, there is not much direct evidence of government control of the
prostitution trade. But the above-mentioned guan ji (official entertainers) and ying ji
(army camp entertainers) were doubtless under the control of local government. The
so-called food and wine entertainers (yin yi)189 of the capital were all registered with
the jiao fang (Department of Stage Performances), although they all lived in Pingkang
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/z. 190 This leads us to believe that at least some of the red-light district entertainers
were controlled by the central government. Kishibe Shigeo, however, dismisses the
idea of government connection out of hand, claiming: the jiao fang here is a
euphemism for "brothel", a private enterprise, while the actual jiao fang was a
government organization.191 This argument is anything but convincing. First of all,
the expression ji shu192 which precedes the object jiao fang clearly indicates that the
entertainers' government registration belonged to the jiao fang. Linguistically, the
character j i 193 never has been used to describe the subordinate relation of a prostitute
to a brothel. Secondly, as we have pointed earlier, considering the general social
attitude towards prostitution, there was no reason why the government should refrain
from controlling, regulating and deriving lucrative profits from such a business.
In respect to the entertainters, the written works of the period, whether by the
poet laureate Li Bai or chief minister Zhang Jiuling, do not show the type of aversion
one felt for, say, eunuchs, but rather, an atmosphere of appreciation and sympathy
prevail. The remark on Li Wa by Bai Xingjian,194 jian cha yii s/ti195 (censor
general), is not atypical. Beginning his account of the prostitute, who won the title of
Duchess of Qian for selfless support of her former lover, Bai says: "Li Wa, Duchess
of Qian, used to be a prostitute of Chang’an, but her remarkable conduct is well
worth our praise."196
Perhaps Fang Qianli's197 view is the most telling example of Tang society's
judgment on prostitutes, when he comments on Yang,198 a Chang’an prostitute, who
committed suicide after hearing that a general in south China died in bitterness after
attempts to take her to bed was discovered and frustrated by his domineering wife: "A
prostitute lives by selling her bodily charm, and will do so only for profit. Yang,
however, showed her loyalty when she repaid her indebtedness to the general by
suicide; exhibited her honesty when she returned the money sent by the general
unused. What more can we expect of a person, let alone a prostitute?"199
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Sum m ary
In a sense, the three palace complexes in the northern part of the city were all
intended for imperial amusement. But the major pleasure grounds for the throne were
to be found in the three suburban parks, collectively known as the san yuan or "the
Three Parks", of which the Forbidden Park was the largest (14.5 by 17.82 km). The
public park areas were in the southeastern comer: Qujiang Park, Apricot Garden and
Ci'en monastery. The markets and residential wards were dotted with numerous
small leisure areas with kiosks, rockery, gardens or ponds. The first documented
urban red-light district in Chinese history was found in the Pingkang/a/zg.
Of all the festivals in Chang'an, the Lantern Festival, which fell on the 15th of
the first month, was by far the most spectacular. The Duanwu or Double Fifth
Festival on the 5th of the 5th month in Tang Chang'an was still a mundane holiday.
Although it did feature zong zi dumplings consumption, it was not associated with
the dragon boat contests, which have now become a salient feature of the festival.
The Double Seventh was popular with the city population, notably court ladies.
Starting with Xuanzong, imperial birthdays were celebrated as a national festival.
Thanks to Xuanzong’s promotion, cock-fighting caught the fancy of every
sector of the Chang'an populace, while polo remained the best loved royal game.
The gambler had at his disposal a variety of gambling games, among which the Long
March or chang xing obviously offered the greatest attraction.
Stage performances in Chang'an were regulated by three government services:
the tai yue shu

(Imperial Service of Music) which was in charge of ritual

performances, the jiao fang which catered for all sorts of stage performances
including dramas, and the Pear Garden (li yuan) which maintained a troupe of song
and dance girls and boys for court entertainment. The theatres for theatrical acting
were mainly found in the Buddhist monasteries where the audience stood watching
programs staged on the platforms. Of the stage performances san yue or "diverse
music" which included circus, acrobatic and dramatic performances underwent
marked development. Adjutant plays, puppetry and monkey plays were some of the
most popular dramatic performances. To spread Buddhism, a popular type of sermon
known as su jiang occurred that took the form of entertainment. It did a great deal to
establish the groundwork for drama of later days.
The female entertainers or ji in Pingkang li (fang) were required to please
their customers with their art and bodies. The frequenters of the district were often of
high social or economic standing, and the girls could increase their value by their
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mastery of poetry. It was very fashionable for the girls to ask for poetry from their
clients or answer their love letters in poetic style. But life in general was precarious.
The entertainers were not infrequently abused, and from time to time, murder
occurred. Some of them managed to become madames when their looks faded.
Occasionally, they could even buy back their freedom. But mostly, such attempts
were unsuccessful.
Outside the red-light district there were gong ji (court entertainers), guan ji
(official entertainers), yingji (army entertainers) and jia ji (private entertainers). The
gong ji were directly controlled by the court and had easy access to the emperor. A
very small number of them became very privileged through imperial connections.
Guan ji and ying ji were often owned by local government. Jia ji were the private
property of people of certain social station, and could enjoy favours from their
masters. On the whole, Chang'an was quite tolerant towards ji and prostitution,
which demonstrates another aspect of the openness of Tang civilization.
It is hardly surprising to find vast parks reserved for the emperor in the
suburbs o f an imperial capital. But what made Sui-Tang Chang'an different from its
predecessors was its urban parks intended for the public. The Qujiang Park and
Apricot Garden were the only such public parks in the city, and may not have
accounted fo r more than 3% o f the urban area. But a great number o f Buddhist
monasteries with their picturesque surroundings and easy access to the public also
served the functions o f parks. Moreover, there was hardly a ward that did not have
pleasure grounds o f its own with orchards, gardens, forests, pavilions, rockeries and
river lets. Houses were often located in pleasant environs* All these looked like
luxuries to such overcrowded cities as Bian and Hangzhou, both o f Song times. On
the other hand, the festivals, games and stage performances enjoyed by the Chang'an
residents, although colourful and popular in their own right, were greatly outclassed
by the same in Bian and Hangzhou.
Prostitution under the disguise of entertainment business came of age in SuiTang Chang'an with the establishment of the red-light district. While one of
Chang'an's predecessors, Northern Wei Luoyang, has left little evidence of
prostitution which must have been part of its life.200 In its two successors, Bian and
Hangzhou, it permeated the whole cities.201

There is no evidence o f prostitution in the Luoyang qie lan ji, but it does not necessarily suggest it did
not exist. Certainly, it was not as widespread as in Sui-Tang Chang'an.
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Chapter 9. Chang'an Abandoned

Sources
On this subject, Edward Schafer has done an excellent study.1 The following is an attempt to
flesh out the events that lead to the destruction o f the city.

The Huang Chao Rebellion
As a city Sui-Tang Chang'an possessed an extraordinary capacity for survival
and recovery. Not long after its foundation in 583, it went through the end-of-dynasty
turmoil in the early 600s to become the capital of the Tang dynasty in 618. It survived
the An Lushan occupation and the Tibetan invasion in the mid-eighth century. It suffered
damages the city was taken over by the rebel leader Zhu Ci2 in the latter part of the 8th
century. Nevertheless, it soon returned to normal after it was recaptured from the rebels.
There were also countless minor disasters: famines, robberies, fires and others. Yet by
the end of the ninth century, after so many calamities, the city was still booming as ever.
It apeared that Sui-Tang Chang'an was so resilient that it would last for ever. Then a
rebellion took place in 875 that changed its fortunes.

See Schafer "Last Years".
2
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In 875, famines sparked off a rebellion in Henan area, led by Wang Xianzhi.3
This movement was soon joined by Huang Chao, a salt smuggler, who gathered several
thousand men around him. Within a few years, Wang Xianzhi was killed by the imperial
forces,4 and Huang Chao took over as the supreme commander of the rebels. In 880, on
the eve of his seizure of Chang'an, Huang Chao commanded 600,000 battle-hardened
troops.5 On the 21st of the 11th month (27, December) 880, his army sacked the Eastern
Capital Luoyang. The only hope to stop the rebels from pressing on Sui-Tang Chang'an
lay in the Tongguan6 mountain pass, half way between Chang'an and Luoyang. General
Zhang Chengfan7 was sent to reinforce the Tongguan pass with two thousand troops of
the Shence army , which, though powerful enough in peace time to lord it over the city
of Chang'an, had no real combat effectiveness. A great many of the soldiers came from
wealthy families, and bought their way into the army to enjoy privileges. On hearing of
the expedition, their fathers hurried to employ mercenaries from infirmaries known as
bing fa n g * run by Buddhist institutions. The ten thousand garrison troops already
stationed outside the pass were soon crushed by Huang Chao, and Zhang Chengfan was
left with 2000 Shence soldiers to defend the pass against a rebel army that vastly
outnumbered them. The rebels were ruthless in their tactics. To fill up the valley outside
the pass, they drove thousands of civilian people into it and had them buried alive. On
the 2nd of 12th month (Jan. 5, 881) they stormed the pass tower, and the next day,
broke through. Another 2000 or so newly arrived loyalist reinforcements went over to
the rebels. The situation was clearly reminiscent of the An Lushan rebellion more than a
century earlier when the city of Chang'an was doomed after the pass had been lost to the
rebels. Now that Chang'an was about to fall at any moment, emperor Xizong escorted
by 500 palace guards, fled the city in secret. On the 5th of the 12th month (Jan.8, 881)
Huang Chao and his army were welcomed into the city by an enthusiastic crowd.
Huang established the Great Qi9 empire and proclaimed himself the emperor in
the Hanyuan Hall. His troops went out to loot the markets and residential wards, killing
all the Tang officials they came across, raping their wives and daughters. Huang Chao
sought out all the members of the imperial family for execution.10
In spite of his intention to rule China from Chang'an, Huang Chao only managed
to stay there for less than four months. On the 5th day of the 4th month (May 6th, 881),
he beat a hasty retreat from the city. But the government troops, hailed in turn by the
residents as liberators, soon came to blows, looting, robbing and raping. Capitalizing
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on the situation, Huang Chao was able to stage a swift come-back on the 10th of the 4th
month (May 11, 881). Outraged by the betrayal by the Chang'an people, he drenched
the city in a blood bath that is said to have taken the lives of eighty thousands, calling it
"washing the city." Indeed, there was so much killing that the roads are said to have run
with flooded.11 A large number of people from Chang'an and its suburbs went into
hiding in mountain fastnesses, while in the city the price of rice soared to 30,000 coins
pery'm (catty). The rebel troops in Chang'an were soon reduced to cannibalism. Some
Tang officers and soldiers made a fortune, selling the refugees they caught from the
mountain fastnesses to the rebels as regular food.12 In the 4th month of 883, defeated by
die Turkish general Li Keyong,13 Huang Chao was expelled from Chang'an for good.
Before his escape, he was determined to leave a permanent imprint on the city: while Li
Keyong's army was advancing on Chang'an, Huang set fire to the palace.
The armies that came to Chang'an's rescue belonged to various semi-independent
local warlords. Their arrival was accompanied by looting and robbing that only added to
the destruction of the city. Most of the palatial structures were burnt to ashes, and very
few people and houses survived the catastrophe.14 Only one year later in the 7th month
884, Huang Chao perished with his rebel army.1^

In the biogrpahies o f Huang Chao, both Xin Tang shu and Jiu Tang shu fix the time of the event at 2nd
month o f 882. But in the annuals o f Xing Tang shu the date is the 4th month o f 8 8 2 .1 follow the latter.
See Xin Tang shu 9/271-2; Tong jian 254/8250. Cf. Xin Tang shu 225:c/6460; Jiu Tang shu 200:c/5394.
Xin Tang shu 225:c/6460. Cf. Jiu Tang shu 200:c/5394.

Tong jian 255/8293 text and commentary. Cf. Xin Tang shu 225:c/6462. The Xin Tang shu account is
contradictory in that it mentions the burning of the da nei and the xi nei: escape from fire. But xi nei was
simply another name for da nei.
Tong jian 256/8311.
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The Warlords
The emperor returned to Chang'an in the 3rd month of the following year (885)
only to find a city overgrown with thorny weeds. Wild animals such as foxes and hares
were everywhere.16 Soon the city again was caught in a civil war, this time waged
between the local warlords. General Zhu Mei,17 in his attempt to implicate Li Keyong,
sent his men to start fires in the city, which he later blamed on Li. Li Keyong advanced
towards the city to punished Tian Lingzi,18 the eunuch general who supported Zhu Mei
and manipulated the emperor. As Tian was forcing the emperor to evacuate the city with
him, his army looted and burnt down houses indiscriminately.
Since Huang Chao's burning of the palaces in 883, warlord armies had come and
gone, leaving the greater part of the city in ruins. Wang Hui,19 the officer charged with
the reconstruction of the city, set about repairing the palaces. However, before long, the
small number of structures he had been able to get restored suffered from further
conflagrations.20 In the 12th month of 886 (Jan. 14, 887), when general Zhu Mei was
killed by his subordinates, the city went through another round of looting and burning.
Countless people died of cold and the city population was severely decimated.21
In the 7th month of 896, the newly enthroned emperor Zhaozong was forced to
abandon the city. Warlord general Li Maozhen entered Chang'an and burnt down
whatever survived or had been rebuilt after the previous destruction.22 Two years later
in the 8th month of 896, when Zhaozong returned, part of the palace had been
renovated, thanks to the donations given by the local warlords 23
In 903, Zhu Quanzhong entered the city and, rounding up the remaining seven
hundred eunuchs, had them all killed.24 On the 21th of 1st month (Feb. 10) 904, Zhu
issued an invitation which was a de facto ultimatum, urging emperor Zhaozong to move
the capital eastwards to Luoyang, where Zhu was based. The registered population of
Chang'an was to be resettled in the new capital. Palatial structures and residential

16

T o n g jia n 2 5 6 /8 3 2 0 .

n
18.

19

20
7X .

22
23.

T o n g jia n 2 5 6 /8 3 2 8 .
T o n g jia n 2 5 6 /8 3 4 1 .
T o n g jia n 2 6 0 /8 4 9 1 .
Jiu Tang shu 2 0 :a/763/4.
J iu T a n g shu 20: a /775.
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quarters were systematically dismantled. Reusable timbers were shipped down the river
to Luoyang. Chang'an was in a state of ruins.25
After the city's abandonment, Han Jian,26 who had been the metropolitan prefect
under emperor Zhaozong, was assigned by Zhu Quanzhong to govern the area. Han
soon ordered the demolition of the city walls, and the erection of a new wall around
what had been the Palace City and the Imperial City 27 It was basically in this location
that modem Xi'an developed. Chang'an, the greatest early medieval city in China would
never become a metropolitan area.28

25.

Jiu Tang shu 20:a/778; Tong jian 264/8626.

*

27.
28.

The actual size o f the area was larger than what is recorded in the sources.
Schafer "Last Years'7168-170.
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Reasons for the Abandonment
What accounted for the permanent abandonment of Chang'an and the Guanzhong
area b y Later Chinese emperors? The most obvious reason was that the devastation at the
hands o f Huang Chao and other warlords since 880 was so thorough that by the early
10th century, the city was nothing but in ruins. It would have been very difficult to
restore the city to a functional national capital, let alone to its previous glory. Only
compelling economic, political and military reasons would motivate a new ruler to do so.
But these reasons were virtually nonexistent. The great warlords of Five Dynasties
China were all based in Henan area except the Later Tang dynasty.29
Moreover, since the An Lushan rebellion, the trade route to the west had been
cut off by the Tibetans while the Arabs consolidated their grip on Central and Western
Asia. Although in the mid-9th century, part of the northwestern territory of China was
seized back from the Tibetans, China's military strength was greatly undermined by
struggle s against the semi-independent warlords, and Chinese interests in the west were
not to be revived until hundreds of years later with the Mongol invasion.30
Another important factor was, with the encroachment of the nomadic and seminomadic minorities from the northern steppes, Chang’an was no longer easily tenable as
a city. In fact, the abandonment of Chang'an was under consideration by the first Tang
emperoT Gaozu immediately after the dynasty was founded, when the court was wary of
the incessant attacks from the Turks. Only the militant Li Shimin (later Taizong)
persuaded the emperor out of it,31 since at that time the vigorous calvary of the Early
Tang was capable of holding off any major attack from the north. In the early post-Tang
era, the northern threat grew more imminent. The Khitans, Tan guts and Jiirchens
appeare d on the scene one after another, while the anti-militaristic emperors of the Song
outdid each other in appeasing their northern neighbours. Apparently, there was not the
slightest reason to endanger the throne by rebuilding the capital in the historic
Guanzhong area which was within easy reach of the northern nomadic peoples.

.

31.

CHC vol.3/787.
For a concise account o f Sino-Tibetan relations in the Middle and Late Tang periods, see Christopher
Backwith/143-72.
Tong jian 191/5989.
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After the destruction of Chang’an, the centre of China gradually moved towards
the eastern and southern coastal areas, whose economy was enjoying far greater
prosperity, so that the country became a major sea power in the Song period.
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Conclusions

It is a widely accepted belief that the planning of Sui-Tang Chang'an owed much
to alien cultural influence from the west. Our research, however, has shown that such a
belief is misleading. In fact, the planning of the city was completely indigenous,
although one of its chief designers, Yuwen Kai descended from grandparents of nonHan ancestry. Judging from the layout of the city, Chang’an's planners followed the
canonical prescriptions in the Book o f Artificers more faithfully than any of their
predecessors. Wherever the city layout was at variance with the classic, it was indebted
to an existing architectural convention that had evolved over 1400 years.
Compared with previous major cities, Sui-Tang Chang'an was hardly a product
of pragmatism. Its symmetrical location of the two principal markets, which were miles
away from any major river, although in defiance of the classical prescription of "placing
the market north of the palace", could only serve to enhance the general symmetry. The
Sui-Tang Chang'an authorities had to come to grips with this awkward market location,
and developed a canal network which linked with a number of palace lakes and ponds.
But the water level of the canals was not easily controllable, and it ebbed and flooded
with the change of seasons. By comparison Han Chang'an, an earlier capital northwest
of the new city, had sited its markets more wisely. They were concentrated in the
northwestern comer for ease of water transportation by the Wei River.1 Similar
examples can also be found in the west. Miletus, a Greek city of the fifth century B.C.,
was designed by Hippodamus who located its commercial area along a bay area with
easy access to the sea.2
It was common sense to build a palatial complex on a vantage point if only for
the simple reason of exhibiting imperial majesty. For the planners of Sui-Tang
Chang'an, however, there were more important geomantic considerations. On-site
divinations were carried out and the terrain was surveyed by geomancers whose job it
was to catch sight of topographical ridges later known as "earth dragons". Six of them
were discerned in the prospective site of the new city. Different quarters were distributed
in accordance with the interpretation of the Book o f Changes, the holy bible of
divination and geomancy in China. The second ridge was found to be the most

Wang Zhongshu Han dai /3-4.
Benevolo/110.
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propitious area, where the imperial residence was built. Unfortunately, the low-lying
terrain was totally unfit for comfortable living. The court was forced to change the
location of the palace to the northeastern suburb of the city in the Early Tang. Again,
Han Chang'an fared much better in this respect. The Weiyang gong, the chief palace
complex, was built around the front audience hall which sat on top of a mound
overlooking the surroundings.3
Sui-Tang Chang'an was the largest walled city in Chinese history, probably also
in the world, with a population that topped the one million mark in the 8th and 9th
centuries. Even so, the 84 km2 of its walled area was more than was necessary for urban
development. (Note, its largest western contemporary counterpart, Constantinople,4 was
13 km2, and Ancient Rome at its greatest was 13.45 km2 [3323 acres] within the wall,
with an estimate of 20 km2 [4940 acres] without.5) Except for the two major markets,
the city of Sui-Tang Chang'an never suffered from urban congestion. In fact in the
southernmost part of the city, underdevelopment instead of overgrowth posed a major
problem. Consequently one quarter of the city area was constantly in a state of
abandonment. Understandably, acute housing shortage was not a Chang’an’s problem.
A moderate house might consist of 8 rooms with its own yard. Priced at 200,000 coins,
it was equal to 10 riding horses in value, which was affordable for a well-to-do family.
The residential area was neatly carved up into 110 walled fang or li (wards) that
constituted the most developed ward system in Chinese history. Few cities in world
history were as symmetrically laid out as Sui-Tang Chang'an. Crisscrossed by a
network of major roads, the gridiron pattern of the wards presented a very impressive
bird's eye view. The well-planned straight thoroughfares and avenues made it possible
to obtain a penetrating vista at any major crossing. The central north-south thoroughfare,
Zhuquemen Street, together with its northern extension, Chengtianmen Street, provided
a most spectacular perspective. In the west, neatly planned gridiron patterns were very
ancient in urban history. The above-mentioned Greek city Miletus was one example. The
Roman city of Timgad in Algeria, built by Trajan in the early second century AD, was
startlingly similar to Chang'an in aerial v i e w . 6 But the major difference between the
Roman town and the Chinese city lay in scale. The whole checkerboard layout of
Timgad could have been fitted into one of the wards (fang) of Sui-Tang Chang'an.7
Symmetry and axiality of the major structures were not emphasized in Timgad while in
Sui-Tang Chang'an they stood out as a salient feature. The practice of combining axiality
with perspective may go as far back as the Western Han dynasty, but in Sui-Tang

3

4
6
1

Wang Zhongshu /4-7.
Guillou 1219.
Mumford, Lewis The City in History Penguin Books 1975 / 273.
See Benevolo /22; Hammond, Mason The City in the Ancient World Harvard 1972/295.
Timgad measured about 400 by 400 m, which was smaller than the smallest ward in Chang an.
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Chang’an it achieved a new apogee that would never be surpassed. (Chapter 2 section
on axial symmetry).
Security for the court and the urban area was one major concern for city planners
in medieval China. This was especially so for Sui-Tang Chang'an. The Taiji Palace was
bounded on the north by the Western Interior Park, which was enclosed by a much
larger but heavily guarded Forbidden Park. To the south of the palace was the Imperial
City, the administrative centre of the nation. Residential wards and markets were closed
at night and the patrolling troops took over. Curfew was strictly enforced. But later
urban development soon called for relaxation of regulations restricting night movement.
Vending businesses permeated the major streets and wards, operating in what should
have been curfew hours. So did night performances. A red-light district was established
in Pingkang fang south of the Eastern Market By and large, the business community in
Sui-Tang Chang'an prospered in a favourable environment. Many factors contributed to
such a situation. The enormous market for finished products was supported by a vast
labour force with varied skills and wage levels. The relationship between employer and
employee was monetary and not personal. Low taxation rate and the basically laissezfaire attitude of the central government (except during Dezong's reign) also favoured
business development. Domestic entrepreneurs thrived side by side with foreign
merchants.
A persistent cultural openness characterized the city of Sui-Tang Chang'an where
there was always an impressive percentage of foreigners who hailed from places as far
apart as Persia and Korea, India and Japan, Central Asia and Parhae. Their activities
were centred around but not confined to the Western Market. The Persians were wellknown as jewellers and hotel managers. The Sogdians were skilful traders. The Indians
were mostly Buddhist monks. The Koreans and Japanese were overwhelmingly
engaged in learning, either religion or culture.
With the foreigners came their native religions: Zoroastrianism, Manichaeism and
Nestorianism. But the dominant religions in the city were Buddhism and Taoism, one
foreign, the other indigenous, which had established themselves in China proper since
the 1st century A.D. The Buddhist community was by far the largest, so was its
monastic territory. On the eve of the 845 suppression, Buddhism boasted 300
monasteries in Chang'an alone. A Buddhist monastery was often set in picturesque
surroundings and was open to the general public for secular activities. It simultaneously
functioned as a religious institution and pleasure ground. The Taoist community was
much smaller in size, so was the total number its monasteries. Being the chosen religion
of the imperial Li family, however, Taoism often enjoyed more political advantages than
its rivals. The Taoist clergy played a major part in persecuting Buddhism in 845.
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Chang'an was dotted with small amusement areas with gardens, ponds, kiosks
etc. But its major recreational areas for the public were concentrated in the southeastern
comer: the Ci'en Monastery, Apricot Garden and Qujiang Park. Secluded areas for
imperial sports and games were all in the northern suburbs in places where commoners
were not allowed. Festivities took place from time to time, with the Lantern Festival on
the 15th of the first month being the most spectacular. The Chang'an residents, rich and
poor alike, took to a variety of games, among which the most popular included polo,
cock-fight and gambling. Acrobatics, dramatic and circus performances were staged at
open theatres in a number of monasteries. Prostitution was disguised as entertainment
and was tolerated. Poetry was in vogue as the usual way to start a courting relationship.
From at least as early as Xuanzong's reign, the red-light district in Pingkang //, probably
the first of its kind in China's history, was booming with business.
The northern suburban amusement areas were permanently reserved for the
throne, and some entertainments, like hunting or dancing horse performances, were
exclusively royal. But although the powerful often lorded it over the man in the street,
the cultural trend in Sui-Tang Chang'an, moved gradually towards plebeianism. The
demarcation line that marked the merchant off from the rest of the "decent" folk was
being blurred. A man thriving on filthy lucre could marry off his daughter like a duke
while a well-off trader could easily secure a much-coveted position in the powerful
Shence army for his son. Rules and regulations that governed the opening and closing
hours of the markets and wards broke down in the ninth century. In the red-light district,
the elitist jin shi scholar rubbed shoulders with the vulgar plutocrat and coarsemannered officer, while the entertainer offered herself to the highest bidder. The horse,
jealously guarded as the status symbol of the noble, was later available to the
commoners for daily use. The highly aristocratic polo game was vulgarized by street
urchins who played it on foot. Cock-fighting, originally a game for the commoners,
became the number-one imperial favourite. Gambling games were as popular among the
rich as among the poor. Not infrequently, the emperors (especially Zhongzong, Dezong
and Xiuanzong) ventured out of the palace enceinte incognito to enjoy folk culture.
In its more than 300 years' history, Chang'an withstood a number of crises. It
was often harassed by organized hooliganism, and occasionally by political
assassination. It was vulnerable to but ill-prepared for outbreaks of fire. Its vicinity to
the northern nomadic peoples made it prone to the latter's assaults. Although emperor
Gaozu's attempt to abandon the city for fear of a Turkish invasion from the north was
not carried out, later the court was forced to evacuate Chang'an on a number of
occasions. In the latter half of the eighth century, the city did suffer physical damage at
the hands of An Lushan, the Tibetans and Zhu Ci. But it was Huang Chao in 883 who
sealed the fate of the city. Before he fled, the rebel leader set fire to the palace.
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Consequent lootings and burnings by rival warlord factions, reduced the city to ruins in
a matter of 20 years. In 904, on orders from general Zhu Wen, Sui-Tang Chang'an was
physically destroyed and its remaining structures dismantled and transported to
Luoyang. Thereafter Chang'an never rose again as a metropolitan city. While the
northern threat persisted, the east and particularly the south became new centres of
politics and economy. The Guanzhong area, which had played host to the capitals in the
Western Zhou, Western Han, Sui and Tang dynasties when China was at her most
magnificent, ceased to be of great political, economic or military importance.
With an urban population of one million and a walled area of 84 km2 (20748
acres), Sui-Tang Chang'an was in a class o f its own. It reached the pinnacle of
traditional Chinese town planning in terms o f size, symmetry, axiality, penetrating
perspective and ward system. It represented the close of an age as the last major city in
China where the urban area was relatively free of congestion, where the checkerboard
pattern was planned to perfection and where a long-distance vista could be achieved at
any major road crossing. It was also a city of transition with strictly regulated ward and
market systems gradually giving way to the spread o f commercialism. Entrepreneurs,
merchants, scholars, entertainers, and soldiers all participated in an urban culture that
was increasingly characterized by commercialism, while foreigners with their exotic
trades and religions contributed to a prevailing cosmopolitan atmosphere.
No doubt, Sui-Tang Chang'an should rank among the great cities of world:
Babylon, Rome, London and Paris, among others.
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The Table of the Residents of Sui-Tang Chang'an
(hereinafter the table)
Explanatory Notes
The Qing scholar Xu Song's Tang liang jing cheng fang kao lays the
groundwork for the table below. Xu's research covers a wide range of primary
sources including fiction and epigraphy. Apart from the standard histories and other
time-honoured sources such as the Liang jing xin ji, Chang'an zhi etc, he makes use
of two major works: the Taiping guang ji, a collection of pre-Song stories and the Jin
shi cui bian 1 (a collection of epitaphs with an emphasis on the Tang), for additional
information. Xu's work is further substantiated by Cheng Hongzhao2 who writes
an addendum (bu ji) for Xu, having recourse to similar primary sources. The present
table is aimed at supplementing Xu's and Cheng's works with detailed biographical
references and additional epigraphical information.
I have made extensive use of the Shaanxi jin shi zhi, a collection of epitaphs
of the Shaanxi area, and the archaeological finds since 1949. However, there are two
sources of epigraphical information I fail to utilize:
1. The Complete Collection of Epitaphs of the Institute of History and
Philology, Academia Sinica.3 This has only recently become available at the
National Library of Australia.
2. The collection of Tang epitaphs to be published by the "Gu wen xian yan
jiu shi"4 under the Administrative Bureau of Cultural Relics, Ministry of
Culture, PRC.
For convenience of description I divide the city of Chang'an arbitrarily into
six districts. The central north-south street Zhuquemen Street served as the dividing
line between the eastern (Wannian) and western (Chang'an) parts of the city. The five
rows of wards east of Zhuquemen Street consist of the Inner SE District, the four

3.

See Mao Hanguang

4.

IrfcK ftfls

f r i t 1985.
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rows south of it, the SE District. The four rows in the northeastern comer are the NE
District. Similarly, the five rows west of Zhuquemen Street constituted the Inner SW
District, the four rows in the south, the SW District. The remaining four rows in the
northwestern comer make up the NW District.(See Map 9; also see Map 3 for
location of the wards).
The names that appear in the table are those of people who established
permanent residence in Sui-Tang Chang’an. Visitors are generally excluded, even if
they stayed with close relatives and died while in the city.
No efforts have been made to work out the time frame of each resident, since
that would be beyond the scope of this essay, and for many, simply out of the
question. As a rule, I leave Tang residents unmarked, while marking Sui residents
with "Sui" in the "comment and characters" column.
The residents are rated in six classes in terms of their social status:
Class one5 is for the most powerful politicians and imperial relatives
including:
a. The bearers of all the titles with the rank la.
b. The bearers of functional (substantial) and prestige titles with the
rank of lb.
c. The bearers of functional titles with the rank of 2a or 2b.
d. The holders of ping zhang shfi (chief ministership).
e. All the imperial princes.
f. Princesses and other high-ranking officials enjoying special favours
such as Princess Taiping, An Lushan, Gao Lishi, Yu Chao'en etc.
Class two includes those equal to and above rank 5,7 the princesses and
their spouses:
a. All other functional and prestige title bearers above and including
5b-.
b. All imperial princesses, great princesses and spouses who do not
qualify as class one.
Class three includes middle- and lower-level officials and distant royal
relatives.
a. All other bearers of functional titles from 6a through 9b-.

...

The official classification regards all those rank 3 and above as the top-echelon officials. (See Denis
Twitchitt: "the Bureaucracy" in CHC vol. 4, unpublished.) But the third rank consists of four grades,
and includes too many officials. People with chief ministership enjoyed much more power than those
without it, although they sometimes ranked below the 3rd rank.
See Denis Twitchitt; Bureaucracy in CHC v.4 (unpublished).
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b. County princesses and spouses, unless they enjoyed special
favours.
Class four is exclusively for businessmen.
Class five is for commoners who had no rank at all.
Class six indicated by a slash "/" at the top of the table includes those of
unconfirmed status. In most cases, they had relatively low station.
Some residents are documented by their surnames and official titles like Cui
Shangshu.8 Their titles will appear in pinyin enclosed by parentheses: Cui
(Shangshu).
Devaluation of titles presents the greatest difficulty in assessing a person's real
status. Honorific titles could rank very high and yet came to be worth nothing in the
latter part of the dynasty.9 In fact, whole sale devaluation of official titles occurred
during the An Lushan rebellion. Apart from honorific titles, some functional titles and
noble titles (/we)10 were generously conferred upon the soldiers as spiritual rewards.
In general, I disregard honorific titles. For the period latter than the An Lushan
rebellion (755), I try to base my evaluation on the functional positions.11
In the column marked with "sources" are listed from left to right the following
basic sources:
1. Xu = Tang Hang jing cheng fang kao
2. Jiu = Jiu Tang shu
3. Xin = Xin Tang shu.
When a different source other than the above-listed is quoted, it will appear in
its abbreviation, followed by a page number. In references, the slash
as in
"Tang/480" always means "page(s)".

*•

9.

See Twitchett Bureaucracy.

'n.

See Tong jian 219/7023-4.

10.

g§
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Keys to Abbreviations* of General Names and Bibliographical Terms
adop. = adoptive
ALS = An Luhshan shi ji $
|JLj 9
Shanghai 1983.
Bei = Bei li zhi in Bei li zhi, Jiao fang ji.Qing lou ji.
Shanghai 1957.
bro = brother,
bros = brothers.
Da = Hui Li et al.: Ta Ci’en si son zang fa shi zhuan
Zhonghuashuju ed. 1983.
Deng = Xu Song: Deng ke ji kao
Beijing 1984.
Ennin = Ru Tang qiufa xun li U l t e
ffflB
Shanghai 1986.
He = "Xi'an nan jiao Hejiacun fa xian Tang dai jiao cang wen wu", Wenwu
in
1972:1/31-8.
Hua = Tang chao ming hua lu, Wang shi hua yuan ed.
B H -g lS .
Jin = Jin shi cui bian, Hongbaozhai ed.
edition, Shanghai 1893.
Jiu = Jiu Tang shu,
Zhonghuashuju ed.
Lu = Lu Zhaoyin: "He Wenzhe mu zhi kao shi", Kao gu
1986:9.
M. prefect = Metropolitan prefect.
Quan = Quan Tang shi
Zhonghuashuju edition.
Shaan = Wu Shushan: Shaanxi jin shi zhi
Ä *
1934.
Sp. = spouse or spouses.
Sui = Sui shu ,
Zhonghuashuju ed.
Tai = Taiping guang ji
Zhonghuashuju ed.
Tang = Tang Chang'an cheng jiao Sui Tang mu
B - £ $ i ) i 8 f l f B * . Beijing 1980.
Wei = Wei Shu: Liang jing xin ji. See Hiraoka Takeo ’Texts Volume".
Ä ifc W S S rfi.
Xi'an = Xi'an jiao qu Sui Tang mu
® 3 ? S P IitP lJ § Ä Beijing 1966.
Xiang = Xiang Da: Tang dai Chang'an yu Xiyu wen ming
Beijing 1957.
Xin = Xin Tang shu
Zhonghuashuju ed.
Xing = 'Tang Chang'an Xinghua fang yi zhi zuan tan jian bao", Wen wu
1972:1/43-6.
Xu = Xu Song: Tang Hang iing cheng fang kao
Beijing 1985.
Xub = Cheng Hongzhao: Tang Hang jing cheng fang kao bu ji in Xu.
S & 8 3 :B S 1 C » # * tt£

Abbreviations in the following list are different from those in the Bibiography at the end of the book.
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___________ S i t i n g _____________
1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 /

1 I n n e r S E D is tr ic t V e r t R o w
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X

L i L ingw en

X
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characters

X in

J iu

1

1 . X in g d a o fa n g
P rincess T aip in g
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Xu

X

Tang

2/35
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83/3650

2/35

6 7 /2482

93/3816

3 4 ft
A®

T ai 92/606

HUB*

2 /3 5

Srn Y angdi

X

2/35

S ui 3/59

X iao Y u
X iao R ui

X

2/35
2/35

S u i 79 A 7 9 5
63/2404

101/3952

So. P rincess o f X iangcheng

Zhongzong

X

2/35

7 A 35

4A 06

as Y in g w tn g

X

2/36
Tin 46/11
2/36

189a/4951

198/5651

i x

2/36

129/3606

126/4439

2/36

172/4459

166/5098

X

Gai W enda
Liu Jiatai

X

H an H ui

X

L inghu C hu

X

M aZ cn g

X

L i G uangyan

X

Shen C huanshi

X

C ui C h u ilin

X

C ui Y un

X

U

S

a

73a/2839

2/36

157/4151

163/5035

2/36

161/4218

171/5184

2/36

149/4034

132/4540

M . prefect

2/36
2/36

Y u Shen

Shaan 16/5

X

3 .A n r e n fa n g

f

t

1 S T

2 /3 6

(< A nm in fang)

g

L iu Y an jin g

*

2/36

X

W ang X in
Princess W anchun

X

2/36

X

2/36

77/2678

106/4055
72b/2643

a f f

aS#
Safi

88/3659

Z hangqiu Jianqiong

X

2/37

9 /212

5A 41

Yuan Zai
Z hang X iaozhong

X
X

2/37
2/37

118/3409
141/3854

145/4711
148/4767

X i (TätSbi)

as

2/37

130/3625

150/4813

Y u Y ou

X

2/37

156/4129

172/5199

Yuan Zhen

X

2/37

166/4327

174/5223

X

2/37

147/3978

166/5085

ttte

2/38
136/3745
T ai 275/2168

145/4730

w*

IK

C u iZ a o

X

D u Y ou
4 .G u a n g f u fa n g
D ou C an

2 /3 8
X

Jia D an

X

2/38

138/3782

166/5083

Li M i

X

2/38

130/3620

139/4631

Y iS h e n

X

Iiu Y u x i
Q u anD eyu

151/4054

170/5164

2/38

160/4210

168/5128

2/38

148/4001

165/5076

X

2/38

11/294

207/5865

2/38

164/4278

167/5117

X

S .J i n g s h a n

In n e r SE

2/38
X

X

Zhou H ao
W ang Q i

7CW

T ak en u p by D axingshan si

2 /3 8

fa n g

fäiSÄ
Ä6S
^

D is tr ic t C o lu m n
2 /4 0

6 .W u b e n fa n g
F ang X uanling
C heng Huaizhi
Zhang M aozhao

Z ong X izhong
Lu Jun

7 .C h o n g y l fa n g

66/2459

96/3853

X

2/40

143/3905

213/5996

2/40

141/3858

X

2/40

X

Y uD ehui

X
X

if# * * *

2/40

X

148/4770
72c/2828

2/40
2/40

177/4591

2 /4 1
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Appendix 1
Ward o r
Resident

R a tin g
3 1 4

1 I 2 I

X iao Sheng
Su X u

C om m ent and

S o u rce s
| _5_L
j

X
X

J

Xu

Jiu

Xin

2/41
2/41

Sh aan 9 A

224b/6396
83/3644

characters

V H »
Sp. Princess o f N anchang
i* ®

C ui Yuanwed

2/41

X

Ma H uaisu
Wed Jian

X

2/41

102/3163

X

2/41

105/3222

134/4560

2/41

128/3583

153/4847

199/5680

Duan Xusfai

X

D ou Y izhi

X

2/41

167/4363

151/4827

C ui Y uan

X

2/41

108/3279

140/4641

2/41

9 /2 3 0

5A 51

Li He

X

2/41

137/3772

203/5787

Sikong T u

X

2/42

W ang C hengye

X

Y ang Q iong

X

2/42

T a i 275/2167

f &

Ä

p~ .
Jins hi

a * "
M

W an g Y in
X ue S haoyin
8 .C h a n s x i n g

X

X ub 2/193

X

X ub 2/193

fan s

F ang R enyu
Y ang Shidao

|§ |

#
0

2 /4 2
2/42
2/42

X
X

H an Q i
C ui X uantong

X

2/42

X

2/42

C ui G uangyi

4/7 2
62/2383

100/3927

Sp. Princess C hangguang

73a/2856

a a r

i

2/42

X

Zhang Jiazhen

£

^
W ®

9 9 /3090

127/4441

C ui R izhi

X

2/42

99/3089

121/4331

Y uan X ingchong

X

2/43

102/3176

200/5690

X

2/43
2/43

X

W ang Q iu
G reat Princess o f

X

2/42

83/3661

l

l

£ »
daughter o f Suzong.
Sp. Z h en g P ei

ic ®
» s t
Suzong's daughter.
Sp. G uo Z o n g

X

2/43

83/3665

Princess W anshou

X

2/43

83/3672

X iuanzong's daughter.
Sp. Z h en g H ao

Princess G uangde

X

2/43

83/3672

X iuanzong's daughter.
So. Y u C o n ^

G reat Princess of
Hanyang

X in Jinggao
X

2/43

108/3282
140/3826

126/4422
158/4937

W ei Y u

X

2/43

Zheng Shen

X

2/43

P ei Shiyan

X

2/43

9/229

57A 426
142/4677

75a/3319

2/43

159/4190

X

2/43

169/4405

Shi X ianzhong

X

2/43

W ang CO

X

2/43

L u Sui

X

W ang Fan

L iH u a n
L i X ian

X
X

Li Yi

X

Fan C huanzheng

X

»0

147/4754

2/43

X

D u H o n g jia n

sits

I P #

179/5322
148/4791

t f

«

^Sii,

2/43
2/43

131/3342
131/3343

112/4506
112/4504

H u an 's b r a

2/43

131/3342

112/4506

4 6 *
H u an 's bro.

1 85b/4832

172/5028

3*i f
raft e

76/2661

80/3575

7X & *
Yuewang

1 S h aan l7 /2

I 9 .Y o n c le
I L iZ h e n

fa n g
TT

T~1

1\

1

2 /4 4

1 1
1

1

I 2/44
1 1
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Appendix 1
W a id e r

R a tin g
1 I 2 I

R e sid e n t

PeiXun

3 1

4

S o u rc e s
1

5

(

X

Zhang Yue
Wang Dezhen
Wang Xuan
Wang Shao
Pei Du
Cui Sheng
Li Sizhong
Xiao Zhi
SuE
Yang Ping
Zhao Gu
Cui (m.)
Wang Ton gren

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

lO .Jin g 'an fang

Xu

Ru

2/44

7 la/2229

Tai 77/845

2/44
97/3049
2/44
5A 06
2/44
82/2770
2/44
123/3520
2/44
170/4413
2/45
2/45
18a/588
2/45
19a/658
2/45
146/3967
2/45
2/45
2/45
Shaan 12/24

125/4404
3/75
4/93
149/4804
173/5209
72C/2774?
8/241
9/258

X in

160/4970

^P rin cess of Yicheng

l i i
i t ?

££
»X

M. prefect.

*
T

.

H

L

2/46

Princess Xianyi

X

2/46

83/3659

Sg. fo n ^H u i, Cui Song.

iS p.Ä X
Cui Lun
Tang Zhao
Wu Yuanheng
Han Yu

X
X
X
X

Iiu Bochu
Li Zongmin

X

Zhang Ji
YuanZhen

X

X

X

Cheng Zhigong
Xiao Zhi

Inner SE

District

X
X

2/46
2/46
2/46
158/4159
2/46
160/4159
Tai 307/2433
2/46
153/4085
2/46
176/4551
Tai 144/1035
160/4204
2/46
2/46
166/4327
Tai 488/4017
2/46
143/3905
2/46
102/3184

213/5997
132/4530

3/55
3/56

8/195

83/3657

3/56
3/56

96/3021

124/4381

103/3187
Sui 37A115

B

»

H

g

160/4969
174/5235
176/5266
174/5223

ä

®

7t»
f

f

n

Vert.Row 3

Princess Yongmu

X

Yao Chong
Princess Taiping

X

Guo Qianguan
Li Mu

X

3/56
3/56

Princess Changning

X

3/56

X

X

Wei Cheng
Princess Lanling

Kong Yingda
Chu Suiliang
Chu Liang

«

152/4833
176/5255

X
X

X
X
X

E~dk&;

Sp. Wing Y ao

See 1. Xingdao fang
133/4543

83/3653

3/56
3/56
Tin 52/6

75/2631
83/3647

3/56
3/56
3/56

73/2601
80/2729
72/2578

Mg

Sui

202/5749
97/3873

«

Sp.Yang Shcnjiao
Empress Wei’s daughter

Sp. Dou Huaizhe

» ft£ £
198/5643
105/4024
102/3975

il

Suiliang's father.
"3 fi

Vang Zhi’yin
Cui Taizhi
Pei Guangting
Zang Huaiiang
Li Jing
LiLinfu

X
X
X
X
X

X

3/56
100/3118
3/56
185a/4791
84/2806
3/56
3/56
3/56
67/2475
Tai 457/3739
3/56
106/3235
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128/4463
106/4040
108/4089
93/3811
223a/6343
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Appendix 1
Waid or
Resident

Rating
1 1 21

Xu

3 1 4 1 5 1 /

Lilingwen

X

3/56

Lu Song

X

3/56

Zhang (m.)
Zhang Hongjing
CuiRong
WangZhe
Wang Fu
Wang (f.)
Chen Chang
Zhao Qianzhang
Ma Zhen

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

12.X uanyang fang
Ma Zhou
Wei Sili

7A45

202/5749

Empress Wei's bio-in-law
director of E.Market

127/4447
114/4195
116/4226

£&

if
ill
i

E9ÜS&

3 /5 7

J5M

X

3/58
3/58

74/2612
88/2865

98/3894
116/4230

Son of Empress Wei

X

3/59

121/3478

139/4633

M. prefect under An

3/59
3/59

120/3470

137/4611
76/3493

Sp. Princess of Xincheng

3/59
3/59
3/59

51/2163

76/3468

TS

183/4743

206/5843

Empress Wei's 2nd uncle.

123/4375

tea

X

Han Qianzhen

Comment and
characters_____

Xin

See Xinsdao fang.

Shaan 10/9
3/57
123/3610
3/57
94/2996
3/57
Tai 144A037
3/57
3/57
3/57
192/5132
3/57
3/57
Xub 3/196
Tai 346/2741
3/57
15/24
Shaan
Bei passim

X
X

Xing Feng
Zhang (m.)
prostitutes

Sources
Hu

tH
i

Lushm-EHISÄ
Guo Ai
Dugu Ming

DouYi
LiHui
Wei Wen
Wq Juyuan
Liu Xijin
Yang Wulian
Wei Shuxia
Shan Siyuan
Li Yi
Li Gun
2ieng Weizhong
Guo Yuanzhen
Yang Guozhong
Duchess of Guoguo
Duchess of Hanguo
Gao Xianzhi
L iQ w u
Xuc Ping
Han Gongwu
Chen Zi'ang
Chang Wuming
Wei Wenke
Zhang Yichao
Jia Chang
Xiao Yu
Cui (Shangshu)

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

YuZhining
Doulu (f.)
Cheng Boxian
Li Gao
Wei Kun
Yang Hongwu
Wang Xizhun

53A365
122/4354
115/4296
72a/2580
128/5694
122/4360
206/5846
76/3493
76/3493
135/4576
78/3532
111/4145
158/4945
107/4067
75b/3377
210/5936
8/249

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

3/60
3/60
3/60
ALS a/ 6
3/61
3/61
3/61
3/61
3/61
3/61
3/61

aa

a
m
a;
ix
» ft«
* 7 C *

lili
M.prefect ^ ^ 2 ? %

»f

»& Ä

whfs
ft

~

si

3 /6 0

13.Q lnren fang
Zhang (f)
Ruizang
AnLushan

92/2963
3/59
3/59
91/2942
3/59
189b/4964
3/59
3/59
101/3135
3/59
3/59
100/3117
3/59
97/3042
3/59
106/3241
3/59
106/3242
3/59
106/3242
3/59
104/3203
3/59
112/3336
3/59
124/3526
3/59
156/4136
3/59
190/5018
3/60
3/60
181/4686
3/60
18b/629
3/60
Tai 485/3992
3/60
Xub 3A 96
Xub 3A96

M
a
g

7A51
200a/5367

5A15
225a/6411

78/2693

104/4003

Guo Ziyi’s lover,
as prince.
Sogdian-Turkish

Guifei

S i* «
68/2504
112/3335
21/817
77/2675
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Appendix 1
W a rd e r
R esident

R a tin e
1 1 2 1

Fan Zigai
Zheng Wanjun

3 1

X
X

Li Yuanying

X

Guo Ziyi

X

YangXuan

X

4

S o u rc e s
1

5

1 /

Xu

J iu

3/61
3/61

Sui 63A489

3/61

64/2436

C o m m e n t an d
X in

characters

83/5581

So. Princess of Dai

79/3560

Ten gwana

3/61
120/3449
Tai 176/1313
106/3247
3/61

137/4599

house took up 1/4 of ward.

51/2180

Son of Yang Guozhong

Princess Changle

X

3/61

83/3659

iS ®
SpDou E

Princess Xihua

X

3/61

83/3672

* »
Sp. Yan Qi

Li Mian
Li Shi
Gui Chongjing
Feng Su
WeiDuan
Liu Zongyuan
LuZhi
Fu(f.)
Xu Tang
Tang Yanqian
Li Guochang
Guo Chenggu
(Jishi)
HanJi

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

14. Yongning fang
Su Wei
Han Hong

Zhang Shougui
An Lushan
PeiXingjian
Wang Renjiao
Zheng Shanguo
Li Xiao
Li Jin
Yang Zhongxuan
Dugu (m.)
Pei Yan
LiFuguo
XuHao
Gao Ying
WangE
MaSui
Han Hongzheng
Shi Xiancheng
LiZaiyi
Yang Ping

3/61
3/61
172/4483
3/61
149/4014
3/61
168/4389
3/62
3/62
160/4213
3/62
189b/4977
Shaan 18/4
3/62
Deng 23/860
3/62
190C/5063
3/62
Tai 345/2730
Tai 234/1795
Xub 3A 97

131/4512
164/5035
177/5277
74a/3095
168/5132
168/5127

89/3762
218/6156
Xub 3A 97

I5 5I
SSI
i w
$1
Jinshi
J S jfS t

53S

la s s
£ *
s i

3 /6 2
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

3/62
3/62

Sui41A184
185a/4793

197/5623

3/62
3/62

103/3193

133/4548

i l s
See 13. Qrnren fang

84/2804
3/62
183/4745
3/62
62/2378
3/62
76/2665
3/62
60/2346
3/62
3/63
3/63
87/2843
3/63f
3/63
184/4759
3/63
137/3759
147/3975
3/63
3/63
151/4059
Tai 497/4076
3/63
134/3689
3/63
181/4685
3/63
180/4674
3/63
3/63

108/4085
206/5845
100/3936
80/3579
78/3521

SSI

117/4247
208/5879
160/4965
165/5070
170/5168

Sui. 1 * ^ ,
with sons: Rengong,
D ctaao & grandson:
YuanjL

» # »
Taizong’s son ^
5 «

eunuch. ^

^

Si»

155/4883

Ä Ä

210/5935
212/5978

xicntäbi)^^|Sc
M. prefect See Yongle

fangWang Ya
Bai Minzhong
Bai Juyi
Li Ting
Li Youyu
Li Guyan
Yang Shi'e

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

169/4401
3/63
166/4358
3/64
Tai 196/1469
166/4340
3/64
3/64
133/3682
3/64
16/494
3/64
173/4506
3/64
135/3735
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179/5317
119/4305
119/4300
154/4878
182/5357
146/4740

ÖffJ?
§§L %
55«
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Appendix 1
W arrior
Resident

1 I 2 I

R a tin e
3 I 4

S o u rce s
I

5 I (

Xu

D ou G ong

X

3/64

155/4122

175/5245

Z hang Zhifang

X

3/64

180/4679

212/5981

P e iX iu

X

3/64

177/4593

182/5371

W angD uo

X

3/64

164/4282

185/5406

Y in B aohui
X

Shaan 11/134

W o H uai

X

Shaan 11/2

fa
a

Shaan 9/26

X

l S .Y o n g c h o n g

fan s

3 /6 4

P rincess X ingxin

X

3/65

G uo Y ingyi
Chen Y an

X

3/65
3/65

W ang Z han

X

3/65

W ei K ang

X

3/65

LU C hong cui

X

X

83/5659
133/4546

92/2963

122/4360
75a/3371
206/5847

Y ang Guifed’s bro.

154/4863

T5! l a
X u w rongly id entifies it in

Y ang X ian

X

L i C heng

X

3/65

133/3661

Xiaolian

X

T ai 454/3707
3/66
Tai454/3707

Du Ya

X

3/66

146/3962

172/5207

L iX u n

X

3/66

123/3521

149/4805

3/66

156/4134

158/4944

3/66

146/3961

159/4951

H an H ong

X

X iao X in

X

Shea Y u

X
X

C ui T u

X

3/66
X

aa
Wffr

D eng 23/888

£

X ub 3/198

4

1 6 .E a s t e r n M a r k e t

3 /7 5

Z hao T ai

X

X ub 3/200

W angB u

X

X u b 3/200

Li H en

X

X ub 3/201

1 7 .A n y i

Y o n g n in g f a n g . ^
X u w rongly id entifies it in
Y o n g n in g fang.

3/66

C ui (f.)

D is tr ic t V e rt.R o w

£&
a«

3/66

H an Shen

In n e r SE

susix
pr

117/3396
X ub 3A 98

3/65
T ai 143A027
3/65
51/2179

X ueK ui

f S

3/64

X

Wed X u
Y ang (m .)

C o m m en t and
characters

Xin

Jiu

fa n g

3 /7 5

H e ru o B i

X

M a Sui

X

Z hang Y ing

S u i 52/1343

3/75

134/3689

170/5168

83/2776

111/4133
111/4132
5 /116

3/76

X

Z hang Y anshi

X

3/76

Zhang K uang

X

3/76

Z hang Z h i
Zhao U l won

X

3/76
3/76

83/2775
7 f l5 2

3/76

62/2383

X

Y ang Z hiyi

X

L i Jifu

X

Li D eyu

X

Lu Z henbai
L iu B o c h u

X

F eng A o
C hang X ie

X

a s ®
s i « # ä §

3/75

146/4738

3/77

180/5327

3/77
3/77

X

« f t
« f t

Sp. P rincess A n le

100/3928

3/76
148/3992
T ai 497/4076
174/4509

-SI™

See lO .Jing'an fang

* H ß Ü
X

3/77
3/77

C hen Jing

X

3/77

W u D an

X

3/77

L u (m.)
Z angX ia

X

Li Wa
Shi Y uanzuo

1 8 .X u a n p in g fa n g

X
X

177/5287
75b/3378

C h an g G un's bro.

200/5710

P f JR
IS

3/77
3/77

X

168/4392

T a i 346/2739

3/77
X ub 3/201

3 /7 7
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Appendix 1
1 1 2

IiY u e

X

Gao Xiayu
Zhangsun Lan
IiX iu
Li Chong
Yan Shou
Luo Xiang
Zheng Lang
Liu Zungu
Lu Jun
Liu Taibai
Bai Juyi
Gao Wuguang
Yao Nanzhong
Dou Mou
GuKuang
liu Zhuan
Li Chen
Wang (m.)
HeZhizhang
Pei Zunqing

1

1

3

Wei Shaoyou
Pan Mengyang
Liu Gongchuo
Cui Ning
Yuan Zongjian
Liu Mian
Shi Yongcheng
Liu Yuanfang
Zhang Qiao
Du Xingfang
Li Yao

4

|

-L JL L

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

S ources
Jiu

Xin

3/77

125/4535

82/3630

3/78
3/78
3/78
3/78

162/4249
Sui51A327

141/4661

3/78
3/78
3/78
3/78
3/78
3/78
3/78

146/3959

3/78
3/78
3/78
3/78
3/78
3/79
3/79

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Luo Shaoyu
19.Shengping fang
Pei Zunqing

Xu

R a tin t

Wand o r

Resident

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Qian zwang

Sui T c S M .
70b/2128

173/4493
17a/517
177/4591

Comment an d
character

129/4485
197/5628
165/5069
174/5229
182/5367

Li Xiu's bro.

Ü
U
fa
*
lit
^j±e

See 14.Yongning fang.

153/4081
155/4122
130/3625
177/4606
Shaan 19/3
Tai 150A082
190b/5033

71b/2390
162/4989
175/5245
182/5373

na
»ft
diviner. 3 l

196/5606

Tai 42/263
113/3355 140/4646
Xub 3/202
Xub 3/202

asm

3/79
3/79

See 18.Xuanping fang

3/79
3/79
3/79
3/79
3/80
3/80
3/80
3/80
3/80
3/80
3/80

115/3376
162/4239
165/4300
117/3397
166/4351
161/4233
133/3679

141/4656
160/4972
163/5019
144/4704
171/5194
154/4876
73a/2845

äfs&
i
td
'ft
fjcJ

hnshi
Den« 27A 077

In n er SE D istrict V ertR ow 5
20.D aozheng fang

3 /8 3

Wang Jin
Hou Junji
Li Hui

3/84
3/84
3/84

118/3416
69/2509
95/3015

145/4715
94/3825
81/3600

Zhang Xingcheng
Zhang Pinggao
IiuZhirou
I iJ ia
Wang Rcng
Ii(f.)
Zhang (Zhengzi)

78/2703
3/84
57/2297
3/84
102/3174
3/84
3/84
3/84
Shaan 17A1
Xub 3/202

104/4012
88/3746
201/5733

2 I.C h in g le * fang

SßfrfK

«TS

II
2

36IE¥

3 /8 4

Lai Ji
Doulu Xun
Yu Zhiwci
3iang Jiugao
Princess Hezheng

3/85
3/85
3/85
3/85
3/85

79/2742

105/4031

99/3100

126/4430
83/3660

Guo Jingzhi

3/85

52/2196
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Appendix 1
Warn or

I2 I

1

R esid e n t

R a tin g

3 |

4

I_5_LJ

Xu

J iu

X in

168/4382

177/5271
151/4817

Qian H ui

X

3/85

M aS hi

X

3/85
3/85
3/85

130/3627

X

X

3/85

T a i 306/2425

X

X ub 3/203

G uanB o
B ai Juyi

X

L uP ed
Y uchi Q ing

|

2 2 .J i n g g o n g

fa n g

3 /8 6

Y ang S henjiao

G ao S hilian

ess

X ub 3/203

X

11

ift
K hotan
IS #
h e n n it ^

X ub 3/203

X

W ang

characters

S ee 14.Y ongm ng fang

X ia n g /9

X

W ang Zhifang
Feng Y uan

C o m m e n t and

S o u rces

j

3/86

X

3/86

X

W ei Fen

X

3/86

W ang Jingcong

X

3/86

L i W ulü

X

3/86

F u L in

X

3/86

W eiJia n

X

3/86

W ei Q um ou

X

3/86

W ei Y uanlu

X

3/86

X

3/86
3/87

W uT ongw ei
Y ang R ushi

X

65/2441

100/3927

S p ^ftjm ccai C hangning

95/38339

H i*

74a/3053
5 0 /2150
187b/4905

58A 496
193/5551

S j#

202/5770
135/3728

167/5109

190c/5058
176/4564

145/4732
175/5250

$7cf
sw ithab rasl Y uqing, L ushi and
H angong.

ift* ±
Lun Wedxian
Shi X iancheng

T ibetan
S ee 14.Y ongning fang

3/87
3/87

X
X

ÄXtt
Cud Y anzhao
Z hong Z iling
Song S henxi

3/87

X

X

L u W enli
Y e Lai

1

X
X

152/4844

3/87

178/4638

184/5398

3/87
3/87

Tai273/2149

3/88

X
X
X

Lu Q un
C ui Q un

167/4370

X
X

88/2880

125/4399

3/88

169/4408

179/5321

3/88

177/4603

184/5396

3/88

159/4187

165/5080

3/88

L iY i

X

3/88

137/3771

203/5784

Q ia n Q i

X

3/88

168/4382

203/5786

Hou Zhao

X

Q uanD a
Y ang Y uling

X

Lu Yan
D ou Y izhi

X
X

Pei X iang
N iu S engm

X
X

Z hang Zhongfang
B ai Juyi
L i Shen

X
X

X

W ang D ing

X

3/88

164/4292

163/5031

3/88
3/88

177/4602

184/5396

3/88

113/3356

140/4647
174/5229

3/89
3/89

9 9 /3100

126/4430

3/89

173/4497

3/89

11/311

3/89

Y an (m.)

X

3/89

W en Z a o

X

Y aoH e
Lu H ongxuan

X
X

P«*

^ m i.

S ee 14.Y ongning fang

ess

181/5347
145/4714
74a/3095

3/89
165/4314
T ai 144A 035
3/89

sa

ssra

S ee 7 .C h o n g y i fang
« JL ■

3/89
172/4469
T ai 487/4076

X

fie ?

;SÜ.

3/88

W eiD uan

Än

'lij

3/88
X

f ill
p rostitute

70a/2009

3/88

X

P ei H ui
Shu Y uanyu

3/87

13 / 8 7

2 3 .X l n c h a n g fa n g
L iQ ig u
Su T in g

183/5380
200/5707

3/87

X
X

L u X ic

178/4628

96/3029

9 1 /3 7 8 4
124/4388
197/5632

3/89

299
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M
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Waid or
Resident

R a tin e
1

2

Lu Yan

3

4

(

Xi

3/89

X

D ing Zhong
GeshuHan

Comment and
characters

Sources
5

3/89
3/89

X
X

Jiu

Xin

T a i 346/2739

Jinshi

104/3211

hexmit "J*
as a youth. Turgesh.

135/4569

iSß

Tai 356/7817
W o Xisun

X

Yuwen (m.)

X

L il Yiren
Kang Bian

Shaan 12/22
X

X

24.S h en g d ao fa n s
Zheng Tian

Shaan 11/17
Xub 3/204
Xub 3/204

S&A

135/4555

In Xub, Bian is printed

185/5401

SK
? ft

3 /9 0
3/90

X

178/4630

L i Yong

X

3/90

Zhang Yu

X

3/90

Deng 18/676

Jinshi j f ö M

X ie Ao

X

3/90

Tai 364/2892

Jinshi
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W a rd e r

R a tin g

R esid e n t

1 SE

1 1 2 1

3 1

4

S o u rces
1

5

Xu

1, /

J iu

C o m m e n t an d
characters

X in

D istrict Vert.Row 1

25.L anling fang

2/39

Wei Daijia
LiZhen
Huangfu Mei
Li (Sheren)

2/39
2/39
2/39
2/39

X
X
X
X

26.K aim lng fang

77/2671

98/3904
81/3602

Tai 85/549

2/39
l

27.B aoning fans
Gaozong

l

1

l

l

H

ü

$4 5»«?
M U M f________________________

l
2/39
2/39

X

4/65

3/51

m
as Jinwang
a

| 2 8 .A n y i_ ^an g__

SE D istrict Vert.Row 2
29.A nshan fang
1
30.Daye fang
(<Hongye fang)
j Yuanli

|

1

1

1

<

L_

2/39

¥ 1 ^

2 /4 7

Middle M arket

1
2 /4 7
2/47

X

31.C hangle fang
Qutu Tong

s

64/2426

79/3550

59/2319

89/3749

Xuwang. Xu misgrints it as
Songwang.

t

2 /4 7

0□□ □ □ □

1 32.A nde fang
Su Fang
Sang Daomao

2/47
2 /4 8

X
X

2/48
2/48

m

r

magician

SE D istrict Vert.Row 3
33.Zhaoguo fang

3 /6 7

Pei Ziyu
Li Meng
Zheng Yin
Zheng Yuqing
Yu Jingxiu
Wei Qing
Bai Juyi

3/67
3/67
3/67
3/67
3/67
3/67
3/67

Li Huan
Cui Guan
Cheng Xiuji

3/67
3/67
3/67

177/4587
Hua 6A 2b

Duan You

3/67

152/4078

34.Jlnchang fang

71a/2181
Deng 5A 88
159/4180
158/4163
187b/4913

165/5074
165/5059
161/4980

m it
t #

See 14. Yongning fang.
148/4789
182/5363

S f£
painter

Sfa

S-feiffi)

3 /6 9

PeiHongqi
Wei Anshi
LuBinyu
ZhuCi
Lady of Yeiuo

3/69
3/69
3/69
3/69
3/69

LinghuTao

92/2955
Deng 20/739
200c/5385

122/4349
225b/6441

166/5101

172/4465

91/2927

120/4309
60/1613

Xub 3/199
3 /6 9

35.T ongshan fang

L.
36.TongJl fang
Huan Yanfan
Liu Deren

1

1

«AM*

3 /6 9
3/70
3/70

50i

Appendix 1
W aid or
Resident

1 SE
37.

1 1 2 1

R ilin g
3 1 4

S o u rces
1 5 I /

Xu

C cm m en: and

Jiu

Xin

c h a ra c te rs

D is tr ic t V e r t.R o w 4
X iu x in g

fa n g

3 /8 0

(X iuhua fans)
Z heng Y izun

p

3/80

X

D u C ongee

X

3/80

6 6 /2 4 7 2

72a/2419

L i lia n

X

3/80

155/4125

162/5005

X

3/80
3/80

163/4259
177/4597

164/5048
184/5392
184/5395
184/5396

H u Zheng
Y ang Shou

X

Y ang Fa

X

Y an g Jia

X

3/80
177/4595
Shaan 19/8.
177/4597
3/80

Y ang Y an

X

3/80

177/4601

184/5396

D uan C h en g sh i

X

3/80

167/4369

89/3764

M a (m .)
Z hang (m.)

X
X

3 8 .X lu z h e n g

40®
«ft
« 9

w ith b ios: F a, Jia and Yan.

mm

3/81

X

Y ichi S h a i 2 _ _

i

fa n g

3/81
X iang/9

K h o ta n & j-Ü ft#

3 /8 1

«•ääf

(X unzheng fang)
Princess o f W en'an
C ounty

r

Z hang Jiu lin g
3 9 .Q in g lo n g

3/81

fa n g

I~1

4 0 .Q u c h l fa n g

4 1 .L iz h e n g

126/4424

99/3097

3 /8 1

1 1 1

S E D i s t r i c t V e r t.R o w

X fffi

3/81

X

X

T~
| 3 /8 1

5

fa n g

3 /9 0

4 2 .D u n h u a fa n g

v7&

iff

«f: Jar

3 /9 0

(Tonghua fang)
Y in Kai«han

X

3/90

58/2311

Y a n g Z h iji

X

3/90

Sui44A 225

9 0 /3 7 6 6

RMlB
S u ig ^ ^ f

Y an S higu

X

3/90

7 3 /2 5 9 4

198/5641

O uyan g X u n

X

3/90

189a/4947

1985645

3/90
3/90

Kiaim

5 1 /2177

76/3491

m o th er o f W u HuifeL

Shen Y uehin
Y ang (f.)

X
X

ffl.
W ei W u

|

4 3 .Q u jia n g

3/90

X

fa n g

L i R izhi
Li Z hounan

4 4 .F u r o n g y u a n

9 8 /3905

3 /9 1
301

X
X

188/4926

X u b 3/204

3 /9 1

302

116/4241

a *ie
M . prefect
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Appendix 1
Ward or
Resident

Ratine
1 12 1 3 1 4 I 5 1 /

Xu

Sources
Jiu

Xin

Comment and
characters

184/4757

207/5858

eunuch

184/4755

207/5857

«much

I NE D istrict V ert.Row 1
45,Ylshan fang

3/49
3/49
3/50
3/50
Tang/83
3/50

Gaolishi
Ren Huang
Yang Sixu
Peng Xianzhong

4 6 .Guangzhai fang

±

HSSÖ

eunuch. Wrongly identified
as Peng
Zhongxian in Jiu.

15/446

3 /5 0

West of YIshan fang

________
LiKui
Dong Ying
Dong Ji

3/50
126/3559
Xi'an/101
Xi’an/102

47,Yongchang fang

150/4807

I*
IÄ

3 /5 0

Li Funu
Zhang (f.)

3/51
Xi’an/102

Liang Shouqian

15/457
Shaan 17/6
Gnnin 4A74
3/51

8/222

eunuch $ £ ^ 5 $

3/51

76/3473

East of Yongchang
fang.
AKA Wang Renyu

LiYuanzuo
48.Laiting fang
Wang Renyou

X

Zheng Chang
Gao Yanfu

X
X

Liu Zhongli
U (f.)

X
X

4 9 .Yongxing fang
Zhangsun Cheng
Wei Zheng
Yuwen Kai
Wei Mo

51/2169

3/51
3/51
184/4757
Shaan 11/25
3/51
3/51

X
X

Sun Zhilian
LiuHonggui

18 Niang

207/5858

eunuch & Gao Liahi's adop.
father,
« « “eheunuch

Shaan 14/24
3/51

eunuch

3/52
3/52
3/52
3/52

X
X
X

Sui 51/1329
71/2545
Sui68A587
176/4567

97/3867
97/3882

IS #
s u i? x + a
Wei Zheng's descendant
Wei Zheng's descendant.

3/52

X

f a

DaiXiuyan
Ren Dan
Liu Gan
Musician
XuYan
Commoner
Sun Huipu

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

50.Chongren fang
(=Changhua fang)
Princess Changning

Sui Gui
Xuc Yuanchao
Chu Wuliang
Wang Li
Lun Mangie
Princess Taihua

/lfa vT

¥

3 /5 2
X

Wei Chou

Zhangsun Wuji
Gao Shilian

H

144/3913
3/52
3/52
187a/4866
3/52
Tai 204A552
3/52
Tai 399/3208
Tai 111/767
3/52
Xub 3/195

s s

156/4899
191/5497

IM S
fisherman

3 /5 3
83/3653

3/53

X

3/53
3/54

65/2446

X

3/54
3/54
3/54
3/54
3/54

88/2878
73/2590
102/3164
Xub 3A 96
13/375

X

3/54

X
X

X
X
X
X

105/4017

So. Yan^Shenjiao

fit®
8«
i i*

See 22Jinggong fang.
ST -4- B-
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125/4397
98/3892
200/5687
158/4935

Tibetan

83/3659

lifs
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Appendix 1
W arder
R eside nt

1 I 2

R a tin g
4
3

S o u rc e s
5

Xu

(

J iu

C o m m ent and
Xin

characters

Princes* o f Y iyang

X

3/54

83/3664

S ^ W a n ^ S h ip in g

P rincess o f Q iyang

X

3/54

83/3667

Sp. D u Z o n g

I iu H u n

X

3/54

125/3553

142/4671

3/54

129/3599

126/4434

f t p
H an H uang

X

L iu S houzhong
Zhao (m.)

X

P d ( f .)

X

A lai (f.)

X

Shi Z h o n e z h e n s

NE

Shaan 9A 8-19
3/55

X

3/55

T a i 356/2817

3/55

T a i 283/2257

SI*

repairer o f m usical
in strum ents.
L iuniang
w itch

3 ^ ^

Shaan 17A

X

D i s t r i c t V e r t.R o w 2.

5 1 .C h ä n g l e

fa n g

3 /7 0

(>Y anzheng fang)
Ruizong
G uangxuan

X
X

3/70
3/70

7A 51

5A 15

3/71

189a/4945

198/5640

3/71

7 5 /2634

103/3995

as prince
Buddhist?

Shangren

5 2 .D a n i n s

fa n s

Lu D unxin

3 /7 1
X

Sun Fujia

X

X u Y ushi

X

3/71

5 9 /2330

90/3771

Lu Y uqing

X

3/71

88/2877

116/4239

3/72

118/3409

145/4711

Y u an Z ai

X

Y isugu X ingyan

3/72

X

W ang T inggui
H un X ian
Princess Y izhang

L i Y uansu

3/72
134/3703

X

3/72
3/72

155/4891
83/3664

3/72

81/2756

106/4053

X

Zhang G an

5 3 .A n x i n s
L i H ui

3/72

X

W ang G ongsu
fa n s
X

3 /7 2
3/72

X

3/72

7 5 /3 0 1 6

81/3601

3/72

Jin 50/6

3/72

88/2876

116/4236

96/3029

124/4389

G uo K ui

X

3/72
3/73

Y in Jianyou

X

3/73

X

W uY ouzhi

X

3/73

L iY a n

X

3/73

X

3/73

X

3/73

W ang W engan

X

3/73

X

3/73
3/73

X

Qiwang

»

»

IS S tt

51/2177
100/3132

76/3491

M

I

129/4481
207/5872

3/73

X

Sun C hangkai
Y ang Fugong
Princess T on geh an g

^

8B.

X
X

W ang Tongzhi

Isi

S ee 2 0 D a o zh e n g fang.

H an L iang

Q iu Shiliang

T i d e (tribe)
Sp. Z h a n ^ M a o z o n g

lo cal b u lly

Lu X iangxian
Song Jing

z,aÄff«
^

Shaan 18/24

X

IiF a n

csfa

XK

should read

X
X

iff

eunuch ' j Ä d t Ü
eunuch

184/4774

208/5889
83/3674

T a i2 3 7 A 8 5 2
L i C ongzheng

X

3/73

W ang (f.)

X

Shaan 11/8

5 4 .S h e n g y e fa n g

Shaan 18/15

Y ang Q uying

¥11“

3 /7 3

M i l

*

eunuch

3E

(>Yiren fans)
• 3/74

304
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.
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Appendix 1
W arder
R esid e n t

1

Li Y e

X

1I
2

X ue Hui

X u Jian
D oulu J im

Xi Yu
Zhu Juchuan
Kang Ayiqudagan

4

81/3602

X

X

3/74

190b/5Q35

X

3/74
3/74

C o m m en t ana

128/4467
192/5541

X iang /15

5 9 /1524

H uo X iaoyu

X
X

_L i (Sicang)
X in Cha

3/74

182/4699

Tai

122/861

3/74

T a i 487/4006

X ub 3 /200

X

X u b 3/200

*»
fcgjll
«pjss
if*
is
iü

186/5418

a+ s

T ai 41/258

X

Sp. P rincess J im p in g

Sogdian

3/74

X

X uewsng

f$E§
199/5662
83/3659

3/74

X

characters

w ith ten relatives in X uequ.

3/74

W ang (m.)

druggist 3 l

3

zhai

3/81

fa n g

107/3271

82/3616

reserved fa r princes'
residences, t h e Sixteen
Princes R esidences'’

3 /8 2

G ao Lishi

X

3/82

See 4 5 .Y k h a n fang

Y ao C hong

X

3/82

S ee 1 l.P in g k a n g fang

3/82

S ee 1 l.P in g k a n g fang

3/82

S ee 1 JCingdao fang

G uo Q ianguan

X

Princess T aiping

X

W ang M aozhong

X

Q uan N ansheng
C ui L in
L iS u

3/82

m

106/3252

3/82

X
X

W ang Renzhong

!

95/3018

102/3175

W ang Zhongxian

5 6 .X i n g n in g

3/74

3/74
3/74

X

NE District V e r t R o w

X in

X

X

W an g C h u cu n

S o u rce s
Jiu

3/74

X

W uD a

(

X

W eiM ia o

5 5 .S h illu w a n g

5

X

L iT ta o

Xu

R a t im r

3

X
X

121/4335

Korean -f*

110/4123

K a re *

3/82

77/2691

109/4097

3/82

22/873

72b/2645

3/83

133/3678

154/4874

W ang Q i

X

S h a m 16A 0

Y u (m .)

X

X i’an/104

3 /8 3

5 7 .Y o n g J la f a n g
Li G ang

X

3/83

62/2373

99/3907

Z hang W enguan

X

3/83

85/2814

113/4186

W ei Y uanyan
L iH u i

X

3/83
3/83

X u Jingzong

X

3/83

82/2761

223a/6335

Y u S hin an
L iQ ia n li

X

3/83
3/83

72/2565
7 6 /2 6 5 0

102/3969
80/3567

Princess o f X ueguo

m

£££

X

X

X

S&Xä*
S ee 20JDaozheng fang

3/83

83/3656

IT!
$3*
X u m isw rites
Sp. W an g Shouyi,

3£^D ou X ijie
Princess o f L iangguo

X
X

3/83
61/2371
3/83
S h am 11/29
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Appendix 1
W a id o r
R eside nt

M a C unliang

X

5 8 .X i n g q in g fa n g
(«cLongqing fang)
M aZ h o u
Su I ia n g s i
W uw angzhai

S o u rc e s

R a t im r
1 1 2 1

3 1 4

I

5 I /

Xu

J iu

C o m m en t and
c h a ra d e s

X in

3/83

207/5870

» iS »
SB
5 7? 55

3 /8 3

lä lg »
X

3/83

X

3/83
3/83

X

See X uanyang fang.
75/2629
45/3011

109/3991
T h e fiv e princes include
X u anzong & bras.

E it
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W arder

In n e r SW

S o u rc e s

R a tin a

R esid e n t

1 1 2 1

3 1

4

1

5

I

Xu

/

Tang

1

Z hang Y uanzhong

1

1

1

□

6 1 .F e n g le

fa n g

N o t found in th e C hang'an
Z h i.% ? & &

4 /9 3

!

i

1

6 Ö .Z h iy e f a n g

□□3
□

□

L i C hangfu

□

1

d u r o c tc B

X in

D is tr ic t V e rt.R o w 1

5 9 .G u a n g lu

1

C o m m e n t an d

J iu

6 2 .A n y e fa n g

N o t found in th e C hang'an

4 /9 3

zhi.
4/93

ä S Ä ffi

4 /9 3
4/93

n

4 /9 4
4/94
4/94

S u i 3 7 f ll 5

X

Z hang Q ushe

X

4/94

5 2 /2185

C heng H uaizhi

X

4/94

Li Mu
P rincess o f X iguo

r

•

X

83/3656

83/3657

S u i^ /f.
S p.X ue Jing
Z heng X iaoyi

M . prefect. W ith bros.
Q uyi, Q uying.

S ee ö .W uben fang.
s u m

1

6 3 .C h o n g y e
Princess X indn

1 In n e r SW
|

fa n s
X

r r nr

4 /9 5
4^5

83/3652

Sp. W u Y an h u t

D is tr ic t V e rt.R o w 2

6 4 ,T a i p i n g

fa n g

Zhao Shim ao

4 /9 6
X

4/96

Zhangsun Lan

X

4/97

Y ang Ji
L i Y uanm ing

X

4/97
4/97

64/2433

79/3557

4/97

100/3109

128/4459

X

S u i5 1 A 3 2 7

Sui
Shuw ang

#
Y in Sizhen

X

X

4/97
4/97

W ang H ong

X

4/97

105/3228

134/4564

4/97
4/97

137/3770

161/4983

Zheng Y unda
W ang Y anbo

X

X ue L iangzuo

X

X

X

W ang Y uanzhong
L uo L iyan

consort o f C row n P rin ce

i l l

4/97

X

PS
164/5044
179/5325

D eputy-M . prefect

4/98

182/5375

I

4/98

72b/2649

4/97
4/98

X

IP S * ?
lift
doctor

4/97

Lu (f.)

1

ft

Y uan (f.)
Y ang (f.)

X

|f c

su i#|&

169/4410

H ii s
Pei T an

X

W ang Dingbao

I

*

W an g C hong

X

X u b 4/205

D ou X ian

X

X u b 4/205

6 5 .T o n g y i

I S

I 4 /9 8

fa n g

Gaceu

X

L i S ixun
Princess o f X ueguo

X
X

4/98

1/1

1/1

4/98
4/98

6 0 /2346

7 8 /3 5 0 2

129/4486

L i Jinxian

X

4/98

Y ang C uan

X

4/98

77/2673

106/4046

4/98

163/4262

160/4974

4/98

Q uan 708/8139

C u iX u a n
X u Yin

s

IS «

X
X
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Appendix 1
W a d or

R a tin g

R eside nt

1 1 2 1

3 1

4

S o u rc e s
1

5

1 /

Xu

6 6 .X in g h u a fa n s
Yuan Xiaoju

X

C o m m e n t an d

Jiu

4 /9 8

X in g /4 3

4/98

Su i/50A 317

Sui. Xu m iswrites

W e iA S lb

M

F en gD eyi

X

4m

63/2395

100/3929

X

4/99

6 4 /2432

70/3555

Guowang

Li Shouli

X

4/99
He/31

86/2833

81/3591

Binwang. Hejiacun hoard of
gold & silver discovered on
his premises.

185b/4818

Meng Wenli

X

4/99

Liu Zhen

X

4/99

D ou Ji

X

4/99

D ouluK uan

4 /1 0 0
Sui 45 A 2 3 9

X

X

4 /1 0 0

90/2921

114/4203

181/4693

210/5943

Zhou Wei
D ou G on g

S r i

S ee Xinghua fang.

mm

4 /1 0 0
4 /100

X
X

4/1 0 0

X
I

X

6 8 .H u a iz h e n

**

17a/515

4/1 0 0
4 /100

X

Luo Y in
Li Guangyan

M-prefea.

»J*

4/99

X

6 7 .C h o n g d e fa n s
Yang Jun
Li Y ong

fa n g

Chang 'a

n

zhi 7/9

4 /1 0 0

(=Huaudan fang)
B iG o u

X

4/1 0 0

100/3113

Y ue Sihui

X

4/101

81/2759

4/101

93/2978

111/4149

4/101

17b/579

83/3667

Tang X iujing

X

^ V e ^ la n ^ ^

1

In n er S W

X

fa n g

Lu Ben

128/4460

4 /1 0 6
4/1 0 6

X

4 /1 0 6

Sui 3 8/1141
84/2801

81/3594

Sp. Princess o f Xuancheng

108/4085
83/3655

Sp. W e iJ ie

PedXingjian
Princess Cheng'an

X

4/1 0 6
4A 0 6

Li Chongqian

X

4A 0 6

131/4508

Yang Zhingcheng

X

4A 0 6

91/3797

4A 0 6

176/5268

X

Jia Dao

X

W ang Xun

X
X
X

X

p °*

4A 07

wä

Jinshi ijS:

4A 07

X

Zhao (m.)

SSI

4A 07

X

L i (m .)
Vendor
Kang (f.)

« it
1ft*
fft
m m

X

Li Yuan

a l*
MSI
S ee Y ongning fang
T*
aS ee a2J£aihua

____________ 1__________ 1

D is tr ic t V e rt.R o w 3

6 9 .Y a n s h o u
Pei Xun

&

Shaan 18/7

^

hermit
in jew llery
Sp. He W enzhe

4A 07
T ai 2 1 4 A 643
Tai 84/542
Lu/848

*

ffSCtf

1

1

7 0 .G u a n g d e fa n g

t i ll

4 /1 0 7

Yan R ong
Liu Rengui

^

4/99

X

Xiao Che

|

/J? .

Li Yong

Li Shao'an

1

characters

XIn

X

—

X

4/107

Sui 7 4 A 6 9 4

4A 08

84/2789

108/4081

4 /108

191/5094

196/5596

PeiT t

X

4AC8

148/3989

169/5147

Pei Guangting

X

4A 08

84/2806

108/4089

Sun Sim iao

X

Pei Zhen

X

4A 08

Cui B in

X

4A 08

—

155/4117
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Appendix 1
R atin g
1 I 2 I _ J _ i - L A _5_1 j

Warder
Resident

j

Xu

Sources
Jiu

X5n

Comment and
characters_____

Cui Yan

X

4/108

155/4116

163/5017

I

Cui Shan

X

4A08

155/4117

163/5018

I

4/108

155/4119
179/4663

163/5019
90/3768

I

179/4648
TaiA 96/1470

163/5010

190a/5000

201/5742

i

86/2831

81/3590

i
(

Cui Dan

X

Liu Chongwang

4/108

X

Kong W d

4/108

X

Pan (Jiangjun)
Zhang (m.)

4/108

X

*

*

*

4/109

X

Lu Zhaolin

#

■

X

Tai 21A40
71.Y an kang fang
Princes' Residence
Li Xian

4 /1 0 9

4/109
4/109

X
X

» I* * *
Yan Lingwan

X

Yang Su
Princess Wanchun

4/109
4/109

X
X

I iT a i

154 #8

4/109
Sui48A281

76/2653

X

S u L « lf
See 3.Anren fang.
80/3570

i in Princes' Residences.

Da 10/214

Song Ji

4/110
4/110
4/110

X

Fu Taiyuan
Zhang Ji

X
X

Ma Zhenxi

X

Wang Jingxi
Yang Jiong

7 2 .C h o n g x ia n
Li Yong

X

fang

4/110
Sp. Princess of
Xiurong County.

X

4A10

X

4A10

98/3064

X

4A11

Dou Wan

X

4A11

X

108/2179
4A11
4A U
Tai 281/2244
4/111

X

Cao Suixing

X

PeiTongyuan

4A11

X

Luo Ye
Chen Pu
Cui (m.)
Cao (Langzhong)

158/4170
72C/2771

75V3440

Tai 345/2734

4A11

X

4A11

w t

X

4A11

a

4A11

Mi Liang

X
X

WangWenyi

X

YangZhong

126/4415
71b/2326

X

X

Zhangsun (m.)

X

Sogdian

Tai 243A 877
4A11
Shaan 9/4
Shaan 9/23

l i t

Shaan 13/7

a ®

M SS

1 4 /1 1 2

4/112

X

Princess Xindu

X

76/2661

4A 12

80/3575

luewang

83/3664

Sp. Tian Hua

82/3606

Tanwang. There are three
Tanwang's lised in the
dynastic histories. Li Cong
is the only one that might
fit the context

#

Li Cong

X

j

E3:ltf

4 /1 1 0

4/110

X

Cui Jingzhi
Dugu Xiashu

I5Ä*
$ ± 7 t
See 10.Jing'an fang

Dou Yuan
Dou Jing

73.Y an fu fang
LiZhen

100/3941

XiangAO

X

Lu Huaishen

|

77/2680

4/110
Shaan 17A5

X

HuiLin

rinshi

4/109

X

Yan Liben

Puwang.

4A 12

107/3258
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Appendix 1
R a tin e

Ward or
Resident

1 1 2

Princess o f
Qiongshan County
Huang Tao

3

Sources
5 1 /

4

Xu

X

4/112

He (m.)

X

4/112

Zhang Qiao

X

4/112

Sun Qin

X

4/112

X

4/112

Comment and
characters

Xin

Ü iJ ü S S i

4/112

X

X in Cha
Yang Fa

JIu

Jinshi •feij
60A614

Ttnshi
Ä

l/K a P

#

See 37-X iuxing fang.

X

«

8

1 In n e r S W D is tr ic t V e rt.R o w 4
74.W 'estern M a rk e t
Jing Xian
L i (m.)

|

4 /1 1 7

g jr f ?

ff

]] 1331

4/118

diviner ^

X ub 3/209

7 5 .H u a iy u a n fa n g

4 /1 1 8

Fan X ing

4/119
57/2300
Shaan 3/25

X

D ai (f.)

X

L u (f.)
Princess

4A18

I

4 A 19
T a i 150A083
Tai 302/2397

X
X

7 6.C h a n g sh o u

88/3744

fa n g

anora.

4 /1 1 9

(<Guang’en fang)
Xiao Cong
Y u Qu an
Yang Wen

X

4 A 19

Sui 70A793

X

4A 19
4A 20

185b/4810

120/4314

68/2495

89/3752

X

Yuchi Jingde

4/120
Xiang f l

X

Liang Si

I

S u i? i t
Three Yang Wen’s are
recorded in the standard
histories. The one listed here
is the only possibility.

4 A 20

X

4 /1 2 0

7 7 J l a h u l fa n g

4A20

X ia n g /7

X

4A 20

130/3625

W eiZhuang

X

4A20

20a/777

D a i(f.)

X

Shaan 9/9

C ui (m.)

X

Shaan

Yuchi Gang

Sui

X

Gu Feutiong

K h o ta n ^ Ü |§
74a/3083

SR

I

12/20

In n e r S W D is tr ic t V e rL R o w 5
7 8 .Q u n x ia n

4 /1 2 4

fa n g

Yuan Zan
Liang Gui

4 A 24

« »
Sui

4 A 24

S u i^ ft

X

4 A 24
4A 24

lesser consort o f

X

4A24

X
X

Feng La
Shangguan (f.)

X

Princess a f
Nan yang County

|

Zhongzong.
'E ’
Sp. Yuwen S h iji

X

Sogdian

X

X ub 3/210

[ 4 /1 2 4

7 9 .H u a id e fa n g
X

4A 24

Yang Liang

X

4 A 24

Zhang Tong

4A 25

X
X

ift

109/4099

185a/4786

4A25

X

HanBaocai

sui s

Sui 39A155

4A25

X
X

Liang Si

M o Tele

100/3935

herm it

D o u lu J i

L i Zhiyuang

63/2409

4 A 24
Xiang

X
X

L iu (m.)

SuifflM

4A 24

Cheng Yuan jin g
Qiang Qiong
Shi Chongjun

f t

87T

4A25
215b/6052

4A25
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Appendix 1
Plains

Warder
1 1 2 1

R esid e n t

I i u Y in
Z o u Fengchi

3 1 4

S o u rc e s

|

5 1 /

X
X

Xu

Jiu

4/125
4/125

T a i 4 95/4062

X in

A K A Z o u L uotuo

»SK
8 0 .C h o n g h u a

fa n g

4 /1 2 5

f

(< H onghua fang)
Q u tu G a i

X

C heng X uanying

X

X iao S iliang
F ang H uilin
M iS a b a o

8 1 .F e n g y l

4 /125

5 9 /2 3 2 0

89/3749

4/125

4 7 /2 0 2 7

59A 517

8 2 .D a lx la n

X

Shaan 12/6
X iang ,23

Sogdian

4 /1 2 6

www~

X

fa n g

fa n g

III

4/125

1 1 1 1 1 1
Shi W ansui

T ao ist

X

iTSSZ

4 /1 2 6
4A 26

S u i 53 A 353
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Appendix 1

SW

S o u rces

R a tin g

W a rrior
R esid e n t

1 1 2 1

D is tr ic t V e rt-R o w

3 1 4

|

5

1 /

Xu

X in

164/4281

167/5119

4 /9 5

W ang G ui

4,96

X

8 4 .D a o d e fa n g

4/96
4/96

X
X

P rincess J inxian

S u i 45/1241
S ee 2 0 .C hongren fang.

4^6
Shaan 12/6

X

fa n g

83/3656

4 /9 6

(>Guangren fang)
W en Jingye

4/96

X

Y u C hao'en

4/96

X

8 6 .Y a n z u o fa n g

1 SW

D is tr ic t V e r t.R o w 2

207/5863

--------------------------------------

fa n g

« ■ w eh

1

----------------------------------1

4 /1 0 1
X

4/101

L iF e n g ji
Y ang G uozhong

X

4/101
4/101

X

W ang (Langzhong)
8 8 .F e n g 'a n

184/4763

W
1ST

4 /9 6

Zhang Y ue

|

SS

4 /9 6

Y ang H ao
Princess C hangning

j 8 7 .X u a n y i

characters

1

8 3 .Y o n g d a fa n g

8 5 .G u a n g x in g

C o m m e n t an d

Jiu

L

X

fa n g

Y ang (f.)

S ee 9 .Y ongle fang. § £
167/4365

174/5221
S ee 12.X uanyang fang.

4/101
4 /1 0 1
S ee 110-Liquan fang.
Sp. D ugu Sijing.

T ang /56

X

I* S « t
P eiK u a n

X

4/101

Su (Langzhong)

X

4/101

W ang X iang

X

1 8 9 .C h a n g m l n g

Ec LL E
EEr r r E
X

K ing o f R in an
|

9 0 .A n le

fa n g

L iX ilie
W ang H ong

1S W
1

I 9 2 .D u n y i
I Li G uangbi

X

4/101

4A 01

S u i4 5 A 2 4 4

4A 01

H

g ! !

mm

4 /1 0 2
4A 0 2
4A 02

145/3943

225b/6 4 3 7
S ee 64.T aiping fan g

9 3 .D a to n g

fa n g

fa n g

nn nnnn
X
X

w s r

4 A 13
4A 13

X

D ou L ianshan
P rincess o f Q iyang

104/3203

135/4576

Korean

110/3303

136/4583

K h iia n ^ 7 ^ 5 g

4 /1 1 3
4A 13
4 /1 1 3

f l r

4A 13
4A 13

S ee 50.C h o n g ren fang.

4 /1 1 3

9 4 .D a 'a n f a n g

1 SW

*

H fiW

4 /1 1 3

fa n g

Gao X ianzhi

|

S

D is tr ic t V e r t.R o w 3

9 1 .Y o n g 'a n
Li X iaow en

1

130/4486

4 /1 0 1

fa n g

Y ang Liang

100/3129

D is tr ic t V e rt.R o w 4

9 5 .Y o n g p l n g

fa n g

4 /1 2 0
7

(<Y onglong fang)
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Appendix 1
Warn e r
Resident

1

Princess Changle

Dou Xiqiu
Princess of Xuancheng

1

R jtjjig
3 1 4

Jiu

X

4A 20

Xiang/7

4/121
4/121

183/4725

X

1

Comment and
characters

S S W IS H

Xu

2

I

5

1

/

X

Xin

N.Zhou. So. Yuchi An.

83/3649

Sp. Wang Xu.
Two Princess of Xuancheng
are found in the standard
histories. The present one is
proven to have lived in
Yongping fang. The other
one, who was Xianzong's
daughter, was too late far
the description. The Princess of
Xuancheng of Yongping
fang was also known as
Great Princess Gao'an

who Xu wrongly identifies
as a seperate person.
H

Kou Yong
Cui (f.)

1

96.T onggul fang
I iu Gcngxin

|

97.Guiy! fang
YangXiu
98.Z haoxing fang
(<Xianxing fang)

X
X

r rrr

Ln

4/121
4/121

ft

3ffilL _

4/121
Tai 99/665

rrr LLL

4/122

4/122

61/2364

99.Yonghe fang
(<Chunhe fang)
Yin Dajian
lOO.Chang'an fang

4/126

lO l.H ep In g fang

4/127

102.Y ongyang fang

4/127

95/3844

mm

ns

4/122

SW District Vert.Row 5

YuwenBi

S U

diviner

Tai 344/2725

Sui 56/1389
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Appendix 1
Warder
Resident

1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 /

Xu

S99I5W
Jiu

Xin

132/3645

138/4619

Comment and
characters

1 NW D istrict Vert.Row 1
103.Xiude fang
(<2ien'an fang)

4/102

LiBaoyu

4/103
Xiang/17
4/103

XimeaZhea
Yuan (m.)
Chen Shijian

X

4/103
4/103
4A03
4/103
4/103

X

Shaan 17/16

X
X

X
X

105.Banzheng fang
Tian Tong
Yang Shida
Doulu Qinwang
Xu Jlan

HebaHua
WeiHeye
Yang Zhao

61/2370
Shaan 14A1
Shaan 17A4

95/3849

fft

$

4/103
X
X
X
X

Wang Xingwei
Zhang Chengxiu
Sima Zong
Du Ying
106.Buzheng fang
(<Longzheng fang)
Li Yun

«

4/103

Dou Dan
LiuFengzhi
Zhu Chaozheng
Liu Yingnm
Chen Zhongsheng
Li (m.)
|

an®

4/103
Shaan 18/5

104.F uxlng fang

Sogdian

4A 04
4A04
4A04
4A04

Sui 0
52/2184
90/2921

X
X
X

72C/2709

X
X
X

Ä&S

S fig

HWW~

4 /1 0 4

X

ä

See 54.Shengye fang.

4A04
Shaan 10A
4/104
4A04
Shaan 18$

X

59/1530
114/4203

4/105

76/2660

4A05
4A05
4A05

Sui47A269

80/3574

Jian|wang

S u it
sui
Crown prince Yuande. Xu
misprints it as Guangde.

Sui 59A435

ttag

7C®±;?

Pei Yun
Dou Yi

4A05
4A05

X
X

62/2381
183/4725

100/3926

Siifi

AKA Dou Xiguan

fft
WeiZhigu
Xiao Song
Sheli Cheng
Liang (m.)
Quan Ziyi
Wang Shou
Wang (m.)
Zhang Wushi

X

98/3061
4A05
4A05
99/3093
4A05
Shaan 9A2
4A05
4A05
4A05
Tai 100/673
Tai 100/673

X

Shaan 18A1

X

4A14
132/3650
Shaan 12/23

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Wang Changsan

126/4413
101/3953

lift*

NW D istrict Vert.Row 2
4/114

107.A ndlng fang
Diwu Shoujin
Suo Enli

X

4 /114

108.X iuxiang fang
Yang Gongten
Empress Wu's
grandparents
Wu Sansi
Zhou Daowu

I s f r

62/2381

X

4A15
4A15

X

4A15
4A15

183/4734
5A 05

X

X

100/3926

wt

maternal

314

206/5840
83/3646

Ä —S

Sp. Princess of Linchuan
m jiff*
JO ]

Appendix 1
W ander
Resident

1 1 2 1

W u C hongxun

X

R a tin e
3 1 4

S o u rce s
I

5 1 /

Xu

Jiu

XIn

4/115

183/4736

74a/3142

C o m m en t and
characters
Sp. P rincess A n le

ft«SM
W u liy a n

4/115

X

X ianyu T m ghui

T ang/64

X

H uangfu W enqin
W ang ( f . )

Ä M X S

Shaan 9/7-8
Shaan 11/26

X
X

1 0 9 J in c h e n g
Princess A nle

ääw

4/115

X

R u S houfu

fa n g

Sp. S o n g Y un

4/115
4/116

X

83/3654

Sp. W u C hon g x u n ,
W u Y anxiu.

f t « dH
ftS f*
S hi C hongxuan

X

H auoY i

4 /116
4 /1 1 6

X

Taoist
S ui 3 9 A 1 5 9

X u L uaren

X

4 /1 1 6
57/2293
Shaan 10/5

Liu Y uanshang

X

4 /1 1 6

C hen Y i

X

4 /1 1 6

Liu (m.)
X in g Y i

X

Z hang P iluo

w

7 lb /2 3 3 9

4 /116
Shaan 13A 6

X

X ueY i

llO .L iq u a n

S h aan l6 /1 5

4 /116

X

8 8 /1742

Shaan 13/6

X

fa n g

4 /1 1 7

HÄ#
S ee 1. X in g d ao fang.

(<Chengnring fang)
Princess T aiping

X

4/117

Suzong

X

4/117

F ang L iu
X

D u an Z h ix u an

X

4 /117
4/117

X

W ang A nren

X

G uo S ixun

W ang (m.)

IN W

I
1

X

Shaan 9/20

92/2971

109/4101

8 9 /3762

Im
P e n ia n
S ee 8 8 .F e n a in fang.

Shaan 8/28

1

D is tr ic t V e r t.R o w 3

lll.X iu z h e n

fa n g

□□ □

Ge W eide
1 1 2 . P ü n in g

□

fa n g

Shan Ji
X

W e iJi
1 1 3 .Y i n i n g

X

"

~

4 /1 2 2
4 /1 2 2

□
4 /1 2 2
X

Li Ji

[S J

Shaan 12/6-7

X

□
I

Shaan 10/22
Tang/49

X

L iR e n d e

RI .
aas
See 2 0 J3 ao zh en g fang.

Buddhist

4 /1 1 7
6 8 /2504
Tin 4 5/6-7
4 /117

X
X

T ang (m.)

*3

4/117

X

A n L ingjie
D ugu Sijing

as Shaanw ang

4/117

X

Z hang X igu

6/155

4/117

X

ZongC huke
L iH u i

10/239

S u i B uddhist

4 /1 2 2
4 /123

67/2483

9 3 /3817

4 /123

185a/4795

100/3944

1 1

4 /1 2 3

fa n g

r

(<X iguang fang)
G ao Jiong

X

D ai Z hide

X

4 /123
4A 23

Sui r S x ä

S u i4 1 A 1 7 9
7 0 /2535

9 9 /3 9 1 6

Suxi Sijing

X

4A 23

L ü T in g ’e

X

4 /123

a s s ®
§ J S 5

Shaan 9/16-7

h erm it 'föj

H e (m.)
C h u a iL u
Z hang (f.)

X

Shaan 12A 4

X
X

Shaan 16/3-4

sS
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Appendix 1
W arder
Resident
H eW enzhe

1 1 2 1

R fltin g
3 1 4

1 5 1 /

Xu

§ 9 VIC H
Jiu

Xin

17a/527

207/5871

C o m m ent and
characters

Lu/847

See 69.Y anshou fang.
Sogdian

X

WEM

1 1 4 J u d e fa n g
X ianyu Z unyi

X

4 /1 2 4
4 /1 2 4

T urk

Y uchi L e

X

4 /1 2 4

A K A S h i Z h iy an

mm

X ian g /8
Liu X iangdao
D u Y uanhui
C ao M ingzhao (f.)

X

She (m .)
Y uchi Y iseng

X

Su (m .)

X

4 /1 2 4

X

4 /1 2 4
X iang /20

Sogdian

4 /1 2 4
Xiang/8

K hotan painter.

Shaan 7/21

s

X

81/2750

106/4048

in
wag®

X

Kr

stadia

316
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Index to the Table of Chang'an's Residents
Alai (f.)
An Lingjie

1 1 0 . $ ^ gj5

An Lushan

1 3 .1 4 .$ « ll]

Ande fang
Anding fang
Anle fang

90-

Anmin fang

Anren fang
3A nshan fang
Anxing fang
5 3 .$ # ^
Anye fang
« • $ 1 #
Anyi fang
Anyl fang 2 8 . 3 r f § i f r
Bai Juyi
14.18.21.23.33.

Q **
Bai Minzhong
14. 0 * 4 *
Banzheng fang
io
Baoning fang
BiGou
68.-m
Binwang.
66. '
Buzheng fang
Cao (Langzhong)
Cao Mingzhao
1 M .W S 0 B 8
Cao Suixing
7 2 -» * R
Chang Gun
Chang Winning
1 2 -T i5 -S
Chang Xie
1 7 .K T #
C hang'an fang
Changhua fang
C hangle fang
m
C hangm lng fang
Changshou fang
Changxing fang
C h in g ie fang
51
C h in g le* fang
2 i .* m
Chen Chang
Chen Jing
17Chen Pu
7 2 -W + f
Chen Shijian
103.
Chen Yan
H -W *
Chen Yi
Chen Zhongsheng
1 0 4 .» S ^
Chen Zi'ang
1 2 .» * ®
Cheng Boxian
is .« « «
Cheng Huaizhi
« •« . g ' t J i
Cheng Xiuji
3 3 .^ # a
Cheng Xuanying
8 0 -^ f £
Cheng Yuanjing
Cheng Zhigong
io.
Chengming fang 1 1 0 .^ .
ijj
Chengwang
5 7 .^ £

" ■ fg .

w
is

n-W*

Chongde fang
Chonghua fang
Chongren fang
Chongxlan fang
Chongye fang
Chongyl fang 7
Chu Liang
Chu Suiliang
Chu Wuliang
Chuai Lu

» » .« f t#
72.
6 3 . # f i
.# S :
ii.i
i i . # * f i.
5 0 -^ 1 #

H 3 .* *
Chunhe fang
9 9 .& * J #
49 .
Commoner
Crown prince Jiemin.64.gp j§ | ^ *

Crown prince Zhanghuai71. ^ lAC *
CrownprinceYuande. 106.
Cui (f.)
1 5 .«
Ctd(f.)
9 5 .«
Cui (m.)
9 .«
Cui (m.)
7Z «
7 7 .«
Cui (m.)
Cui (Shangshu)
1 2 .* f t#
Cui Bin
7 0 .« i ß
Cui Chuilin
z & m
Cui Dan
7 0 .«
Cud Guan
33. « f f
Cui Guangyi
8Cui Jingzhi
7 2 . « J : b1
Cud Lin
5 6 .« S
Cui Lun
io. « f t
Cud Ning
1 9 .« ^
Cud Qun
2 3 .« *
Cui Rizhi
8.
« 0 £ n
Cud Rong
ii.* *
Cud Shan
Cud Sheng
Cui Song.
10. « f t
CudTaizhi
ll.* * ±
Cud Tu
15. « &
CudXuan
6 5 .« ^
Cui Xuantong
8 .* ^ *
Cui Yan
7 0 .« *
Cui Yanzhao
2 Z « j f Bg
Cud Yuan
7« 1
Cud Yuanwei
7.
« T tfe
Cui Yun
Cud Zao
3* £

Tit

Da'an fang
Dai (f.)
Dai (f.)
Dai Xiuyan
Dai Zhide

Dalxlan fang
Daning fang
Daode fang
Daozheng fang
Datong fang
Daxingshan si

9 4 .± $ i^
75- *
77®
4 9 .* ^ *
1 1 3 -Ä S *
8 2 .# W #
5 2 .^ :$ ^
8 4 .« * ^

.rill

Daye fang

3 o . ± f ift

Ding Zhong
Diwu Shoujin
Dong Ji
Dong Ying
Dou Can
Dou Dan
DouE
Dou Gong
Dou Huaizhe
DouJi
Dou Ting
Dou Tianahan
Dou Mou
Dou Wan
Dou Xian
Dou Xiguan
DouXijic
Dou Xiqiu
DouYi

23. T S

1 W -3 S 5 * *
:

l

l

DouYi
Dou Yizhi
Dou Yuan
Doulu (f.) Guifei
Doulu Ji
Doulu Jian
Doulu Kuan

106-W i t
7.23. w J i

13-Ä jt'Ä 'Ä

_ 6 7 .Ä Ä !
Doulu Q inw angl05._2.iJ
Doulu Xun
2 1 .^ l4 jS
Du Congze
37£fc,
®T"
DuHangjian
8.
DuXingfang
Du Ya
DuYing
Du You
Du Yuanhui
DuZong
Duan Chengshi
DuanXuahi
Duan You
DuanZhixuan
Duchess of Fuien
Duchess of Hanguo
Dugu (m.)
Dugu Ming
Dugu Sijing
Dugu Xiashu

1 9 .t A f T 7 ?
15.. $fc S
1 0 5 .i | *
3.
H 4 -tll7 C n K
5 0 - tt+ S
37..§£
jfc
7.
33. S # j ( f f t
1 1 0 .^ ^ ^ ;^
1Z
A
1Z
14.$1$!£.
it .

iM

88.110. a Ä S *
72

.ä Ä S i i

Dunhua fang
Dunyl fang
92.
Eastern Market lö .l^ r f f

Empress Wu's grandparents 108.
Fan Chuanzheng
s. « h u e
75
Fan Xing
Fan Zigai
13 8 ^ 5
Fang Hud
lio .T f ®
Fang Huilin
Fang Reayu
Fang Xuanling
Feng Ao
1 7 .» *
Feng Deyi
66 .
Feng La
7 8 .» *
Feng Su
1 3 -» ^
Feng Yuan
2 1 .» 5 S

rsll*
B t&

«

Feng'an fang
Fengle fang
Fengyi fang
Fu(f.)
Fu Lin
Fu Taiyuan

7 1 .^ ±

1 3 .* »
14.67. f *

GaiWmda
Gao Jiong
GaoLishi
Gao Shilian
Gao Wuguang
GaoXianzhi
GaoXiayu
Gao Yanfu
Gao Ying
Gaozong
Gaozu
Ge Weide
GeshuHan

!8-W *
7 2 -* ^
6 4 .* f
1 0 6 .* # $
5 7 -* # ^
9 5 .* # 3 $
1 1 * »

317

^

-

Furong yuan 4 4 . ^ ^ [§
Fuxing fang
104.

7 2 .* *
9 3 .f * l l j

:

7 9 .Ä Ä I Ö
54- S L & &

4 -f *
1 « .* «

ii-t m
6 6 -W li

j

72. g *

tc

. * 3tS

113

4 5 .5 6 .^ ^ J ±
2 Z 5 0 .S ± B

18-ÄÄÄ
lZ 9 1 .Ä { Ü j£

I 8 .* 1 t*
48-^^tS
1 4 .» »
27 . ( S tK

«Bfc
in - * * *
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Great Princess Gao'an 95. $
Great Princess of Hanyang

$*.

8Great Princess of Jiguo
Gu Feuriong
Gu Kuang
GuanBo
a s
Guang'en fang
7 6 -Ä J& #
G uangde fang
7 0 .^ 1 #
G uangfu fang
4.
1 ft#
G uanglu fang
Guangren fang
G uangxing fang
Guangxuan Shangren S l . K ■ r A
G uangzhai fang
4 6 .j£ ^ #
Gui Chcngjing
Guiyi fang
Guo Ai
12]
Guo Chenggu
13.1
Guo Jingzhi
Guo Kui
5 3 -$ $
Guo Qianguan
I I J « .» * *
Guo Sixun
Guo Yingyi
1 5 -^ X
Guo Yuanzhen
1 2 .^ 7 1 :^
Guo Ziyi
Guo Zong
8- i $ L
Guowang
6 6 .7 2 ^ ±
Han Baocai
7 9 .$ * * *
Han Gongwu
Han Hong
is -M V .
HanHcngzheng
1 4 .»
j
Han Huang
HanHiri
Han Ji
Han Liang
ta
Han Qi
Han Shen
Han Yu
io -» Ä
He(m.)
73. |5J
lB .- f n J
He(m.)
He Wenzhe
6 9 .1 1 3 ,'f n J X f 1
HeZhizhang
H .I Ä I
HebaHua
Heping fang
lO l.f r # #
HeruoBi
1 7 .»
HeiuoYi
1» . »
Honghua fang
Hongye fang
3 0 .& # #
2 0 .# ^ #
Hou Junji
Hou Zhao
Hu Zheng
Huaide fang
Huaixian fang
H ualyuan fang
H uaizhen fang
Huan Yanfan
3 6 .^ jtfe
Huang Tao
7 3 .^ ^
Huangfu Mei
2 S .£ H tt
Huangfu Wenqin
1 0 8 ..£ f f £ f t
Hui Lin
71.
Hun Xian
52- ? S $
Huo Xiaoyu
Jia Chang
Jia Dan
4f t t
JiaDao
6 9 .» A
Jia h u i fang
7 7 .1 ? #
Jiangwang
1 0 6 .$
Jlnchang fang
3 4 -W

SILE

II

u..a*

M %

s it*

Jincheng fang

1 09.

Jing Xian
Jlng'an fang

7 4 ..j^ 3 fe
1 ® * $ $ #

Jlnggong fang
Jingshan fang
Jinwang
Jishi
Jude fang

2 2 .$ ^ #

Li Qianli S7.$~^~* 5
LiQigu
2 3 .$ ^ a “
LiQiwu
12- $ W %
LiRende 1 1 0 . $ ^ ! ^
LiRizhi
4 3 .$ 0 £ f l

5£ # #
2 7 .W 3 E

Li Shao'an 6 6 . $ 4?
LiShen
2 3 .$ ££

1 3 .S #
ii4 .

Li Shi
1 3 .$ 5
Li Shouli 6 6 . $ $ ^ J
Li Sixun 6 5 .$ j f f l ^ l [
LiSizhong 9. $ f f l . S
I iS u
5 6 .$ tS
LiTai
7 1 .$ $
LiTiao
54. $ 1 ^
Li Ting
1 4 .$ f t

Kaihua fang 2
Kaim ing fang
Kang (f.)
Kang Ayiqudagan

M itty
6 9 .$

Kang Bian
2 3 .* f
King of Rinan
Kong Wei
to . a , a t
Kong Yingda
ii.fl.a a
Kou Yang
9 5 .5 E .lf
Lady of Yenio
3 4 .¥ S * ?
L aiJi
2 1 .$ J f
L aiting fang
4 8 .$ M #
L anling fang
2 5 .® ! ^ #
2 0 .$
Ii(L )
4 8 .$
Li(f.)
Li (m.)
6 9 .$
Li (m.)
7 4 .$
1 0 4 .$
Li (m.)
Li(Sheren) 2 5 . $ # A
Li (Sicang) 5 4 . $ ^ ^
LiBaoyu
1 0 3 .$ ^ £ 5
Li Changfu 6 1 . ^ g i f f
Li Chen
1 8 .$ $ 1
Li Cheng
1 5 ..$ !
Li Chong 1 8 $ £ f e
Li Chongqian
6 9 .$ I »
Li Cong
7 3 .$ ^
LiCongzheng
5 3 .$ ^ £ |Ü
LiDeyu
LiFan
LiFengji

1 7 .$ » $
5 3 .$ (£
8 7 .$ jJ ^ $

Li Fuguo
LiFunu

1 4 -$ 3 $ p i
4 7 . $ ‘f£ $ JJ

IiG an g
57. $ | 3
Li Gao
1 3 .$ f |j
LiGuangbi 9 2 . $ - ) % ^
LiGuangyan
267. $ } * £ $ §
Li Gun
1 2 .$ ^
LiGuochang
1 3 .^ ^ g
LiGuyan
1 4 .$ H W
7.
$ »
Li He
LiHezi
1 6 .$ ^ !^
8 .$ 8 i
Li Huan
Li Huan
3 3 -$ W
Li Hui
1 2 .$ H
20^3.57.110. $ ^ g
Li Hui
Li Ji
Li Jia
Lilian
LiJifu
Li Jin
Li Ting
Li Jinxian
Li Kui
L ilinfu
Li Lingwen
Li Meng
UM i
U M ian
Li Mu

1 1 2 $ Jj
2
3
1
1

0 .$ #
7 .$ ^
7 .$ $ f
4 .$ ^

H .$ f
6 5 .$ ^ #
4 6 .$ $
u i. $ $ r a
3 3 .$ ^
4 .$ »
13. $ ^ 0
1 1 .6 2 $
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Li Wa
17. $ 0
Li Wulfl
2 2 ,$ r i |^
Li Xian
8. $ f l ^
Li Xian
7 1 .$ #
Li Xiao
1 4 .$ J |
Li Xiaowen
9 1 . $ $ fa}
LiXilie
9 0 .$ # gJ
LiXiu
1 8 .$ j£
LiXun
Li Van
IiY a o
Li Ye
L iY i

1 5 .$ J $
5 3 .$
1 9 . $ 4$;
5 4 .$ $
8. $ * ?

Li Yi
1 2 .$ X
L iY i
2 3 .$ S i
U Yong
2 4 .$ H
LiYong
6 6 .6 7 .7 2 ^ :
I i Y o u y u l4 .$ ^ ^
Li Yuan
6 9 .$ pj
LiYuamning
64. $ 7C
Li Yuansu 5 2 $ 7 C $
Li Yuanying
1 3 .$ j^ #
LiYuanzuo
47. $ j C /f e
Li Yue
1 8 .$ ^
Li Yun
106. 3$. ±
IiZ a iy i
1 4 .$ f tJ £
Li Zhen
9. $
LiZhen
2 5 .$ &
Li Zhen
7 3 .$ $
LiZhiyuang
7 9 .$
TJ3
LiZhounan
4 3 .$
[S)
Li Zongmin
1 0 .$ ^ ^
Liang (m.) 1 0 6 .#
Liang Gui 7 8 . # $ f t
Liang Shouqian
47. # $ g j|
Liang Si
7 6 .# $
Liang Si
7 9 .# $
Linghuc Chu
2.
LinghuTao
34. $
$1|
Liquan fang
110.
Liu (m.)
78.$jJ
Liu(m.)
109. $[J
LiuBochu 10.17.
Liu Chongwang
70. ^)J
Liu Deren 36.
Liu Fengzhi
104. j|lj # ^
Liu Gan
49
Liu Gongchuo
19.
Liu Gongxin
96.
Liu Honggui
48.

Liu Hun

5 0 .^

Liu Jiatai 2 fljl
#
Liu Mian
1 9 . |i |$ J
Liu Ren gui 70. y , $ j j t
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Liu Shouzhong
50.
LiuTaibai 1 8 .|) J ^ C Ö
LiuTan
2 1.$0
Liu Xiangdao
114. ^jJ ^
Liu Xijin
Liu Y anjing
Liu Yin
7 9 .|l J ^
Liu Yingiun
104. ^4j
Liu Yuanfang

^

^

Liu Yuanshang
109-^fjJ 7C [c)
LiuYuxi
4.
LiuZhea
66. f l j
LiuZhirou 2 0 . § ) J £ f l ^
Liu Zhongli
48. %ll ‘jfo v7
Liu Zhuan 18. ^lj
Liu Zongyuan
13. $ 1 ^ c j C
LiuZungu 1 8 . ^ J ^ " ^ f
Lizheng fang
4 1 .d £ i£ :$ f
Longqing fang
5 8 .^ ^ ^
Longzheng fang l O ö . ^ i ^ i j
Lu (f.)
64. Rg
La(f.)
75. J
Lu (m.)
17. [
Lu Ben
69.
Lu Binyu
34. [3^ ’3J’ j S
LuDunxin 5 2 . j § * |$ J ^
Lu Hongxuan
2 3 .j t
Lu Huaishen
72. j t ^
Lu Jun
6.
|jt
LuJun
18. |lt
LuPei
21.J
LuQun
23. j
Lu Song n .ß 3 * i §
Lu Sui
8.
§& ßjf
LuWenK
2 2 . ® |S ] ^ f
Lu Xiang 5 3 . ß g |£
LuXie
22. $ U

'j j

LuoYin
6 7 - j g ß i.
Lü Chongcui
15..
LUTing'e 1 1 3 . g j g 3 |

MaShi
MaSui

2 1 .J 5 T
14.17.,

MaZhen

ll.Ä j_

X
57. Ä ^

QianQi
2 3 .S S
QiangQiong
7 8 .J § jf
Qlnglong fang
QInren fang
13. § § £ 2 ^
Qiangwang 1 8 .j j j £ .

Princess Yangmu
prostitutes

11.

Puning fang
Puwang.
QianlLu

112.

7 1 .$ $ 3 1
21.$gflfc

Qiu ShUiang
53. " f ftd t P .
Qiwang
53.1$
QuanDa
2 3 .^ Ü
QuanDeyu 4.
Quan Nansheng
56. ^
*4QuanZiyi 106.^8 £
Quchi fang
4 0 .^ ^ i^
Q ujiang fang
4 3 .^ ^ ! ^
Q unxian fang 7 8 . ^ 1 ^ ^
QurnGai
8 0 .J @ ^ j[
QutuTong 3 1 . ß ^ 5 ä
Ren Dan
49 . - f i t #
Ren Huang 45..*{j£^t
RuShoufu 1 0 8 ..3 5 5 ^ f ä
Ruizong
5 1 .^ ^
Sang Daomao
3Z ^ ij|j3 £
Shaanwang
110. ^ T
Shan Ji
llZ ^ ^ f

ShanSiyuan
1 2 -Ä ^ 5 S
Shangguan (f.)
78. f g
Princess Jianping
She (m.)
1 1 4 .^ f
5 4 .& # £ £
Sheli Cheng
106.
Princess Jinxian
Shea Chuanshi
2.
^ fetl
8 4 .^ iiij^ i
Princess Lading
Shen Yu
1 5 ..? f c ^ l
» • « » H i
Shen Yuebin
4 2 .^ ,]
Princess of Dai
Shengdao fang
2 4 . |J.
Shengping fang
Princess of Liangguo
Shengye rang
54.® ^
Princess of Linchuan
Shenwang 20. E$I
Shi Chongjun
1 0 8 ..|» J I |H £
Princess of Nanchang
Shi Chongxuan
7- S I H i
Shi Wansui
Princess of Nan yang County 78.0$f 0 s | J Ü
Shi Xian cheng
14.22.3t*Ig$C
Princess of Qiongshan County 73.
|j j ^ -}•
Shi Xianzhong
8.
Princess of Qiyang
Shi Yongcheng
50.93. & 0 | & i
Shi Yuanzuo
1 7 . B |7 C ^
Princess of Wen'anCounty 38.
Shi Zhiyan
Princess of Xiangcheng
1 1 4 -» ^ «
Shi Zhongzheng
5 0 - 5 ^ fk
Princess of Xiguo
Shiliuw ang zhai
Shu Yuanyu
2 3 .^ % i4
Princess of Xincheng
Shuwang
64.
3E
Sikong Tu 7.
a ! t S’| ^
Princess of Xiurong County 71. ^ jQl !j&
Sima Zong 105. ^
^
Princess of Xuanch
SongJi
71.
57.65. _ _
Song Jing 53.
Princess of Yicheng 9. ' S*l l £ $
Song Shenxi
2 2 .^ ^ ^
Princess of Yiyang 50. S
$
SongYun 108.
Princess Taihua
50. a
4*
Princess Taiping 1.11.56.110.
Su (Langzhong)
8 8 .j |^ ß ß $
Su (m.)
114.i§j&
Princess Tongchang
SuE
9.
H iS .
53.P I §
SuFang
3 Z ^^f
Princess Wanchun
Su Liangsi 58.
3. 7 1 . 8 . f t # - & £
SuTing
23.ftJ^_^
Princess Xianyi
Su Wei
14. H J&
Su Xu
7.
U U j
Princess Xihua
l S . O T ^ ^ S -4*
Sui Gui
5 0 .^ ^
Princess Xindu
63.73.

srjJtBHi

ÄXÄ
19.ÄS«

7Z H S

^

Pei Tan
64.3j£jQ,
Pei Tongyuan
7Z ^7^^5
Pei Xiang 2 3 . ^ f&J
PeiXingjian
14-69.
PeiXiu
1 4 .^ ^
Pei Xun
9.57.69.
Pei Yan
1 4 .f
PeiYun
106.;
PeiZhen
7 0 .||$ l
PeiZiyu
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